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Edward never sees the clothes scattered like dead 

people on the glistening wood around his feet and he 

doesn’t look into the mirror behind the door; he has his 
eyes closed as he leans back-and-forth against the 

cistern. The inside and outside—yellowish narrow 

boats floating on the canal amongst autumn leaves 

beside pink-toned buildings and handsome people—

worlds cease to exist. No need to wipe, this morning he 
couldn’t come. Hunched forward, he remains distant to 

the mirror and the mess. Edward reaches down for the 

packet of Drum Sky Blue. He curls paper over tobacco, 

as his mind filters the remnants of last night’s dream, 
like northerly wind licking at the sea after a southerly 

storm, disrupting the morning stillness. The sound of 

coffee hissing from the stovetop wakes Edward fully, 

like every other morning. But today he remains with his 

eyes closed and he curls his palms over his ears—it 
doesn’t help. He opens his eyes. Can’t reach his usual 

softness. His vision is sharp, as when you wake mid-

dream, like a cut up film playing over the present. Fuck 

it, he thinks, tonight.  
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 Edward stumbles naked the few feet to the 

kitchenette and pours coffee into his stained-brown 

cup, opens the bar fridge, adds cream—a few drops 
fall from the rim of the empty carton—and places the 

rollie between his dry lips, raising his head to 

appreciate the aroma: Chilean. He places the needle 

on the record, listens for a moment, and then adjusts 

the volume to a morning level. He moves to his spot, 
falls into the worn green-leather chair, and pushes out 

the wooden window-frame with his foot; just enough 

that the breeze wakes him but not that he freezes. 

Edward loosens his shoulders, rolling the muscles 
backward to Eric Satie’s timeless piano work. Giving 

sound to silence, he thinks, sucking back. Then, 

focusing away from thought, he allows his eyes to 

reach the outside. Edward gets lost in the picture. He 

prefers nowadays not to think, just to look. He follows 
the Gracht and narratives wind into his mind.  

 He exhales plots with each puff of smoke as if the 

stories had meant nothing to him.  

 Edward doesn’t write anymore: he dreams. 
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 He focuses on a cloud, inventing a portrait 

against the blue, but he can’t make out the whole, just 

bits of the face. Square jaw. Green eye. A curl of hair. 
Freckles. Pieces of last night’s dream come and go 

inside his mind, outside. He turns away—the portrait is 

usually finished—and remakes the coffee pot. He leans 

against the sink, turns downward and rolls up. He is 

facing away from the porcelain mess behind and the 
lounge-room to his right scattered with upturned books 

as if they’d committed suicide off the case, and he 

doesn’t acknowledge that the open bathroom and the 

bed to his left is beginning to look like a morgue. 
Edward lights the fag and stumbles forward to his spot. 

 In this morning mind it’s as if the city—just 

there—in its painted green hue is another world. The 

perspective from Edward’s morning eye, from this 

morning’s eye, is estranged, more like looking into a 
Dali painting than out a window. The space between 

his mind and the canal is almost frightening.  Edward 

hears his Nokia and turns, watching it move around the 

kitchen bench like a snake. He wants to let it go but 

with bemused temperament he stands to check. 
Yolanda. 
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 ‘Hola,’ says the voice.  

 ‘Yolanda, darling.’  

 ‘Busy, darl, of course, you some coffee on, darl—
coffee?’  

 Edward turns to the hissing pot, making images 

out of the smoke in his mind; he says, ‘I just—’  

 Yolanda interrupts. ‘Hotfordoma.’ 

 ‘Yolanda, darl?’  
 ‘Ahh, yeah darl, shit’, she says, ‘fucking can’t find, 

fuck—bike keys!’ she laughs. ‘I’m maniac fucking.’  

 The screeching of boiled coffee with the sound of 

things being upturned down the phone-line; Edward 
cringes and hangs up. ‘Fucking maniac,’ he says, and 

falls back into his morning ritual.  

 At the window he rolls another, hesitates, and 

then lights up. He sucks, unnecessarily trying to keep 

the cigarette alight. He follows a long formation of ash 
as it falls onto his leg, reads a few sentences from the 

novel Kitchen by Yoshimoto but the outside sucks him 

in and drags him away. 
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 The rare sunshine has found its way into view; he 

watches the rays creating a mist above the broken ice. 

The narrow boats are floating, as if in the clouds. If 
heaven were to exist, it would look like that, he jokes, 

pointing directly at the scene with the tip of his 

cigarette. And then, just like that, the blue sky is 

washed away by the coming season’s rain. Edward 

pulls the window frame toward him; he pauses, 
imagining every raindrop were a divine idea, and then 

jerks it shut.                                                         

 Edward turns to the kitchenette and pours 

Yolanda’s coffee. He stops for a sudden flash of 
nostalgia. Memory sparked by a faded red stain on the 

rim of the white cup: her lips. Yolanda Sun is his 

connection to the real world. She is his second cousin 

and best friend of the last eighteen years, since 

Edward arrived from Australia. She has a house 
outside the centre with her arsehole husband and spoilt 

daughter; so instead, she spends most of her time 

here, with Edward. She is Dutch; Amsterdam runs 

through her veins, the inner city is her pulse’s beat. 

And she has the connections. The Queen of PR, 
people used to say. When Edward graduated from the 
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University of Amsterdam, fifteen years ago, he 

reminisces, thinking of her youthful lips and how 

persuasive they used to be, Yolanda got him his job in 
the Creative Writing Department and helped him out 

big time with publicity for his novel. Then, as if to wash 

away the memory, Edward fills the rest of Yolanda’s 

cup, spilling coffee over the side. He pulls the blue 

jeans from the floor, rests his smoke on the sink and 
opens the door. Yolanda kisses his cheek; left, right, 

left. His face covered in red—the old days back in his 

mind.  

 ‘Fucking weather,’ she says, throwing her woollen 
coat at the wall. It falls on the floor. ‘It looks more like 

winter out there now, hey? All these fucking Dutch 

buildings, aren’t they boring,’ she says, smoking 

Edward’s cigarette, her heels now planted on the 

windowsill showing off her long legs.  
Edward makes another pot of coffee, creating 

silence. He picks up her coat and places it on the rack. 

‘I only notice the trees,’ he replies. Moving her heels to 

the side, he takes a seat on the windowsill opposite 

Yolanda. 
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‘What fucking trees? Idiot.’ Yolanda tilts her 

head toward the lounge. Her long hair, like velvet, 

covers her face. ‘Satie’s Gymnipodes, every fucking 
morning, Edward.’ 

 ‘I’m sick of words,’ he says, rubbing her ankle. 

‘Make yourself at home, darling.’  

 Yolanda is comfortably in his spot, smoking his 

cigarette.  
 ‘I fucking darling will!’ She gets up. ‘Well it’s time 

you got better.’ Yolanda leans over the record player. 

Her arse is smiling toward Edward from beneath her 

yellow dress, under her fish scale stockings, eating her 
black G-string. And with the smoke coming over her 

bible-black hair, she’s a straight man’s desire, he 

thinks. How does feminism work again? He wants to 

say. 

 ‘Tom Waits, fucking great,’ she says. 
 ‘How’s my fag taste?’ Edward asks. 

 ‘Likes all of your men, thin and limp’ she says. 

‘How many years now?’ 

 Yolanda sits back. ‘What the fuck is you smiling 

at?’  
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 ‘Oh, give an old boy a puff,’ he says. ‘You only 

smoke fashionable Marlboros, don’t you?’ 

 Yolanda hands him the rollie. ‘No you don’t say 
nothing, it’s that been fucking long. And you’re right, 

your sawdust tastes like shit. You ever see in the 

movies rolling tobacco, Edward?’ 

 ‘It’s my meditation, some people go to India—Eat 

Pray Love—I roll cigarettes.’  
 ‘Shut up, dickhead. This one song, what’s the 

name, darl?’ Yolanda nods her head to the beat, 

begins to sing along. ‘I fell into ocean, you became 

wife, I risked it all against sea, to have better life—’  
 Edward turns his head, listens for a moment. ‘All 

The World is Green,’ he says.  

 Yolanda laughs. ‘Typical, he’s dreamer just like 

you,’ she says, ‘I’ve always loved this song but you 

haven’t played lyrics in—what, ten years?’ She slaps at 
his leg. ‘So what you up, Edward? Are you teaching 

these university students? Their writing realities 

becoming dreams?’ With his cigarette hanging loosely 

off her thick red lips, she speaks as if she were talking 

to herself.  
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 ‘Are their writing dreams becoming reality?’ he 

says. ‘Sadly, no.’ 

 ‘What you’re a fucking English teacher now. It’s 
only you I have to speak this boring language.’ She 

stands up, moves around collecting her things, and 

cleaning, singing, smoking. 

 Edward fixes back outside, another moment’s 

silence. He follows the tangling canals and watches the 
leaves dying and drifting to the icy water, winding 

around intricate pastel buildings on their lean. But he 

doesn’t see anything. His mind is searching for an end 

point to last night’s dream, as if it were hidden within 
the leaves or—he looks up—in the outline of a cloud. ‘It 

was his eighteenth birthday, Yolanda,’ Edward says, 

looking pensively at the puffy white outline in the sky, 

seeing the half-face. ‘Something’s off, I woke up before 

the end.’ 
 ‘Good darl,’ she says. 

 ‘No.’ He butts his cigarette.  

 Every day, for the last ten years, Edward has 

woken at the end of the nights dream, like each were a 

chapter in a book.  
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 ‘Have you woken mid-dream?’ he says. ‘Your 

heads fucked. I feel like a mushroom.’ He holds his 

head, leaning forward. ‘Last night I—’  
 ‘Dreamer fucking,’ Yolanda interrupts. ‘I have time 

not this morning darl.’  

 ‘Fucking dreamer,’ Edward says, pulling his head 

back up. ‘Fucking dreamer.’  

 ‘Ah whatever fucking dom taal,’ she says, ready 
to leave.  

 ‘Yeah,’ Edward says, ‘English: the language of 

progress.’ Then, noticing the herds of suited people 

down there. ‘They’re all following the heartbeat, just 
like you.’  

 ‘And you too mate, you put that suit on, eh?’  

 Edward stands, pours the last of the coffee. ‘I 

wear a suit jacket over a t-shirt, just to fit in’, he says, 

cringing at the sound of mate. He begins to collect his 
things into a brown leather bag. 

 ‘Yes. I know. I told you eighteen years ago to 

fucking buy jacket, just as well too.’ 

 Yolanda has a way of pulling Edward out of his 

mind.  
 ‘It does make me look good, doesn’t it?’ he says.  
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 They move around each other in circles, avoiding 

the beat of the outside. 

 ‘Yeah babe, it does, I said to you: you got the look 
and you’re pretty fucking much Dutch now, dickhead. 

So, get over it … and you still can’t speak the 

language, lul!’ Yolanda says, and then more seriously. 

‘That pulse is like twenty-fours hour’s kind of thing.’   

 Edward moves to the window for one last look, 
toward the one remaining cloud, he says, ‘He was in 

Melbourne, it was his eighteenth, he was at a bar with 

Jasmine, and then—’ 

 ‘You woke up,’ she says and kisses him from 
behind: one, two, three.  

 He stares out at the scattered bits of white and 

then Yolanda jerks him out, he leans back, toward the 

stairwell to catch her distant voice: ‘You’ll dream of 

Banana tonight, darl.’ The words echo around the walls 
as if the building was an extension of Edward’s scull. 

He’s cursed in red, thinking of the past, in a 

melancholic frame of mind: a typical Dutch-mind.  
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Edward closes his apartment’s street door and unlocks 

his bicycle, an over-sized black Dutch cruiser, from the 

street post. He untangles the chain and mounts the 
leather seat. Rolling a cigarette, he takes a moment, 

before joining the herd.                                     

 Waddling over the road in between cyclists, he 

leans against the Gracht, beside the still narrow boats. 

He stares up at the maple tree shadowing him. They 
accentuate psychedelic tones of orange and brown at 

this time of year. He looks pensively, as if sucking 

energy from the tree. A leaf breaks with a sweep of 

wind and he follows it. His head moves, tracing circles 
and stars. He wraps his black scarf tight. He stares, 

upward. Time freezes with the leaf as it floats. Then 

like a web it sticks to the frosty ground and with 

another sweep of wind it’s gone. Edward’s reflection 

replaces it. The face staring back at him is old, he 
thinks. The cigarette smoke reflects a dark cloud above 

the picture, as if it were an extension of his thoughts. 

He presses against the skin, pushing his fingers into 

the face, into his wrinkles. His chin is still rigid, eyes 

remain green, they are not my eyes, he thinks, it’s as if 
he can see two people in the reflection. He turns away. 
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Maybe that’s something we all feel, he thinks, and the 

cloud of smoke distorts the portrait. 

 As he cycles, Yolanda’s voice (get over it) is 
trailing around his head like a goldfish circling a glass 

bowl. Edward’s usual morning vision—in green hue—is 

covered with flashing dream images: a glass of beer, 

the number eighteen, one green eye. Overlayed with 

words: psychology, love, Berlin. Banana was saying 
something about Europe, he thinks. It’s like a Dada 

projection coming out from the back of his head. He 

tries to focus on the dreams ending. Nothing.  

 He suddenly notices the University ahead, like he 
was blind for the ride.  

 Teaching his students, Edward’s mind wavers 

between reality, desire and fragments of dream. He 

places one of his students in his head to distract his 

subconscious. The young man with blonde hair, from 
near the back row, sways in his mind like poetry. 

Edward reads on. Speaking about writing, words and 

language, it’s tormenting his headache, but with fresh 

eyes piercing him and young men asking him 

questions, he thinks, the show must go on.  
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(Kissing the young boys leg, moving his way 

upward, firm legs). He’s interrupted. 

‘Mr Wolfe, can you explain that again? I don’t 
understand,’ says the blonde boy.  

Edward pauses, savours the moment, then 

says, ‘I hope you have all read Orlando by now.’ He 

clears his throat, invents a deep tone and reads from 

the novel, paraphrasing the ending. 
‘Supposing that this mysterious composition 

which we call society is nothing absolutely good or bad 

in itself, but has a spirit in it, volatile but potent, which 

either makes you drunk when you think it delightful or 
gives you a headache when you think it repulsive. It is 

your job as writers of fiction to explain that spirit, this 

life force,’ he says, holding his stomach with his right 

hand, unconsciously. 

‘Yes,’ says a girl with a black bob and thick lips, 
after a moment’s silence. ‘But I think we were talking 

about non-fiction writing, no…? And is society not 

something different to reality life?’ 
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 ‘We are talking about fiction, mostly, and about 

non-fiction,’ Edward replies, strangling his conscious 

thoughts. ‘Also, about memory, truth, and reality: life. 
Well my point is…’ (The image of the boy in his mind 

becoming more explicit—ah fuck it—) he calls for a 

cigarette break, and in a final attempt at redemption, as 

the students walk outside, he raises his voice (still 

reading from Orlando).  
‘Society is the most powerful concoction in the 

world and at the same time society has no existence 

whatsoever, such a monster as this,’ Virginia wrote, 

‘the poets and novelists alone can deal with.’ Edward 
pauses and then says, ‘And that’s you guys,’ with 

conviction. He may as well have been speaking to 

himself; the northerly wind carries cigarette smoke 

through the room embodying it with the student’s 

ghosts.  
Outside the room Edward notices Yochem, the 

University Director, walking toward him and so he turns 

and leans over the railing.  

‘Mr Wolfe.’ 
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Yochem is a small man with brown stained 

fingers; Amsterdam’s in his blood, literature is part of 

his fabric. He has a passion for reading Edward’s 
writing, he alone has kept Edward employed.  

Edward turns. ‘Hi Yochem, how are you, mate?’ 

‘Dutch, mate.’ 

Edward smiles, smoke leaks out of his mouth.  

‘I like that jacket Mr Wolfe, you should wear it 
more often.’  

‘Thanks Yochem.’ He wears it everyday. ‘I’ve 

got to get back to class, anything important, Yochem?’ 

Edward says, tossing his cigarette over the railing.  
 ‘Mr Wolfe, how long has it been?’ 
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Edward bites at his bottom lip, unconsciously. 

 ‘Ten years,’ Yochem says, pointing his index 

finger to Edward’s chest and he begins to speak in his 
usual didactic manner. ‘The time has come: you need 

to show us, the board, the new chairman, some of your 

recent work. New rules, Edward,’ he iterates. ‘The 

board want you gone, we’ve got young PHD graduates 

biting our dicks for your job, Edward, your students, 
they talk you know, and some of this new lot, well, they 

don’t give you the respect you deserve, they think your 

old hat Mr Wolfe, as your predecessors say.’ He lifts 

his finger from against Edward’s heart and looks out 
over the city. ‘These students don’t read, Edward, give 

them something to think about.’ 

Edward’s chest cramps.  

There’s a moments silence.  

‘Whatever’s stopping you, get over it, Wolfe,’ 
Yochem says. He turns, speaks in a lighter tone, ‘Give 

my regards to Yolanda, Edward, I trust she’s well.’ 
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Edward walks into an empty lecture hall. His 

body feels stoned and detached from his fermented 

mind. The few students obligingly go home. He texts 
Yolanda and cancels the afternoon beer-date. Outside, 

over the balcony, the blonde boy from his class is 

smoking. A slither of skin shows between his jeans and 

jumper and for a split-second Edward amuses himself, 

seeing the entirety of mankind in that white space. 
Then with the smoke rolling over his shoulder comes a 

sweet voice. ‘You want a cigarette, Sir?’ He draws out 

an end, holds the open Marlboro packet to Edward. 

Edward leans beside the boy, reaches for the 
butt with his mouth.  

‘So, how badly did I do today?’ Edward says, 

slouching against the railing. 

‘I liked it, a-lot.’ The boy passes a red lighter.   

‘It was terrible.’ Edward turns down to light up.   
‘You quoted Virginia.’  

‘They all think she’s a dive don’t they?’  

The boy raises his smoking hand, revealing that 

slither of skin. ‘She’s fabulous.’  
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Through the crack in his Ray Bans Edward gets 

lost in that smooth whiteness. He comes-to. Focuses 

away. The city is being lit up like an old mans birthday 
cake. ‘Have I seen you in class before?’ Edward finally 

asks, turning to face the boy. 

The boy doesn’t answer. He just looks at 

Edward with his soft, upturned, crescent moon lips. 

 
Edward stops on the grass, facing the pond in Vondel 

Park, halfway between home and work. He sits. The 

evening dew soaks into his pants. He follows the trees 

as they dance in the reflection of the water, swaying 
slowly to the beat of his overwrought mind. Blowing 

smoke over his shoulder Edward catches the eyes of a 

stranger on a black Dutch bike. The man with the 

greybeard nods. Edward watches until the trees 

swallow the man and turns back to face the water.  
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 He feels tight in his stomach, like last night’s 

dream has wound itself around his insides and become 

a knot, like sickness. If he were a painter, he thinks, he 
could paint it out. Couldn’t he write it out? He turns 

away from the thought and re-focuses on the ponds 

surface until, as always, it starts to break and churn 

into white caps against the sea. He can smell that thick 

southerly. He is feet up on a balcony somewhere along 
the island he grew-up on, facing the ocean. The way 

the masses live, with their backs turned, he thinks, and 

immediately tries to blow the thought with another hit of 

nicotine. He closes, waits, and opens. Thank Christ. 
The ocean has faded. He now sees the thin moon in 

the ether of the silver pond. Edward looks up and his 

mind calms with the darkness. He stares. In his 

momentary emptiness words form in the constellations, 

as if outside his mind, written by God.  
 Berlin, baby, Berlin. 
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 He is sure. These are the final words from last 

night’s dream, surfacing from his unconscious, 

subconscious and then projecting themselves outside 
of him, consciously. Berlin, baby, Berlin, he says to 

himself, and it feels right. Edward turns down to roll up 

before beginning again. 

 A man stumbles past in a drunken swagger. 

‘Skmoingz fa anxusz popele,’ he mumbles. 
 Edward looks down; fumbles the red lighter (the 

boy’s red lighter—shit, he thinks) and stands, nodding 

at the man with the greybeard. He’ll smoke at home. 

Banana’s final words turn over his mind (Berlin, baby, 
Berlin) in synch with his peddling.  

 Smoking out the window, sitting at his spot, the 

drunk’s words, smoking’s for anxious people, plays 

back in his head like a remix to the final words from the 

dream, Berlin, baby, Berlin. That he is sure. Edward 
eats bread with tomato and salt, makes coffee. After 

another cig he walks to his bed and falls onto the bare 

mattress, to dream.  
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A knock at the door wakes Edward. 

 He rolls over, stands and looks at the sweat on 

the mattress, black and in the shape of his body. As 
usual he avoids the clothes scattered over the wooden 

floor. It’s as if everything is coated in a layer of ash, this 

morning he can hardly see. He pauses, leans his head 

against the door. It feels like a balloon full of seawater. 

Another knock pierces the rubber. He is drowning at 
sea, what it feels like.  

 ‘Fuck, darl, you looks shit,’ Yolanda says, rushing 

inside. ‘Go put some clothes on. I’ll make coffee, you 

need smoko, darl?’  
‘You’re kidding,’ Edward mumbles. ‘It’s serious.’ 

He stands against the doorway, rubbing his right eye. 

He studies the yellow streak of sleep under his nail.  

Yolanda sifts through the dirty dishes for the tin 

of coffee and makes the pot. ‘You got depressed or 
something, darl?’  

‘Miserable day, what time is it?’ Edward pulls 

dirty blue jeans from the floor, to his spot. 

‘Fucking can I record that. You’ve had a 

medicine dose of reality have you.’ 
‘What’s the time Yo?’ 
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‘It’s almost nine.’ Yolanda hands Edward coffee. 

He hunches out the window. ‘It’s all grey,’ he 

says. ‘Pass me a Marlboro please, darl?’ 
She taps at the pack, then lights the tip. ‘Look at 

you, what is this a funeral fucking?’ 

 ‘Can’t be bothered,’ Edward says and reaches 

out to close the window.  

 Yolanda stops him. ‘Fucking, something is 
really wrong with you.’ She sits on the windowsill. 

Edward phones Yochem, cancelling his morning 

lecture, for personal reasons, and then he moves to the 

armchair by the bookcase, choosing the inside. 
Yolanda is silhouetted by the window, now sitting in his 

spot, a shadow under the morning rays. Her cigarette 

smoke dances with dust in the lines of sunlight. Her 

heels on the sill are bright red. A photograph, Edward 

thinks, blinking. 
‘You’ve been dreaming?’ Yolanda says. 
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For a moment, to avoid the thought, he imagines 

her shadow were a curtain. ‘That’s it, Yolanda.’ He 

gestures mid air with his cigarette. ‘Something’s 
wrong.’ He leans over to the record player, shuffles, 

and then places the needle. Nick Cave and The Bad 

Seeds. 

‘What, idiot?’ she says. 

‘Last night.’ He moves over to the window, looks 
at her. ‘I didn’t dream.’ 

She is silent and then. ‘Tonight, Edward,’ she 

says. 

Edward sips at his coffee, turns outside. ‘Every 
night, Yolanda, ten years.’ 

Yolanda stands up, facing away from him, 

toward the sink. ‘So it’s time about you had a fucking 

break for reality then,’ she says, pouring coffee.  

‘Look,’ he says. ‘The last dream I had, the night 
before last, Banana was at Old Bar, a place I used to 

hang out at in Melbourne, with Sage. It was his 

eighteenth, Yolanda, he’s eighteen, and he was with 

Jasmine and they were about to leave and then I woke 

up and—’ 
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Yolanda interrupts. ‘You fucking gek geest, 

sounds full on, darl, careful eh.’   

Edward continues. ‘Before I opened my eyes he 
looked at jasmine and said Berlin Baby Berlin.’ He 

flicks the butt. ‘I could just tell she was going to break 

up with him. It was like fucking dejavu.’ 

Yolanda sits down. ‘Edward, I’ve been telling 

you for ten years.’ She speaks seriously. ‘They’re just 
dreams, your making like a William Burroughs speech. 

Be careful, darling, please.’ 

‘Waking up has given me this bloody headache,’ 

he says. ‘And my gut’s fucked.’ 
‘Pff. You need a bloody root, darl!’  

‘Yolanda,’ He speaks as if lecturing himself. 

‘Look, I had this thing with Yochem yesterday and the 

stain of your lips was on that cup.’ He points at the 

bench. ‘And then all this—I’ve got the past on my mind. 
I really needed last nights dream, you know.’ Edward 

pauses. His head droops forward momentarily. He 

quickly pulls it back up, crossing his arms and legs. He 

rubs at his chin.  
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‘Oh shit, darl.’ Yolanda jumps up in her neurotic 

way. She smokes the remnants of her cigarette and 

manically collates her things, saying, ‘It’s just fucking 
dreams babe, don’t be so dickhead, you are working 

through your past, its good, darl, but please be careful, 

Edward?’                                                           

 ‘Yolanda,’ Edward says.                                    

 She interrupts him before running out the door, 
pressing into his cheek: one, two, three. Looking him in 

the eye, she says, ‘Sorry, darl, I have a meeting 

fucking, got to make some money. Call me if you need 

it,’ and then her voice changes. ‘Why don’t you try and 
write?’ she says. Her tone is honest and sympathetic, a 

distant echo from the stairwell.                                     

 ‘A fucking meeting, you have a fucking meeting,’ 

Edward says.                                                               

 He follows Yolanda from the window as she rides, 
drifting along beside the Gracht, over cobblestone 

bridges, and winding around side streets into the city 

where she disappears. Edward leans over the 

windowsill. He throws his half smoked cigarette into the 

ether. It’s all flat and grey. ‘Fuck you,’ he says toward 
the city and with a gust of northerly the windowpane 
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slams shut. He sees his father’s reflection flash cross 

the glass. He meets the eyes momentarily and jerks 

away. He has never really thought about it. Is his father 
dead?  

 

In the heart of the city, stoners and lovers interweave 

with suits and artists: Amsterdam.  

 Stopping for air—smoking—Edward looks 
around. A dark hue now covers his vision. He feels a 

pain in his stomach. The present? He flicks the fag and 

mounts his bike’s worn-leather, to work.  

 Yochem is packing-up from Edward’s class.  
 ‘Edward.’  

 ‘Yochem.’  

 Yochem stands tense in his small frame. The 

sound of him packing-up: Edward cringes, too loud. As 

if speaking to God: ‘I was writing,’ Edward says, not 
meeting Yochem’s eyes. 

‘Jesus, Edward, I’m right here.’ Yochem is 

hunched over his brown-leather briefcase. 
‘I’ve started working on a manuscript.’ Edward 

speaks quieter. 
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Yochem locks his briefcase and looks. Edward 

is standing on his lean in dirty blue jeans. The crease 

on his forehead is bulging. Resting his hand firm on 
Edward’s shoulder, ‘To my office,’ he says. 

Edward twitches. Yochem’s breath is dirty 

foreskin.  

The office is full of books. Paper covers the 

floor. A forest, Edward thinks. 
Yochem searches through the trees. ‘Outside, 

Edward.’ He picks up a pile of bark.  

Edward thanks him and walks out. Over the 

small veranda one bright yellow flower with a long stalk 
reaches out from a pot. Edward looks into the flower’s 

skin. The yellow sparks memory.  

Edward is sitting before the green louvers of his 

grandmother’s beach house down the Great Ocean 

Road. Yellow sunflowers are tapping against the glass 
from outside. He turns, sees his grandmother there. 

You are going to do so well in Amsterdam, she says. 

Do me proud, Edward.  

He turns away from the flower. The city is 

completely grey.  
Yochem hands Edward the pile of bark.  
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Edward Wolfe is typed in Avenir Oblique on 

heavy-grade white paper. It has the weight of a 

manuscript. Edward amuses himself, imagining, 
Edward Wolfe The Biography.  

‘Have a read, Edward,’ Yochem says, ‘I make us 

café.’ He disappears inside. 

Edward avoids the paper and leans over, into 

the flower. Her wrinkles seem burnt. She is wearing her 
purple bikini. A marijuana cigarette falls from her thick 

red lips, she seems happy.  

Edward turns up, curls his right hand into a ball 

and hits at his chest. Immense greyness. 
Yochem walks out with two cups of coffee and 

shortbread. He shuffles to sit down; the mosaic table is 

enveloped in vines from the wall. Edward has placed 

the bureaucracy onto the table. He looks out. It seems 

like only yesterday that all the world was green. The 
narratives used to come so easily and he pushed them 

away. Now, he says to himself, toward that empty 

space, I would let you in.  
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 ‘I’ve ran out of time.’ Yochem wipes his face 

with the back of his right hand. ‘It’s a condition in your 

contract you produce some creative work of your own. 
You know this, Edward; it’s been ten years since your 

novel. This new chairman wants you shot, 

comprehend?’ 

Edward tightens his scarf. ‘I can’t dream, 

Yochem.’ 
Yochem lights a Camel cigarette. ‘What do you 

mean, Edward?’ 

He’s only told two people about the dreams: 

Yolanda and Yochem.  
‘The dreams, Yochem, I’m going to write them.’ 

Edward talks as if to himself. ‘I’m going to speak to 

Yolanada and see what she can do.’ He speaks these 

words as they come to his mind. ‘I’m going to write the 

dreams and that process will bring them back.’ He 
nods. He doesn’t see Yochem: he sees himself writing 

and then dreaming. That’s it, he thinks. 
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‘I don’t think you should cross that threshold, 

Edward,’ Yochem says, ‘Think about Goy’s The Sleep 

of Reason Creates Monsters. It can be bad luck. We 
have a saying for that in Dutch—impossible for me to 

translate.’ He scratches at his goatee. ‘Well I try, 

something like this: you bring dream to reality you bring 

reality to dream, no, this is not the meaning.’          

 Edward is unsure how Goya’s painting is relevant. 
He speaks toward the city. ‘Banana was at a bar, 

Jasmine was there, and he said to her, Berlin, baby, 

Berlin. Then I woke up before the end. That was a few 

days ago, feels like a fucking lifetime.’                 
‘Alright Wolfe,’ Yochem says, fondling his moustache. 

‘Write your dreams, or your biography, whatever you 

call these unconscious visions. But be careful eh, that’s 

spooky action distance.’                                       

 Yochem wears black overalls, a blue skivvy and 
silver Doc Martins. Edward is looking at his outfit 

through the side of his Ray Bans, wondering which 

character Yochem reminds him of. He is not concerned 

about these words, they are meaningless, Yochem 

won’t fire him. He has this same conversation twice 
annually. But what about the dead trees, he thinks, and 
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turns to the pile of bark. Yochem’s never gone that far. 

‘I’ll keep the chairman cool for some weeks,’ 

Yochem says, ‘If Yolanda can find you a publisher than 
you keep your job. That will keep board happy, I’m 

positive.’ 

‘Great, Yochem,’ Edward says, rubbing his 

palms together.  

Yochem’s moustache reaches his ears. ‘I knew 
you couldn’t hide away forever!’ He moves his chair 

closer to Edward. ‘You has a beautiful imagination 

Edward, use it.’ He practically inhales his cigarette. 

‘Okay! Okay then! Okay, good!’ He sings and dances 
around the small balcony.  

An oompa-loompa, Edward thinks. 

Yochem points his index finger to Edward’s 

chest, shaking at the knees. ‘Take a month off. I’ll 

organise your classes. Take a month of me boy! Write, 
write, write!’ 

‘Yochem,’ Edward pauses at the doorway. 

‘Could I trouble you for a couple of Camels?’ 
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Edward rides home and leans back against the 

cool cistern. He tries. Nothing. He falls forward among 

the pile of unwashed jeans on the floor. His lashes 
almost touch the mirror and he sees himself in warped 

proportion. His right eye rolls in its socket and the room 

spins in the eyes reflection as if following the thick lines 

in his forehead. He sees the brown dot in his eye, like a 

moth against stained green glass, and he wonders if 
that represents the same kind of illness that killed his 

mother. And he wonders what kind of illness killed his 

Mother. And he wonders why his father never told him 

what kind of illness killed his mother. And he wonders 
why his father left. Then the eyelid slowly moves 

downward, first covering the white, then the red veins, 

then the green glass, and then the moth: sickness. It all 

fades as the eyebrow shuts, like a curtain at the end of 

a magician’s show.  
 

Edward follows the hissing of the pot. Everything is 

pretty much black.  

 It’s been—he’s unsure—it feels like weeks since 

the last dream. He has to write.  
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 He pours coffee, lights up and places the needle 

on the record. In the lounge, he sweeps the surface of 

his desk with his palm. Books, ash and pencils fall to 
the floor, crashing on the wood. He folds out a clean 

sheet of paper onto the table and reaches down for the 

pencil. 

 Edward looks into the paper. He wants to swim 

into the blankness, disappear in that white space. He 
wants to become a letter instead of a man. Clean. A 

piece of bark. A tree. He can barely keep his lead head 

from falling against the desk. He’s breath is out of beat, 

like an emphysema patient.  He pulls himself apart, 
nothing. He didn’t dream. Can’t dream. Can’t write. 

 Berlin, baby, Berlin—the words curl around his 

mind, alone, like madness, growing louder. 

 His emptiness won’t form. Just scribbles, 

meaningless scratches of ink. Flakes of writing paper 
fall on the floor like flesh from his body. He stares at 

the pieces of ripped paper, which begin to morph and 

change into thoughts, scattered old memories that 

aren’t useful. Not for an experimental poem, not for 

anything. But he remains looking, and slowly the face 
forms. He turns away. 
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 Edward makes another pot of coffee. He changes 

the record. Nina Simone. 

 He places a new piece of paper on the table. Still 
nothing.  

 Sucking back by the window, smoke hovers in his 

mind longer than usual, like ominous clouds eating up 

a clear day. He exhales and closes his eyes, but the 

nicotine is sickening. He sips at his coffee. He feels it 
and it’s like he is drowning. ‘Ohhh,’ he says. 

 Eighteen years. Fifteen. Ten years is long 

enough—the words don’t lift the burden. 

 Edward throws the packet of cigarettes out the 
window. He brews a pot of chamomile tea. He is 

remembering something he has spent his new life 

forgetting. He still has no control over his mind. Edward 

finds the thin novel hiding in the bookshelf and wipes 

the dust from the cover with his jeans, to his spot. He 
turns to the middle page of Kafka’s Metamorphosis and 

pulls out the letter. 

 He reads it over, stubs his cigarette and closes 

his eyes. He folds his head into his chest.  ‘Ohhh,’ 

he says. 
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Sage became a permanent silhouette; like a tattoo, 

fixed behind his eyes and in his mind. Their love was 

out of his control. Edward was always in control. He 
had to be: his mother died when he was seven, when 

his father left. He was strong as bricks. Deep down he 

knew the score from the start: he was sixteen and 

Sage was twenty-one. He was finishing high school 

and working his part-time job toward his dream: when 
he turned eighteen he would move to Amsterdam to 

become a writer. His grandmother, Gene, who was 

from The Netherlands, had secured his place in the 

University of Amsterdam’s Bilingual Writing Program, 
through an old family friend, the Director at the time. 

Edward’s gut said no, but his mind was convinced: he 

let it begin.                                                             

 Three-hours from The Great Ocean Road to 

Melbourne, every Friday night for two years Edward 
drove. He would leave straight from school on Friday 

and drive back to the coast early Monday morning. He 

wouldn’t sleep of a Sunday night to make it back to 

school in time. Sage would fuck him and he would get 

in his car at three am and drive home. By the middle of 
each week Edward would start fixating on her 
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silhouette, anticipating their Friday afternoon ritual. On 

her twenty-second birthday she began to speak about 

marriage. He couldn’t sleep. Over time this grew 
worse. He wasn’t sleeping at all unless he was with 

her. He lost himself: insomnia, anxiety, and then 

clinical depression.                                                    

 The only time Edward felt sane was these 

weekends in Sage’s share-house in Melbourne. This 
was his sanctuary. Her bedroom’s crumbling walls 

were covered in plants and banana flowers, her most 

honoured flower. She would speak to him for hours 

about their anatomy, their sex life, humanising them. 
She would fuck him all weekend, teaching him. No, like 

this, Edward, she would say, hold it, move your tongue 

up. On Saturday night she would go out and Edward, 

under eighteen, would wait for her in bed, wrapped up 

in cum-stained sheets, surrounded by banana flowers, 
reading Sage’s university biology textbooks on plants, 

on nature, on the brain—how he started to dream.           

 Edward began his dreaming in her room. His 

psychologist had said he should write a book on 

dreams. The more he wrote his dreams, the more he 
would remember and he began remembering without 
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writing. Soon he could choose his dream subject. Lucid 

dreaming, they call it. His grandmother had said it was 

in his Dutch genes but he knew it was because of his 
repetitive dream writing. The opening up of dream 

pathways in his brain, he had decided after reading 

Sage’s university texts on the brain. He had learnt that 

through writing his dreams he was inventing new 

routes to his cerebrum, like when you learn a new 
language. Edward had effectively wired his teenage 

brain to dream.                                                        

 Sage broke Edward off before she fucked him 

one Sunday, just before his eighteenth birthday. He 
hadn’t slept in a week, anticipating their weekend. He 

would propose, he had thought, and spent his savings 

on an expensive ring. He told her. What are you crazy? 

Go and follow your dream, Edward, fuck off to 

Amsterdam, she had said. It’s over. He got in his car to 
drive home as usual in the early hours of that Sunday 

morning. ‘Ohhh,’ he said, over and over. He stopped at 

three separate service stations for coffee, coming in-

and-out of micro sleeps. Almost home, down the great 

ocean road, the road was starting to blur. He thought 
about pulling over but he was so close. His commodore 
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began to drift. He had fallen asleep at the wheel. After 

the honk of an oncoming truck he woke and jerked the 

steering wheel. His car rolled, over a barbed-wire 
fence, and into a dirt paddock. If it weren’t for the pine 

tree he would have gone over the cliff. The silhouette 

vanished from his mind, replaced with an image of 

himself, dead. He almost ended up in the sea. The 

truckie pulled him out of the wreck. Apart from some 
blood and torn flesh he was alive and his bones 

seemed unbroken. ‘A farck’n’ mar’cle!’ the truckie had 

said. When the Ambulance bought Edward home, his 

grandmother Gene was distraught. She was never the 
same. One month later she presented Edward with the 

one-way ticket, via Berlin, to Amsterdam, leaving on his 

eighteenth birthday. He knew she couldn’t afford it, but 

it was the only thing keeping him sane, apart from the 

drugs. The image of a foreign continent in his mind, 
something covering up the dark seductive silhouette. 

The day before he left, Sage called unannounced, 

saying she was coming to visit her grandmother, where 

they had met, down the sandy track, south of Edward’s 

grandmother’s—Edward’s home since he was seven. 
C’mon, Ed, she said, one last swim in the ocean before 
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you go! One last cup of coffee for the road! Ah, what 

the hell, he had thought. Okay.                                 

 She fucked him in the ocean under the full moon. 
He woke up beside her, at her grandmother’s house, 

confused and in love again. He stood up. She was 

lying face down, there was a light southerly breeze 

coming through the open window above the bed, it was 

a perfect summer day, and he was playing with her 
hair. Her body was brown against the white sheets. 

Edward kissed her arse and said, ‘So what now my 

love, will you visit?’ She jumped up, her delicate 

breasts facing his cock. ‘You’re so weak, Edward, I 
despise you,’ she said and lit a cigarette to the window. 

Edward blinked: photographing Sage with his mind as 

a reminder. This was the last time. Before he closed 

the door, she spoke out toward the sea. ‘I’ve met 

someone, Edward, an older man. His name’s Paul, 
he’s a biologist.’ These were her final words. He 

wanted to say, you bitch, and to blame her for his 

depression, and he wanted to say Paul The Biologist 

can go fuck himself, but he just stood there with a 

million negative thoughts breaking him. He shut the 
door and ran through the sandy track home. Ohhh, he 
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said. He swallowed a few pills, smoked a joint with his 

grandmother. He looked out at their view of the sea 

through the green louvers for what he knew would be 
the last time. He blinked. The northerly change was 

beginning to turn the seas flat surface into foam. Gene 

sat beside him silently. She was never silent. She 

drove him to the International airport in Melbourne. He 

promised himself he would never return and he 
couldn’t look at his grandmother knowing this. I’ve 

loved you so much, Edward, she had said. She 

untangled the leather band from her wrist, a present 

from his grandfather, and curled it into his palm. You’re 
just like him, she said. Now, show me those big green 

eyes of yours one last time, darling. He couldn’t. He 

closed the car door and turned away, without looking 

back. Ohhh, he said.                                               

 Sage sent Edward a letter three years after he 
had arrived in Amsterdam. He couldn’t face it, not after 

his father’s letter the year before, saying Gene had 

passed. Edward, he had written, she left you the beach 

house! Can you believe her! I’m her son! Fuck off, 

Edward had screamed, tearing up the letter. Ohhh, he 
had said. Not Gene! His father’s tone made him in pain 
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with anger. His father worked all Edwards’ childhood in 

fear of money, never making a cent. You keep the 

house, Edward wanted to say, I don’t care, but he 
couldn’t find the energy to write. At that moment he 

decided for good. He would never open a letter from 

Australia again. He would never go back there. Sage’s 

letter had arrived too late. The letter was probably an 

invitation to her and Paul The Biologist’s wedding 
anyway, so he joked, Kafka can deal with it. He 

resisted throwing the envelope out the window and put 

it on the bookshelf between the pages of 

Metamorphosis. A thin schoolbook that he would never 
read again, where the letter gathered dust for five 

years, where it was placed again and has remained for 

the last ten years, as if unopened.                             

 That old wound was beginning to heal with time. 

He had stopped taking his medication, graduated from 
university, and was openly gay. He was moving 

forward. Edward had become a lecturer at the 

University of Amsterdam and published a novel 

through The University of Amsterdam Press after it 

won a small award. This all felt like success, victory. As 
the years passed he forgot about the letter completely, 
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and with that he had effectively erased Sage from his 

memory.  

 Five years after he received the letter, his long-
term Dutch partner opened it. He was in Edward’s 

apartment for his twenty-sixth birthday. Your twenty-six 

my love, the boyfriend had said, drunk and high. You’re 

coming into Saturn returns, how you want to live this 

life? What are your virtues, my darling? They were 
celebrating Edward’s life with red wine and cigarettes. 

He had asked about Kafka’s Metamorphosis and 

Edward, stoned out of his brain, went to the bookshelf 

and opened it. The envelope fell onto the floor without 
his noticing. The boyfriend picked the envelope up, 

opened it and read the letter aloud in an improvised 

Australian accent, stumbling, blindly unaware of what 

he was saying.  
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 Edward, I have no idea why I’m writing this. I 

have no idea if you’ll get it. I had a scare recently, 

which is none of your business, but it made me think 

about blood. Edward, I have a boy. You have a boy. 

He’s 3. He thinks Paul’s his father, and that’s the way 

it’s going to stay. Should you be on your deathbed, 

Edward, you can call us, 03 52 969 012. Look, Edward, 

if you want to fight me for custody, go ahead, but you 

will lose. Paul’s brother is a lawyer. You’re young, 

Edward. When the boy is eighteen I will tell him about 

you and he can make up his own mind. Best wishes, S. 
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‘You arsehole,’ Edward had said to the boyfriend and 

threw Kafka at him. ‘You put that fucking letter back 

into that book and get out of my fucking house.’ I’ll call 
that bitch tomorrow, he had thought. Edward put Kafka 

back into the bookcase and passed out. When he woke 

the next day he had had the first dream and it was like 

a cloud had formed inside him. The dreams continued 

without his choosing and so grew the feeling of 
lightness. Day by day reality lost its weight and Edward 

resigned to some other space that he didn’t dare 

disturb by acting on the letter. He became convinced 

the dreams were a real depiction of his son’s life. He 
spent every night with his son, and this, he figured, was 

more than Sage would ever allow. While people around 

him anticipated the day, he lived for the dreaming.     

 He hasn’t dreamt in a week. Every night for the 

last ten years he has dreamt the same linear narrative. 
These weeks feel like a lifetime and the silhouette is 

creeping back into his mind and he has this drowning 

feeling. Guilt? Despair? Pain? All the feelings that were 

disguised by the dreams are beginning. So in a 

desperate attempt to re-spark the dream, as it had 
done ten years ago, Edward is re-reading the letter. He 
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now sees the pencil scribble at the bottom of the paper. 

He looks close. The artwork is signed Banana in 

almost illegible font. It is a three-year-old drawing from 
his son. He folds up the letter up and turns his head 

into his chest.  

 ‘Ohhh,’ he says.  

 The sound coming out of him is like nothing else; 

maybe it’s the sound a dying tree would make in an 
empty forest, if you could interpret that silence, maybe 

this is the noise you would hear, and with the silt rain 

against the window, the strong northerly wind and 

Edward’s moaning, the sounds become one enough to 
put him out, asleep. 

 

 

Everything smells dead, like a trawler full of catch. 

Edward’s head, he is convinced, is full of saltwater; he 
can hear the whooshing as he walks, and smell it. He 

has no concept of time. He can’t dream. 
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 He walks to his writing desk opens the drawer 

and takes out the jar of emergency anxiety pills; the 

brown glass is covered in a layer of dust. Edward rubs 
at it with his thumb, checking the date, but it’s useless, 

the pills expired years ago. He sits by the closed 

window, as he has begun to do. Without the sound or 

cool air from outside, the window becomes a still life. 

Everything is blue and black, flat shapes distorted by 
the yellow tone of streetlights—like some Monet 

painting Edward had seen years ago. Edward rolls the 

old jar across his palm, back and forth, and for the first 

time in fifteen years he swallows a pill, then another 
and another. He leans back and remembers. Starry 

Night. 

 ‘Darl, you call for a change me.’ 

  ‘What day is it?’ Edward asks. 

 ‘Ah, dreamer fucking. Okay, darl, I finish soon I’ll 
bring over wine. It’s Friday darl.’ 

 ‘Can you also bring some cheese… A baguette?’ 

he asks. ‘What’s the date Yo?’ 

 ‘Yeah darl, better go. It’s—ah, it’s the 26th babe.’ 

 ‘The month Yo?’ Edward re-opens the window, 
for air.  
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 ‘Fuck Edward, I gotta go, it’s September fucking.’ 

 ‘Have you seen the night sky, darl?’  

 The phone line goes dead. 
 Edward pulls the window closer towards him and 

throws a woollen blanket over his neck. The Gracht is a 

dark-blue mirror. He had slept through the day, as 

usual. The narrow boats are silhouettes. He crosses 

his legs and rests his heavy head. He looks pensively. 
He admits time and space don’t fix a thing. He takes 

another two pills. His gaze softens. If the drugs don’t 

work, the physiological effects of swallowing them still 

do. Edward can’t deny the feeling inside him: lightness.  
 Yolanda is as mad as ever, with arms full of food 

and wine. The female Dionysus, Edward thinks. As 

usual, she doesn’t speak about the mess. She places 

the needle on the record and, in classic Yolanda 

fashion; the chaos soon feels calm, warm and full of 
love—something about her presence. 

 They eat Tapas and sip Merlot.  

 ‘How’s the husband?’ Edward says, out of 

character. ‘The daughter?’ 

 ‘Fuck off,’ she says, as he had expected. ‘I 
haven’t seen you in a while, darl.’ 
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 Edward looks at her face: thick juicy lips, her skin 

wrinkling in the direction of a smile, but it’s her eyes, he 

thinks, these brown eyes that are too dark for her. 
Edward will never truly understand Yolanda. What do I 

give you? He wants to ask her. Edward is becoming 

reflective. Then he realises, looking into her dark eyes, 

that they give each other the same thing. Silence.  

 After dinner Yolanda rolls a Moroccan cigarette 
and strikes some candles.  

 They sit on cushions by the bookcase in the 

lounge room. Smoke wafts, forming and releasing 

shapes in the wick’s light. Edward feels he can handle 
it. He hasn’t smoked a joint in ten years. Has he done 

anything in ten years? He can’t remember. 

 ‘What’s with you, your a snake like shedding it’s 

skin. Maybe that’s it—it’s Australian thing,’ Yolanda 

says. ‘Your changing, Edward, smoking Marlboro’s, 
listening to lyrics, trying to write, it’s a nice,’ she says, 

‘and you never fucking call me.’ 

 ‘Yeah, I feel—’ He exhales slowly.  

 ‘Look at you, gelukkig.’  

 ‘I feel sad.’ There, he said it. 
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 ‘Good,’ she says. ‘I always thought you had a 

fucked sense of happiness, Edward.’ 

 Edward gets up and looks out the window. The 
uselessness of language, he thinks. The word he used 

and the meaning it gave when he spoke it is opposite. 

He said sad, now he feels—happy? 

 The sky is more like a black streak; the white 

stars seem closer than the street lamps, and that red—
where’s that coming from? The blue shades, like the 

sea, are a mirror in the icy canal, as if from some far off 

planet. He stares out, it all blurs into an abstract 

painting. The blackness feels terrifying. 
 ‘And you?’ he says. 

 ‘Miserable as usual,’ Yolanda says in an ironic 

tone. 

 He nods outside. Happy as usual, he thinks, 

understanding.  
 Edward turns, catching Yolanda’s sharp profile. 

He blinks. It’s not that Yolanda is afraid of the word 

happy, he thinks, it’s that for her happiness is the same 

as misery. He asks for the joint. 

 Edward melts back into the chair. His mind feels 
like it’s slipping into a bubble bath.  
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 Under the dim lighting Yolanda can hardly notice 

his wrinkles. ‘Let’s go Morocco!’ she says, sounding 

youthful. Edward now has his eyes closed. ‘Bloody 
Ozzie, can’t handle your hash!’  

 Making a cushion from dirty t-shirts she lifts his 

head.  

 Edward tries to open his eyes. ‘You’re my great 

friend, Yolanda,’ he says. 
 ‘Sometimes I feel like your mother,’ she says, 

filling her glass of wine. Yolanda sits by the window for 

most of the evening, looking from the outside to her 

right, where Edward is facing her from the bed, his 
head lit-up by the lamp. When the outside grows too 

light Yolanda makes coffee. 

 ‘Shit.’ Edward jumps up, sweating.  

 ‘Sorry, darl. Did I wake you? There’s some coffee 

on darl, you wants coffee?’ 
 ‘I need coffee. My head.’  

 He pulls jeans from the floor and lights a 

cigarette. ‘Fuck. What time is it?’ 

 ‘Seven-thirty, babe.’ 

 ‘What day is it?’ 
 ‘Saturday.’ 
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 ‘Fuck, good, great.’ He looks out the window. ‘I 

can’t smoke that shit anymore.’  

 Yolanda brings over coffee and they sit, silently 
watching the sun drag itself against the haze of the 

city, it seems like an enormous struggle. Edward looks 

out trying to see the trees in their colour, like he used 

to, and the blue of the sky and the pastel of the narrow 

boats and the brightness of the flowers and the 
mirroring Gracht—but it’s all flat, grey-scale and 

formless. He can only see shadows.  

 He walks over to his writing desk and opens the 

drawer.  
 ‘The dream has ended, Yolanda,’ he says, 

swallowing pills.  

 Yolanda laughs. ‘Don’t be fucking so dramatic, 

Edward. Jesus.’  

 ‘It’s all grey,’ he says. ‘I’m sad, Yolanda.’ 
 Yolanda laughs. ‘It’s coming to winter, dickhead.’ 

 He leans back against the windowsill, his body 

curled into the square frame. 

 Yolanda kicks him in the chest with her red heel. 

‘What’s up with you, Edward?’ 
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 He walks to the bookshelf, ‘I have to show you 

something.’ Edward pulls Kafka off the shelf.  

 Yolanda raises her heel into the air. ‘I’ve had it up 
to here with your books,’ she says. ‘Fucking 

depressing, no surprises that you’re always happy.’ 

She is puffing away. ‘I don’t read anymore, Edward, 

especially not Kafka. Jesus, about as entertaining as a 

zoologist fucking.’  
 He passes her the small book. ‘Neither do I, darl,’ 

he says, ‘open it.’ Edward pulls out a cigarette. ‘I’m 

sorry I didn’t show you earlier.’ He speaks behind the 

flame. ‘A fucking zoologist.’ 
 Yolanda grunts, opens the book, unfolds the 

letter, leans back and reads. She immediately goes 

silent. The cigarette falls from her mouth, almost 

burning a hole in the paper.  

 ‘Fuck, Edward,’ she says. ‘Fucking hell, darl. 
When?’ 

 ‘The dreams, Yolanda.’ Edward leans over and 

points to the drawing at the bottom of the page with his 

index finger. ‘That’s Banana’s name, his drawing.’ 

 Yolanda holds the letter closer to her face; she 
squints, looking into the pencil scribble.  
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 ‘I can’t fucking read that, darl,’ she says. ‘When, 

Edward?’ 

 Edward looks at the envelope. ‘From the date on 
the post stamp, fifteen years, Yolanda.’ Edward points 

again, almost breaking the paper. ‘It says Banana, 

Yolanda, fifteen years and three. Banana is eighteen. 

The dreams,’ he says.’ The last one he was turning 

eighteen.’ 
 ‘It’s serious shit, Edward,’ she says. ‘You need to 

go home.’ She stands up. ‘How the fuck can you not 

show me this earlier?’ 

 ‘I know.’ He is pacing the space between the 
kitchenette and the window. ‘I never read it myself.’ 

 ‘Well, what the fuck have you been doing?’ 

Yolanda lights up.  

 She stamps her heel into the wooden floor as if to 

wake him.  
 ‘I’ve been dreaming,’ he says, ‘I’ve been 

dreaming his life, you know that, anyway, I couldn’t see 

him till he was eighteen, Yolanda,’ he says, hitting the 

letter with his finger. ‘That fucking bitch.’ 
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 ‘Well I didn’t fucking well know it was your son.’ 

Yolanda almost spits out her cigarette. ‘This isn’t her 

fault, Edward.’ 
 ‘I haven’t dreamt in three weeks. Ten years 

Yolanda, every night. Something’s wrong.’ Edward 

continues pacing, back and forth, holding his head.  

 Yolanda speaks out the window. ‘You have been 

dreaming about him.’ She turns and collects her things. 
‘Yes, something is wrong. It’s time you fucking do 

something, rotzooi!’ She slams the door behind her. ‘To 

work,’ she yells from the stairwell. ‘Do something, 

Edward, your home is a disgrace!’ 
 ‘I’ll fly back!’ he yells. ‘Fuck this place.’ 

 Edward has never seen Yolanda like this. He 

stares into the cracks of the door. Yolanda’s voice 

repeats through his head. Do something. Edward sits 

down at the window and counts out another three pills. 
Happy pills, he remembers. But they don’t stop her 

voice. I’ll fly back there, he thinks. Could he do that? 
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Edward turns away from the window, as if seeing the 

apartment as it is for the first time.  

 He swallows two pills. I will clean you, he says, 

but not until we have some music.  

 He admires the mess. The Beach Boys set the 

tempo. He stands, nude, with his back to the window 

smoking a cigarette. To the left of the room his writing 

desk and the lounge, shit, he could move the dust with 
his cigarette smoke, and the floor is covered with 

books, face down. At the sink in front the mould is alive 

and breeding, dripping over dishes like sap. To the 

right his bedroom and bathroom resembles a 
Laundromat in the wet season, dirty clothes crawl 

along the floor as if there’d been a massacre. How long 

has it been like this? He can’t remember the last time 

he cleaned.  

 Edward throws dirty clothes out the window, 
hoping they fall into the basket of a Laundromat 

worker. He pauses, but thinks, stranger things have 

happened: this is Amsterdam. Dirty socks, underwear, 

and sheets: the lot, out the window. 
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 Sitting on the windowsill, he admires the flattened 

clothes on the pavement below. Then an old lady walks 

past with a laundry basket. She starts picking-up the 
fabrics. Edward almost falls out the window. She looks 

straight up at him. Evil Witch: Edward’s landlady. 

Before she can yell abuse that he wouldn’t understand 

he walks down the stairs.  

 Evil Witch has thrown the plastic basket into the 
Gracht. She runs past Edward in her hunch, raises her 

middle finger over her shoulder and disappears into the 

basement. Edward leans over the canal and lights a 

cigarette. The basket floats down river, bobbing up and 
down.  

 ‘Edward!’ comes a man’s voice from a narrow 

boat. 

 ‘Hi Broch.’ Raising his voice. ‘Can you grab my 

clothes?’ 
 Broch is a lawyer-come-hippy type. He and his 

ex-wife have lived on the Gracht for about ten years. 

Broch is always excited to talk to Edward. Broch jumps 

into his pink-yellow wooden canoe and rows over. 

‘What happened?’ he says, struggling to pull the basket 
through the water. 
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 ‘Ah, nothing,’ Edward says.  

 ‘Here, Edward.’  

 Edward leans down and pulls the basket out.  
 ‘My son is eighteen today,’ Broch says, pointing 

to his polished wooden houseboat, the deck is covered 

in colourful balloons shaped as love-hearts. 

 ‘Great.’ Edward feels sickness in his stomach. 

 ‘Have you had ever children?’  
 Edward holds the smoke in his lungs. He speaks 

through a tiny crack of his mouth. 

 ‘It’s a nightmare,’ Broch says.  

 Edward turns to walk away. 
 ‘I want my son to be a writer, would you talk to 

him, Edward?’ 

 ‘Sorry,’ Edward says over his shoulder. Then, as 

if doing a dance move, he spins around, ‘Sure Broch, 

no worries, I’m happy to speak to your son, it might be 
good for me.’  

 Edward is numbed by his own words. He walks 

up the stairs holding the basket, soaking wet.  

 It could be good for me. It could be good for me? 

 Edward places the clothes in a pile on the floor, 
forget about the cleaning.  
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 He places blank sheets of A4 recycled paper into 

his typewriter, trying not to think, thinking about 

keeping his job. He opens the draw, ignores the dust, 
and pulls out the notebook of dreams. He re-writes 

furiously, tap-tapping. By the time the sun dies, 

Edward’s half-asleep, his head in the keys.        

 Edward arranged to meet Yolanda for a beer at 

nine. He opens the drawer and swallows three pills. He 
drags jeans from the floor, a shirt, and his jacket. He 

rubs at his eyes and sees flakes of skin on his fingers. 

He places Ray Bans over them and pulls the dry 

sheets off the typewriter, taking the paper with him.    
 He rides toward the pub, bending around 

cobblestone streets beside the Gracht.                        

 ‘Hey Darl.’ Yolanda speaks over her shoulder, not 

facing Edward.                                                     

 Edward holds out the paper. ‘The start of the 
manuscript,’ he says.                                                 

 She just nods.                                                   

 This is their favourite pub; it’s a dark place full of 

nostalgic photographs framed in rustic wood, of the 

Gracht, of the old city plan, and there is always this 
same old man sitting at the piano with his torn black 
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hat, drinking whisky. Even if you could and wanted to 

play the piano, he wouldn’t allow it. He puts twenty 

Euros in the duke box every day, twelve-hours worth of 
rockabilly, and he sits at the closed piano until midnight 

drinking and smoking his pipe with his back turned. 

 Yolanda is in Dutch conversation with a man in a 

clean suit. Edward orders a beer from the young 

bartender, his arms dripping in ink and his face 
weighed down in silver, affecting his mood. 

‘Good day?’ Edward says.  

The young man hands him the beer in silence. 

Edward makes a cat noise, meow, under his breath. 
No reaction. Yolanda is seemingly already pissed, 

slouching toward this clean-shaven suit. 

Edward is bored with the scene. He rolls-up the 

sheets of paper and puts them inside his jacket pocket, 

walks outside to drink his beer alone. Lighting up he 
leans back against the old stone and listens. He 

interprets the wall’s silence: death only death, and 

blood only blood.  

 Yolanda snaps him out of his mind.  

 ‘Fuck, you looks like shit darl,’ she says, coming 
out with all her usual energy. 
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 The dull streetlights create a sombre mood.  

 ‘What do you think of that man?’ she asks, 

sparking up. 
 ‘He’s just your type,’ Edward says, looking 

around.  

 What happened to the humaneness, the humility? 

He wants to say. 

 They smoke through their cigarettes in silence.  
 Humanness, ha—Edward imagines Yolanda’s 

response.  

 ‘Hey, can sleep I with yours tonight?’ she asks. 

  ‘Sure, hopefully I don’t see you, hey?’ Edward 
turns away; the street is dull and quiet. 

 ‘Thanks darl,’ She says, flicking her cig. She 

slams the door.  

 Edward watches her butt smouldering against the 

stone; he feels a shiver up his spine, coldness. 
 Yolanda knocks and hand-signals through the 

foggy glass. I’m sorry, Edward, forgive me. We’ll talk 

about the manuscript idea tomorrow. I’m so glad you’ve 

started writing again—how he interprets it. Edward 

walks his bicycle, following the Gracht, to the city 
centre, checking the pulse.  
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 The trees that line the Gracht become the letter’s 

drawing, the fallen brown leaves become the words, 

and the buildings morph into the paper. He shakes his 
head, lights a fag. He’s sick of smoking. And then 

everything starts to bleed and the sky is black and it’s 

as if Warren Ellis from The Bad Seeds is screeching 

his violin inside Edward’s head. He pauses, downward, 

takes two pills from his pocket.                                    
 An old woman approaches him in the dark. She’s 

wearing a wide brim hat and smells of incense, or 

sewerage. Evil Witch. But no, she’s not his landlady. 

She’s a crazy, he thinks. A gypsy.                       
 ‘Kleingeld meneer?’                                        

 Edward stops, he’s silenced.                            

 She opens her hand, eyes hidden under the 

shadow of her brim. ‘Ik je toekomst vertellen,’ she says. 

Her breath is blue cheese. Everything is beginning to 
melt around him. ‘Geld, geld, geld, muny!’                   

 The darkness is engrossing. Edward shakes his 

head, tries to walk away. The gypsy follows close 

behind. He fumbles nervously in his pocket then turns 

to hand her a Euro. She reaches for the coin with the 
tip of her middle finger and thumb. Her nails are black. 
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He cringes from the smell, unwashed flesh.  

 ‘Je dromen zullen uitkomen!’ she yells and skips 

off into the darkness, saying, ‘Uitkomen, drims cum 
tru!’   

 Rationality takes hold: This is Amsterdam.  

 On an old bridge he stops for the view of the city. 

The lights melt with the stars. The noise of humanity in 

the distance intertwines with the sounds around him. 
Night birds sing. The brown water ripples and breaks 

under the city glow. He feels desire, the allure of the 

cities heartbeat. He walks toward the dancing lights, 

flesh and blood.  
An old man with a long grey beard approaches 

him beyond the bridge. Denying his reality, as if not to 

hear him speaking, Edward ignores the man. Old 

greybeard is holding a suite of bicycles. ‘Kopen fiets?’ 

He has Edward trapped in a web of metal and rubber.  
Edward is holding his own bicycle, looking up 

and down, pointing, saying, ‘Nai. Nai.’ 

The old greybeard remains. ‘Kopen!’  

Edward fumbles and hands him a Euro. ‘No geld 

… no more money.’  
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The man grabs the coin, smiles, and reaches 

into a plastic bag. He holds a piece of fruit out and 

begins laughing. His few brown and yellow teeth stick 
out from underneath his wiry beard. And with his face 

hidden in the darkness the man’s teeth look like street 

lamps and his face the night sky.  

Edward raises the fruit into the light of the lamp 

above him, sees the yellow colour of the lemon, and 
sees his reflection in its glossy shell. His wrinkles have 

turned and warped his face’s skin. Coming to, he turns 

around. Hoping to see the gypsy woman and the man 

together. Nothing. 
His heartbeat is bashing against his thick skin.  

In the city the madness is in full swing: street 

performers, smoking food vendors, Middle Eastern kids 

selling drugs, and the tourist cafés are full of clouds. 

Edward sits down on a bench.  
He peels the lemon—someone had told him 

once that they prevent sickness—and eats it like a 

mango. He sweats with the sourness. The smell of life 

wafts through the midnight air, he breathes deeply, 

taking it all in, as if everything around him is one and 
the same, he thinks, a whole thing. 
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Yolanda texts: Babe, the asshole left, you want 

to come out, there’s a good DJ at Leighsench bar. I go.       

 Fuck it. Edward rides over bridges and through 
cobblestone paths to find the bar, hidden in a dark 

alleyway a few blocks back from the red-light district. 

He walks up the skinny and dark stairwell.                 

 We go down with the dew in the morning, and we 

breathe it in, there is no need to forgive—The DJ is 
spinning Nick Cave’s latest vinyl, mixed with drum and 

bass. The lighting of the place is dark and purple. The 

atmosphere is warm, and people are happy: drug 

happy. Edward let’s the lyrics sink in—We go down 

with the dew in the morning. And we breathe it in.    

 The space is small, maybe five by five metres. It’s 

mostly filled with sophisticated Dutch types. Edward 

takes his drink outside for a cigarette. He sees Yolanda 

leaning over the balcony.                                    
 ‘Edward, darling! These guys are from Oz.’                                                                     

 They talk about the Australian music scene. The 

youngest is handsome, with long salty-blonde hair. He 

raves on about Cave’s lyrics. Yolanda spruiks 

Edward’s writing in her drugged-out state. Salty-blonde 
directs a sheepish look at Edward. It remains in his 
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head for the night.                                                    

 They move to a square table inside. After a few 

drinks, Edward tells them that it’s not what it seems. 
That anything you read has been edited, over and 

over, ‘Basically,’ Edward slurs. ‘Anyone can fucking 

write.’ He looks at Salty-blonde. ‘You’ll be writer if you 

want mate, can you work?’ he says, sounding like a 

hypocrite, like an old has-been or never-was, like an 
unread Australian bogan, which for better or worse, he 

probably is at heart. ‘It’s all bullshit, the whole fucking 

kit and caboodle.’                                                    

 Salty-blonde laughs. ‘You’re pissed old mate, but 
I dig it.’                                                                       

 ‘Dig what?’ Edward’s words get lost to the music. 

Salty-blonde speaks about having been in Berlin. 

Edward feels a drop inside his chest. Banana? His 

mind races; through his dreams; the gypsies… 
Banana? His eyes twirl inside his head. The moment—

a lifetime—passes. He’s searching for meaning in 

nothing. Salty-blonde introduces himself as Tom. 

Edward shakes Tom’s hand and goes back to swirling 

the ice cubes in his glass of whisky. Tom starts talking 
about the Berlin music scene. Edward is stabbing at 
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the ice cubes with a fork, biting his lip, whilst 

simultaneously trying to keep his drunken eyes open, 

and then he says, ‘My son is in Berlin at the moment.’ 
Spitting whisky over the table with his words.       

 Yolanda spills her glass of red.                         

 ‘For a piss,’ he says, and stumbles downstairs. 

Edward leans against the flaky brickwork outside.         

 Yolanda walks out and places a lit fag between 
his lips. The cigarette falls onto the cobblestone, 

sizzling in his yellow piss.                                          

 ‘Shits, darl!’                                                       

 The streetlight above them is buzzing. Dead 
insects fall into Edward’s hair. Yolanda stands in front 

of him, picking out the flies. He turns, thoughts bulge 

out of the skin on his forehead. She follows the lines 

with her hand. ‘Don’t worry,’ she says. ‘Don’t worry, 

darling, Edward.’                                                   
 Edward’s head falls forward and Yolanda catches 

it with both her hands. The sudden rush of blood wakes 

him momentarily. He mumbles Cave’s older lyrics. Ino 

mi amrs, oh lrod, into mi arms o lord, into mi ars oh 

lord, and I belweve in love. He drops his body, dead 
weight, and Yolanda falls back onto the cobblestone 
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with a thud, her heels above her head, holding Edward 

in her lap, her red dress over her head. She bursts out 

laughing, still puffing away; the fag remains attached to 
her thickly coated red lips. 

 She rearranges Edward beside her, struggling 

with his body until he is sitting upright against the wall. 

The manuscript—a few sheets of paper—falls from his 

pocket onto the cobblestone and Yolanda picks it up. 
He’s facedown. People walk around them from the 

footpath to the road and back onto the footpath in 

perfect symmetry, like cattle, looking to score more 

drugs, mass hypnosis. 
 Yolanda pulls Edward’s hair through her fingers, 

picking out dead insects. His lips are soaking wet. She 

rubs water into the cracked skin. ‘It will be okay, 

Edward.’ She waves down a passing cab. 

 At Yolanda’s husbands home, Edward is almost 
asleep on the couch. Yolanda smokes hash and turns 

through Edward’s words under the blur of her drunken 

eyes. She reads through, pausing to look over at him, 

hopelessly. He’s wrapped in woollen-blankets with a 

vomit bucket at his side, and in this moment he looks 
like a sick child.  
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 ‘I wuv you,’ he mumbles. 

 Yolanda turns down. The last paragraph, written 

in third-person, describes Banana preparing for a gap-
year in Berlin. And the final words are in dialogue, 

Banana says, ‘Berlin, baby, Berlin!’ 

 

 

Edward wakes up to Yolanda, saying, ‘These 
cigarettes, I’m neurotic fucking,’ to herself.  

 Yolanda is practically running around the house. 

She is cleaning dishes, wiping benches, writing emails, 

making coffee and chain-smoking all—like a 
contemporary theatre show—at the same time. 

 Edward blinks, opening and closing his tired eyes. 

A still life, he thinks. 

 ‘Shit, what happened last night?’ Edward picks at 

the sleep between his eyes, rolls over to face the lit 
fireplace and the wall above it, covered in photographs. 

To his right is a long glass window framing the small 

outside garden like a panorama. He chooses the 

outside. He feels warm here, in her place. 
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 ‘You told some Aussie kids about Banana.’ 

Yolanda passes a rolling paper with something 

scribbled on it. ‘You got really pissed and,’ she pauses. 
‘You passed out on the sidewalk.’  

 Edward walks to the table in the kitchen, pours 

coffee. ‘Dickheads not home?’  

 ‘No, darl’ 

 ‘Your daughter?’ 
 ‘No.’ 

 ‘Is she still fucking boys and smoking too much 

pot?’  

 ‘Of course,’ Yolanda says. ‘But she’s at school 
now, so hope lets not.’ 

 ‘And the dickhead still spends all his time with the 

dying?’ 

 ‘Marrying a surgeon, now was that my best 

decision of life, ha ha.’ 
 Edward looks at the rolling paper: Tom Clancy. 

 ‘I read your dreams last night,’ Yolanda says. 

 Edward stands, opens the door from the kitchen 

to the shed, and reaches around for the light. 

 ‘Don’t go in there darl, it’s full of dickheads 
surgery equipment homemade. He’ll kill me.’ 
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 Edward sits at the kitchen table. ‘Does he know 

that you fuck other men?’ Edward has never asked 

Yolanda something like this before; he regrets the 
words, this is breaking their non-agreement. 

 ‘He doesn’t fuck me,’ Yolanda says. ‘So I’m free 

to fuck who I want, this isn’t India.’  

 Edward nods, wandering over the things on the 

old wooden table with his tired eyes. Candles. Glass 
water bottle. Silver Coffee pot. Leftover blue cheese. 

Merlot. A block of Moroccan hash. A lemon. ‘It’s going 

to work?’ He sculls from the plastic water bottle, 

reading the rolling paper.  
 ‘It’s the kid from last nights Facebook address,’ 

she says, doing her make-up in between opening the 

fridge and chewing on bits of cheese and salami. ‘No, 

it’s going not to work, Edward.’  

 Edward adds tobacco to the paper, covering Tom 
Clancy. 

 ‘Another coffee darl?’ She says, gently. ‘A joint?’ 

 He leans back. ‘Why not?’ He lights up the rollie. 

‘You’ll have to kill me before I join Facebook,’ he says, 

sucking back. ‘Fucking graveyard for the mind.’  
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  ‘And you’re minds fucking greats hey, Edward?’ 

Yolanda says, and then more seriously, ‘because it’s 

your not dead and shit, Edward.’ 
 Edward imagines his own death. H-o-n-k. JUMP. 

SPLAT. Peace? 

 Yolanda sits down opposite Edward and lights up. 

She speaks as if this were a meeting. ‘Look, darl,’ she 

exhales. ‘I know you look like shit, but you not dead like 
Jack Kerouac’s Book of Dreams. If you were, dead, 

your manuscript idea might have some chances. But 

no, no it’s shit. No one wants to read your dreams, 

Edward, wake sleep wake sleep. It’s sounding like a 
biography melodramatic. It’s shit. Nobody will believe 

this Banana shit. For a reader it’s boring like romantic 

art, and Freud’s dead.’ 

 Silence.  

 ‘That’s not true, Yolanda,’ Edward eventually 
says, pouring another coffee. 
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 ‘I know, darling. I’m sorry. It’s your son. But for 

the reader it’s nothing, Edward. It’s the dream story 

most cliché. People will laugh at you. Nobody writes 
dreams anymore Edward, you know this. The 

surrealists burnt that toast and peoples have no 

imaginations left for that parallel life shit.’ 

 Edward is standing by the glass window, looking 

at the overgrown garden. “Burnt that toast?’ It’s all 
fucking cliché,’ he says. ‘Yolanda, it’s the end of the 

world, it’s time to resurrect the dead.’ 

 ‘Don’t like speaks a fuckwits darl. I hates who 

people say like that.’ Yolanda eats chorizo under her 
red lips. ‘Let’s get some air fresh, or is that a cliché?’ 

she says, ‘joking, Edward.’ 

 They sit outside on the faded-yellow wooden-

bench. Edward rubs at a dead marijuana leaf.  

 ‘How many of these are you legally allowed to 
grow?’  

 ‘Three darl.’ Yolanda picks the flesh out of her 

teeth. 
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 They sit facing her husband’s house. The sun is 

crawling behind the roof, highlighting their upper bodies 

in an almost pink light. The rays are creating mirrors in 
the icy garden around them. Edward is tapping at the 

side of his coffee mug. He is imagining Tom’s huge 

cock. Yolanda’s eyes are closed, embracing the sun. 

Edward’s tapping increases. He sees the two gypsies. 

Greybeard and the woman from Amsterdam are sitting 
on the grass beside him, eating lemons. He jerks away. 

Shit. 

 Great, he thinks, I am dying. ‘Maybe the dreams 

will work,’ he says. 
 ‘You’ll be okay, darl.’ Yolanda says, reading his 

body language. ‘No, this idea for the dreams is shit. So 

get another idea. At least you’ve started write again. 

They aren’t going to you fire Edward! Yochem thinks 

you of genius. You need to move on, go gets a root 
darl.’  

 Yolanda walks inside. She comes out holding an 

old square photograph, bruised by the sun.  

 ‘I’ve been meanings give this to you,’ she says, in 

a lighter tone.  
 Edward focuses. ‘Is that us?’ 
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 ‘Ha ha,’ Yolanda says. ‘That’s Gene and Edward, 

your grandparents, idiot.’ 

 She hands the photograph to Edward. ‘Gram 
says it was taken in ’57 in Vondel Park when they were 

living here those years before. She says Edward was 

the most handsome man in Amsterdam. She was so 

jealous of her sister, Gene, that she’s found this 

Australian man.’  
 Edward touches at his grandmother’s face, the 

piece of leather from his wrist rubs the photograph and 

he sees it glow bright yellow, like one of those cheap 

mood scratch-its.  
  ‘Make sure you taxi out of here before three, 

Dickhead is home then around,’ Yolanda says, ‘I’m 

going to work, darl.’ She stands and looks him in the 

eye. ‘Look, Edward,’ she says. ‘The dreams are for 

you, your healings, keep it that way.’ She moves 
toward him. She holds his head up. 

 He sees her eyes. Amongst the light brown he 

sees a black dot, like an ant against a circle of desert. 

He can’t remember seeing it before, wonders whether 

that’s the cause of her neuroticism. 
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  She is careful with her words. Her lips twitch 

slightly as she speaks. ‘Edward, maybe it’s time to do 

something, you know. Why don’t you at least call?’  
 Edward rolls forward into the thick grass.  

 Walking away, Yolanda says, ‘Edward, you’re on 

your deathbed, darling.’  

 Edward is facedown on the dew. He is left with 

her words. The yellowish sun hidden under a grey sky 
lights up his head, as if clearing his mind. When he 

looks up the gypsies are still there.  

 Yolanda signals from inside the window, holding 

her chest: I love you, Edward.    
 

 

Edward’s mind feels dead. He falls asleep in his 

doorway. His body looks like a corpse, face down on 

the cold wooden floor resting against a pile of bills and 
junk mail and a note from his landlady. 

 Waking up in the middle of the next morning, 

having a piss, he sees in the mirror that reality has 

imprinted itself on his forehead. He leans closer.  

 Rent Mr Wolfe!  
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 In a mild panic, to make some money, Edward 

sculls coffee, throws some jeans on, jacket, smokes, 

Ray Bans. He runs back and forth between his 
bedroom, the ashtray on the windowsill and the coffee 

pot. He swallows three pills. Then, as he opens the 

door to leave for work, he remembers he is on a writing 

holiday.  

 He sits on the windowsill. Time slows until it loses 
meaning. He gets lost out there. 

 When the light outside begins to dull he leaves to 

call Yolanda from a payphone on the street. 

 ‘Darl, what happened to your phone?’ she says. 
 ‘I don’t know. Maybe I left it at your place?’ 

 ‘What do you think?’ Yolanda says, sounding like 

she’s talking to someone else. ‘Friday, that’s right yes,’ 

she says. ‘We’ll get it organised then.’ She must be in 

her office. 
 ‘I don’t know.’ And then he says, in a serious 

tone, ‘I’m going to write out the manuscript.’ 

 ‘Jesus, I told you yesterday, Edward. The dreams 

haven’t worked.’ 

 There’s silence. 
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 ‘Why don’t you go to the museums? I was 

thinking, I always loved your written impressions. We’ll 

makes a small book of them, Edward, I know some 
publishers with this print in style.’ 

 He hangs up the plastic phone. 

 Edward pauses in the doorway, looks at his pile 

of bills. The dreams have to work, he thinks. 

 Out of coffee, he sits empty by the window. 
Instead of writing, he is thinking. More hours pass.  

 Edward drifts through the landscape of his mind. 

This past weeks feels yearlong. His routine has 

diminished. Time has warped. The non-dreaming has 
blurred his reality. He can’t see clearly the time or 

place where it all began but he admits now that the 

dreams have affected his sense of the real, now that 

he is looking at it. He goes down an introspective 

highway, for hours, until his mind is too baron a land to 
travel. Without the dreams everything inside and 

outside him seems useless. Yolanda’s voice plays in 

his head and it’s not the meaning of the words—do 

something—that makes him want to act but it’s the 

words themselves—do something do something do 

something—over and over in a psychotic loop.  
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 Walking to the disco (Edward’s name for 

Supermarket) on dusk, the buildings are all soft pinks 

and blues. The cool air softens the world around him, 
clears his brooding mind. He walks the long way to the 

disco. He gets lost. He smiles at strangers. He eats a 

cream pie from a French bakery. He stops on every 

cobblestone bridge to look. He almost feels—unsure, 

but thinks he will do this every other afternoon. In 
eighteen years, he thinks, how has has never seen 

these streets, people, views?                      

 Approaching the disco on dark he can’t remember 

the last time he’d been dancing (shopping). The lights 
and humanity seem to have multiplied simultaneously 

since his last visit. If only his world were this colourful, 

he thinks, pausing between the automatic doors and 

crossing his chest, praying in jest. With his head down 

he avoids the black tiles, the eyes of other people and, 
most importantly, the specials. He hates discos 

because of the specials—murderers of free will. The 

only other time he feels this way is when he’s taken 

bad drugs and ended up in the other disco, the wrong 

one. He avoids checking product labels because if he 
picks something up he has to touch it ten times—that’s 
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his rule. Too old for this, he grunts to himself at the ripe 

age of thirty-six, tapping a bag of coffee ten times with 

his thumb before putting it into the trolley.  
 Ten bags of coffee, five jars of jam, kilo’s of 

butter, bread, ham, and 360 cigarettes—or 19 cases. 

He’s exhausted from tap tapping but it’s all going to 

plan until he sees the oranges.   

 He picks up an orange and tries not to tap it, taps 
it ten times. The lights create a mirror against the fruit. 

The face staring back at him is not his own: it’s 

youthful, blonde, and handsome.  

 ‘Fuck,’ Edward says, turning around. ‘You scared 
the shit out of me.’ 

 ‘I heard you grunting in aisle nine. I was looking at 

cereals and through a gap I saw your face. How are 

you Mr Wolfe?’ 

 Edward thinks back. He stares at the boy’s blue 
eyes, follows his perfect eyebrows around the outline 

of his oval face. Remembers the curly blonde hair, not 

sure from where. It’s as if he were drawing the boy’s 

portrait with his thoughts—handsome, Dutch, crescent 

moon lips, shimmering blue eyes, blonde curls … 

crescent moon lips? 
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 ‘Red lighter?’ The boy says, raising his brow. 

‘Swoon, from your class.’ 

 Edward fumbles through his pocket, pulls out the 
red lighter. ‘Yes,’ he says, ‘Swoon, nice to meet you, 

officially.’ He hands the boy his lighter. ‘You where 

there when I rambled on about Virginia Woolf.’ Edward 

drops his eyes for a moment, now remembering the 

boy’s slither of his skin. 
 ‘Are you going somewhere?’ Swoon says. 

 Edward adjusts his eyes, looks around. ‘Aisle 

twelve.’ 

 Swoon shakes his head, looking into the trolley.  
 ‘Oh, right, no, I’m just going home, Swoon. I can’t 

stand this place. I’ll never come back. I’m going to eat 

this food, and then starve to death if I have to.’ Edward 

is surprised by his sense of humour. Then his face 

turns dry to the tone of the voice inside his head that 
punishes him every time he feels the slightest sense of 

… happiness? He draws a circle with his neck, a 

crunching sound. 

 ‘You want to offer me one of those cigarettes? 

You can keep the red lighter.’  
 ‘Sure, let’s get out of here. Fuck aisle twelve.’ 
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 They line up for the checkout. Edward is deep in 

conversation with the voice inside his head that’s 

grown louder since the dream ended. He’s angry at this 
self-conscious voice that criticises his every action, like 

he’s still eighteen, and only speaks of death. It’s the 

same voice that has held him hostage since his 

depression years, which he thought were buried. He 

reaches into his jean pocket and slips a pill into his 
mouth, and the voice seems to dissipate, almost 

instantly, as if the pills have some kind of ritual affect. 

They’re too old to work. 

 The young boy stands on a lean. His jeans flare. 
His yellow shirt is open. He plays with the packets of 

chewing gum hanging near the counter. Edward sees 

him slip a pack into his pocket. 

 ‘Hello, hello,’ says the checkout lady, looking up. 

‘Stocking up for the apocalypse?’ she says, turning to 
Swoon. ‘Dad doesn’t mind a smoke, hey?’  

 She’s having a great time. Edward and Swoon 

make eye contact, raising brows in synch. 

 ‘Hij is mijn vader niet hij is mijn lover,’ Swoon 

says, turning to the woman. 
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 She let’s out what seems to be a burp, blowing 

steam into the air. She is silent, passing the eggs 

through almost aggressively and then blurting out the 
price in a sharp tone. Edward fumbles in his wallet 

whilst she taps her black-painted nails on the stainless 

steel bench.                                                             

 ‘Fuck you, Sage,’ Edward says under his breath.          

 Swoon bursts out. ‘Ha ha ha,’ he says.             
 The woman is now bright red and when Edward 

looks up she’s pointing at the door.                         

 Edward leans to Swoon. ‘I don’t have enough 

cash, could you lend me a hundred. I’ll pay you back 
right away, if you wouldn’t you mind coming past my 

place?’ By the end of his sentence, after the boy 

passes the woman the cash, they are escorted to the 

door by security and told never to return.              

 Outside in the darkness, opposite the bright fluoro 
disco, they stand beside each other smoking, like two 

glow-worms admiring the progress of progress. 

Laughing. Trying to make sense of the destruction of 

their natural habitat. They talk like this. The boy pushes 

Edward’s dark mind, swaying him to academic territory 
but Edward has come to despise academia, he thinks, 
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maybe he’ll quit. 

 ‘So much colour, so much emptiness,’ Swoon 

says. 
 Edward just smokes.   

 ‘Did you see Whitman in the oranges, Ginsberg?’  

 Edward turns. ‘No I saw Oprah. C’mon, let’s get 

as far away from here as possible.’  

 The boy continues talking, as if he’s been waiting 
for this chance since forever.  

 ‘When I’m in those places I remember travelling 

India. I see Varanasi in the meats. I see the broken 

buildings in the candy section. And I see the people on 
the crisps, made in India. Ha ha.’  

 ‘You’ve been to India?’ Edward asks, thinking of 

The Beat Writers.  

 In and out of the city, around cobblestone paths, 

over bridges beside the Gracht. The further they walk, 
the calmer Edward’s mind. Falling again for 

Amsterdam’s soft seduction.   

 By the time they are home and by the window all 

is okay and good in the world.  
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 Edward lights some candles and pours two 

glasses of red. ‘I’m not your teacher, ok,’ he says, 

smirking as they clink oval glasses. ‘How has the old 
haunt been?’ Edward speaks toward the sea of colour. 

The cities blues, reds and yellows intertwine with the 

subtle blanket of stars. It must be close to winter. The 

sky is perfectly clear and even with the cold northerly 

Edward feels warmth.  
 ‘Sorry?’ Swoon says, swirling the wine around his 

glass.  

 ‘School, how has it been?’ Edward says. He looks 

at the boy’s eyes, they sing of southerly. 
 Edward hasn’t slept with anyone in ten years and 

he hasn’t been able to come since the dreams 

stopped. He gave up on wanking a week ago. He 

wishes he didn’t feel this way, wet at the crutch.   

 ‘Yochem won’t stop talking about how you’re 
working on a manuscript. He definitely wants to fuck 

you,’ Swoon says, swigging wine. 

  ‘God, I’d have to be desperate.’ 

 ‘What are you writing about?’  
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 Swoon sits in Edward’s spot, chain smoking, his 

leather boots against the windowsill beside Edward’s 

thigh, reminding him of Yolanda. And with that thought 
comes her voice (do something, go gets a root, darl) 

inside his head. They drink and smoke. Edward tries to 

explain the dreams without explaining the story behind 

them; he fumbles between his words for hours, 

avoiding truth. I realised dreaming is just like anything 
else. It’s a thing. How I first started writing. I was never 

a good writer but my dreams were fantastic. The more 

he speaks the more he realises he doesn’t know what 

to say and the further from truth it all seems. Soon he 
is pissed and hopeless. So, he surrenders, silently, to 

Swoon’s crescent moon lips. Swoon starts by kissing 

Edward’s shoulder from behind. He stands and leans 

forward, hugging Edward, his cock firm against 

Edward’s back. He kisses his neck softly and then 
undresses Edward by the window, eventually ripping 

his pants to the floor. Edward leans out and grips the 

flaking wood of the windowsill. His head hangs in the 

icy breeze. At first Edward feels sorrow. The pain of 

longing and loneliness and then of the sex. Swoon is 
rough. He grips Edward’s hair and slaps at his back till 
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it’s red. Edward lets out cries, but after a while he is 

used to the feeling again and he stares vacantly out the 

window, moving back and forth, back and forth, in a 
kind of disenchanted rhythm. 

 Time pauses.  

 Edward’s thinking about nothing and everything 

around him ceases to exist. His mind is completely 

clear and silent. In the distance, beyond the city and 
the rest of the apparent universe, he watches a star 

that seems to grow and release in synch with the 

motion of his body. The star falls from the sky. 

Shooting star. He wants to scream but feels out of 
breath. He continues watching as the light crosses the 

sky in slow motion and then bursts, fading into 

blackness. He looks downward. The drop of water on 

the windowsill looks like his whole body, as if he had 

emptied himself in one shard. His bones feel like 
they’re crumbling inside the skin, held together by 

Swoon’s cock, deep inside his arsehole. The back and 

forth becomes more of a crashing, like a southerly 

swell meeting the shoreline.  

 Suck. Curl. Crash! The boy comes. Edward feels 
the summer foam dripping down his arse. 
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 On the bed, Swoon suggests they should get 

some heroin, but then he falls asleep. Edward looks at 

the boy. Only a child. Closes his eyes. Can’t dream. 
Can’t fucking dream beside this boy.                          

 He goes to the window, swallows a pill, rolls hash 

into the light of morning. Rays crack through clouds 

creating melancholic reflections on the icy water below. 

He turns to his bed, sees the boys’ thin body. White 
skin melts off bone, lit up in the morning light; looking 

like a juvenile animal in an abattoir. Edward looks into 

his dusty cold coffee and sees himself there. Working 

on some cow-cutting farm with his father in the middle 
of no-man’s land living on some piece of stolen land in 

a tin shed singing along with the magpies tapping his 

feet to the beat of a kangaroo before sunrise when it all 

begins again and again until the grave. Fuck that, he 

thinks.                                                                     
 Edward is stoned and restless.                         

 Out the window he sees him-self on the concrete, 

like a shooting star. He curls his fingers out onto the 

windowpane. Three fingers remain in front of him: three 

people would turn-up to his funeral. It would be at a 
small church at the end of Yolanda’s street, and she 
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would send his ashes back to Australia, which is 

enough for him not to fall over the edge, not to shoot. 

He moves over to Swoon. The same fingers, index, 
middle and the other, caress the transparent body 

hairs, curling over soft skin. He moves above the 

arsehole, momentarily inside, and then up the jolting 

spine. Strong back. Edward fingers through the waves 

of hair on the head. Swoon twitches and turns. His 
cock is flat, hidden behind blonde pubic hair. Edward 

stares at his half face, coming out from the pillow, like 

some kitsch moon carving. Swoon’s left eyelid opens 

gently. Edward turns away. He can’t face that blue eye. 
It’s like the sea, the sky—the whole fucking world is 

seeing Edward in this moment, and what the boy 

reflects haunts him to the core. He feels a shiver and 

it’s enough for him to make believe he has a soul. 

Fuck, he thinks. He needs Swoon to leave, now. Never 
wants to see this kid again. He has a feeling of 

imminent death, like a premonition, bad blood screams 

around his veins. His face feels like it’s melting into a 

pool of water on the boy’s skin. The rumbling in his 

chest becomes entwined with a southerly storm, feels 
that way, and he sees himself there, caught in the 
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wind. 

 ‘Ohhh,’ he says. 

 Swoon turns, opens both blue eyes. ‘Are you sad, 
Edward?’ 

 

It’s been weeks since the last dream and Edward is 

becoming estranged. He needs work, normality.                

 He smokes a morning joint, puts a black jacket 
over his blue woollen skivvy and places dark lenses 

over his bulging red eyes. He hasn’t slept in days. He 

swallows three pills, and in his morning state of 

paranoia, he collects his important things—passport, 
the letter, wallet—into a leather bag and walks down 

the stairs and onto the street, wrapped up in a grey 

shawl, hiding behind Ray Bans.                           

 Edward first notices things are bad when he sees 

the thick layer of blood moving down the Gracht and 
then he sees people weeping, and young children, like 

dolls with their eyes picked out, falling from the sky. 

The children or dolls lie scattered over the footpath 

where old people weep. Blood and bones are 

scattered, piling up everywhere. Edward feels like he’s 
entered some other era. 
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 Old greybeard and the gypsy woman follow him. 

He has gotten used to them being there, always behind 

him, the man with the web of bikes and the woman with 
her dolls. He hides behind a talking brick wall (blood, 

blood, and death!) He turns; there they are, watching 

him. Fuck, he thinks. 

 The air is thick and the sky is grey-black; 

everything is dripping as if in paint, thick red paint. 
 He stops on a small bridge and watches the 

scene. The city looks like nothing he’s seen. 

 Bats, from a creek near his early childhood fly 

overhead, they are laughing at him with faces like a 
child. Suddenly he sees it as it is. His world has 

become a scene from Goya’s Black Paintings. He sees 

Banana’s face, mutilated, in the sky, in the dead dolls, 

in the bats and in the water in the canal.  

 He starts to run. 
 Edward knocks on Yochem’s office door, out of 

breath.  
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Yochem pulls the door out from him and Edward 

almost falls forward into—the boy? Swoon is sitting on 

the brown-leather chair opposite Yochem’s desk 
holding a document. ‘Mr Wolfe, are you okay?’ he 

says. 

 ‘I can’t sleep,’ Edward grunts, lying on the floor, 

eyes closed behind Ray Bans.  

 You could cut a knife through the air.  
 Swoon slides past Edward. The smell of sex 

lingers under Edward’s nose; he turns and sniffs at the 

doorway, like a dog, reaching for the boy. 

 ‘Edward, get off the floor.’ Yochem reaches down 
to help him. ‘You smell like a savage.’  

 ‘What was he doing?’ Edward says, coming-to, 

working his body upward with Yochem’s pull, into the 

same chair Swoon was sitting in. Still warm. Edward’s 

cock moves, like an electric eel. 
 The scent of fresh coffee mixes with the body 

heat. Staleness.  

 Yochem hands Edward a cup.  ‘India, single 

origin,’ he says. ‘You’ll need it, Wolfe.’  
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 ‘It’s warm here, Yochem, in this room,’ Edward 

says, watching the spirals forming in the coffee’s 

crema, like lines in a low-pressure system. Edward 
licks at the weather report.                                 

 Yochem sits opposite, speaks through foggy 

spectacles, ‘Edward—’                                                   

 ‘I can’t dream,’ Edward says, interrupting. ‘Now I 

can’t sleep. And these fucking Goya faces and 
gypsies.’ Edward looks to a vacant space in the corner 

of the room. ‘They’re driving me insane. I know you’re 

not fucking real,’ he says toward the emptiness. ‘Have 

you seen outside, Yochem?’                                 
 Yochem coughs into his closed palm. ‘I don’t want 

to say I told you so, Wolfe.’                                   

 Edward has no idea what Yochem’s talking about; 

in fact, he’s not listening; in fact, he can hardly hear 

Yochem. Within this new realm, or whatever it is he’s 
entered, there are dark voices screeching. ‘I can’t 

dream Yochem,’ he says, with his hands covering his 

head. He leans back in the chair, twitching over his 

shoulder, and with his sunglasses and new facial hair, 

he’s looking like some old, drug-fucked musician. Then 
remembers his old self. He imitates a slouch, a 
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nonchalant expression. Invents coolness.        

 ‘Smoking too much pot?’ Yochem says.               

 ‘I can’t dream, Yochem.’                               
 ‘Jesus Edward, I’m right here.’ Yochem places his 

coffee firm against the wood. He picks up a pile of 

bark. He releases air from his throat, a cough in his 

hands that shakes the paper. His stubby and yellow-

stained fingers fold over the papers edge. Edward sees 
the paper vibrating and gets lost in that space, which 

becomes Swoon’s slither of skin.                             

 ‘You have two options,’ Yochem says. ‘Swoon is 

eighteen years old, Edward.’                               
 Edward sips at his coffee. ‘I need to start teaching 

again; I’ve had time to think about everything. I want to. 

Need to. I’ll write a different book. Impressions on 

Goya.’                                                                 

 Yochem stands up, another cough under his fist, 
which looks like it wants to make contact with Edward. 

‘The boy is eighteen. You are lucky, lucky, lucky.’ 

Yochem pushes his fist into Edward’s chest. ‘He turned 

eighteen some weeks ago. I don’t want the details, 

Edward. That’s all. That’s it. Least he can’t press 
charges.’ Yochem pushes hard against Edward’s shirt 
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and then releases.   

 Edward leans forward, takes a gulp of India.  

 ‘Two options Edward.’ Yochem remains standing 
above him.  

 An Oompa Loompa statue. Maybe he is jealous, 

Edward thinks. ‘I’ll get you the manuscript, Yochem,’ 

Edward says, looking beyond Yochem out the window. 

‘But have you seen it out there?’ 
 ‘Edward!’ 

 ‘Something’s eating me,’ Edward says, picking at 

the leather around his wrist. 

 ‘Jesus.’ Yochem sits back down behind his desk 
and takes off his glasses. ‘I fire you, or you quit, 

Edward,’ he says, rubbing his face, and then he puts 

his head into his hands. ‘Your fired, Edward.’ 

  Reality, Edward—Something his father used to 

say. He looks up. Yochem’s eyes are wet. Yochem 
rubs at them and then leans forward over the desk. 

‘Okay, Edward.’ Now he’s almost whispering. ‘I’ll make 

you redundant,’ he says. ‘Make up some excuse to the 

board. But you best go quietly, get on a plane 

somewhere. You’ll get a small payout. Go to Paris, 
Spain, I don’t fucking care.’ 
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 Edward nods, sucks air, looking past Yochem, out 

the window. Like a shooting star. 

 ‘You were a good teacher Edward, a fine thinker. 
I hope you can find—’ Yochem pauses to take a 

breath. ‘I hope you find what it is you you’re looking 

for,’ and then he says, more formally, ‘I’ll need you to 

sign this document, to signify your resignation.’ 

 Edward looks down at the pen. The University of 
Amsterdam is inscribed in its gold plating. 

 ‘Keep the pen,’ Yochem says. ‘I didn’t fire you. 

You quit. Okay? That’s all anyone needs to know.’ 

 Edward moves around and into Yochem’s arm, 
folds himself under his wing.  

 Yochem holds him and says that he’s always 

loved Edward like a child, and then he tells him never 

to come back, that this is not his place, bad things 

could happen, he says and pulls away. He wipes his 
face and raises a stern finger toward the door. 

‘Goodbye, my darling, Edward.’  

 

Amsterdam has become Edward’s shadow; everything 

is dark but not bleeding, not anymore.  
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 The cities pulse has diminished to a silent thud 

that runs through Edward like waves breaking under 

the eye of a cyclone: it’s impossible to hear the sea 
underneath the chaos of thunder and lightning and 

wind. But the sea, like blood, is the circulation of life. All 

that was once soft and full of story has become black 

and dead, like the heart of a charred animal. He can’t 

see or feel the beat anymore.                                
 Edward walks to Vondel Park and lies on the thick 

cold grass. He breathes in and out with smoke. He 

unfolds the letter—he has begun to carry it with him—

and rubs at the pencil drawing. When he closes his 
eyes, he can’t change it. It is cliché, he admits—

hopeless, in what he hasn’t done, but he still feels it. 

Sadness. He is incredibly sad and he doesn’t care 

because even speaking that to himself makes him feel 

a sense of okayness—it’s the word he chooses. In his 
okayness he finds strength to open his eyes and 

continue without concern for the imaginary characters 

and voices inside his head. I’m in okayness, he says 

and it feels good. He imagines this to be the feeling 

you have when somebody close to you commits 
suicide: the sense that the world is innately evil and 
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there’s nothing you can do. Nothing matters, even 

madness. I’m in okayness, he repeats. He finishes the 

cigarette, folds the letter, washes his face in the pond 
and walks toward his apartment following the Gracht, 

the gypsies always three feet behind, and everything 

around him—the sky, the buildings, the faces, are 

heavy and grey, like an evil God were pressing down 

on the world with all their weight.  
 Edward begins to see people, bodies crowding 

opposite his apartment block near the Gracht. 

 Construction workers?  

 As he gets closer he sees its Evil Witch and 
friends: old women laughing, drinking beer and 

throwing his belongings out of his apartment window 

and into the Gracht. One old woman is hunched out his 

window, throwing his things outside. He watches his 

clothes, books, papers, cooking utensils all flying out 
the window, like fish, he thinks, falling from the sky in 

slow motion. 
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 He’ll cast fishing net out. His Father had shown 

him how to cast once. ‘Fuck, Edward,’ he’d said. ‘Like 

this!’ Edward finally got it, made the perfect cast. 
Where to buy fishing net? It’s a slow, beautiful scene. 

He stands beside his bicycle, watching. ‘Not bad,’ his 

father had said.                                                          

 The women are in a production line: one at the 

window, two underneath collecting his floating things 
into baskets and another hunched over, running back 

and forth to Evil Witch, who places the baskets in the 

Gracht whilst screaming with laughter, sculling beer, 

and running back and forth.                                        
 He snaps. The book. Kafka’s Metamorphosis 

suddenly feels meaningful to Edward and he runs up 

the stairs but the bookcase is empty. His apartment 

has been vacated. Nothing left. He runs down to 

approach Evil Witch who is drinking beer with the other 
women. He stops. These old women remind him of 

something. Of the time he joined Amsterdam 

Universities Anarchist Society for a protest? Yes, he 

thinks. He focuses on the faces of the women. And 

after the protest march, he remembers, sure they were 
proud, but with this look. A gaze of mass confusion 
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hung in their eyes, disquieted hypnosis.            

 ‘Edward.’ Evil Witch sculls from a beer can. ‘I’ve 

been waiting for a time long to do this. You are strange 
man. This place is your not. I am throwing out you! 

You’re fired!’ She kicks the cement and the other 

women cheer her on. ‘You haven’t the rent paid!’ she 

says, screaming with joy.                                         

 They all laugh; everyone in the street seems to be 
laughing at him, incredibly loudly, as if he has a tree full 

of screeching parrots inside his scull. Edward laughs 

with them. He doesn’t believe any of this. He turns 

away and slips another pill into his mouth, then lights 
up. Edward closes his eyes and rubs at the leather on 

his wrist, thinks of his grandmother Gene. You’re a 

strong boy, Edward, she would say. He remembers her 

annual bonfire on the beach, where she would burn his 

old clothes, toys, anything and everything. Therapy, 
she would say. Don’t you forget this, Edward, this is my 

legacy to you: burn old things!’ He could handle that 

and so he turns around, looks to Evil Witch, inhales a 

puff of smoke, and raises a hand. ‘Okay. Whatever. 

Bye,’ he says and moves to a wooden bench 
downriver, to be alone. He sits cross-legged, watching 
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the baskets floating by under his smoke, as if he was at 

a small Avant-garde cinema in Paris.   

 Edward begins to feel himself, as if for the first 
time. Caressing his body with his hands.  

 His hard jaw, neck, his firm torso. His stomach is 

tight and round. Thick calves, tender legs—his limbs 

are strange under his own touch, foreign. He pinches 

his skin. ‘Yes,’ he says, ‘here I am.’ The thought strikes 
him sharper than the chaos around him. Surely, he 

thinks, this is not what I should be doing right now. But 

the thought-question does seem more important than 

his current reality, so he lets it form: has he ever felt his 

own body?  

 He closes his eyes, tries to see inside, beyond 

the skin and the feeling against his hands. It’s dark. 

Darkness. Edward opens his eyes, blinks. He laughs, 

and closes again. Re-opens. Sees. ‘It’s all just made 
up of pictures.’ Close. Open. More images. World 

created again. ‘Pictures,’ he says, ‘ha ha!’ 

 ‘Edward?’ 

 He now sees that Broch is waving out from 

across the Gracht.  
 ‘Edward, I come over!’ 
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 He watches Broch moving toward him, outside of 

him, from within him. He notices the ripples of water 

move from the boat, around the boat, inside his mind. 
He sees a leaf in the—he raises a hand—now 

southerly wind. The leaf touches the water, floats 

again, takes a new course where it will disrupt the 

water downriver, cause a fly to move, the fly will shit 

and the shit will spawn: life and death. He looks 
around. Everything—the houses, his body, the mass of 

water, Broch’s boat, and the fly—seems to be moving 

together, in flux: one complete thing. Then, within all 

this, he senses something great inside of himself.  
 ‘Edward, what is happening?’ Broch is dragging a 

basket behind his canoe.  

 Edward can’t find words. His mouth hangs open. 

He coughs, swallows a fly, spits out wings on concrete, 

dead fly now floats in the pool of his body water, 
swirling in flux—death and only death. 
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 Broch goes to jump out of the boat and pass the 

basket to Edward but it’s too heavy and he falls in the 

water and flaps like a duck, swearing, Edward thinks, 
but it’s hard to understand his Dutch. No it’s 

impossible. Edward doesn’t speak Dutch he 

remembers. Poor Broch! His tweed suit is drenched. 

Blue from his tie bleeds into his cream shirt. 

‘Hotfordoma,’ he says, paddling over to the basket. 
‘Here, Edward,’ he yells. Broch drags the basket closer 

and then he pulls his soggy self back into the boat. ‘I 

saw the old bitch and then I saw your stuff,’ Broch 

says. ‘She’s completely nuts.’ 
 Edward leans over the Gracht and pulls the 

basket up. ‘Yeah,’ he says. ‘She kicked me out.’ 

 ‘I didn’t know which basket to catch.’ Broch 

struggles for his breath. ‘I figured your books?’ 

 Edward sees it. Kafka’s Metamorphosis is still 
dry. For old times sake he places the letter inside the 

middle page and slips the book into his jacket pocket. 

‘You’re great, Broch, I owe you.’ 

 ‘Would you give some private writing lessons to 

my son?’ Broch says, dripping wet. 
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 ‘Okay, sure.’ Edward leans over the Gracht and 

into the canoe behind Broch.  

 ‘Now,’ Broch says, smoke bellows over his 
drenched black hair. ‘My sons a bit strange, Edward, 

he’s a science genius, but I want him to write, you 

know?’ 

 ‘Sure, Broch, no worries.’  

 Edward puffs on Broch’s pipe while he brews 
coffee and his wife makes some bread with tomato. 

The son is in the bathroom, apparently. They don’t ask 

him about Evil Witch or the apartment and Edward 

doesn’t speak about it. He remains indifferent to 
everything. To his lost job, his apartment and all his 

stuff. The face is now clear in his mind and he has the 

letter and his few important things in his leather bag. 

He is fixed on the future and anything else has been 

rendered obsolete in his mind, as if everything that has 
happened to him before now is someone else’s story. 

 Edward sits hunched over in a small cabin full of 

porcelain Virgin Mary’s and posters of Jesus and it’s 

impossible, he thinks, to think, with all this religious 

paraphernalia bearing down on him.  
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 A length of wood separates Edward from Broch’s 

son who holds a piercing gaze behind his oval reading 

glasses, distorting his pale, almost red-brown eyes, 
which compliment his faces make-up. 

 ‘You want to be a writer?’ Edward says. 

 A piece of light-coloured hair falls onto the boy’s 

face and he laughs, moves the hair, smudges lipstick 

and runs to the bathroom. He comes back wearing 
brighter red lipstick. He wears a perfectly fitted white t-

shirt, creased blue chinos and shiny brown-leather 

shoes. He walks slowly, in a tall thin body, with a look 

of sarcasm smeared across his face, like The Joker in 
drag. 

 ‘You know what a camera is?’ Edward says.   

 ‘No!’ The boy says, rolling his tongue over his 

lips. ‘Did you know, from my side of the table—’ the 

boy points out the window behind Edward with a flaccid 
finger, ‘I can see you sitting by your window staring out 

at nothing.’ Then he leans forward and continues. 

‘You’re a stoner. A dreamer. A loser!’ Then, seemingly 

proud of himself, the boy lights a cigarette and leans 

back. ‘Oh, c’mon,’ he says. 
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 ‘The mind is a camera,’ Edward says, with his 

elbows firm on the table using his hands to explain 

himself. ‘The eyes the lens and the eyelids the shutter, 
your writing hand is the focal point.’ 

 The boy shrugs, turns to his side. ‘What are you a 

fucking caveman?’ he says, sucking on his index 

finger. ‘Have you heard of an i-Phone? Instagram?’ 

 He takes a photograph of Edward, without asking. 
‘You’re pre-historic, Mr Wolfe.’ 

 Edward moves his hands forward, still curled, 

creating a tunnel, and he places his right hand against 

the boys’ left eye. ‘What do you see?’ 
 ‘An old washed up fag,’ the boy says, ‘who thinks 

there’s still beauty in the world.’  

 ‘At least I see the world,’ Edward says, feeling 

eighteen again. Fuck this. ‘Look,’ he says, ‘you see the 

world or the world sees you. You look into your phone 
but it’s your phone that’s looking at you. It’s the same 

meaning in Friedrich’s painting, you know it?’ 

 The boy shrugs. ‘Science is my truth,’ he says.  
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 ‘It’s Wanderer above the Sea of Fog.’ Edward 

continues. ‘You are the centre of your universe and 

therefore your not an artist. I repeat, kid, you see the 
world or the world sees you. Are you willing to look? 

That’s the question of the artist and as a writer, which 

frame will you use and what focus?’ 

 The boy stands, to the bathroom. Before he 

closes the door, he says, ‘Edward, I’m sorry to break it 
to you. You’re a naturalist. There’s no beauty left. Your 

generation fucked it, so to speak.’  

 ‘When I was your age, I realised the eyes were a 

camera and it changed everything,’ Edward says, not 
listening to the boy or acknowledging his absence. He 

continues, ‘If you are willing to look, you can take 

photographs with your eyes and store the images in 

your mind that become your me—’ 

 The boy interrupts Edward from behind the 
bathroom door, ‘I’m trying to wank, Edward!’ 

 Edward looks down at the blank sheet of paper 

on the table and without thinking he reaches into his 

jacket pocket for The University of Amsterdam pen, 

and writes. 
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  Sea of shootin minds 

  peadagogy creatin artist’s  

  subjects: silenced n numb 

  don’t wanna believe the dyin  

  somethin in their apathy that 

  pierces the bricks of humanity 

  

 He turns the piece of paper over and writes. An 

impression nonetheless, love you darl. He stands, 

takes the paper outside, folds it over four times. The 

small balcony is filled with green herbs and deflated 

red balloons, he hadn’t noticed before. ‘Broch, can you 
do me a favour and give this to my cousin, Yolanda?’ 

He hands Broch the square of paper. 

 ‘Sure Edward, anything. I know Yolanda. What 

will you do?’  

 ‘I’ll think about chairs, tables, you know?’ he says, 
lighting up. 

 ‘Have you been dreaming?’ Broch asks. 

 He can’t remember telling Broch about the 

dreams. ‘Broch—’ 
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 Broch interrupts him, itching to speak. ‘Edward, 

sorry about my son, you know I was a lawyer, and my 

biggest regret in life is this. If I had my time I would 
write or paint, anything other than rational.’ He puts a 

hand on Edward’s shoulder. ‘You know I still look your 

novel, Edward.’ He pauses, speaks softly, ‘You see the 

world or the world sees you.’ 

 ‘I said that?’ 
 ‘Yes, well no, I mean, your protagonist said that.’ 

 ‘Broch, could I borrow your phone?’  
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 Edward leans over the railing, away from Broch, 

to phone Yolanda. He looks out while the dial rings. He 

can breathe. The Gracht is dark brown. The buildings 
are on their usual lean. He follows the windows up the 

yellow wall across from him until he reaches the top. 

His old square window. So that’s what it really looks 

like. He blinks. It feels good to be outside, he thinks. 

Yolanda doesn’t answer. He leaves a message. She 
shouldn’t worry, he says. He has the photo she gave 

him in his shirt pocket, and he’ll be back soon for more 

coffee and cigarettes. Whatever you do, he says, don’t 

you dare give up smoking! Someone with your beauty, 
he says, doesn’t have a chance in hell of catching 

cancer, that’s an ugly person’s disease. You were right, 

he says. I’ve been dreaming too long. I still feel young 

Yolanda, in an ancient kind of way. It’s time to do 

something. Berlin, baby! I’m going to find him. Bye, 
darling. 
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 Edward presses the red button on the screen. He 

hasn’t spoken like that since he can remember; the 

speech gives him warmth. And finally within this 
feeling, as if the body sparks thought, he remembers 

something his grandmother had said to him. Don’t be 

afraid of the burn inside you.                                      
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The train begins to move, and then dance, swaying 

across the tracks like a snake on water. Edward sits at 

the table alone, with room for four. To his right, the 
window is burnt grass and telephone wire. He begins to 

fold everything from his leather bag onto the table. First 

his passport and wallet, Kafka and the letter, the photo 

of his grandparents, his leather jacket and—scraping 

the bottom—the University of Amsterdam pen. That’s 
it. He looks down, just for a moment, and then he puts 

it all back in carelessly and stares out the window. 

Eighteen years, he thinks. Nothing much to show for it. 

If it weren’t for the pen it would be hard to prove he 
ever worked. So we use objects to prove our existence, 

to justify memories, he thinks. Eighteen years. He 

calculates that amount of time in the dream state. 

About half an hour of real time, he thinks, turning back 

inside. Edward sees the waiter coming through the 
glass doors from the front cabin. He orders a whisky, 

swallows a few pills.  
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 When he was young, Edward remembers, his 

dreams were about snakes and water, mostly water. 

When he went to live with Gene, that’s when the sea 
and snake dreams began, he thinks, when he first 

began to write his dreams. Edward would wake, pull 

his notebook from the wooden floor and write 

sporadically, trying to hold onto the dream. He 

remembers one clearly. He is kicking his legs, trying to 
remain above the sea; below him is an ocean cave full 

of snakes. He holds onto a rock breaking the ocean 

surface, his head is just above. Enormous waves crash 

onto his face and tear at his arm. He lets go and before 
he reaches the cave he wakes, gasping for air. He 

remembers waking from this recurring dream, 

sweating, kicking his feet under his sheets where the 

sea snakes lick at his feet.  
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 ‘Yes, another whiskey,’ Edward says to the man 

with the trolley on his back route and then he turns to 

the window. The colours outside are bright. Green 
yellow, baby blue, bright red and pink make up the 

landscape out of rectangles, circles and swirls, like 

Cubism. The window is like a landscape painting 

ruined by abstraction. Flat, like a cheap photograph 

with no texture and no depth.  
 Berlin, baby, Berlin. Edward pulls his Ray Bans 

over the scene and lights a cigarette. Anxious of 

outside. Things are beginning to look as if he’d 

swallowed a tab of acid, what he imagines that to be. 
 To add to his growing paranoia, he turns and 

sees the gypsy’s in the seat behind him. They are 

watching him with fruit and dolls scattered over their 

table. The dolls are in red scarfs with their eyes picked 

out. Greybeard is peeling an orange and pretending to 
feed it to a doll. ‘Welcom Terug,’ Old greybeard says, 

looking up at Edward. 
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 He then sees the gypsy woman is knitting tiny red 

scarfs for the dolls by pulling wool out of her vagina. 

Edward turns down to his whisky. He is beginning to 
feel like Hunter S. Thompson or William Burroughs. 

This is nothing as bad as the hallucinations they lived 

through. You’re in okayness, he says to himself, and 

turns to the window. Peter Carey’s face flashes against 

the glass. Welcome to hell! Carey seems to yell. 
Edward jerks away, down to his whisky.  

 The people opposite him shuffle out of their seats 

and then a man with a gun approaches Edward asking 

for his passport. Where he’s going? What’s his 
occupation? What are his plans? Edward answers 

everything and the man leaves. What great control you 

have, he says to himself. 
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 Edward moves his hand to his satchel and 

removes Kafka and places the book carefully on the 

table. He opens the middle page and removes the 
letter. He reads the letter over and then raises the 

index finger of his right hand, when he touches the 

pencil drawing his chest moves in and out. He 

struggles for air. He opens his eyes, folds the letter and 

places it back into the middle of the book, wipes his 
face with the sleeve of his shirt. He turns around and 

sits facing the ripped vinyl chair, his back resting 

against the edge of the wooden table. He follows the 

rips in the green colour, 1950’s vinyl. It is glossy. He 
catches his eye. The black dot is too wide, and the 

moth seems to be growing, and the green is dull. He 

closes. Stories come to mind, of the people who had 

sat before him? An elderly woman going to Paris to die; 

a young boy taking the train to Poland to spend the 

summer with his grandmother; a young boy going to 

visit his father; a young man searching for his father; 

An older man looking for—Edward sits upright. The 

stories are calming. He wraps his arms over his torso, 

holds tight, leans his face into the crack between his 
knees. He can’t find comfort. 
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 Edward orders another. Ice cubes dance inside 

the glass walls, shuffling over the table with the 

movements of the snake. The glass is empty again and 
then the Cubism painting begins to turn a shade of 

grey, and then shapes morph into buildings, turning 

into a cotemporary landscape.  

 He leans against the glass. Closes. Edward sees 

a butterfly in his head, like a children’s story, dancing 
above darkness and then falling. His minds eye 

becomes the butterfly. There are gremlins and dragons 

trying to attack the butterfly from the depths of the cave 

but it always escapes. In the crevasse of the dark cave 
the butterfly finds a young boy and sits on the boy’s 

shoulder, whispers something into the boy’s ear. 

Edward can’t understand. He feels sick.  

 A man wakes him. Opening his eyes, Edward 

feels he could vomit. His stomach is tight, like there’s 
ship’s rope tangled around his insides. For a moment, 

he had dreamt, but it wasn’t the dream.  
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With his leather bag over his shoulder, Edward walks 

from the train station, following the street signs to the 

Berlin wall. He desires to feel and see something real. 
History. There’s a swarm of suits and tourists but they 

blend into the façade of the city, which is made up of 

grey and square buildings and leafless trees near the 

end of their autumn. This place, in its soft greyness, is 

the apt reflection of his mind. You’re in okayness, he 
repeats over, following one long cement footpath, to 

the wall.  

 He stands at the gates of it. Crumbling cement, a 

bland and silent wall spanning off across the horizon. 
Edward feels sees nothing. He hears the same words: 

death only death, blood only blood. 
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 To a pub down an alley off, Edward orders 

whisky. The room is dark and quiet. He relaxes to the 

faint buzz from the crackling TV screen above him. He 
can breathe. He tries not to think about death. He 

thinks about memory as landscape. The landscape of 

human projection, he thinks, and without projection 

there is no memory and no history, just nothingness in 

the present. This thought, however, is as equally as 
haunting as the words from outside (death only death, 

blood only blood) and so it goes, another whisky, 

another pill, until the outside is dark.  
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 ‘Everyone’s a drunk!’ says a man from across the 

bar in an English accent, apparently to nobody in 

particular. Edward looks up. Then man drops his head 
forward onto the bar, almost in slow motion, scattered 

with empty shot glasses. Everyone—an old man 

hunched over his shandy, the bar tender, the young 

lady polishing glasses—looks at this man who is now 

laughing. He begins to convulse and then he falls, 
head first, from his seat to the cement floor. The 

ambulance arrives flashing its lights into the dark 

windows. Edward leaves. He drags his tired body down 

the neon lit path with his mind. You’re in okayness, he 
slurs. It’s all blurry, as if the city is on sale. For Sale! 

One big lucid dream, thinks, new apartments being 

advertised as if people’s destiny is a commodity, with 

hip names like Poison & Co and Lucy. As hard as he 

tries, can’t understand anything around him. Hey, this 
would be a groovy place to die, is that what you think?  

 He finds another, quieter, darker bar away from 

the centre. He sits by the window drinking whisky, 

talking into the glass, and scanning the dark faces. 

Where are you, Banana? 
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 Everyone, out there, is wobbling and sipping on 

cigarettes, covered in concrete. The huge chunks of 

cement homes sway around him like giant mosquitos, 
sucking blood. Everyone knows the house is a 

machine for living, but the living, he yells, the people 

working the machines are you now not machines too? 

And what are these words?  

 He leaves, stumbles down the street. He looks 
around—no one to be seen. How, he yells. How can 

we? Where are you? Banana! Down an alley Edward 

smells a kebab shop. He stands inside near a pinball 

machine, eating a lamb kebab, remembering when he 
was young, when people were sober, when people 

laughed and got excited, when people played pinball 

and drank Cola. An American TV advertisement, he 

knows. And with that thought he leaves and wanders 

outside across the road into another bar. Before he 
opens the door, he yells out, everything’s fucked.   
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 ‘Whisky, please,’ he slurs, and sits down at the 

bar. It’s busy, apart from the bartender; no one pays 

Edward any attention. Young guys swarm round the 
pool table in the corner. An old guy flicks through the 

CD’s in a duke box, under the light of his cigarette, and 

a few old drunks lean on the bar, like thirsty animals 

circling a dam. It’s as if, to Edward, everyone is 

screaming. 
 A tall redhead sits down beside him, coming from 

nowhere. Edward admires her through the corner of his 

Ray Bans. She’s thin as a match, wearing a bright red 

dress over her pale white skin.  
 ‘What do you believe in?’ She says, leaning her 

head forward to light her cigarette.  

 Edward turns, unsure. Then her gaze drifts up, 

the wall of liquor bottles behind the bar, shimmers 

across her eyes, and the she looks at him. Her eyes 
are a metallic grey-blue.  

 ‘Bewieve in?’ he says. 

 ‘Yes, sweet-heart, bewievein?’ she mimics and 

then smiles forward to her drink.  
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 He looks down into his glass, little pockets of air 

move around the liquid, sticking to the ice cubes and 

then bursting. ‘What are my options?’ he says, his eyes 
are bulging red under his Ray Bans.   

 The woman remains quiet, sipping on the rim of 

the oval glass. She is glowing in silver. Edward 

watches her eat an olive from the skewer in her drink. 

She sucks on the salty skin, chews the fat and spits out 
the seeds. ‘Well, honey?’ she says and turns to look 

him in the eye. 

 He sees that she has a bright red vein protruding 

the white in her left eye and the skin above that eye is 
wrinkling. She seems young apart from that one eye 

and the skin above it. 

 ‘Caterpirrars,’ he says.  

 She laughs and then leans over and taps the tip 

of his nose with her red fingernail. Her lips almost 
touch his. ‘No, you, don’t, silly,’ she says and kisses 

him beside his lips. She puts a bill on the table and 

turns to leave. ‘Caterpillars, honey’ she says, ‘are not 

something one beweieves in.’  

 Edward faces down. His greying long hair curls 
into his half-empty glass. 
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 Through the city on dawn everything is dull, 

musky and blue, Edward is stumbling backwards 

through the streets. People stare. Strange man, the 
whispers collaborate, like a swarm of flies, strange 

man. The words buzz inside his scull. Bzzzzzzzz. 

Bzzzzz. Strange man. He’s walking backwards. He’s 

staring at you. Don’t look. Bzzz. Bzzzzzz. Strange man. 

Edward is drunk and walking backwards around Berlin. 
He looks very strange. Past buskers near the wall, he 

says, ‘Smoking’s for anxious people,’ with a lit cigarette 

hanging off his lips. He licks the wall. A man sits on a 

patch of grass smoking a cigarette. Edward walks 
closer. The young man wears a brightly coloured parrot 

pattern jacket and an akubra covering his eyes. He 

looks asleep but smoke drifts over his shoulder. 

Edward gets closer, sees that the young man is 

shuffling play cards.  
 ‘Banana?’ Edward speaks quietly.  
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 He sits down a few feet away from the boy, 

looking. Eventually he crawls over on his hands and 

knees, asks the boy for a cigarette. The boy introduces 
himself as Jim and yes he has a cigarette for Edward. 

He is from Melbourne, he says, laughing. No, he is not 

your son, he says, and he laughs again. There’s more 

Melbournians in Berlin than Melbourne, he says. Good 

luck to you sir! 
 ‘There are?’ Edward says, facing the boy on his 

hands and knees.  

 ‘Yeah, it’s the hipster capital of the world,’ Jim 

says, hitting the ground. ‘Sit down.’ 
 ‘What’s hipster?’ Edward is now lying on the 

grass beside Jim, eyes like slits.  

 The boy laughs. ‘Black sheep, independent youth, 

lovers of MDMD, music appreciationalists—’ 

 But before the boy can finish Edward is snoring 
like an Indian drum. 

 

The sun is falling behind a grey sky and Edward is 

coming-to.  
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 There are people everywhere on the grass 

around him, talking and drinking beer. There is a canal 

nearby that he hadn’t seen in the morning. He leans 
over and sips on the residue in the whisky bottle beside 

him and reaches for the last cigarette in the box. 

Beside him a young man sits alone. Legs out and 

crossed. Black and ripped jeans. Toes curled over 

strands of green grass. Smoking a pack, drinking a 
bottle. Edward feels like he knows him. ‘Banana?’ he 

says. 

 ‘Edward, mate,’ the boy says, opening his hand. 

‘I’m just smokin a pack, drinkin a bottle.’ 
 Edward smiles. ‘Me too, me too young man.’ He 

shakes the boy’s hand. 

 ‘Jim, remember?’ Jim says. ‘You’re a classic Ed.’ 

 Edward takes a swig. His smoke creates waves in 

the still air, ripples that move across Jim’s face, 
downwind. Jim wears a baseball cap with Parrots in the 

fabric. Silver falls off his face and ears; ink lines his 

skin. He has bright red peeling lips and burnt surfer’s 

skin. Edward shakes his head. ‘Can’t remember much,’ 

he says. ‘It’s all been a bit mad lately, son.’  
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 ‘Everyone heard you sleeping,’ Jim says, ‘like a 

fuckin’ chain saw.’ 

 ‘Are you Banana?’ he says, quietly, watching Jim 
through the split in his wayfarers. 

 The boy laughs, rolls forward and does a 

somersault on the grass. ‘I told you Edward,’ he says. 

‘You’re a mad old man. Berlin is a big place and 

anyways, my father’s dead.’ The boy turns, opens his 
arms, says, ‘That’s the way she goes, the way she 

blows, can’t change her. Sweet Mother has her nature, 

has her ways, she has her ways, for all the days.’ He 

slaps at the ground. 
 Edward leans over, says. ‘Name’s Banana, heard 

of him?’  

 ‘Look, I did meet a Banana, from Melbourne.’ 

 ‘His mother loved Banana’s flowers,’ Edward 

says, ‘fucking bitch.’ 
 The boy moves closer, almost touching Edward’s 

lips. ‘Yeah, well, I think it’s pretty strange to call a man 

Banana, even if it was that bitch’s favourite flower, ha 

ha.’ 
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 ‘And what did that boy, Banana, look like?’ 

Edward looks into Jim’s eyes. His Ray Bans look like 

skyscrapers in the reflection of the eyes, as blue as the 
sky.  

 ‘Calling your boy Tod, that’s strange,’ Edward 

says, ‘Roland, Gerald but Banana. That’s original.’ 

 ‘Ha ha. You’re a mad old man, you hear, a mad 

old man. Look, can’t remember, mate. I just knew a 
bloke with that same name. He was a good musician, 

but a bit of a nut job, always going on about existential 

stuff, like the different states of consciousness … think 

he wanted to be a psychologist.’ 
 Edward is waiting for more, deep in the sea of 

Jim’s eyes. The green grass and the laughter and 

conversation and clinking of bottles and the running 

water and the city, everything around him ceases to 

exist. He stares, completely vacant, anticipating Jim’s 
words. 
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 Jim sculls whiskey and hands the bottle across. 

‘So, like I was saying,’ Jim says. ‘Banana played this 

gig at a place called Old Bar, right. I remember, he got 
pissed and drugged up and wouldn’t stop quoting 

Freud and all that foreign bullshit.’ He lights up. ‘He 

was tossing up between Psychology and traveling over 

here.’ 

 Edward is hanging on Jim’s every word.  
 ‘Well,’ Jim says, ‘that last gig I seen him at he 

was real pissed.’ 

 Edward turns up, the sky is blurred and out of 

focus. ‘Was he handsome?’ Edward says. 
 ‘I’m not gay,’ Jim says, ‘but he didn’t have any 

problems with the girls.’ 

 ‘Did he look strong?’ Edward says, looking out 

over the canal. A couple of city-gulls are splashing 

each other. A man pauses in front of the scene and 
pulls his phone out in front of him. 

 ‘Look mate.’ Jim stands up. ‘I’d help you out, but 

that was six months ago and I’m here to start a new 

life, so I got rid of Facebook and all that.’ He turns. 

‘Social media’s fucked everything.’  
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 ‘Right,’ Edward says, clapping his hands together. 

‘Tell me more, Jim, I’ll need more.’  

 ‘Ah man I think humanities lost the plot, you 
know, we’ve got over-population man, we’ve got 

starvation man, we’ve got pop music and drugs man, 

and we don’t fuckin’ need this technology man, and we 

got poverty man and this one percent man and we got 

terrorism man and cannibalism and futurism feminism 
postmodernism genderneautral-ism.’ 

 ‘Jesus, Jim,’ Edward says, interrupting. ‘About 

Banana, tell me more about my son.’ 

 ‘Look, I’m here to become a rapper, Edward.’ Jim 
shakes his head. ‘You’re a mad old man ya hear. A 

man old man.’ He leaves Edward with the pack of 

smokes and the bottle and walks away. 
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 Edward stumbles past the canal, over a bridge, 

toward the city, following the sounds of a DJ. He 

arrives at a party in a green park somewhere in the 
middle of Berlin. There are colourful marquis, women in 

blue denim and handsome men in white denim and 

there’s Eighties disco beats playing through speakers 

and sculptures of dildos and vaginas. Edward’s vision 

blurs with the whisky and pills, he thinks. He leans 
against a large, bright purple dick sculpture. Fuck and 

Feminism is spray-painted above his head. He has 

arrived at some kind of neo gender-neutral festival, he 

guesses. Seeing the men as women and women as 
men, moving by as if they were going somewhere. He 

drinks himself into the ground, passed out beside the 

penis sculpture that shimmers under the moonlight.  

 

Edward wakes up in a room, walls of white. An old man 
lies in bed across from him, sucking on a plastic drip, 

nonchalant. Edward reaches for his cigarettes, feels his 

bare skin. Notices he’s also sucking on a plastic bottle 

and wearing the same white dress as the old man 

across from him.  
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 ‘Got a cigarette?’ he says, no response. The man 

looks like a vegetable.  

 A woman walks in, also dressed in white, but 
holding a clipboard. She moves like a giant, as if she 

were important. ‘Good morning, Edward,’ she says.  

 Her voice protrudes her puffy red lips—they don’t 

move when she speaks. Edward can’t tell if she’s 

happy or unhappy. Maybe she had a terrible accident 
and needed plastic surgery, he thinks. Her head is 

shining like a Woolworths apple. She gives nothing 

away with her non-expression. Edward tries to sit up 

but his body is floppy. He can’t move.  
 ‘Don’t worry, this happens to a lot of tourists.’  

 ‘What is ‘this’?’ Edward asks. His tongue feels 

numb.  

 She just says ‘interesting’ and scribbles onto the 

white paper attached to the clipboard. Then she turns 
to the small table beside Edward, her arse in his face. 

It’s enormous, he thinks, the size of a huge beach ball. 

He feels the urge to poke it. But he can’t move his 

hand. 

 She turns, holding a plate full of pills. Little black 
pills. Little white ones.  
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 She hums a melody. ‘Little black pills, little white 

ones.’ And her lips still don’t move. She puts pills in his 

mouth, one by one, saying, ‘You all get a bit excited on 
your big night in Berlin, don’t you?’ She squeezes his 

cheek. ‘Too much whisky, maybe a few love-heart 

shaped pills, hey, some powder up the shnoz, a slice of 

acid?’ She laughs, a deep manly laugh. And this is 

when Edward realises she is a man. He second 
guesses. Is she a he or is he a he, or, is he a she? 

Edward can’t be sure. She/he continues, ‘And you end 

up here, in the loony bin.’ Now she/he is sounding like 

a seventy year old man from Texas. ‘And you end of 
here in the loony bin!’ she repeats, manoeuvring the 

pills through Edward’s floppy lips. 

 ‘Where am I?’ Edward says, drooling.  

 This place smells like what Edward imagines a 

medical surgery in a post-apocalyptic film to smell like. 
Like an abattoir on Mars, he imagines. He’s never 

smelt anything like this before.  

 ‘Edward,’ she/he says, ‘this is a hospital for the 

mentally insane.’  
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 And she/he speaks with conviction in the Texas 

voice, ‘We had to pump your stomach and listen to all 

your talk about bananas last night, ha ha ha.’ 
 Edward feels like he’s definitely in a Tarantino 

film. He used to be so sure when he was younger, now 

he can’t differentiate the two: dream or non-dream? He 

prays that this is a dream.  

 ‘Open your eyes,’ she says. ‘Now, do you have 
private medical?’ 

  ‘Yes, of course.’ He is lying, of course.  

 ‘And your from Amsterdam, is that right?’ 

 ‘That’s correct, yes.’ 
 ‘And you’re going back to Amsterdam.’ 

 ‘That’s correct, yes.’ 

 ‘We’ll see about that now won’t we? Ha ha,’ 

she/he says, you’ll be chatting to someone soon.’  

 She/he holds water up to his mouth, pulling his 
lips apart like a wound. 
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 ‘You were harassing people at a private party 

about ‘your son’ last night and you were getting ‘the 

gypsies’ to help you find him. Do you remember?’ 
She/he pushes Edward’s torso back against the bed 

with the strength of a bodybuilder. ‘We’ve checked the 

database; computer says you don’t have a son. And 

there were no gypsies there. The policewoman that 

brought you here filed a report saying you were acting 
very savagely, Mr Wolfe.’ She/he coughs. ‘Do you 

remember acting very savagely last night, Mr Wolfe?’ 

She/he holds one hand firm against his chest, pressing 

into the skin with sharp fingernails. ‘We need you to 
speak with someone, check that things are a-okay.’ 

She/he taps the crown of his head with her/his knuckle 

three times, saying, ‘Someone’s, going, loco.’ Then 

she/he leaves the room and Edward turns to look the 

other way, praying for a window, but there is only one 
white wall with ‘visitor’ written above a couch and on 

the couch are the gypsies.  

 Shit. 
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 A man in a white suit comes in and Edward is 

beginning to feel his arms and legs. The man directs 

Edward to a small white room and sits at a white table 
across from Edward in his white dress. Everything is 

glistening white. Especially the man’s teeth. Edward 

focuses. Even his lips seem white.   

 Edward is thinking of Banana’s interest in Freud 

and is remembering all he has read on the man, trying 
to emulate Freud’s theories through his silent gaze. 

He’ll do the examining, he thinks. 

 The gypsies, of course, are in the corner. Edward 

doesn’t acknowledge them, though it is good to have 
them here, like family members at a boxing match. He 

studies this man. His black hair is gelled back, his 

stubble is well kept and his slightly open shirt reveals 

fine black hairs, emphasising the whiteness of his skin. 

The man’s eyes are dark brown, almost black. Edward 
notices he curls his pen clockwise with a loose wrist, as 

if he were a painter. The man doesn’t look up, he 

writes in silence. 
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 In his heyday, on any given night in Amsterdam, 

Edward could pick up which man he wanted. So, very 

slowly, he stands and lifts his white hospital dress 
upward, his fingers curled over its hem. And like bad 

gay porn, he raises it until his scrunched-up ball sack is 

in full sight for the man to see. He lifts it further, 

revealing his cock, which he had made firm under the 

table.  
 Edward remains in contact with the man’s eyes.  

 He stares into them, but it’s hopeless, the man is 

still looking downward, writing fiercely. Edward waits 

for a sign. Then the man looks up momentarily and 
blinks before turning back down to his paper and pen. 

A-ha, Edward thinks. A blink. The man wanted to 

capture this moment.  

 Then the man speaks in a gentle German accent. 

‘Edward, what do you do?’ he says. 
 Edward sees the rise in the man’s Adams apple 

as he speaks, which suggests to Edward that the man 

is becoming turned on. ‘I write,’ Edward says. ‘I write 

about the human condition.’ He pauses and then 

continues, louder. ‘I write about madness and I think 
about this question: what is madness?’ 
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 The man lets out a small laugh or burp. ‘I’ll ask 

the questions, Mr Wolfe.’ 

 The man keeps re-crossing his legs. ‘You read 
Kafka,’ he says, pointing to the book under Edward’s 

right armpit. ‘Are you a reader?’ 

 Edward hadn’t noticed the book was there but he 

is very happy to see it. ‘I prefer Freud,’ he says, sitting 

back down, scraping the legs of the chair against the 
tiled floor. 

 ‘I see.’ The man makes a note. ‘And are you 

looking for someone in Berlin?’ The man places his 

index finger on his glasses frame, pushing it closer to 
his face. He looks up for a moment and blinks.  

 Edward moves his tongue around his cheek and 

opens his legs further. Then he moves a hand across 

the table and knocks the man’s pen to the floor. ‘Oops,’ 

he says and spits on his palm. He begins stroking his 
penis aggressively, making animal noises.   

 ‘Mr Wolfe,’ the man says, moving his right hand 

under the table. The man pretends to cough, and 

places his pen on the table with a shaky wrist. He 

seems nervous, Edward thinks.  
 ‘I’m not mad,’ Edward says. ‘I’m mad for you.’  
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 The man nods, coughs again, and writes. 

‘Maybe,’ he says. 

 ‘Maybe I do. Maybe I don’t. Maybe you like the 
look of my hard cock, hmm?’ 

 ‘Have you got family here?’ The man says, pulling 

back his tight hair with his fingernails.  

 ‘Maybe,’ Edward says, standing and stroking his 

penis, harder, faster. 
 ‘What are you doing here?’  

 ‘What are you doing here? You know this isn’t 

real anymore. Your profession, it’s dead.’ 

 The man leans forward, curling his fingers into 
each other, creating a ball on the table. 

 Edward sees a drop of sweat from the man’s face 

hit the paper.  

 ‘How so, Mr Wolfe?’ he says. 

 Edward leans across the table and pokes the 
man’s gripped hands. ‘Madness,’ he says. ‘Is a dead-

end job. The world is mad. You can continue, 

exercising your will freely, but it’s useless in the New 

World. You’re part of us.’ Edward puts on a country 

Australian accent. ‘If I were you, mate, I’d take this 
opportunity to enjoy some pleasure.’  
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 Then the man practically hurls himself across the 

table and throws his white lips onto Edward’s cock and 

with both hands jams it deep into his throat until he 
chokes. Edward jerks at the man’s belt, and then turns 

him over like a ragdoll. He fucks the man over his desk. 

He moves deep inside, back and forth, until the man 

comes into his sheets of paper. Then the man sits 

down and when he turns his eyes are full moons. 
Shitting himself. He looks like an animal placed in a 

zoo. ‘Fuck,’ he says. 

 ‘I have a phone in my bag.’ Edward says, sitting 

down. ‘I voice recorded everything from the moment I 
woke up.’ Of course he is lying, but the man doesn’t 

seem to listen. He just says fuck repetitively. Edward 

leans across the table and places the end of his index 

finger against the man’s chest. ‘You are going to write 

whatever you need to so that I can leave, else I’ll have 
you fired.’  

 ‘Yes,’ the man says between fucks. His voice is 

now powerless, like a child.  
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 Edward sits, crosses his legs. He reaches across 

the table and lights one of the man’s smokes. There is 

faint clapping behind him but he doesn’t acknowledge 
it. And then he thinks, fuck it and turns and bows to the 

gypsies. ‘I’m looking for my son and there are a couple 

of gypsies in this room.’ 

 The man stands and mumbles. Edward follows 

him down a corridor where the man walks into a room, 
telling Edward to wait. He comes back with ‘a release 

form’ and begs Edward never to tell anyone. ‘I have a 

wife, he says, ‘and a son.’ He points toward the door at 

the far end of the corridor. 
 Edward hears the voice of the man and the 

Texas/German wo/man arguing as he leaves.  

 ‘He was just a drunk.’ He hears the man say. ‘I 

don’t have time for drunk tourists!’ 

 The security guard opens the door, passing 
Edward a smoke for the road. ‘Well,’ the security man 

says in a strong German accent, ‘Enjoy the free world.’ 

 Across from the Institution Edward stops on a 

patch of grass to finish the cigarette. He sees the 

gypsies playing some sort of game under the tree. The 
gypsy woman yells out, ‘Wil je een tarot lezen?’  
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 ‘Sure,’ Edward says and walks over. 

 The woman lays out oranges: one, two, five, 

sixteen, eighteen. 
 Old greybeard is laughing and pointing. Eighteen 

oranges lay on the grass.  

 ‘Aanraken,’ she says.  

 Edward runs a finger over each orange with his 

eyes closed, playing along, and then points.  ‘That 
one,’ he says, under the fag.  
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 Old greybeard stands and rubs at his chin, his left 

hand permanently attached to his suite of bicycles and 

the woman hunches forward slowly peels back the skin 
of Edward’s chosen orange. Her old and wrinkly hands 

peel the skin, revealing a brown and rotten fruit, which 

is obviously not a good thing in this game. ‘Dood dood!’ 

she says. ‘Dood dood!’ She holds out both hands, 

drops the orange, and runs. Old greybeard follows, 
struggling along with his suite of bicycles. Edward 

watches them disappear into the city. The old woman 

with her dolls and oranges and old greybeard with his 

suite of classic Dutch bicycles—and they were the 
gypsies, Edward says to himself, shaking his head. He 

leans back and sees ants crowding the rotten fruit and 

so he kneels down and covers it over with dirt. Almost 

dark, he stands and walks off with his brown leather 

satchel.  
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Edward needs a drink. His aching body and depleted 

vision is severe. It must have been over a month since 

the last Banana dream, he thinks, holding his head. 
Things are getting really dark. Those sunrises by his 

Amsterdam window seem like a far off world, so too 

does that silence. The alcohol is killing him. Edward 

looks up to blueness and sniffs at the new sun. He 

kicks at the dirt, looks around, checks for the gypsies. 
He pinches his arm’s skin and he is sure. There was no 

hospital and no man. It was a dream. He sits on the 

patch of grass, beside the stream of water. The 

greyness of the city beyond is overbearing. He takes a 
deep breath, feels the full weight of oxygen in his body.  

 He sees Banana in the leaves, the clouds, and 

reflected in the water. He hears him speaking through 

other people. As strangers walk by he jerks his head. 

He looks down. His body has become brittle, like a sick 
man. Edward picks at flakes of skin with his nail. His 

mind feels like a goldfish. He punches the dirt. Do 

something.  
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 Edward, for the first time since arriving in Berlin, 

acts on this voice inside his head. On dark, he waits 

behind a German man inside a telephone box. When 
the man finishes Edward meets his eyes and his 

sadness is reflected. He gasps for breath and wipes at 

his face before he enters the box. 

 Edward stands, paralysed inside the plastic box, 

staring into the telephone. The sounds of the city fade 
to nothing. He could be anywhere. His reflection in the 

glossy plastic is hardly visible, he tries to make out his 

face but it’s impossible. One green eye. Half a square 

jaw. He feels out of his mind and jerks away. You’re in 
okayness, he remembers. 

 Edward pulls the letter from his pocket and lifts 

the telephone from the hook. It makes the sound of a 

car crashing. Fuck, he cringes. He picks up the torn 

phonebook, flicks pages like an addict, searching for 
the country code and then to the letter for the number. 

He presses his index finger firm against each plastic 

square number, saying fuck it with each jab. Fuck it. 

Fuck it. Fuck it. Fuck it. Fuck it. Fuck it. Fuck it. Then 

the line begins to ring.  
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 Fuck. He was hoping the line would have been 

dead, then he could forget about it all and go back to 

Amsterdam. Start again. He is only just holding the 
stitches on his mind in place. With each ring they fall 

apart, one by one. The feelings seeping out of him are 

enormous, too much. Holding onto the plastic wall, he 

rests his arm above his head and folds his face into the 

skin. His body flinches with each dial, his arm spasms 
shaking the phone. Fuck. 

 ‘Hello.’ A voice comes down the line in a sharp, 

foreign tone. 
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 With the words comes an image of hope. He sees 

Banana’s face. Edward is silent, unsure if the voice 

was from his head or the phone. He can’t speak, just 
air. His own face feels like it’s melting into the skin on 

his arm, he holds the phone out, looks at it. There is 

sweat, or maybe it’s water from his crying, dripping 

from the plastic. He looks at the drops of water, 

clenching his lips. He goes back and forth from the 
phone to the hook. He wants to hang up, but with the 

back and forth movement he sucks in air and 

eventually finds enough breath to speak. The picture in 

his mind is clear. Full green eyes. Square jaw. Long 
curls. Soft nose. Raised lip. Freckles. ‘It … It’s Edward,’ 

he finally says, speaking at the phone out in front of 

him. Now he sees himself reflected in the plastic, like 

an old man behind a rainy window, the deep lines in his 

forehead are dulled by the water but not forgotten. His 
face looks bad, all grey and puffy. He pulls the phone 

back to his ear. The line is silent; eighteen years worth 

of time and space occupy the space. The sound of his 

heart pulsing under his throat vibrates into his ears 

making him deaf. It scares him into speaking. ‘Banana,’ 
he says. ‘Banana?’ 
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 Then he hears the person exhaling, slowly, as if 

there were a deflating balloon against the phone. And 

then he hears them suck in a breath. ‘Okay, you’re 
calling.’ The voice changes, coarse. ‘It’s Sage, 

Edward.’  

 ‘Yes,’ he says, ‘Sage.’  

 Silence. 

 ‘Where’s Banana, Sage? I’m on my fucking 
deathbed.’  

 He leans his forehead against the plastic wall but 

he doesn’t feel it or see the people walking by staring 

at him and he no longer feels his heartbeat. His eyes 
are wide, mad-looking; as if in this moment he is not 

here. He is so fixed on the other end of the line it’s as if 

he is there and he becomes dizzy and everything goes 

black. Then he breathes. He hadn’t taken a breath 

since she said her name. 
 ‘Edward,’ she says.  

 He takes another breath. 

 Her voice is nothing like he remembers. It’s 

motherly. Her tone is like warm water.   
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 He pulls away from the plastic again, the sound of 

peeling skin. His reflection now holds the expression of 

a subject in Goya’s late works. He doesn’t turn away. 
Animal-like with an empty, white face, and wide vacant 

eyes, he touches the wrinkling skin but feels only 

plastic. He jerks away. 

 ‘I thought you would have called earlier,’ she 

says, and then, ‘I’m sorry, I couldn’t find a way to 
contact you, so I had to send you another letter, you 

must have received it by now, I suppose it’s been a 

month.’ Now it’s a dull tone, the sound of someone who 

is lost. ‘I suppose,’ she says, ‘that’s why you’re calling.’ 
 ‘What letter?’ he says. ‘Another letter?’ His mind 

turns over questions. Edward waits on her words with 

the phone pressed tight to his ear, interpreting her 

changing tone and background noises, like a blind 

person watching a film. And then she speaks, not 
answering any of his thoughts.  

 ‘Edward, are you there?’ 

 ‘Yes, fuck,’ he says. ‘Another letter?’ 

 ‘Yes,’ she says. 
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 ‘I don’t know what the fuck your talking about 

Sage. I’m in Berlin. It must have come while I was 

here.’ And then, he says, to himself, ‘You should have 
stayed in Amsterdam.’ He tears at the telephone book, 

ripping pages, and the sound down the line changes to 

the whooshing of wind, as if Sage had thrown the 

phone away.  

 ‘Where’s Banana, you bitch?’ he says, 
desperately. 

 Edward’s hearts in his throat, his ears buzz to the 

pulse. He is grinding his teeth, digging his fingers into 

his forehead. He can’t control the words or the crying.  
 ‘Where’s my son, Sage, where the fuck is he?’   

 The phone goes empty; he keeps it against his 

ear. He hears another voice in the background. A man 

speaks and then he hears screaming. Fuck Sage. He 

doesn’t need to. Paul. Paul!  
 Then the sound of footsteps crashing like waves 

break down the phone line, ‘Edward.’ A male voice 

thumps.  

 ‘Banana?’ Edward says, gripping the phone with 

both hands.   
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 ‘No Edward, this is Paul, Banana’s Father.’ The 

voice is like cement scraping against his skin. Edward 

feels the blood on his face and the coldness of the 
gutter against his cheekbones. 

 ‘Are you listening, Edward?’ The voice continues, 

like a boot kicking at his side. ‘You’ll be comforted to 

know he never knew about you, Edward. As far as he 

knew, I was his Father.’  
 The silence of death.  

 Edward sees himself from above. Half dead. The 

words from the man create terrifying images that float 

above his head. ‘No, Edward,’ the words continue. 
‘This is Paul. Bananas Father.’ 

 Like a shooting star. 

 Nothing is real.  

 Edward has his eyes clenched shut, seeing it all 

from above. 
 And then, ‘I’m sorry’. The man speaks softer. ‘You 

need to promise you will never contact us again, it’s too 

much for Sage.’ His voice now is warm and becoming 

honest. ‘Edward, are you there?’ 
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 Edward feels his stomach slowly dropping to the 

floor. He can hardly hear the voice. Blood and guts 

seep under the cracks of the plastic box, and swim 
around his feet. ‘Yes,’ he says. 

 ‘Edward, I’m sorry.’ The voice pauses. ‘Banana is 

dead. Six weeks ago. A fucking car accident.’ These 

words form so slowly, as if from a hole in the deepest 

part of this man’s stomach. Edward can see down the 
well. He folds his head into his arm, the sweat on his 

skin mixes with the water from his face, it burns. The 

picture of hope he had is now black. All he sees is 

blackness.  
 The man continues, as quiet as a feather, drifting. 

‘Edward,’ he says, ‘Banana dreamt of you.’  

 A secret between them, Edward knows.  

 Paul! Fuck. Paul! Hang up Paul! 

 ‘You must know that, Edward. He dreamt of you,’ 
Paul says in a hurried tone that goes dead.  
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 For a moment Edward’s mind turns a shining 

yellow. It’s as if a tin of paint had been poured into his 

skull. And with the weight Edward is now sliding down 
the plastic wall, his eyes half-open. He can’t see 

anything but yellow. Then he hears screaming and the 

sound of things—glass, porcelain, wood—breaking 

down the line. Edward has fallen to the floor, curled 

around the square box on the cement. The yellow paint 
pours out of him until his head is light and empty. The 

phone line buzzes away for the night, like an old TV 

hanging above his head. The phone box and the 

outside cease to exist, he can only see black, inside 
and out. The world envelops into one. Darkness so 

heavy begins to leak from his skin, like squid ink, as if 

someone he never knew had been living inside his 

body—the ink moves like a serpent, while Edward 

sleeps, it drains.  
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With the heat, Edward wakes. He touches the 

telephone box’s plastic wall. It feels real. In his sleep, 

Banana had come to him, had said something and then 
faded. He reaches for the stainless steel bench, stands 

up from the concrete floor and stumbles outside. As the 

yellow of the sun hits his pupils, a picture of canola 

fields along the great ocean road flashes into his head 

and he remembers. Edward was on the edge of a cliff 
watching a body drift out to sea, then Edward was in 

the sea, and then Banana was looking at him. That 

was it. Edward opens his eyes to Berlin. He 

understands.  
 ‘Ohhh,’ he says.  
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 Stupid, he thinks, this crying. He feels he knows 

the difference between dream and reality. There will be 

so much suffering, so much pain. The thought-words 
feel like epiphany, a state of mind to move forward 

with. Acceptance. Stupid, he thinks. But here he is. A 

grown man on the side of the road letting the water 

flow into the lines of his cupped hands. Stupid. He 

looks up and sucks in the morning air; the metallic 
taste rolls around his gums. He wipes his eyes with the 

sleeve of his shirt. The telephone box is shining yellow. 

It was real. He turns away, wiping his face 

aggressively. 
 It’s as if he sees this place, Berlin, for the first 

time. He sees the buildings across from him are empty 

warehouses with a few smashed windows and he sees 

the cars drifting past, red and black, and the people 

walking by in suits with paper cups. He kicks at the 
ground with his boot. It is firm, real.  
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 Okay, he says to himself. Edward waves down a 

taxi. He pauses, facing the reflection in the glass. He 

touches the pale skin around the eyes. Has he seen 
this man before? Himself? He reaches into his jean 

pocket and takes the jar. He lets his fingers untangle 

slowly, the jar breaks on the cement. He looks down 

and watches the pills gather in the gutter. He hesitates 

and then crushes them with his boot. Banana is dead.   
 ‘Where you go, sir?’ the man asks. 

 ‘Airport,’ Edward says.  

 ‘Your okay?’  

 He is crying again. 
 Reality Edward. He nods toward the windscreen, 

repeating his father’s words.  

 With his head against the window glass, it’s as if 

this man—Edward Wolfe—doesn’t exist. He follows the 

grey sun as it hangs above the sea of cement. 
Everything fly’s past. He can’t see colour. 

 ‘Where you go to by plane?’ The driver says, 

slowly. 
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 Edward’s past reels through his mind in fast-

forward like a silk screen over the secondary film: the 

dreams. As if they were at a moving, drive-in cinema, 
he is glued to the surreal scene.  

 ‘It’s a long drive, do you mind?’ The driver asks.  

 The CD player comes on. The sound of drums 

fills the empty space.  

 Edward turns to the man. The man nods, and 
then fixes his face onward. 

 His green turban, his grey beard, his worn face, 

and his things on the dash—Edward begins to see. A 

photograph of a family in front of a Temple, golden 
trinkets wobbling, a length of red string hanging from 

the mirror. He nods and then he leans back against the 

glass, resumes.   

 ‘Are you okay, sir?’ The man asks, offering 

Edward a roll of toilet paper. 
 ‘Your turban is green,’ Edward says. ‘It’s nice. My 

favourite colour.’ 

 ‘Yes sir.’ The man nods. ‘Thank you sir.’  

 ‘Do you dream?’ Edward asks. His breath creates 

a blur against the glass.  
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 The man turns a knob on the dashboard and the 

music quietens. Without taking his eyes off the road, he 

says, ‘Sir, I don’t know what’s real. In my country 
dreaming is the life, there is no other way, to live we 

must dream, we must continue hope.’  

 ‘I dreamt in Berlin,’ Edward says.  

 The man nods. ‘Yes, we foreigners do,’ he says, 

turning. ‘It’s strange, Berlin. It can be noisy if you listen 
in sleep, but, in a silent mind there has not much 

stillness here.’  

 ‘Where are you from?’ Edward asks.  

 ‘Amritsar. India. Twenty years ago. More 
opportunity here. I send money to my family.’ 

 Edward turns to face the man’s gaze, beyond the 

tarmac to the blue. 

 ‘I’m not sure about this life now,’ he continues, as 

if speaking toward a puff of cloud. ‘Here, there is no 
peace. It’s hard sleep at night. But I drive my taxi. I 

listen to my music, it okay.’ 
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 Edward watches the man under his Ray Bans. 

With his sun-tanned face and pink lips and well-

groomed beard and his clean white clothes and the 
way he taps his thumb with its perfectly manicured nail 

against the wheel—this man seems at peace, he 

thinks. Impossible to know an others state of mind. ‘Is 

there peace in Amritsar?’ Edward says.  

 ‘There is a Golden Temple, my friend, there is 
much peace.’  

 The skin around this man’s eyes retains a deep 

longing. Edward reads the lines in the man’s face and 

then watches his actions as he turns the volume knob 
and lights a cigarette.  

 Drums and smoke.  

 Edward follows the red string swaying from below 

the rear view mirror. It seems to be dripping. Edward 

can’t avoid blood, at least he can see colour, he thinks. 
He goes back to the window. Planes drift overhead like 

matchsticks, their smoke creating clouds. Banana is 

dead. 
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 They drift in silence; the faint sound of drums is 

like the car’s heart beat. When the reach the airport 

there is a moment of emptiness before the man asks 
Edward for money. Edward is stuck to the window. It’s 

as if the chaos of the airport terminal outside is so 

separated from the feeling he has in here that it is 

another world.  

 ‘Sir,’ the man says, tapping at a small screen on 
the dash. 

 Edward reaches for his bag, hands the man a 

twenty Euro note. ‘Keep the change,’ he says, and 

instantly regrets this gesture. But the man nods and his 
eyes seem content.  

 ‘Sir,’ the man says, ‘one moment.’ He turns over 

an old receipt and writes. 

 ‘I get my bag,’ Edward says. He opens the boot, 

and then moves around, leaning against the open 
window.  

 ‘What do you read?’ The man passes the receipt. 

  LIFEISNOWHERE.  

 Edward reads it over, leans back. ‘Life-is-

nowhere,’ he says. 
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 The man shakes his head. ‘Life-is-now-here,’ he 

says and smiles.  

 Edward stands numb, looking over the paper, and 
when he turns back up the Indian man is almost gone. 

He turns, walks toward the brightly lit departures sign, 

shaking his head. Life-is-now-here. 

 Everything is shimmering white inside the airport. 

Edward waits in line, staring into the colour of the Flight 
Centre logo behind the desk—the words written in the 

colour of blood, of course. 

 ‘Good morning, sir,’ the woman eventually says. 

 He looks into her lips. Everything is bleeding, he 
thinks.  

 ‘I need a flight,’ he says, turning toward the floor, 

avoiding death. 

 ‘Yes, where would you like to go, sir?’  

 ‘Mmmm—Melbourne,’ he says. 
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 ‘You’re sure, sir?’ she says and turns down to the 

screen with a sarcastic crease in her lips. The 

computer reflects scrolling numbers down her pupils. 
‘Hmmm,’ she says. Edward watches her bright red 

nails tapping the keys. Her fingers singing, seemingly 

detached from her body. ‘There’s no flight today,’ she 

says, ‘perhaps tomorrow, sir?’ Her voice has the tone 

of a telephone marketer. 
 ‘No,’ Edward says. ‘New York?’  

 New York? He thinks, New York? 

 The woman scrolls again. ‘Sir,’ she says. ‘No, not 

until early tomorrow, New York is busy. ‘What’s it going 
to be?’ She looks behind him, rolling her silver-blue 

eyes. 

 There was something wrong, Edward thought, 

with this woman’s rushing of his fate.  

 He comes to the feeling against his hand. Paper. 
He has been scrunching the paper from the Indian man 

in his pocket. Life-is-now-here, he thinks. Could he do 

that? 

 ‘Sir, this isn’t a TV show,’ the woman says, 

nodding her head to the line of people behind him.  
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 He grips the paper tight in his pocket. ‘Amritsar,’ 

he says. ‘India.’ 
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Part Two, Easterly 
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While the lady in the blue uniform acts out the 

emergency procedure, Edward’s gaze is outside the 

window. His focus follows a red light, waving up and 
down in the darkness. Soon it’s lost to the sea of 

colour, and then vanishes. He looks beyond the faint 

blue light of the wing and watches the city lights fade, 

like candles burning-out. He prays that’s a metaphor 

for his madness. Edward re-crosses his legs. His body 
is tired and numb. He rests his head gently on the 

window glass. His eyes remain outside. The wing 

illuminates outlines of clouds, as if the plane were 

painting in the blackness—soft watercolour floats 
through space, the night sky becomes a painting that 

reminds Edward of nothing. 

  No. No food. No. No drinks.  

 The voice inside his head speaks but his lips 

don’t move. He sort-of shrugs his head but it’s 
unnecessary: behind his dark sunglasses with his head 

against the window, Edward looks asleep.  

 His gaze remains outside. Edward sees the same 

face in every picture. 

 ‘Free booze, mate,’ the man beside him says. 
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 The man’s voice is dusty, coarse. Edward is 

silent, out the window.  

 ‘Soft cock,’ the man says, snuffling. ‘Only kiddin.’ 
He pushes his elbow into Edward.  

 Edward’s body tightens with the wrinkles around 

his eyes.  

 ‘A-ha,’ he says, ‘bit of movement out of the bloke, 

knew you was pretendin.’ 
 Edward pulls the book out of his brown leather 

bag.  

 ‘What ya readin?’ the man asks.  

 Edward remains silent, turning pages.  
 ‘Kafka, hey, haven read that one,’ the man 

continues, as if speaking to himself. ‘When I was at 

Uni, teacher made us read Kafka. Fucks me as to why.’ 

 Pretending to read, Edward studies the man 

through the side of his Ray Bans. Can’t make sense of 
his character: a tradesman’s outfit, brown-stained 

goatee, sunburnt tattoos, and faded red cotton around 

his left wrist, which seems older than his ink—the string 

is worn to skin.  

 Edward turns his eyes back to himself.  
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 Whilst the other passengers seem to be sleeping, 

these two foreigners keep each other awake. The man, 

with his voice and drinking, and Edward, with his light 
and book.  

  ‘Somethin bout a gorilla in a cage,’ the man says, 

‘how we’re all locked up. Ya know, us humans, told 

what to do and what not, ah—stupid shit.’  

 ‘No, that’s a different story,’ Edward says, almost 
whispering.  

 The man changes the subject, as if not hearing. 

‘Where ya from, bloke?’  

 Edward turns toward the perfect blackness.  
 ‘Now ere eh. Deaths door. These things drop like 

flies these days.’  

 Edward looks back down to the book. The man 

follows Edward’s gaze. 

 ‘Get fucked. You’re Aussie. Small world.’  
 Edward looks up at the man, pauses and then 

backs down. The envelope with the letter inside is 

keeping Edward’s page, a Southern Cross stamp is 

faded to its edge. Edward shuts the book, creating a 

loud noise in the silence of the cabin.  
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 ‘Cranky cunt,’ the man says and presses the 

service button. He orders another can.  

 ‘Un-Australian,’ he murmurs under the froth.  
 Edward stands up, spilling the man’s beer. He 

shuffles over the man’s legs, falls into his lap.  

 He faces the mirror in the toilet, escaping. His 

hands shake against his face as he takes off his 

sunglasses, slowly, like he was exposing his eyes to 
himself for the first time. The skin is crinkled tight in the 

puffy flesh around his eyes. It’s almost impossible to 

tell what colour his eyes are with the tired, blood shot 

veins circling the white space like ink. He shuts the 
eyes, splashes water into his face until he feels awake. 

He dries the skin, places the Ray Bans on and walks to 

his seat, dreaming of a smoke.  

 ‘Alright, alright, I’ll get up,’ the man says. ‘There 

ya go princess.’ 
 Edward stares at the small screen. Another six 

hours. He looks at the simulated earth. Follows the 

plane’s path with his thumb. The red string, he thinks. 

Edward’s eyes drift sideways to the man’s hand. He 

focuses: the old string against his well-done skin looks 
beautiful. Edward’s gaze softens. 
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 The man’s hand moves. The skin is wrinkled like 

a crocodile. Edward follows his index finger and thumb 

as he pinches at something from beneath his blue shirt 
pocket. A photograph. He places it onto the table and 

stares. After some time the man puts it back. He takes 

a long sip of beer. He does this over throughout the 

flight. Edward still can’t read this man’s character, he 

continues trying.  
 The hand moves again. This time Edward sees 

the subjects of the photograph: a woman on a beach. 

The man rubs at her stomach. Edward squints his 

eyes. She’s pregnant. She’s smiling. The man’s red 
string brushes the photograph and the figure glows soft 

and bright, like a lighthouse.   

 ‘The red string,’ Edward says.  

 ‘Fuck me. The prick talks.’  

 ‘The string, where is it from?’  
 ‘Gompa.’ His voice has changed—softer, as if it 

were coming from someone else. He looks down and 

touches the string. ‘In the north of India,’ he says. 

 Edward has a sudden urge to touch him, to hold 

this man’s hand. 
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 ‘I’m takin a bus there in coupla days, join me if ya 

wan,’ he says and slaps Edward’s thigh. He opens a 

small black diary, full of names and numbers, and flicks 
the pages for some white space. He scribbles 

something in blue pen. ‘I’m honest to me word,’ he 

says, tearing the page from the book. ‘If ya feel like 

comin north—it’s fuckin beautiful—this is the where, 

and the when.’ 
 Edward takes the piece of paper, back to the 

window.   

 ‘What’s your story?’ the man says. 

 Edward folds the paper four times over and 
places it into his shirt pocket. 

 ‘I’m just looking,’ he finally says.  

 ‘Fuck me. I thought you were preparing your life 

story.’ The man shuffles around his seat. ‘I’m not here 

to give ya the third degree. It’s just good to chat 
sometimes, ya know.’  

 ‘What’s the photo?’ Edward asks.  

 The man rubs at his chest. ‘Me wife,’ he says, 

pulling the picture out from his pocket.  
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 ‘She’s beautiful.’ Edward speaks quietly; the 

words reach his lips before his mind. His body 

language has changed; unaware he is leaning against 
the man. ‘Beautiful,’ he says again. 

 ‘Last photo I have of her. Child birth, eh. Still kills. 

Not many cunts know that.’ 

 Edward shuffles in his seat. ‘Yeah,’ he says. 

‘Sorry.’ 
 The man picks at the string. ‘I’ve been coming to 

India ever since. For the last twenty years. Sometimes 

I feel like staying for good, but, you know.’ He hits his 

palms together. ‘Work and shit.’  
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 Where ya from? The man’s words sway in 

Edward’s head, like whitewash on the turn of the tide. 

That’s the end of their conversation. The man goes 
back to his beer and i-Pad. Edward chooses the night 

sky. His mind drifts to another time and space, as if the 

outside world holds his memories. Edward sees 

himself out there, sitting before the green louvers with 

Gene, staring out to the blue, watching the southerly 
swell rolling in. They are imagining his Grandfather, 

Edward, surfing. Gene is talking about Edward, his 

dead grandfather, saying he used to ride the biggest 

swells on his stomach. He had no fear. She looks at 
Edward. You bear his eyes, she says. You see the sea 

with his same wonder in your eyes. Your eyes, she 

says again—it’s the last thing he hears before he falls 

asleep.  
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 Edward is the last passenger on board. The 

woman in blue is staring at him. He comes to and sees 

that he is not home. Gene is dead, he remembers. He 
tries to make sense of this: he is on a plane, the plane 

has landed, and there is an empty, dusty, landscape 

outside the window. He turns beside him and touches 

the seat. It is warm. He remembers: the man, his red 

string and the photograph. He looks in the man’s seat 
pocket but there is nothing. Then he remembers and 

checks his pocket for the square of paper. The man, he 

remembers, he took a flight to Amritsar in India and 

met the Australian. But this remembering doesn’t help 
his feeling of existential confusion, or is it guilt? 

 ‘Sir,’ the woman in blue says, ‘welcome to India.’ 

She smiles and points toward the cockpit. 
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The photograph of the man’s dead wife sits in 

Edward’s mind like an old film slide in a broken down 

projector. He lugs the man’s burden around Amritsar 
for a few days, trying to avoid it. He spends his time, as 

usual, doing nothing much. Sitting by the window of the 

hotel watching this new world go by. This kind-of 

meditation, which he practised for years in Amsterdam, 

is the only way Edward knows to escape the old 
pictures and thoughts stored in his mind. He tries to 

see something beyond himself.  

 Dirty streets. Nothingness. Fruit. No thingness. 

Bodies. No things. Voices. Things. Dirt. No. Gods.  
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 He writes observations into a small leather 

notebook he bought from the market. The words form 

disjointed but it feels good to write again. Reality—
perhaps that’s the difference between the now and 

before—he is seeing things as they are. Edward walks, 

following the dusty streets in the early afternoons, 

which all lead to The Golden Temple. He sits down on 

the same step everyday and looks out across the 
windless water toward the temple. It glistens bright 

yellow in the evening sun. The man from the taxi was 

right. He feels it. Tourists and local Sikh’s meet at the 

water’s edge, facing the Gold Temple, as if, Edward 
thinks, it was the horizon and he was at a popular 

Australian beach on dusk—it’s the only place Edward 

can compare this kind of looking with. A kind-of mass 

trance, but in this case it’s sparked by a manmade 

image. It feels like the first time he has felt peace since 
the early days watching the sky turn pink beyond the 

sea with Gene, before his depression years, before 

Sage. 
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 Edward lasts for three hours in silence until the 

man from the plane arrives. Edward looks up, 

surprised. Considering this is the major tourist 
attraction in town—it was inevitable, he figures. The 

man has changed into Indian clothes. His body 

language remains distinctly Australian—he stands as if 

on sand shells and his voice, southerly through sea 

scrub, ‘Edward,’ he says. ‘Well I’ll be fucked.’  
 It is the same man.  

 ‘C’mon,’ he says, ‘Let’s get a beer.’  

 He puts his hand out and drags Edward up and 

they walk past crumbling buildings beyond the temple, 
toward a dusty street filled with bars and tourists. 

People hassle Edward, tug at his shirt. ‘Postcard sir?’ 

‘Hash sir?’ ‘Rickshaw sir?’ ‘You gotta ignore em,’ the 

man says. ‘Stand up straight, you’re no artist here, 

mate.’ They find a restaurant that sells meat and sit 
down opposite each other.  Edward moves his 

hand across the table, knocking the salt and pepper. 

‘Edward,’ he says.  

 ‘Fuck off,’ the man says. ‘I’m Edward. Call me 

Dick, what me mates call me.’  
 Dick shakes Edward’s hand. 
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 ‘Good to see you again bloke, knew I’d run into 

ya. So, what is it you do?’ 

 ‘How do you mean?’ Edward says. 
 ‘What do you do for a bob, a penny, a buck?’ 

 ‘I’m a teacher,’ Edward says. ‘At The University in 

Amsterdam.’ He looks out the window; the words mean 

nothing to him. ‘I used to teach writing there.’ 

 ‘Righto,’ Dick says, ‘so you’re a writer!’ He orders 
three different dishes of meat with the waiter by 

pointing at the pictures on the menu. ‘That sounds 

serious enough. You write pretend shit or real?’ 

 Edward orders a bottle of water. ‘Pretend shit,’ he 
says.  

 ‘Righto,’ Dick says. ‘Guess it’s easier that way.’ 

 Edward nods, reading the pen marks in the 

wooden table: a collection of foreign names, love 

hearts and dates. ‘I published a book,’ Edward says, 
shaking his head to himself.  
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 They sit by a foggy window in a side street behind 

the main bazaar. Dick tells Edward he’s taking the bus 

tomorrow, for the Himalaya and that Edward should 
join him. You’ve got the address, he says. Edward 

doesn’t eat. Too many flies and the characters in the 

open kitchen look filthy. He just looks over the man 

before him, under the lens of his Ray Bans, 

considering his own fate.  
 ‘Do you miss your dead wife?’ Edward says, 

looking up. 

 ‘Jesus,’ Dick says, chewing on a piece of meat. 

‘That’s one way of putting it. You write as blunt as you 
speak, mate?’  

 Edward looks back down to the love hearts. The 

noises around him cease to exist momentarily.  

 ‘Sorry,’ he says, still shaking his head. 

 ‘Look,’ Dick says, ‘if it was God’s will, it was God’s 
will.’ 

 Edward bites his bottom lip.  

 ‘Do you believe?’ Dick asks.  

 Edward meets his eyes. ‘You don’t feel?’ he says. 

 ‘Of course I do, mate. I’m not guna fuckin sit 
around dwelling in the past though, am I?’ 
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 ‘You’re right,’ Edward says. ‘Sorry, I’ve had a few 

tough weeks.’ 

 An old man in a pink turban wheeling fruit 
approaches the window and rubs at the dirt, creating a 

clear view to his produce. He lights a leaf cigarette and 

looks inside at the tourists. 

 ‘What about you?’ You must have family 

somewhere, you miss em?’ He says, dropping his knife 
and fork against his plate, which makes a harsh noise. 

Dick rubs a napkin across his lips.  

 ‘I’m alone,’ Edward says. ‘I think.’ 

 Dick laughs. ‘Being alone or having someone is 
not somethin that requires thinkin bloke.’ 

 Edward sculls from the glass of water. He hates 

himself here. What are these words? He thinks. 

 ‘Why don’t you get some fruit?’ Dick says. ‘You 

need to eat somethin.’ 
 Edward looks outside, he sees the withered body 

and then he meets the old man’s green eyes. The eyes 

are not his but they almost become his. ‘I need a 

cigarette,’ he says. 
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 Edward lights up outside and hands the old man 

ten rupees and peels the skin off a mango, hungrier 

than he thought. He hands the man another ten 
rupees, a banana for later.   

 He walks back inside.  

 ‘What is it, a fucking baby?’ Dick says, pointing to 

the fruit nursed in Edwards’s arms.  

 ‘Goodbye, Dick.’ Edward turns back outside, 
unsure of this man—himself.  

 He walks across the street shaking his head, with 

the banana dangling off his right hand, like a 

paintbrush. Edward stops in the market opposite the 
restaurant and buys another notebook, for later, and 

some clothes. He turns back to see Dick at the window, 

but a sea of people and dust cloud the space between.  

 

Edward runs a bath in his hotel room and drinks ginger 
tea—an old remedy for his depression.  
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 He slides his body into the water, slowly. The 

steam covers his eyes and it feels wonderful and then 

he feels the heat from the water wrapping around his 
skin and then into his bones. He rubs his hands over 

his face and then his body and when he opens his 

eyes he sees his face in the mirror. His face, he thinks. 

Your real, he says, you mad bastard—he tries to joke. 

He cups his hands and allows the warm soapy water to 
slide down his face with the tears. 

 ‘Ohhh,’ he says. 

 He leans back and then slides down, staring 

vacantly into the blue ceiling. His body changes with 
the steam, unwinding from his skin to his chest. He 

coughs up a blotch of thick brown phlegm. He stares at 

it in his hand, like some mutant being. He shakes it off 

and it moves around him, like an island, a memory of 

sickness. He rests his head back and closes his eyes. 
He cups his palms and places them over his ears. The 

ocean is loud. Waves crash into each other. He’s 

covered in salt and sand.   
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 Edward dries himself and stares into the mirror. 

Sees his eyes as they are: red and worn to crust, 

almost bleeding. He touches the itchy skin around the 
circles. Flakes of flesh fall to the ground, like he’s shed 

a layer. He moves to the bed and with its clean sheets 

and with his clean warm body he stares at the picture 

in his empty mind. The room remains gypsy-less. 

Berlin feels like moons ago. 
 

The early morning is cold and the dust from the day 

before has settled—this is the difference here, Edward 

is beginning to understand, he feels it too, complete 
exhaustion after each day that does something to the 

mind and the place. Everyday new chaos is created. A 

brilliant, colourful, peaceful and mad chaos that 

disturbs the memory of linear time, so that every 

morning, when the outside is quiet and still, it’s 
impossible to recognise this as the same place as 

that—before. And this is affecting Edward’s mind and 

memory, a sense of confusion that quietens his critical 

mind. He is without regret for yesterday’s conversation 

with Dick. He can’t even remember what he had said.  
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 Edward follows the cracks in the cement, avoiding 

the holes and the stray dogs, and arrives at the place 

the Hotel Manager said the bus would be: an 
abandoned garage with its faded-blue roller door 

closed and with a few men smoking against it, holding 

separate newspapers and drinking coffee. Then he 

sees Dick on a patch of grass beside them in a bright 

shirt with his head hunched forward. 
 ‘Dick,’ he says, walking across the road.  

 Dick looks up. ‘Ah ha, look at what the cat 

dragged in,’ he says.  

 ‘Edward, you look like shit. Have you eaten? 
What ya do with that Banana? Bury it?’  

 Edward cringes, too early for Dick. ‘Something 

like that,’ he says, lighting a fag.  

 One of the men points out across the road. ‘That 

your bus, nice bus,’ he says. 
 That’s a bus? Dick says toward the old man. ‘She 

looks like an ancient ruin, mate.’  

 The man rolls his head and looks back down at 

his newspaper.  
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 Edward and Dick sit at separate sides of the aisle, 

near the back. There’s no glass in the windows and 

they are the only passengers. A woman walks on and 
Dick buys two black coffees. The brown clay of the 

coffee cup is so thick that the outside remains cold. 

Edward holds his palm above the steam, to warm up. 

 ‘You know these cups are made of cow shit?’ 

Dick says. 
 Edward takes a sip, turns his head and torso 

toward the window frame. ‘I don’t care,’ he says, 

speaking toward a stray dog on the pavement outside. 

The dog looks up. He meets the dog’s eyes. 
 ‘Would you write about this?’ Dick says, changing 

the subject.  

 Edward turns away from the eyes, sees small 

wounds in the dog’s flesh. He watches the flies buzzing 

around the blood. The dog’s bloodshot eyes turn round 
and round with his body. 

 ‘I can’t write,’ Edward says. He looks beyond the 

dog to the sky; the sun is creeping up over the cement. 

‘I suppose I could try.’ And then he turns to Dick, rubs 

his index finger and thumb together. ‘I need to my old 
job back.’ 
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 ‘You need a job?’  

 Out the window, Edward is inventing his 

Amsterdam view.  
 ‘You gotta meet my Indian mate, Mica,’ Dick says. 

‘He writes pretend shit here, in India.’ 

 Edward is lost, following the canals outside, 

waiting for the narratives to wind in. 

 As the bus drifts, they look out opposite window 
frames, silently. The brownness turns to green; rice 

paddies consume the land. Villages appear and 

disappear. In the towns cows roam like gods. Their 

views seem the same. Edward comes and goes 
between the images in his mind and the real images 

out the window; between the telephone box in Berlin 

and an Indian man wheeling grass; the view from his 

Amsterdam window and the brightness of the sky here; 

the view of the sea from his Grandmother’ place and 
the Himalayan mountains coming into view under a 

billion stars.  
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 His head gently falls back and forth against the 

glass, Edward drifts, wakes only for a bump in the 

road. Each time he becomes conscious, it’s as if it’s the 
first time. His body shakes in shock and he looks 

across from him and sees Dick. He breathes out with 

relief, turns and repeats the process. 

 

The sound of drums beating grows loud. They have 
arrived in Srinagar, a small Muslim village underneath 

Himalaya. There aren’t any people around. The bus is 

empty. The cool breeze hits Edward. He tastes it, feels 

it sink in. Dick is outside waiting. The drivers are sitting 
around the cabin, enveloped in a thick cloud of hash. 

Edward lights a cigarette, feels his legs. He walks to 

the door and looks. With his leather bag over his 

shoulder, a smoke hanging off his lips and his Ray 

Bans reflecting the starry sky—he looks and feels, out 
of place.  

 ‘Ha ha,’ Dick says, looking up at him. ‘You look 

like a fuckin Yank. Straight out of New York.’ 

 Edward is still moving. His mind drifts around 

hills. Tobacco tastes of tarmac.  
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 Melancholic for the road, the time between, he 

stays put on the bus. He is now thinking of New York, 

of the Beat Writers. After all these years words still 
have this immediate effect on him. He thinks of 

Kerouac’s On The Road and in his new travelling mind, 

he sees Kerouac drifting around hills in the back of a 

truck. He regrets thinking that book was meaningless. 

He remembers Dylan too. It must have been twenty 
years since he listened to Dylan. He becomes nostalgic 

for his younger self, for what could have been. Why 

didn’t he go travel in all these years, he thinks. 

 Dick lures him off with a cup of chai. ‘C’mon cunt,’ 
he says. ‘These blokes are like Koalas, stoned and 

aggressive, and there’s military everywhere round 

here, get ya head on!’  

 ‘Where are we?’ Edward stares out across the 

lake in front of them, water ripples in the light from a 
temple way above. And he sees the village out there, 

like an island in the middle of the sea. He turns to the 

drivers, goodbye. Edward follows Dick’s shadow 

toward the shimmering lake.  
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 ‘Srinagar. We’re staying the night,’ Dick says, 

pointing out toward the houseboats. ‘We’ll take another 

bus in the morrow.’  
 Dick is beginning to sound different, Edward 

thinks. Softer.  

 ‘C’mon, Edward,’ Dick says, shuffling onto the 

small wooden boat. ‘I’m tired, mate.’ 

 They move out, as if through mud. The boatman, 
as Dick calls him, rows incredibly slowly, as if each 

stroke were a meditation. The beat of a drum occupies 

the darkness. Edward looks back; a man in white is 

weaving the dirt streets with a drum, lit up by the moon. 
As they row out further, the houseboats become 

congested, like a small suburb, and as Edward turns 

and watches, the drummer comes and goes in the 

cracks of the distance, like a ghost, until he disappears.  

 ‘It for the people, to wake up, go pray,’ says the 
boatman, nonchalant. ‘The drum man,’ he says. Is for 

wake up and go pray to Allah.’ 

 Edward just nods.  
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 They arrive at the houseboat by three AM, when 

the prayers begin, as if signalling their arrival. The 

sounds escape the mosques and bounce around the 
hills as if this were heaven. Edward feels the calmness 

drag itself over him like an existential massage. His 

judgements dissipate.  

 Dick shows Edward to their houseboat and 

introduces Edward to the owner, Mica. He has a 
monopoly of houseboats all tied together, their interiors 

finished in the same wooden varnish. The main one, 

where the guests come to eat, is filled with expensive-

looking ornaments: a golden elephant, framed pictures 
of the surrounding mountains, and one wall dedicated 

to the faces of past guests, hidden behind the 

branches of palms. Dick says that he’s tired and must 

sleep. Edward’s body is waking up, but his mind is 

slowing down—a strange feeling. He smokes a 
cigarette with Mica on the deck of the main houseboat. 

A small wooden table with flowers, an ashtray, and half 

a bottle of liquor on a silver plate with a few upturned 

glasses separates them.  

 Mica asks Edward if he is American. 
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 ‘David Foster-Wallace,’ Mica says. ‘And the Beat 

writers, I can’t get enough.’  

 Edward convinces him he is not American. Mica 
seems disappointed.  

 ‘You want Rum?’ Mica says, turning over two 

glasses.  

 ‘I don’t drink,’ Edward says and lights up. ‘So, 

how do you know Dick?’ 
 ‘You want smoke?’ Mica says, revealing a block 

of hash. ‘C’mon. I take you up there.’ He points toward 

the sky.  With the sound of drums and prayers, even if 

he wanted to sleep, he couldn’t.  Edward follows Mica 
into a room up a small ladder and through the latch. 

Mica’s right, from the roof, there is a clear view to the 

Himalayan Mountains that envelope this place like a 

medieval wall. The sky is completely clear. The sound 

of the wind against the water and the hum of prayers 
create a feeling of warmth against the cool northerly 

breeze. Edward lets the hash curl around his lungs.  

 Mica hands the bottle. ‘What about your life?’ he 

says.  

 Edward takes a long swig, sits down and lies 
back. The sky is thick with stardust.   
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 While the Tourists sleep and the locals pray, Mica 

and Edward drink and smoke on the roof. Looking 

upward, it’s as if they could be anywhere. Edward 
begins to talk, as if to the blackness.  ‘When I was 

real young,’ he says, pausing for a swig, and seeing 

the light from the joint in Mica’s mouth moving up and 

down, like a glow fish. Edward continues. ‘When I was 

real young, I started writing my dreams, that’s where 
my strange life began.’ 

 Mica passes the joint. ‘Have you read Book of 

Dreams, Kerouac?’ he says. 

 ‘Well.’ Edward says, ‘ha ha, I almost copied this 
book.’ 

 ‘Ha ha,’ Mica says. ‘I know what you think, my 

English is no good, but.’ He pauses to smoke. ‘I can 

read and write from University. I’m a writer, but my 

speaking it’s shit, sorry.’ He passes the joint.  
 ‘It’s fine,’ Edward says, sucking back. ‘It’s good.’ 
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 ‘It’s the lower conscious spaces,’ Mica says, 

‘even in India these days everyone’s too seriously, its 

impossible.’ Mica hands the bottle to Edward, 
exchanges it for the joint. ‘When I was younger I 

publish some book about this mountain.’ Mica points 

out into the darkness, drawing.  

 Edward follows Mica’s finger and begins to see 

the mountains, like a faint silver etching.  
 ‘I know every crease in every rock, every river, 

every crystal.’ He points upward. ‘I say about the 

system and how the stars say to land.’ He opens both 

his hands and crashes them together. ‘But that was 
twenty years. Now I live quiet. I can smoke and be 

happiness. Anyway, no one wants to read this anymore 

sky, this fucking beautiful sky. Is Modi’s India now, but 

America style won’t working here.’ 

 ‘Yeah,’ Edward says and takes another swig. ‘I 
haven’t written in years, since—’ 

 Mica sits up, swaying back and forth, he says, as 

if not listening to Edward, ‘If you want to do tour of 

mountains you ask me, or if you need buy something, 

anything, you ask me, okay?’ He hands Edward a card. 
‘I give you best price, my friend.’ 
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 Edward sits up and turns to Mica. His eyes are 

heavy and shaped like half moons. He seems real, but 

Edward is now unsure if he can trust him. ‘Okay,’ he 
says, standing up. ‘I go sleep, Mica.’   

 

Edward wakes to the harsh noise of silver clinking 

against porcelain and foreign voices competing with 

each other. Sounds drift in through the open window. 
Dutch and American, he thinks, listening. The 

conversations waver between foreign and local news—

statistics of death and disaster. He hears Dick’s 

Australian voice and then Mica responding. Edward 
closes the window. Silence. 

 Spread eagle on the silk sheet, Edward draws in 

the roof with his mind. Words begin to fall off the 

peeling paint. They pile up in his head. He closes his 

eyes and reads.  
 Banana. Edge. Where. Death. How. Settle. Write. 

Australia. Father.  
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 He opens. Mica is standing beside the bed. 

‘Edward,’ he says, ‘ha ha. You have hungover?’ Mica 

sits down on the edge of the bed, beside Edward’s 
head, and passes a business card. ‘My good friend 

America,’ he says. ‘He screenwriter and playwright, he 

helps people like you my friend.’ 

 Edward sits up and turns down to the card. 

Thomas Mann ©.  
 Before Edward can speak, Mica continues. ‘This 

is India, I help you, you Dick friend.’   

 ‘Mica,’ Edward says, passing the card. ‘I’m in 

okayness.’  
 Mica is blank, he turns away, ‘This is India,’ he 

says. ‘India.’ 

 Edward watches the gold bracelet crawling down 

Mica’s arm as he walks. His white pants are creased 

up his arse. Edward lifts a dry cracked lip, and raises a 
finger, pointing to the crack. His stomach rumbles with 

the leftover Rum. He’ll have to face the tourists for 

breakfast.  
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 Edward finds a quiet space on the stairs near the 

milk-brown water. He looks out and stretches, opens 

his chest, exhaling smoke. He looks across the lake, 
over the yellow houseboat across from him, up the 

mountain behind it, past that temple, and into the sky. 

 A cock. A table. A coastline. The face. 

Amsterdam.  

 He turns away, but after time, forces his neck 
back up and nods.  

 An old servant walks over and bows to Edward, 

holding a glass plate with toast and chai. He asks 

Edward if he can sit. Of course, Edward nods and 
takes the plate. The man sits, hidden under Edward’s 

shadow. The man cups his hands and wets his face 

with the dirty water, wipes dry with the sleeve of his 

shirt. He turns to Edward, out from the side of his 

shadow. The man’s eyes speak of a peace and 
sadness Edward has never faced. Then he looks out 

across the lake, a deep breath. 

 Edward fumbles in his pocket and lights a 

cigarette for the old servant. 
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 ‘Thank you sir,’ the man says. He faces the water, 

squatting. A cloud of smoke bellows over his shoulder 

and he flicks the butt into the water and stands. He 
smoked the cigarette in one puff. 

 ‘Here,’ Edward says, and reaches into his pocket. 

He holds out another.  

 The old man leans against Edward’s shoulder, 

allowing the weight of his body to fall—but he is thin. 
‘No,’ he says. ‘I must go working sir.’ He pushes 

himself back up, looking at Edward with those same 

eyes—bright and clear. The darkness he had seen 

before was his own. With the look on the man’s face, 
eyes lit up like church, Edward wishes he had given 

more in this life. He watches the old servant disappear 

into the main houseboat and sees a young boy pass 

him with the same white uniform. The old man has 

probably worked this same job his entire life, Edward 
thinks, has probably seen nothing but these boats, 

mountains, water and tourists. His bright eyes—

Edward feels he could never understand them. He 

turns upward and shakes his head toward the face in 

the clouds. 
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 The young boy walks over, climbs out and sits in 

a canoe. He grips the oars, creating a splash onto 

Edward’s face. Edward watches the boy. He is 
hunched forward, as if waiting for something, with 

smoke drifting over his head. He must be sneaking a 

fag, Edward thinks. From this perspective, with his 

small head in line with the mountains, and with the 

cigarette creating thick and grey clouds, it strikes 
Edward that the boy and the old man are one and the 

same with this land. The boy reaches forward and 

splashes his face; as he flicks his hair backward a few 

drops of water hit Edward’s face. 
 ‘C’mon mate.’  

 Edward turns, looks up and sees Dick. He’s 

wearing a floral shirt, circular Ray Bans and Crocs, as 

if he were off to Bali. His large glossy bag, which 

matches the texture and colour of his slicked black 
hair, is hanging from his left hand, showing off his still 

attached, thin and gold wedding ring.  

 ‘C’mon, nother bus, we’re still a good twelve 

hours from Leh Laddak.’  

 ‘Right, I’ll go say bye to Mica, grab my things,’ 
Edward says.  
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 ‘Oi.’ Dick speaks to the boy at the end of the boat, 

holding out his bag. And then to Edward, ‘Too late for 

that.’ He points to the Mountains. ‘Mica’s taken some 
out on a hike.’ 

 Edward nods and goes to collect his few things 

into his brown leather bag.   

 He wants to leave the old servant something. He 

has nothing. He pauses in the doorway of the main 
houseboat and closes his eyes. The old man bumps 

Edward’s shoulder. Sorry is all Edward can say. The 

old servant passes with his mop and bucket. ‘Enjoy 

your time in India, sir,’ he says.  
 Edward walks out and passes his bag to the 

young boy in the boat. He must be a servant. 
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 Sitting at the back, Edward looks over Dick’s 

shoulder and sees the boy’s arm, thin and strong, 

clenching and releasing the oars. If Dick wasn’t here, 
Edward thinks, he’d row the boat himself. He wants to 

give the boy something but at the shore Edward is the 

first to get off and Dick blocks his way and before he 

can give the boy a smile he has pulled away. Edward 

watches. The boy becomes the old man, hunched 
forward in his white uniform, moving out slowly with a 

cloud of smoke drifting above the faded-yellow boat. 

‘Ohhh,’ he says. 

 ‘C’mon, Edward,’ Dick says. ‘Let’s get movin.’ 
 Edward turns, wipes at his face with the sleeve of 

his shirt and follow’s Dick’s shadow through the streets, 

turning every now and then to see the boy until he is 

lost to the houseboats, dust and colour. They reach the 

bus station—a few busses parked on a circle of hot 
gravel with the drivers smoking in a line under the one 

tree. There’s an old woman serving chai. Edward buys 

two.  
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On the bus, Edward and Dick resume their positions on 

opposite sides, as if it were the same bus and moment 

in time as before. As if the in-between had not really 
occurred.  

 ‘You know these cups are made from cow shit?’ 

Edward says. 

 ‘Jesus,’ Dick says. ‘The bloke can have a laugh, 

didn’t think I’d see the day.’ 
 They turn away from each other, as usual.  
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 Edward watches the landscape turn from brown, 

to green, to brown, to dark brown—and he drifts, in-

and-out with it. The scene eventually turns an almost 
pitch black, apart from moments skirting around 

mountains where the village’s lights, way down below, 

illuminate the entire landscape. They reach high into 

the mountains. The wind is crisp, like a westerly 

crossing the Atlantic. Edward puffs out the window. 
The old servant and the young servant consume 

Edward’s mind. The boys eyes remain with him. They 

told a story of suffering that continue to make Edward 

feel something—a feeling that this has all already 
happened? That Edward’s met those eyes before? He 

knows he could never write that old man’s story, or 

understand his brightness, which drags him deeper into 

reverie.  

 The driver has stopped the bus in the middle of 
nowhere, demanding passports.  
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 Edward walks off for a piss. He stands behind a 

tin shed where, through a small window, he sees an 

overweight man smoking behind a small plastic table, 
under a gas lamp. The drivers walk in, speaking Indian 

and laughing with the overweight man, who turns down 

and stamps the passports. Edward breathes in the 

emptiness. The air is freezing against the tips of his 

nostrils. He feels lightheaded. Another planet, he 
thinks, a vast landscape of nothing but textured dirt, 

shimmering. Lit up like a swimming pool under the 

stars. They must be on top of the Himalayas. Different 

shades of silver warp the earth. The dense black sky is 
like a cut-up artwork—it doesn’t fit the land.  
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 Edward feels the ripped leather of the seats as he 

walks down the aisle, if only the wounds could talk—an 

old Indian man on a pilgrimage of love, a young boy 
from Bombay searching for a better life in the 

mountains, an Australian tourist with no idea where he 

is. Dick turns from his window, ‘How ya goin cunt?’ he 

says. His tone induces jest. Maybe he doesn’t mean it, 

Edward thinks and turns away. ‘C’mon,’ Dick says. 
‘Mate, I was pissed as a dingo on Dutch dope when we 

met.’ Dick turns outside. ‘Can’t fucking help it—it’s in 

the genes. The old man turned sour when he drank.’ 

 Mine too. ‘But.’ Edward pauses. I liked that about 

you.  

 ‘Anyway,’ Dick continues. ‘You never told me 

where your from, ay. Yeah, you’re Aussie, sure. But, 

you don’t look or sound like one.’ 

 Edward turns to face Dick. ‘I’m Australian, from 
Vicco.’ 

 That’s enough.  

 They both turn away, out the window.  
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 The bus shakes with the engine and then the 

sound of Indian Pop comes through the speakers and 

the smoke of hash flows down. Edward sucks it in. He 
watches the three drivers, there heads sway in the 

cabin. He listens their singing along. Sees himself up 

there, smoking and drinking.  

   

 The landscape, like a photograph, doesn’t 
change. He turns forward. He can see the few 

ornaments on the dash, bright but clouded by the 

smoke. He watches their three heads wrapped in 

different coloured turbans, switching seats every so 
often—why there are three of them, Edward now 

understands—one gets really stoned, the other sobers 

up and the other drives. Repeat.   

 Dick begins to snore. The sound mostly drifts out 

the window. Edward gets up, walks down. 
 ‘It’s like another planet round here,’ he says. He 

bends down to see their view. They laugh, bobbing up 

and down with the bumps in the road. The driver 

speaks in Indian. 

 ‘You smoke Hashsih, sir,’ says the most stoned 
man. 
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 Edward shakes his head, saying, ‘Yes, sure, 

great.’  

 He holds the thick joint between his thumb and 
index finger. He pulls the hash deep into his lungs and 

holds it there, releasing the smoke into the cabin with a 

deep cough. The men laugh. They invite Edward to sit 

down. The two not driving shuffle so that Edward can fit 

between. The view in front, out this wide window is like 
nothing he’s ever seen. There is no set road that 

Edward can see, only silver crevasses as far as his 

eyes will zoom. The land seems to go on forever into 

the sky. Dense black and covered in moonlight, as if 
they were driving to the edge, as if the earth was flat. 

Not in photography or film has Edward seen this. In this 

moment he believes in surrealism. The perspective 

surrealists’ offer in their paintings is this. Edward is 

sure this is real. The beauty of this place, he thinks.  
 

Another bus trip ends. Another ten hours have passed. 
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 Dick wakes Edward, sitting at the back of the bus; 

he must have walked back from the cabin half awake 

this morning. Edward comes-to. He can’t work out 
whether time is slower or faster, only that it is different. 

He walks past Dick, off the bus, to smoke. It feels good 

to be alone.  

 ‘C’mon, mate,’ Dick says, rushing past.  

 The small mountain town, in Leh Laddak, is alive, 
which doesn’t mean anything really, except that in 

India, Edward has begun to understand: place can feel 

dead or alive. So, without knowing the slightest history 

of the place, within this feeling, he’s sure that there 
must be work, clean food and young people. Because 

it’s these things Edward has decided that here, in India, 

are essential.  

 Edward follows Dick’s shadow.  

 He looks around.  
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 People, young people, pastel colours, sandstone, 

sandstone homes, street food, gardens, greenery, 

prayer flags, smoke, stores and bookstores interweave, 
become a whole. A picture. The picture becomes a 

postcard. Nothing changes. No one hassles him. The 

locals on the street selling scarves, corn, shoe 

polishing services and hash seem pre-occupied with 

the other tourists.  
 Eventually they come to a small wooden door 

behind the main bazaar. The Yoga Palace.  

 Dick nocks. Then, a man with a goatee and red 

eyes opens the door. ‘Big Dick, darling,’ he says, 
practically jumping into Dick’s arms. ‘Oh, my big Dick,’ 

he continues. ‘Ha ha ha!’ He kisses Dick’s cheek and 

wraps his arms around, almost unable to hold Dick’s 

frame.  

 ‘My little monkey,’ Dick says, rubbing the man’s 
head. They talk passionately. Swaying in the doorway. 

Their knees intertwine, engaging in the conversation. 

Then they walk up. Edward watches from below, as if 

waiting for Dick to invite him.  

 My little monkey—who is this man? Edward 
thinks.  
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 The sounds of laughter and conversation echo 

from upstairs, coming down like a gust of wind. Edward 

feels its weight, loneliness? The door slams shut with 
the wind. He stands still, staring into the cracks of 

wood, interpreting the lines. He’ll face it, he thinks and 

turns away, as if this was his will.  There is 

something nice though, he admits, in pretending it was 

he who didn’t go up the stairs, that it was he who 
desired to be alone. Edward walks up. Most towns, he 

has noticed, in this part of the world, are on and 

surrounded by mountains, so there’s the up town and 

the down, literally. Heading upwards means there’s a 
chance of an unbelievable view, seeing as this place is 

crowded in snow capped Himalayas. Edward follows 

the dusty streets, slowly. They are lined with 

guesthouses hiding behind green bushes. There is a 

lot of green. He continues, past barking dogs, children 
that laugh at him and old women gossiping, 

presumably about him. Eventually there is nothing 

much.  
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 The sounds of people dissipate with the 

emptiness. There are only trees. He sees, rather he 

firstly hears, a small river, and walks through the shrub 
toward it. To the edge, balancing on loose rocks, he 

leans down and splashes his face. The water is colder 

than ice. He jerks back and let’s out a loud cry. The 

colour of the water is a kind-of green-blue. The sky is 

covered in a thin layer of cloud. There are palms and 
weeds with unusual shaped leaves. The air is thick, like 

a bedroom after sex. Sage, he thinks, would love it 

here. He bends forward, splashes his face, and it 

effectively removes the thought. Edward leans back, 
balancing his arse cheeks on loose rock, and lets out a 

huge breath, closing his eyes. He feels the skin around 

his neck, it’s warm, and he touches under his eyes, the 

skin is tender, like tiny water balloons, and his cheeks 

are firm and rough. He feels his torso under his shirt, 
the sharp bones of his ribs, and then he moves down 

to feel his cock beneath his jeans. He opens his eyes. 

In the water, beyond his reflection, he sees a blue 

stone, surrounded by grey-black rocks. Edward bends 

forward and reaches through the water. He works the 
stones cool edge against his palm. It is brightly blue. 
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More of a crystal in texture, he thinks, but as round as 

the perfect skimming stone. He places it in his jean 

pocket. The face flashes against the water and he 
turns away.  

 Back down the dusty street an old woman stops 

him. She stands in front of a gate with a sign for 

Guesthouse. The garden is so overgrown you cannot 

see the house. ‘Sir, accommodation, sir?’  
 ‘No, thank you, I’m leaving for Srinagar today,’ 

Edward says. The words linger, like a kiss. He moves 

his tongue around his gums. It tastes good, so he 

continues; ‘I take a bus to Srinagar today.’  
 She draws back on her smoke, laughing.  

 He had spoken as if to himself.   

 ‘No problem, sir’ she says, ‘ha ha!’ She waves at 

him, holding open the gate. ‘Come on,’ she says. ‘I 

show you my guesthouse and some food, ha ha!’  
 Edward thinks to say no but instead he nods and 

says, ‘That sounds nice, thank you.’ His stomach 

churns with her words. Food. He hadn’t noticed that 

he’s starving.  
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 The woman’s eyes, Edward noticed, were an 

almost pale-yellow. It’s because of her eyes, he thinks, 

that he had said yes. He follows her. Through the 
bamboo door, and a few metres through the thick 

trees, to the guesthouse: two large pear-shaped 

bungalows. He sees, under a palm tree, an old man 

sitting in a plastic chair, with a red robe wrapped 

around his body, turning over a prayer wheel with his 
hand, looking out to the overgrown garden with a 

completely empty gaze, not acknowledging Edward. If 

it weren’t for his turning of the prayer wheel, Edward 

thinks, he could pass as dead.   
 The woman laughs and rubs Edward’s stomach 

with her palm. ‘Too thin,’ she says, walking inside. The 

door slams shut and then a minute later she comes 

back out, with a warm apple pie? ‘A gift for you, take, 

please,’ she says, bowing forward and then turning 
away. 

 Edward holds the pie to his nose, closes his eyes 

and smells. ‘Wonderful,’ he says. 

 It is a warm apple pie. 
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 When he opens his eyes the door slams shut, 

and the woman is gone. He waits. Nothing. So, he 

walks past the old man under the tree, out the bamboo 
gate, and downhill, thinking. 

 He’ll retrace their steps, firstly to the bus station. 

He will go back the way they had come. He will lie back 

down on the same bed in Srinagar. Face the same 

words. Then, he’ll go some place else.  He walks fast. It 
feels good. He doesn’t need Dick, he thinks.  

 Waiting for the bus depot to open, Edward comes 

and goes in the dirt. His excitement of his own free will 

fades with his mind. His body is fading too. When he 
wakes, he gets the same tormenting fright, unsure of 

reality, but then he feels the dirt with his hands and 

he’s sure: this is it.  

 Edward sees the office door has been flung open. 

He walks up the set of stairs. 
 ‘Hello, sir,’ Edward says, standing on a hunch in 

the doorway. 

 An old man in a blue shirt with round glasses sits 

behind a desk. Papers fly around the room with the 

wind Edward is letting in. He doesn’t notice. 
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 ‘Close the door,’ the man says, lighting a 

cigarette. ‘You bring wind in here!’ 

 Edward closes the door and sits down on the 
plastic chair. ‘I need one bus ticket,’ he says. ‘To 

Srinagar, please.’ Edward rolls his eyes around the 

small room, what a bloody mess, he thinks. 

 ‘Slow, always slow,’ the man says. Speaking 

toward, what looks like, one of the first computers ever 
made. He leans back and lights a cigarette, smiling at 

Edward. 

 Edward gasps with what sounds like, kind-of 

laughter, and then he lights up.  
 The man nods, pointing behind Edward. Edward 

turns. There’s a small metal sign hanging behind the 

door: a picture of a cigarette being crossed out by two 

red lines. He looks back to the man.  He goes to 

say—he doesn’t say anything, butts the cigarette on his 
boot.  

 The man nods and looks back to his computer, 

puffing away. 

 ‘No today,’ he says. ‘Maybe there will be a bus in 

three days after today.’ 
 ‘No bus?’ Edward says. 
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 ‘No. Maybe three days after today. No bus.’ The 

man leans back. 

 ‘Okay, three days?’  
 ‘Maybe,’ the man says, rolling his head. 

 Edward has realised this rolling of the head 

signifies certain uncertainty. The man is facing back 

down at his screen, ignoring Edward. Edward lifts 

himself off the chair, away from the small and smoky 
room, back to the empty car park. He re-lights his 

cigarette. He feels defeated, but everything becomes 

momentarily better with each puff. Fuck it. He decides 

to re-trace his steps from the present.  
 

Edward knocks on the door. The Yoga Palace.  

 Heavy footsteps and then Dick suddenly pulls 

open the door with a thud. ‘Edward, I thought you had 

run off.’ Dick has his arm around the man with the 
goatee. ‘We were just talking about you, meet Barony.’ 

 ‘Here,’ Edward says. Warm apple pie.’ 

 ‘Edward,’ Dick laughs. ‘Where on earth did you 

find apple pie, in Leh Laddak?’  
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 ‘I got lost and asked an old lady for directions. 

She didn’t speak English. She gave me an apple pie 

and pointed down the street. It’s warm, I think it was 
her dessert, ha ha.’ Edward laughs but in his mind he 

criticises himself. Why couldn’t he have told the truth? I 

almost left, Dick. 

 ‘So, you communicated telepathically?’ the man 

with the goatee says.  
 ‘No, I did a few yoga moves, she got it.’  

 Ha ha ha. They laugh together. 

 ‘Come in, come in,’ Barony says, pulling at 

Edward’s shirt. They walk up the narrow wooden 
stairwell. ‘Watch your feet. Quietly Dick. There’s Yogis 

in the studio downstairs,’ he says, to Edward.  
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 Indian fabric lines the walls like paintings. 

Unframed canvases. Edward frames the pictures in his 

mind. The seams of the fabric are ripped, must be old. 
Looks better framed. The space grows darker upstairs. 

Faint candles burn, like a room in a church. It’s a small 

and open space with polished wooden floorboards. 

There is a glass table covered with ornaments. Golden 

Jesus, an ashtray made of glass, different coloured 
rosary beads, shells in a jar, and a clay pot filled with 

silver crosses. Edward reaches into his pocket and 

feels the blue stone around his palm. Sage is burning 

from a smudge stick beside the brown leather couch. 
The walls are in the lounge are covered in art prints. 

The Virgin Mary and Velazquez’s Christ juxtaposed 

with posters of The Buddha and the Dalai Lama—

everything is dimly lit against the crumbling sandstone 

walls. The ferns and small indoor trees clear the smoky 
air.  

 ‘Edward,’ Barony says. ‘Welcome to our home.’  
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 Edward watches Barony’s soft fingers caressing 

the kitchen bench as if it were a perfect arse. ‘A 

dishwasher, In India,’ he says, crossing his chest. Pots 
and pans hang from the roof, mixing with the garlic 

hangings. Barony fondles the herb bush beside the 

sink and leans his face down, sniffing, ‘I love nature, 

Edward. Are you ready to eat?’ The rooms are small 

and full of Barony’s ‘spiritual’ and ‘natural style’—as he 
calls it. Edward follows him through the apartment. 

Dick follows behind Edward, as if observing his 

interaction with Barony. One photo hangs from an 

empty wall. Edward looks close. A young man with a 
soft blue gaze stands on a beach in board shorts with 

the blue sea behind him. 

 ‘That’s my son, Edward, isn’t he gorgeous,’ 

Barony says. 

 Edward clenches the stone in his palm. Has 
everyone got a fucking son? 
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 Edward sits beside the small glass table, in the 

lounge room, feeling through the pot full of old crosses. 

Barony comes out with a plate of cheese. ‘Darling,’ he 
says. ‘We’re in India, we’re cows roam as Gods and 

being yourself is fabulous.’ He opens his arms. 

‘Welcome!’ 

 

 Makes Edward feel sick. He can’t stand gay men. 
He wants Australian Dick back, needs that sort of 

grounding non-sense—his place in the world maybe. 

Barony sits down across from Edward. His body folds 

itself into a yogi’s pose, effortlessly. Barony sticks one 
paper to another, crafting a joint. ‘I don’t care what 

people say,’ he says. ‘This magic plant could cure the 

world’s ills.’ 

 ‘I knew you’d love it here,’ Dick says, to Edward. 

‘It was worth the trip hey.’ 
 Smoke wafts through the already warm, dark and 

sticky air.  
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 Dick put on a CD. Barony passes Edward the 

smoke, saying, ‘Here, darling, this will get your appetite 

singing.’ Edward tokes on the joint and leans back. He 
follows the lyrics with his mind. I heard he sang a good 

song … killing me softly with his song … killing me 

softly. Edward’s grandmother used to play this song. 

Killing me Softly, by Roberta Flack. Wonderful, he 

thinks and passes the joint to Dick.  
 ‘You’re in North India now, darling,’ Dick says. 

‘Where everything means nothing and nothing means 

everything. That’s it, relax.’ Then he jumps up, to the 

kitchen to help Barony. Edward watches him walking 
away, with his puffy purple pants bobbing up and 

down, his lanky footsteps.  

 Who is this man? He thinks. 
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 Barony comes out with three silver dishes: Dahl, 

rice and a plate of pork, for Dick. They eat on the floor 

beside the silver table in silence. The outside noises 
from the day fade almost to nothing. Edward hears the 

whooshing from the mountains. The running water from 

the river comes into his ear slowly and grows louder. 

Barony thanks Edward and Dick for the silence and 

explains the health benefits of eating that way. It forces 
you to focus on chewing and the flavour! The flavours 

become stronger as the seven senses immerse in the 

texture with saliva, creating happiness. He says. 

Edward is too tired to ask what the seven senses are, 
so he nods politely, and clears the table. He’s happy to 

sleep on the couch, he says, thanking Barony for the 

offer to sleep in the bed with him and Dick.  

 Edward lies on the couch with the strong smell of 

hash and burning Sage. He listens to the sounds of 
moving water from the mountains He looks around, it is 

warm and full of art, but—he thinks, this is not my 

place, and he feels exhausted enough by the thought 

to close his eyes. 
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Edward prays for the smell of coffee.  

 He stumbles into the kitchen, herbal tea.  

 ‘Edward, mornin.’ Barony is naked in the kitchen. 
His thin body is white as paper. He speaks with the 

morning grunt of someone who smokes too much. The 

sort-of dead tone that anyone who does one thing too 

much has, smoking pot, for example, has become 

banal, part of a strict routine, ironic. Edward takes his 
tea to the lounge room. Dick is stretching. Rolls of 

white skin move up and down. He sees the shrivelled 

penis and bushy ball sack, like a chicken’s neck. 

‘Mate,’ Dick says, his head between his legs, his balls 
touching his chin. ‘We’ve organised a trek into the 

mountains.’ His head is full of blood. ‘It’s only three 

days; I’ve locked you in. It’s bloody beautiful up there.’ 

 Edward looks past Dick to the window. Sees 

himself on the street alone. Fuck, he thinks.  
 Dick walks over and pats Edward on the 

shoulder. ‘We’re going to hire Royal Enfield’s. My 

shout. It’ll be fun for you,’ Dick rubs Edward’s arm, 

pinches the skin. ‘We’re leaving in an hour.’ 
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 Edward watches Dick as he walks. His gut hangs 

over the side of his hips. Dark hair creeps out from his 

arsehole to his back. He is someone Edward has never 
met before, constantly changing. Edward shakes his 

head and moves over to the window. Beautiful people, 

he thinks, manoeuvring the streets with motorbikes and 

tourists and women carrying flowers in woven baskets 

on their heads. He sees himself down there. There is a 
man, he thinks, with greying long hair, swerving 

through the crowd, heading toward the bus station. 

Edward checks the size of the flower baskets. Too 

small and he’d surely hurt the women. But it’s really not 
that far, is it? Even though he is completely free, 

Edward looks out at this world as if he is trapped, as if 

he is standing behind the window of a jail.  

 Dick and Barony walk into the lounge room with 

two clean duffel bags, Edward sees them in the 
reflection of the window glass, and turns.  

 ‘You ready?’ Dick says. ‘No phones Edward.’ 

Then he laughs. ‘No, you don’t have one.’ 
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 Edward grips the blue stone in his pocket. ‘Yes,’ 

he says and he turns away from his imaginary self, 

weaving the streets below. He shoves the few things 
into his leather bag, shaking his head. 

 

Edward has Dick and Barony on either side of him, 

their arms wrapped around him, as if he’s being 

dragged along the dirt to the town’s square to be 
crucified, he amuses himself, and well, he thinks, with 

his greying long hair and beard, he does look a bit like 

Jesus. Shut up, he thinks.   

 Edward waits outside the motorbike shop.  
 He humours himself.  

 The sign reads: Travel Agent, Kitchen & 

Motorbikes. Then a man from inside asks him if he 

wants hash or marijuana. Barony is arguing with 

another man, and then he turns, waves his hands in 
the air and walks over. ‘I got him down to a dirt-cheap 

price,’ he says, pulling at his goatee. ‘Your credit card, 

Dick.’  
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 Edward stands beside Dick watching the goings-

on from the footpath. It’s all very loud and aggressive. 

Edward, in this moment, feels relieved to have Barony 
with him, speaking Indian, and three young boys wheel 

motorbikes out of the garage, onto the street. Dick puts 

the tent and sleeping gear on the back of his black 

bike, saying, he’ll handle the big load, and that Edward 

should ride the blue Bullet, which he says is the fastest 
Enfield on the market. The Bullet is pale blue with 

Royal Enfield written on its side in black, with all-black 

trims. Edward’s eyes light up.  

 ‘Thanks, Dick,’ he says, seeing himself wrapping 
around Himalayas on this weapon.  
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 Edward rides behind Barony and Dick, with his 

black leather jacket, leads them out of town, looking 

like a bikie. They twist and bend past cars, busses, 
people and cows, to the open road. Edward sucks in 

the crisp air. He looks around. There are no side 

streets. He’s stuck with Dick and Barony. They look like 

tiny insects amongst a vast moonscape. Trucks pass 

and shake the bikes. Edward grips tight. Soon, he 
begins to relax into the machine, swerving with arms 

stretched and eyes wide. He feels closer to everything, 

apart of it. Around the mountains he gets the fear. The 

road is loose dirt and real thin. They slow to a standstill 
on the bends, over the edge it must be a thousand feet 

drop. Edward doesn’t look. He hugs the side of the 

mountain, keeping tyres locked into the dirt.  
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 Out from the pass and Edward jerks the throttle, 

following Barony and Dick onto tarmac. There is 

nothing around but a few Nomads wandering on the 
sides of the road. Edward sees ahead, a group of boys 

beside the road with their thumbs out. As he passes 

them, he is sure one of them had his index finger to his 

lips, as if signifying danger. Their weathered faces 

were like wise old men, and he wants to turn around. 
But Barony had warned Edward about the Nomads. 

Never stop, he’d said, they’ll steal everything those 

fucking gypsies. Maybe he shouldn’t be here, he 

thinks, in the middle of nowhere.  
 Eventually they make a turn. Edward follows 

Barony down the smaller road, which leads to the base 

of a mountain, near a huge, clear-blue river. They park 

the bikes. Edward sees men; mountain men with their 

horses standing outside the chai tent—recognised by 
clouds of steam. Barony buys three while Edward 

smokes and looks, through his sideways glance, at the 

horsemen, they’re looking like characters out of a 

Hollywood western, he thinks, with empty faces 

weathered as the mountains.   
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 Edward overhears Dick talking about ‘the others’. 

‘The others?’ Edward says.  

 ‘We’re not going alone Edward,’ Dick says, 
handing him a cup. ‘A guide is on the way from the 

next base camp.’ He passes a finger to a random point 

in the far mountains. ‘And a few other tourists will be 

meeting us soon.’ 

 ‘Dick’s an entrepreneur, Edward,’ Barony says, 
rubbing Dick’s stomach. ‘Big boy’s gotta eat.’ 

 Edward looks down at the blue bullet, thinking, 

who the fuck, are these guys?  
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 The hum of more engines drawers close, lifting 

the dust through the trees in the distance, disturbing 

the silence. And half a dozen motorbikes come into 
sight. They manoeuvre up the road awkwardly, Edward 

thinks, like Australian kids on motorbikes at a private 

school fate. Then the voices come into ear. Edward 

turns, cringing: a myriad of Australian accents. He 

looks over at the mountain men. They are smoking and 
laughing, probably, Edward thinks, at these whiteys 

trying to stand their motorbikes on a lean. Edward 

nods. He meets the eye of one of the men and shakes 

his head. The mountain man nods back. Edward feels 
momentarily strong and powerful and free.   

 The new tourists join them. Edward hangs back, 

smoking, as if he were not part of the group. 
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 Dick heads upward, like a shepherd with his 

sheep. The tourists follow behind him in single file, the 

Indian guide at the back—in front of Edward. He looks 
over to the mountain men as they follow the narrow dirt 

path from the base and they wink at him. He holds his 

chest and nods. He turns again, to see them, they are 

laughing, and he realises they are laughing at him, and 

then as he turns, the guide says something foreign to 
him and hits him with his bamboo walking stick.  

 They stop for a break in a clearing. Edward turns 

and looks down the mountain where they had come 

from, not that far away from the base really. Barony is 
the ‘guru’. Edward hears him asking everyone to sit in 

a circle. Edward sees a shimmer of blue, like a lure in a 

forest lake, through the trees down below. He could 

have been a good fisherman, his father had once said, 

had he had the heart. 
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 Edward makes a mental note of the position, 

geographically, of the bike. One things Edward is good 

at: directions. Something his grandmother taught him, 
living by the sea. It was the first lesson she gave him 

when he arrived, young and dumb, from country 

victoria. In order not to get caught in an ocean rip you 

had to be observant with the land. Pick a tree, she’d 

said, and make sure when you swim out there; you 
always remain in line with the tree. It was a simple 

trick, but it forced Edward to become aware of his 

place with the land. A completely useless skill, he had 

thought.   
 Dick tells Edward to stop dreaming and join them 

in the circle.  

 They all reach out and hold hands. Dick begins to 

pray. One by one, Edward sees, everyone joins in with 

the prayer. Except Edward, he sits silent with his eyes 
open, watching the lips move in unison and then he 

sees the hands curling different coloured rosary beads. 

Then Dick opens. ‘And we welcome our new friend 

Edward to the group,’ he says.  

 Edward looks around. Everyone is staring at him, 
smiling. 
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 ‘Do you want to contribute, Edward?’ Barony 

asks, offering a discrete wink.  

 ‘No, good,’ Edward says. He thinks back. He was 
in the phone box, in Berlin, and it felt like something 

was escaping him, and then he woke up—and now, he 

is here? What it feels like. 

  Edward makes note of every tree they pass, 

every stone, and the changing colours in the leaves. By 
sundown they reach the small, makeshift village, in a 

valley, high in the Himalayan Mountains. Shit. 

Somehow, he has ended up here—in what looks like a 

postcard of a missionary camp in 1920’s Australian. 
There’s smoke coming out of one large tent and there 

are three other tents, and there are children, and he 

sees there are babies and from the largest tent a large 

cross hangs at its opening. Edward walks away, to the 

edge of a clearing. Way down below, Edward sees the 
blue shimmer—the bikes being lit-up in the twilight. He 

reaches out and makes a path with his index finger, 

five kays, he calculates. Then he turns and the trees, 

the rocks and the mountains around him turn a soft 

white, as the sun falls behind the horizon. It is almost 
welcoming, and he walks over to join the crowd. 
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 ‘Hi, I’m Tom,’ the ‘surfer’ from ‘Byron Bay’ says, 

speaking through a megaphone. And then he begins to 

sing. ‘Time for yoga guys and gals, yogi time, time for 
yoga—’  

 Edward slips his palms over his ears—the voice 

is like glass shards stabbing into his eardrums.  

 He watches all the people making another circle 

on the grass. Dick waves Edward over.  
 Tom rolls mats out and tells each person where to 

sit. ‘The youngest boys beside the eldest, and the 

women on one side,’ he says, ‘good. Now, turn to your 

partner and tell them something about yourself.’ He 
claps his hands. ‘They’ll be your yoga buddies, your 

prayer, and sleeping mate.’  
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 Edward follows the voices—there must be twenty-

odd people here. All white skinned with untidy hair and 

well kept hippy clothes. Everyone is barefoot and 
looking like they’ve lived here forever, like a cult group 

out of the Australia bush. Then Edward sees that Dick 

and Barony and the guide, and a few other men are 

sitting around a table beside the main tent. Then Pat, 

he says, a young boy, maybe nineteen, with curly hair, 
from Nimbin in Northern New South Wales introduces 

himself to Edward and sits down. Edward silently 

shakes the boys hand. He is remembering his student, 

and then he remembers his son, and jerks the hand 
away, to his pocket, he rubs at the blue stone. 

 By the end of the yoga session begins a half hour 

meditation. Edward sees himself on the blue bullet. He 

can sit with the image. Then a bell rings and people 

gather inside the main tent for Evening Prayer. ‘It’s only 
one hour, Edward,’ Dick says. ‘Then we’ll have some 

tucker, mate.’ 
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 ‘Thanks, Dick,’ he says, smoking. ‘You go in, I’ll 

find my way.’ Edward smokes a cigarette out the front; 

the empty faces rush past him, inside. The prayers 
begin and he watches the heads turn downward in 

unison. He butts his fag, turns away, to the next tent lip 

up by a gas lamp. He pulls the lamp from the hook and 

walks over, throws his leather bag to his shoulder and 

sucks in a deep breath. With his pulse ticking against 
his throat, Edward runs, following the route he made 

with his thumb.  
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It must be around midnight, Edward thinks, looking into 

the sky. He lies on the grass at the bottom of the 

mountain, smoking a cigarette, trying to kill off the 
leftover adrenalin. He focuses on a thick group of stars 

and one shoots. It drifts, seemingly forever, to a patch 

of darkness before it explodes. He nods and then 

stands, butts his cigarette and walks over to the Bullet. 

The bike lights up the dirt ahead of him. Okay, he says 
to himself, he figures it’s too late for the others to catch 

him, nobody on the road will notice the bike is stolen, 

and he has a good number of hours up his sleeve. He 

pulls the throttle. He yells out—I’m in okayness—and is 
relieved to hear his voice echoed back within the 

nothingness. The road is dead quiet. He follows the dirt 

toward the main road.  

 There’s no one. It’s a strange feeling, being 

surrounded by walls of mountains and a sky covered in 
more stars than he’s ever seen. It’s a different space of 

mind. It sparks an early memory. For his eighth 

birthday Gene bought Edward a night sky. Edward 

remembers lying on his bed, looking into his bedroom’s 

stick-on night sky, dreaming about Amsterdam, of 
being old and free.  
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 He may not have found it in Amsterdam, he 

thinks, but in this moment, with the wind in his face, 

and the silence, and the coolness—he feels it: 
freedom. Freedom, he thinks, maybe it’s a feeling 

outside the boundaries of right and wrong. The thought 

removes and fear he has of stealing the bike.  

 I’m in okayness, he says, looking out toward the 

immensely black, lit up sky. 
 He reaches the mountain pass and slows down. 

He is relieved that he can’t see off the edge within the 

darkness. He hugs the mountain. Time seems to be 

moving much faster without anyone else around. On 
the flat open road he comes to the road sign, 

illuminated by a fluoro light, for Leh Laddak. There’s an 

arrow pointing right toward a thin road. Edward pulls 

over to smoke.  
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 Two days until the bus leaves, he thinks, and 

without the sound of the bike it is as if his inner voice is 

coming from outside, in this silence. He could go back 
there, hand the bike over in the morning, and book into 

a hotel tonight or? He checks his jacket pocket: Kafka, 

passport, and wallet. He checks the fuel. He turns 

away from the sign, straight down the empty road, and 

drags the black helmet over his, now shoulder length, 
hair—Srinagar, he thinks. He knows this road 

eventually leads there, and he figures Dick has to be in 

the mountains for another few days, without a phone, 

which gives Edward about the three days to make his 
next once he arrives in Srinagar.  

 Fuck it.  

 The road leads through dangerous mountains. 

Edward hugs their sides, and comes out. Always 

stopping for a celebratory smoke, to breathe, at this 
height there’s not much oxygen. But he does feel it, 

and it feels good. Recklessness. It is a powerful 

feeling. Free will.  
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 With the wind kissing his cheeks, and with the 

constant imminence of death—of sliding over the edge, 

Edward thinks, he will face it: death. The cross. As time 
passes he decides for sure. That he’ll spend his last 

money on a flight home to Australia. That he will visit 

his son. And when he looks out, it’s as if he can see 

the face making up the stars, and he doesn’t turn 

away. He drives into it. 
 Out of the mountains, Edward stops for a chai. 

There is nobody else around. Part from the old man 

hunched over a milky pot. In Edward’s state of mind, 

white line fever, he is mesmerised by the man’s 
actions. The man doesn’t speak. Well, he doesn’t 

speak English. More so, Edward doesn’t speak India. If 

this small scene were recreated for theatre, Edward 

thinks, it would be a hit. Himself hunched over the 

makeshift bench, creating clouds in the light of his 
cigarette, and with this Indian man in his colourful 

turban on the other side, swirling homemade chai with 

a disenchanted look.  

 Fantastic. 
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 The man says something to Edward in Indian. 

Edward nods and the man reaches into the pot with a 

spatula and pours chai into a large clay cup. He hands 
it to Edward with both hands, looks him in the eye, and 

goes back to his stirring. This is the meaning of my life, 

Edward thinks, turning outside, to the darkness, the 

coldness and the sheer immenseness of light. He 

sucks it all in. To find oneself alone, here, in the middle 
of nowhere and to experience a moment of 

wordlessness with a complete stranger: the only thing 

shared, apart from chai and money, is the reflection of 

our humanness.  
 

On sunrise, nearing Srinagar, Edward comes around a 

bend to a military checkpoint.  

 Fuck.  

 He comes to a stop, removes his helmet and 
lights a cigarette.  

 One of the men in uniform checks his passport, 

gives the bike a glance over, and waves him onward. 

Then, a few kilometres onward, another bend, and he 

sees through the trees, a much bigger military set-up.  
 Shit.  
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 Before the corner, Edward jerks off the road and 

disappears through dirt and shrub, swerving trees. His 

father had taught him to ride when he was a child. In 
this moment he feels eternally grateful. He is in mad 

panic, feels like he’s in some virtual, high-speed video 

game. He comes out from leaves and dust to a sudden 

clearing. He tries to slow the bike but he’s moving too 

fast. He jumps, tumbles against the dirt with his bag. 
He comes-to, watches the bike drive itself into a lake. It 

doesn’t sink. It floats. Edward lies here watching the 

blue bullet bobbing downriver. Unlike a dream, pretend 

it never happened—he wipes it away and continues, 
like a man gone mad. Filled to the brim with fear and 

anxiety. Edward walks through the trees, following 

close to the bank of the lake. He sees the same paper-

cut-out shaped Himalayas—the same view from the 

houseboat against the horizon. He is sure of his 
direction. Must be just beyond the thick of trees, he 

thinks. The landscape is unusual: dead trees, black 

water, burnt-yellow grass that grows unevenly around 

crumbling cement things—modern ruins perhaps. The 

air is thick and humid, too hot for morning. A thicket of 
fear hangs in the ether of things, like the feeling, 
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Edward imagines, of being alone in the Australian 

desert.  

 ‘Passport!’ ‘Passport!’ A man is yelling. 
 Edward hears the man coming through the trees. 

He stops. Looks around. A man comes from his right 

through the scrub, wearing military clothing, holding a 

rifle. He points it at Edward’s head.  

 ‘Passport? Passport? Passport?’  
 Edward fumbles through his bag like a criminal, 

finds it, and passes the passport to the man. 

 ‘What you are doing?’ The man says, removing 

the gun’s tip from Edward’s temple.  
 Edward pretends to hold his penis. ‘I needed. To 

piss. Real bad,’ he says. ‘I’m staying with Mica 

houseboat,’ Edward says using eccentric body 

language. He is painting the face of Mica, the shape of 

the boat, the length of the river with his arms. ‘Mica,’ he 
says again. ‘My friend.’  

 The man smiles, ‘Mica, good, Mica, yes OK.’ He 

looks over the passport once more, and then hands it 

back, looking down at Edward. He allows his gun to fall 

by his wayside.  
 ‘You want smoke?’ he says. 
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 ‘Mica, yes, Mica, good friend,’ Edward says, and 

through the side of his Ray Bans he sees blue silver 

breaking the surface of the river to his left. His heart is 
tearing holes in his skin. ‘Yeah I want smoke,’ he says 

and he moves anti-clockwise so that the man doesn’t 

have a chance of seeing the bike.  ‘Smoke, yes, 

thank you,’ he says. ‘Mica, my very good friend!’ 

 The man hands Edward a cigarette and lights the 
tip.  

 ‘I thought I have to shoot you,’ the man says, 

laughing. He holds the gun to Edward, ‘I shoot you, ha 

ha! Almost you are dead, ha ha ha!’ 
 Edward feels like he’s about to have a heart 

attack.  

 ‘Ha ha ha!’ he says. 
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 He sucks the smoke deep into his stomach, 

containing his anxiety and fear. In his delusion of 

escaping he had forgotten that Dick had mentioned this 
part of India is scattered with military looking to shoot 

people crossing the border from Pakistan. People who 

might be terrorists, he had said, or illegal immigrants. 

This is one of the most dangerous places in the world. 

Walking alone out here is a death wish. And so the 
man, most probably aware of this, cannot stop 

laughing.  

 ‘You Australia is a crazy,’ he says, almost crying 

with laughter. And he pretends to shoot Edward again. 
‘Almost,’ he says. ‘You nearly die.’  

 ‘No, no,’ Edward says, ‘I’m friend of Mica.’ And he 

tries to laugh with the man but he can no longer speak 

and so he invents a smile and the man smiles back. 

And he begins to walk away slowly and the man waves 
him away behind his laughter. ‘You crazy,’ he yells, 

pointing the gun.  

 Sure enough, just ahead through the scrub is the 

beginning of the village, Srinagar.   
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 Dead tired, and full of panic, Edward walks, head 

down through the town to the water’s edge, and he 

takes the first Boatman he sees out to Mica’s. His mind 
is turning over the scenarios that might arise from the 

bike and it distorts his present. He doesn’t notice the 

soft colours of the houseboats around him or the 

stillness of the water in this early morning, and he 

doesn’t notice the boy when he arrives or the old man. 
It’s like he wasn’t even crossing the lake. He greets 

Mica, who is stoned and confused. Says that he’s very 

tired but can’t wait to catch up with him. He lies back 

on the same bed with the same soft white sheets and 
tries to remain awake to find a solution in his mind. He 

counts out three fingers—three days until Dick will be 

down from the mountain, he guesses, and with that he 

drops the palm on his face and slides his index finger 

across his eyelid, shutting out the world. 
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Edward drags the curtain and steps outside the window 

of his houseboat. He leans against the wall away from 

the tourists he can hear having breakfast on the other 
side. He smokes a cigarette in peace. His head is 

foggy, like city smog has filtered in. He looks out, sees 

that it’s morning again. He had slept through. He stares 

out, half-awake at the rippling water. Ripple. Ripple. 

Light wind creates ripples, he watches them forming 
and moving for his cigarette.  

 Edward flicks the butt and works his hands 

through the water under his feet. He feels stones. He 

grabs a handful. Carefully examines them, as if they 
were bits of cloud outside his Amsterdam window. He 

picks out the smoothest, flattest stones, and places 

them in his shirt pocket.  

 He leans back and skims a stone. It hops over 

ripples and then sinks with a splash. 
 Then another.  

 Like he used to do with his grandmother at their 

beach.  
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 He splashes water into his face and drags his hair 

through. He looks down. His face seems younger, he 

thinks, than the last time he had seen it in Amsterdam. 
Or did he see it in Berlin? He can’t remember. He folds 

out eight fingers. The number of times he has seen his 

face. He has never properly looked into a mirror, he 

knows, never looked into his eyes. The green eyes are 

like tiny leaves against the water, transparent and 
moving. He faces it. When he was young, his 

grandmother would joke of this. Have you seen how 

beautiful you are today, Edward? She would say. 

‘Gorgeous boy.’ 
 Skimming stones, he is remembering.  
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 He’s sitting in the sun on their beach. Gene is 

wearing her purple bikini, leaning over, and pretending 

to read the future in his palm. They are facing the 
summer sea. His Father, of course, was never there. 

You have such a handsome face, Edward, you’re going 

to be such a strong man, She would say to him, tracing 

the lines. She would follow a particular groove. You’ll 

have two children and one wife. He would always laugh 
at this. And then she would lie back and say that it’s 

true. He would remain, sitting, digging his toes into the 

sand and watching the sea. Seeing his father’s ghost 

swimming through it.   
 Edward comes-to. The thought of his father 

reminds him about the bike.  

 Reality, Edward.  
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 In his head, he sees the Bullet coming up from 

the water in front of him. He pinches his skin. Almost, 

the gunman had said. Almost you die. Death, he thinks. 
Stealing the bike is nothing compared with the thought 

of death: real death. He feels momentarily capable of 

anything, like a convict in a free land. The space of the 

thought and the feeling inside him is reflected in water. 

He suddenly looks alive. The only other time Edward 
remembers this feeling was when his commodore 

rolled. And, he knows, if it wasn’t for that almost death 

none of this would have happened. He lights up a 

cigarette, unsure if this realisation is good or bad, only 
that it is true. Without the first almost death he wouldn’t 

have had the shock to leave Australia. And then, he 

thinks, he wouldn’t have made love to Sage for that last 

time. He would have never become a father. And 

without this last near death, he wonders if he would 
have ever felt this same feeling again. Freedom, he 

remembers, and it gives him strength.  

 Edward walks inside, unfolds the letter and reads 

it over.  

 His sense of life immediately dissipates to 
nothing. A father, he thinks, turning back outside. 
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 The lake turns black, the mountains a shade of 

red, and he hears the trigger of the gun, click. Bang. 

You die. Like a shooting star. That easy feeling, just 

being alive, is gone. Edward pulls a stone out of his 

pocket and jerks it against the water, aggressively, as if 

he were standing by the ocean, as if there were an 

endless horizon out front. The stone skims, one, two, 

six, eight, thirteen—crack—hitting the side of a yellow 
wooden boat. The sound of the stone against the wood 

pulls Edward out of his mind. He sees that he’s not at 

the beach, and his Father is still not around. Edward 

waves his arm. Sorry. 
 He looks, squinting toward the boat, now a blur, 

reflecting the morning sun. The stone had to make a 

dent. The boat moves away from the scene, toward 

him. It moves like the yellow houseboat behind it were 

shedding its skin, breaking off, peeling away, like we’re 
all just parts of a whole.  

 ‘Hello again, sir,’ says the young boy from the 

small yellow canoe. ‘Why you hit my boat?’ he says, 

removing his white cap. He sways in the water before 

Edward.  
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 Edward had planned to apologise about the 

stone, but he just looks at the boy, unsure if it is the 

same boy from before. Edward reaches into his pocket, 
pulls out a stone. ‘Skimming,’ he says.  

 He looks, sees the boys bright green eyes light 

up. It is the young servant from before.  

 ‘Show me,’ the boy says. 

 Edward passes a stone. It seems cooler against 
the boy’s palm. For a moment, Edward wonders how 

the boy’s skin would have felt without the object 

between them. That soft, pale-pink skin—would it have 

been hot or cold?  
 The boy rows his yellow boat onto the sand and 

Edward walks over to help him drag it onto the bank. 

The boy ties some rope between it and a bit of weed, 

slowly. Then he just stands still, as if he were waiting to 

see whether Edward would want him here. Edward 
turns and smiles, unsure what else to do, or say. 

Smoke leaks out of his mouth, and nostrils. 

 ‘Show me,’ the boy says, kicking his foot into the 

ground.  

 Edward holds out another stone.  
 ‘Yes!’ the boy says. ‘Show me skimming.’ 
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 Edward stretches out his arm and releases the 

stone. It dances across the water. When it stops and 

sinks the boy jumps up. ‘Ha ha ha!’ he screams out like 
it’s the greatest thing he’s ever seen.  

 The weeds climb around beneath them, hiding 

the dirt and rubbish underneath, it’s dark and cold 

under the overhang of dead leaves, beside the 

weathered houseboat. Before them, the colours are 
vibrant, leaking across the water like paint, a sheet of 

oil reflecting rays, creating rainbows. Edward sits on 

the edge, his toes in the water, and his arse in the 

sand. The boy is silent; copying Edward’s character; as 
if it’s the first foreigner he’s ever seen. Edward’s mind 

drifts. He allows the boys presence and silence.  

 ‘You not working today?’ Edward asks. 

 ‘Yeah,’ the boy says, looking across the water.  

 ‘I have break for now so I go on water to smoke 
way from my father.’  
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 Edward now remembers the green eyes of the old 

servant, the same eyes as the boy. He turns away, 

removes himself from the scene. The water turns into 
grass, the houses into dry landscape. He is watching 

the boy through the side of his Ray Bans. The boy is a 

thinker, but Edward can’t read his thoughts, he tries, 

imagining they were his own. What was he thinking at 

that age? He can’t remember. Was it a memory illness 
that killed his mother? Is it hereditary?  

 ‘Show me how to do, sir,’ the boy says, pulling 

Edward out again.  

 Edward looks at the boy. Sees his father reflected 
in the eyes. He jerks away. 

 ‘C’mon then,’ Edward says, standing. ‘Don’t call 

me sir, it’s Edward.’ 

 The boy shrugs. The skin on his face tightens. 

‘Okay, he says. ‘My name is Happy.’  
 ‘Hippy?’ Edward says. 

 ‘Happy,’ he says. ‘Like not sad.’ 

 Edward nods. 

 ‘I have Indian name, you won’t understand, call 

me happy.’ 
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 ‘Okay.’ He stands behind Happy, pulling his hips 

apart. ‘You have to stand like this,’ he says, pulling the 

boy’s shoulders back. ‘Straight back, kid.’  
 ‘Hey,’ the boy says. ‘If I call you not sir, then you 

say me not kid, okay?’ 

 Edward pulls the boy’s arm backward. ‘Like 

you’re shooting an arrow, Happy.’  

 ‘What?’  
 ‘An arrow.’ 

 ‘What that?’ 

 Jesus Christ.  

 ‘Look. Imagine there was somebody standing 
over there,’ Edward says, pointing across the lake. 

‘Somebody that you really don’t like, way off in the 

distance, aim for them with your stone.’ 

 The boy releases his arm.  

 Edward’s head moves up and down with each 
skim.  

 As the stone sinks, without thinking, he goes to 

high five the boy.  
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 ‘Darling,’ he says. ‘I’ve never seen a boy your age 

skim a stone like that—’ the exact words his 

grandmother spoke twenty-something years ago. 
Edward lights a cigarette.  

 The boy faces the water, kicks his shoe into the 

sand. ‘Can I have one, Edward?’ 

 Edward looks at the boy, bites his lip. Fuck. 

 He goes inside and comes back out. ‘Here,’ he 
says, holding out an orange. ‘It’s better for your body, 

strong,’ he says, stretching his arms. ‘For skimming,’ 

he says, faking happiness. 

 Happy rolls it over in his palm, like a foreign 
object. The orange looks enormous in his hand.  

 What did you aim for out there?’ Edward asks. 

 The boy remains silent, rolling the fruit, and then 

he turns to Edward. ‘My Father,’ he says. 

 Edward sucks back on his cigarette like it were 
his last on earth. 
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 The boy’s eyes, as he continues looking at 

Edward, speak a thousand words that Edward could 

never understand. Shit. Edward lights another cigarette 
and places it between the boy’s thin, pink lips. He 

watches the boy sucking back through the slit in his 

Wayfarers. He holds a smile that could resurrect Jesus. 

The boy passes over the fruit. ‘Thanks, Edward,’ he 

says, putting his hand out to shake Edward. Edward 
passes him the stone he found up north.  

 ‘It’s a special one,’ he says. ‘Real blue.’ 

 The boy nods and untangles the rope from his 

boat. Then the yellow of his boat fades back into the 
whole. Edward stands, watching, but the boat doesn’t 

move again and then he sees a cloud of smoke drift 

from the scene. In some unknown way the boy felt 

older or wiser to Edward than himself, as if he held a 

truth Edward could never know. He turns away and 
walks around the corner. 
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Edward sits by the water out front of the main 

houseboat, for lunch. Trying to avoid the sounds of 

tourists—the other guests around him, chewing the fat. 
There’s a curfew in town, a woman says with a Dutch 

accent. I hope nothing bad will happen. Did you know 

how dangerous this place is? Oh, have you taken a 

bus? Don’t! Have you seen the Google photos of bus 

crashes? It’s shocking. So, what do you do with 
yourself?  

 Silence. Edward almost turns.  

 I’m a writer, says a man with an American accent.  

 Oh, how wonderful, the woman replies.  
 Oh how wonderful, Edward thinks. 

 ‘Hello again, sir.’  

 Edward turns, sees the old servant with Happy’s 

eyes. 

 ‘Here, coffee and jam, this Indian bread.’ He 
passes Edward the silver tray.  
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 Edward nods. He places the silver plate onto the 

ground. He feels the strange, cold bread in his fingers. 

He looks up to say thankyou and hand the man a 
cigarette but he is gone. Edward is left facing the 

American man and the Dutch woman. He turns back to 

the water.  

 Sitting on the stairs, Edward eats bread and 

drinks coffee, while the foreigners behind him talk. He 
lets their voices fade in and out, creating a melody in 

his head. He enjoys not being a part of the 

conversation. Too many words and tones that, if he 

weren’t so tired, motivate him to move back to the land 
over there. See if he can’t get himself shot in the head 

for real. But then he sees the boy rowing toward them 

with his yellow rowboat and he forgets about the 

American, and death. 

 ‘Edward. Edward?’  
 He takes a minute to hear, dismissing the voice 

as apart of the dialogue inside his head. 

 He turns. ‘Mica.’ He sees. ‘It’s great to see you 

again, my friend.’ 
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 ‘You coming back so soon, you leaving Dick, not 

liking his boyfriend.’ Mica laughs and sits down beside 

Edward; he places his hand on Edward’s shoulder. ‘It’s 
good to see you, mate.’ 

 Edward hands Mica a cigarette. They both stare 

out, watching the boy tying up his yellow boat. His 

white pants are wet from the knees down, turning into 

the colour of his dark skin. His white singlet is stained 
yellow by the sun. When he turns his eyes shimmer, 

green, like coral reef. 

 ‘Would you ever write about this place, Edward?’ 

Mica says. 
 He looks out. Shades of pink, yellow, and brown 

make up this village on water.  

 He turns to Mica. ‘I think it would make a great 

setting,’ he says, ‘but I don’t write anymore, Mica.’ It 

feels good to say that. Then he turns back to the view. 
The boy stands in front of him. He holds out the stone 

and stretches back, ready to skim. Mica yells. The boy 

turns.   

 ‘Where did you get that?’ Mica says, reaching out, 

grabbing the boy’s arm. 
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 The boy points the stone to Edward. Mica jerks it 

from his pink skin. 

 He rolls it around his palm. 
 ‘Look, Mica,’ Edward says, standing up beside 

the boy. He reaches into his shirt pocket, pulls out a 

stone, and skims it far across the water. ‘It’s just a 

game, skimming, you know.’  

 Mica shakes his head, looking down at the stone. 
He reaches into his shirt pocket for what looks like a 

small magnifying glass, and holds it up to his eye.  

 ‘It’s okay, Edward,’ he says, looking at the stone 

through the glass.   
 ‘Edward,’ he finally says. ‘Where did you get this 

stone?’ He holds it up to the light. 

 Edward looks at the boy hunched forward with his 

palm out, silently waiting.  

 ‘It’s Happy’s stone,’ Edward says. ‘I gifted it to 
him. Found the stone in Leh laddakh.’ 
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 Mica laughs. ‘You crazy Australian,’ he says with 

his arm stretched to the sky. ‘This is a rare blue 

mountain stone,’ he says, shaking his fist with the 
stone. ‘I told you.’ He looks Edward in the eye. His tone 

becomes serious. ‘I know these mountains, and I know 

all the rocks out here. I wrote about this stone once, 

used it as a metaphor in my book. It is a healing stone, 

Edward.’  
 Edward laughs, turns down and lights a smoke. 

‘Really, Mica?’  

 Mica points out toward the Himalayas, silhouetted 

beyond the lake. ‘It comes from the oldest rock in the 
land. You should keep it, Edward. It’s worth money, 

too.’ He passes the stone. 

 It feels much heavier than before. Edward looks 

up. The boy’s eyes are piercing. The pink flesh on his 

open palm is bright. He wants to pull the boy into to 
him, to hold him. But Edward places the stone in his 

pocket. The boy turns, into the main houseboat. The 

old servant walks out past the boy. He touches his 

shoulder with a floppy hand but the boy shoves it away. 

The old man walks over to clean up Edward’s lunch. 
Edward grabs the old man’s arm.  
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 ‘Is Happy your boy?’ he says.   

 The old man nods, he seems embarrassed with 

Mica here, but speaks anyway. ‘It’s nice to see you 
again, sir,’ he says to Edward. ‘The boy is my son.’ The 

old man laughs. ‘His not name Happy.’ 

 ‘Edward,’ Mica says. ‘Let him do his job.’ 

 The old man hears, and turns away. 

 Edward looks at Mica. ‘How much is this stone 
worth?’  

 Mica lights a cigarette. ‘A lifetime wage as a 

servant in India,’ he says. ‘Five-hundred American.’ 

Mica stands up. ‘The price of my writing degree.’ He 
walks away. ‘Or a few weeks free rent on the 

houseboat, Edward, and I’ll give you a free horse guide 

tour up the mountains, think about it.’  

 ‘What a score you got yourself,’ says the 

American voice from behind. 
 Edward turns. Sees the old servant and ushers 

him over. Edward lights him cigarette. The old man 

kneels down, facing out to the water below Edward, 

hiding from Mica. It’s as if his dark green eyes hold the 

water inside them, they hold that peace that Edward 
still can’t make sense of.  
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 Edward looks around.  

 Apart from the incredibly loud American voice 

behind him, and the Dutch woman, they are alone. He 
turns to the old man with the blue stone in his palm, 

like he was a drug dealer. He looks directly into the old 

man’s eyes. ‘Would you use this to give Happy 

education?’  

 Edward sees that the old man doesn’t blink. And 
as he begins to nod, water forms near the inner crease 

of the old man’s eyes. He leans further forward and 

places his palms out, into what looks like a prayer 

pose. Edward watches a drop of water hit the ground.  
 ‘Thank you, he says, and grabs the stone.  

 The old man turns and goes to speak again, but 

he says nothing, he just keeps nodding. He places the 

stone into his pocket, and instead of walking inside the 

main houseboat, Edward watches him pass down the 
side and around the corner, to the quiet place where 

Edward had skimmed stones.  

 ‘Excuse me,’ says the thick American accent. 

Edward pretends not to hear.  

 ‘Excuse me.’  
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 Edward turns, looks at this large suited man, who 

leans out from his chair with his hand out. Edward 

remembers the soft-pink skin from before. The man’s 
palm is ugly, coarse. 

 ‘Thomas Mann,’ The American says, grabbing 

Edward’s hand and shaking it, firmly.  

 ‘Edward, Edward Wolfe.’ 

 ‘You’re a writer, Mica tells me, have you 
published?’ 

 ‘I’m more of a teacher, Edward says. ‘I did publish 

a book once.’ 

 ‘You write plays?’ 
 ‘No, fiction … I suppose.’ 

 ‘You suppose.’ The American laughs. ‘Would you 

like to write plays?’ 

 ‘I’ve never thought about it.’ Edward is as 

surprised as the American of his dead tone. Happy is 
on his mind. When he thinks about it, he’s always 

wanted to write plays.  
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 The Dutch woman sitting at the table opposite the 

American is impatiently drinking tea, and almost 

burping after every sip, as if, Edward thinks, she is 
farting out her mouth, gassy form the tea.  ‘I’m 

working on a play, it could be good to have another 

voice.’ The man speaks over his shoulder. ‘I’m stuck, 

you see, Edward. What I really need is a clear 

synopsis. I won’t bore you with the details but the play 
is partly set here, in Srinagar.’ He turns to look Edward 

in the eye. ‘Why am I asking you, I suppose your 

thinking. Well, because, like me, you’ve seen this 

place. As it is, you know, poor and uncivilized.’ He puts 
his arms in the air. ‘And you have just show yourself to 

be honest, with a strong moral compass. Selfless, I 

suppose, for a better word, and it’s acceptable. 

 ‘Quite rare,’ the Dutch woman says. ‘And well, 

everyone needs a job.’ 
 Edward turns his head from side to side, like the 

Indians do, and then goes back to his cigarette and the 

lake and colours. Before he can tune in, the woman 

speaks again. ‘Sit with us, there’s nothing happening 

out there.’ For a moment, with his back turned, Edward 
imagines a fresh shit on the table.  
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 ‘Thank you, very much,’ he says and turns. He 

pulls out the chair. ‘Thomas, It think’— 

 Thomas interrupts, ‘Edward I’m interested in two 
things: writing and helping. I haven’t seen your writing 

but I have seen your helping and Mica tells me you’re a 

teacher, good. Good.’ 

 ‘Look, Thomas’— 

 ‘Look, Edward, I’m going back to Bombay early 
tomorrow for a few days for the launch of my latest play 

and then to LA. Here, take this—it’s the address and 

time of the opening show. Edward, I have a roof for you 

and a job. Think about it, man,’ His tone becomes 
overly casual. ‘And if it’s a yes, then meet me in 

Bombay in three days, and we’ll organise the rest from 

there, okay?’  

 Edward gently bites his tongue and nods, taking 

the flyer. 
 Thomas stands, walks away. He moves as fast as 

he speaks.  

 The Dutch woman, with her large silver cross 

dangling from her neck looks away from Edward. 

 ‘Thomas is a good man, Edward,’ she says. ‘And 
you need a job.’  
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 Then she waddles away like a penguin to the 

main houseboat.  

 Edward pours a cup from her cold tea and lights a 
cigarette. He is unsure of these people.  

 The last time he had a job, he thinks, he lost 

fifteen years, but her words churn inside his head. You 

need a job. Edward looks out to the water, but the 

windy surface only ruptures his mind further. He has a 
day, he guesses, before Dick is down from the 

mountains and looking for the blue Bullet. Edward turns 

away from the voice inside his head—you need a job—

to the room, he folds the pillow over his head and 
covers his body with the white sheet. He looks like a 

dead man.  

 

Instead of opening the blinds hiding the new sun, 

Edward strays in darkness, escaping.  
 He lies naked under clean white sheets.  

 This morning, the first time since Berlin, Edward 

sees fragments of dreams.  

 Images flash in-and-out of his head.  
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 Has he been supressing Banana? It’s like a 

Godard film in his mind. Is he allowing memories? It’s a 

strange feeling, he thinks, remembering. His gaze is 
flat, staring into the ceiling. Clouds begin to form in the 

cracks of the peeling blue paint. His mind circles parts 

of the dreams, like a junkyard—everything is vague 

and disorientated from this distance. Banana’s face 

warps with the ocean, turning into the ocean, and then 
Banana is walking the beach, and then Edward sees a 

bird. The bird morphs into the face. Now he sees 

Sage’s face. His mind goes blank. No thoughts. Just 

the pure white ceiling and a new, haunting feeling. The 
feeling turns into words and he interprets them. His 

uselessness as a father was formed through his 

vindication of women. A way of saying, fuck you, to 

Sage. And—dare he think it—a way of saying fuck you 

to his mother for dying. Edward pulls the sheet over his 
body, like a corpse. It is a life changing thought and in 

this moment he hates himself for it. That too: self- 

hatred amplifies his feeling of uselessness. Could he 

kill himself?  

 Shut up dickhead, Yolanda would say, and her 
voice pulls him out. 
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 What happened? He doesn’t feel any older than 

twenty-five or eighteen or maybe even fifteen—surely 

not any younger than that. He can’t see Banana’s face; 
the picture is blurred, a crackling reel, only dialogue 

and flashes of pixelated black and white shapes. The 

words and images are foreign. His mind is a strange 

film, a monologue. A fractured script with a twisted 

director. Nothing makes sense. Nothing seems real. 
How stupid he was to think he could be a writer. A 

proper writer. He feels sick to death of all that 

dreaming. His life feels full of shit. Smoke and mirrors.  

 He reaches to the floor and picks up Kafka, turns 
to the letter and stares into the scribble at the bottom of 

the page. He rubs the paper lightly with his finger and 

feels the same fragility of touching Happy’s shoulders. 

He closes his eyes. Banana’s shoulders. And a clear 

image falls into his mind.  
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 A boy is walking down the cliff to a beach. He is 

alone, dragging a long piece of drift wood. The 

southerly drags sand into his face. His footprints are 
light. Edward watches the boy. He picks up cowrie 

shells and piles them up on the shore and then he 

swims out to sea. Edward opens his eyes. Unsure. 

Wasn’t that an image of his younger self? He can’t 

differentiate the two and pulls away. 
 Fuck it.  

 Edward gets up, puts a chair on the bed, stands 

on it, and sticks the letter to the roof with an old roll of 

sticky tape from the bed side drawer. He will try and 
see Banana’s face. By looking into the letter from the 

bed maybe he can bring Banana—but before he can 

finish the thought he is falling off the chair. He hit his 

head against the bed frame. Everything in the room: 

the peeling walls, the heavy gold curtains and the 
windows disappear from his vision. It all becomes 

blurry, transparent and then nothing. Becoming 

conscious, he laughs, and feels momentarily unafraid 

of death.  

 Do something.  
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 Outside the window, smoking, the only reality he 

can face is Amsterdam, but that’s a delusional, useless 

thought. He’s not ready to face Australia. He can’t stay 
here, in India. America is becoming a good option and 

he regrets not following things up with Thomas Mann.  

 ‘Sir,’ Happy yells out from the small beach beside 

the houseboat. He stands exactly how Edward had 

showed him, reaches into his pocket and skims a stone 
far across the lake. 

 Edward walks over.    

 Happy turns toward Edward. His pink lips are 

beautiful against his dark skin. He stubs his shoe into 
the ground and places his hands into the pockets of his 

white shorts. ‘Anything else you can show me, 

Edward?’  

 ‘No.’  

 Shit. The answer only provokes Edward’s feeling 
of uselessness. He watches the kid walk away. In this 

moment he truly hates himself. ‘Anything you can show 

me?’ he says.  
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 The boy stops. ‘I don’t know anything,’ he says. 

He continues walking down the side path, to the main 

houseboat, into his yellow boat, and out onto the lake, 
a puff of smoke over his head. 

 Edward wants to stop the boy, hold him tight, but 

he doesn’t. His eyes follow the vines enfolding the 

houseboats. He sees people walking the streets, 

across the lake, far off in distance. Beyond them he 
follows the mountains, upward, looking like a giant 

projection. Blue toned mountains, as far as the eye will 

see, like a backdrop to an enormous theatre show. It 

seems unmoved.  
 

It’s as if he has just seen all this. He blinks. Thinks that 

he wants to keep this, out-sidedness. He sees himself 

here forever, and whilst it’s a false image, it feels 

warm, like a match striking the burn inside.  
 He walks inside, to face the mirror.  
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 Instead of seeing his face, he looks beyond: 

leather jacket slouched over a chair, his bag scrunched 

on the floor, his clothes flattened to the ground like old 
people, deflated or dead. He turns and looks. But from 

this perspective it all changes. It doesn’t seem the 

same. He just stands here, going between the mirror 

and the real image, twisting around from the reflection 

to the clear view, like a child playing. The letter falls off 
the ceiling, creating a sound as it hits the bed.  

 Fuck it. He’ll go to Bombay and find Thomas 

Mann.  

 He places the letter in his pocket and puts his 
things in his bag. He takes a handful of fruit from the 

side table. Instead of walking into the main houseboat 

to say goodbye to the old servant and Mica, Edward 

climbs out the window and ushers down a Boatman 

rowing past.  
 He left a note and some money on his bedside 

table.  
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 Mica, it was an absolute pleasure. I’ll never forget 

sitting on the roof looking into the stars with you. If you 

hear from Dick please let him know that I’ve gone back 

to Amsterdam, something urgent has come up. Mica, 

please make sure the old man gives Happy an 

education with the blue stone—if it is worth the amount 

you guessed? I hope you weren’t joking. Maybe we’ll 

meet again someday. Enjoy the smoke, and the 

happiness. Affably, E. Wolfe.  

  

 Smoke wafts over the boatman’s head, creating 

clouds. From where Edward sits, at the back of the 
canoe, the Himalayan Mountains line perfectly with the 

crown of his head. Edward looks around, and like 

anything familiar that’s left behind, he becomes 

nostalgic for this water village and begins to notice 

things for the first time. He sees the floating vegetable 
gardens and the people. The people looking pensively 

out their floating windows. He sees the roof of a 

Mosque and remembers the sounds of the drum. It’s all 

peace, he thinks, then another Boatman rows past and 

disrupts his mind, ‘Hash! Hash, sir, hash!’ 
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 Edward faces forward; they are almost on the 

other side.  

 The muscles in the Boatman’s arms flex with 
each stroke. Edward desires to kiss him, hold him tight 

and kiss him. It’s been a while.  

  The man stops and Edward climbs out, handing 

him the rupee note.  

 He wants to feel the man’s skin, to kiss him—but 
the man is far away, lost to the houseboats and other 

canoes. Looking out, Edward sees his beach, Gene’s 

beach. The houseboats become beach shacks. He is 

beginning to understand, he thinks. Whenever he is in 
a liminal space, on the edge between land and water, 

Edward’s mind becomes an image of the Australian 

coastline, as if the place is embedded in his 

unconscious, for a reason. He can’t avoid it. No matter 

how far he goes. Still, he jerks away, onward.  
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Edward walks down the main road in Srinagar, no; no, 

no, he speaks calmly as men ask him if he needs a 

took-took or hash. The road is long and seemingly 
empty. The people are so light in their mass presence 

and almost camouflaged by the surrounding colours, 

it’s as if he’s the only one here. His sense of mystery is 

only a substitute for the feeling that he doesn’t belong 

here, he thinks. This isn’t his place. The East has 
something that some Westerner will never know, and 

the thought almost relieves his suffering, makes his 

mind up. Fuck it, he thinks, that’s it: he’ll go to America. 

 At the end of the road is a military stop. These 
army men seem honest, they have something to fight 

for, and the fact he doesn’t know what makes it seem 

even more real.  

 ‘I looking lunch,’ Edward says.  
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 He walks into the next small and dusty restaurant 

off the main road, it is empty apart from an old Indian 

man, wearing a white turban and holding a walking 
stick behind the counter. Edward can hear someone in 

the kitchen and there’s a strong smell of garlic. Under 

his long and greying beard the old man is smiling. And 

his eyes are like balls of lead, grey, blurry and slightly 

blue. Garlic, Edward thinks. He sits down at a chair 
nearest the peeling wall, facing away from the street, 

and he nods at the old man in respect, then turns to 

face the menu, written into the wooden table and 

covered in plastic.  
 A young boy comes into the shop and heckles 

Edward to buy some postcards. Edward looks up at the 

old man, unsure what to do. The old man remains the 

same. Edward decides to take the postcards and then 

he looks up to the old man for respect but he is shaking 
his head and laughing. Edward turns down, feels like a 

fuckwit tourist, in a place that was starting to seem so 

familiar.  
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 ‘You want some food, man?’ says a young guy 

coming out from the kitchen. He stands at the end of 

the table on a lean, twirling his pen. He wears clean 
jeans and slick hair under a straight cap.  

 ‘Food, man?’  

 Edward turns to the menu.  

 ‘Yes,’ he says, into his palm. ‘Rice, Spicy Paneer 

and … Roti.’ Edward points to the pictures on the table. 
He can taste the soft cheese on his tongue. His 

stomach rumbles with the word, Paneer. 

 The boy rolls his head. Uncertain certainty. 

Edward watches his arse, tight in the jeans. Then he 
comes back with a banana leaf. Edward wonders if the 

boy is testing him. Does he look like Indian, Muslim? 

Banana leaves are for locals only. Foreigners eat off 

porcelain. This is an unspoken rule in India. ‘Thank 

you,’ Edward says.  
 Then the old man with the grey beard speaks to 

the boy and he returns with a normal plate, he says. 

‘It’s fine, please,’ Edward says, pressing the leaf on the 

table. 

 ‘No, my Father says this one is for you. American 
style.’  
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 The boy places the white plate in front of Edward 

and jerks the banana leaf, folds it carefully. There is an 

art to this, Edward thinks. The folds match the skeleton 
of the leaf. Edward makes the inevitable link. He sees, 

within the creases of the leaf, Banana’s dead body 

wrapped under the earth. He cringes and prays that he 

was burnt out to sea. If he had his time again, he would 

ask Sage. 
 Edward eats his meal using his right hand, like 

the Indians do, to spite this old man.   

 The action of chewing slows down his mind.  

 He regrets not telling Thomas straight away that 
he’ll take the job, and wonders what he will do if he 

doesn’t find him. He waves the old man over for the 

bill.  

 ‘Ghar ajeeb aadamee jaana’ the old man says.  

 His face holds a truth to this place, Edward thinks, 
this man could not be from anywhere else. Edward 

sees his own reflection in the man’s pupil and instead 

of turning away he faces that transparency—the man’s 

eyes speak of him. It is a feeling. A feeling that the old 

man and Edward are one—and it is just another part of 
a story that Edward could never write.   
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 ‘bevakooph amerikee.’ The man laughs tobacco 

spit on Edward’s face. 

 Edward stands up, pushes the man aside, leaving 
the cash on the table. He is looking like a puffer fish out 

of the see. Lying on a rock, ready to die. The boy from 

the kitchen comes over and pulls Edward out. ‘Don’t 

worry,’ he says, and he waves his father away.  

 ‘My father thinks, like most of the old men here, 
that you know, America thinks we’re all terrorist.’ The 

young man looks at Edward. ‘His business is dying, no 

tourists come here anymore, to Srinagar, they’re afraid 

of us.’ The boy opens his arms. ‘But sir, nothing to be 
afraid of.’ The boy removes his white cap. ‘They make 

hate just for our religion,’ he says, shaking his head. 

 Edward goes to speak— 

 ‘Your probably a nice American man sir, but is 

true.’  
 ‘I’m Australian,’ Edward says, and turns outside, 

to the road.  

 The boy rolls his head. ‘Same, same,’ he says.  
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 Edward swerves through the people with his eyes 

squinted. He has a white shirt wrapped over his head 

to avoid being heckled. He doesn’t turn to see the 
shops with the colourful cloth or the cheap leather 

goods or the handmade Kashmir rugs or the jewellery. 

To the bus station. Edward sits amongst the chaos 

waiting for his bus, which the man at the counter had 

told him would arrive in half an hour. The man couldn’t 
speak English so Edward has no idea if he has a real 

ticket or if the bus will even get him to Bombay or 

whether it will even arrive. Edward can’t escape the 

people staring at him, begging and crying. Children 
approach him with rags hanging off their skeleton 

frames, with desperate faces. He understands that 

Happy was already one of the lucky ones. Shit. The 

world is just impossible, he thinks, waving them away 

with the back of his palm. They go and then come with 
their Mothers. Shoeless women in ripped white cloth 

with faces the texture of dirt, too old to be alive. 

 It’s all too much.  
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 He can’t escape his whiteness. Feels like a 

walking US dollar Bill. He stands and walks quickly 

around a corner, down an alley and behind a tree. The 
smell of hash wafts from a group of young boys sitting 

around their motorbikes smoking. He lights his 

cigarette and sits down, trying to mould himself into the 

trees trunk. He finds a moment of peace.  

 Dirt comes rushing around the tree with the burr 
of a motorbike. One of the kids on an oversize bike 

rushes past and jams on the breaks, covering Edward 

in stones and dust and the rest of the group claps and 

shouts. Edward stands up and looks. Impossible, he 
thinks. Under the black spray-paint he can see spots of 

blue. It couldn’t be? 

 The boy twists the bike into a series of deadly 

donuts and then rips past Edward, looking through the 

crack in the helmet. You almost broke a leg, kid, 
Edward thinks. He decides that it is not the blue Bullet 

and sits back against the trunk, wiping the dirt out of 

his eyes.   

 The boy stands, proud, leaning against the huge 

bike beside his group of friends.  
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 The paint does look new. Edward walks over to 

the group.  

 ‘Look,’ he says, demonstrating. ‘You kids have to 
hold the bike like this when you turn.’  

 They look at him and laugh, except for the one 

boy holding the bike.  

 ‘Here,’ Edward says. ‘I’ll show you something, 

okay?’ 
 The one boy nods.  

 Edward tears around the back of the train station, 

leaning into corners with the boy strapped to his back. 

‘See, what I mean,’ he yells. ‘Like this.’  
 Edward feels eighteen again, doing donuts on the 

beach with his mates, but that is a delusional memory: 

when Edward was eighteen he wasn’t doing donuts on 

the beach with his mates. He was smoking cigarettes 

by the window with his grandmother Gene, dreaming of 
Amsterdam. No, that’s not real either. He was 

depressed and had just survived a serious car 

accident. He was heartbroken. 

 ‘Just be careful,’ Edward says, feeling like a man, 

swinging the boy off the bike. 
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 ‘You be careful,’ he says again, rubbing his palms 

together.  

 ‘And don’t smoke too many fucking cigarettes, 
kids.’  

 Edward lights up, turns and walks around the 

corner. A man waves him toward a bus full of feet 

hanging out the windows. He can already feel the wind 

against his feet. As they begin to skirt the side of 
mountains, he’ll be lying back watching it all go by, 

smoking as many cigarettes as he wants.  

 

Edward watches the dirt being spat out under the tyres. 
He lies back in his sleeper cabin, with his feet out the 

window, looking over the landscape. The dirt falls from 

under the rubber into the abyss over the edge of the 

cliff, lost to the mist. It’s completely soundless up here, 

high in the mountains. The driver is a maniac, like 
every other bus driver, absolutely reckless.  

 Stranger than fiction, he thinks, lying back. 

 There’s no way he could write the story of the 

blue Bullet. Who would believe him?  
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 The old cliché, like all clichés, is true. He shakes 

his head. Life’s stranger than fiction. And then he lights 

a fag, facing the outside. They are drifting high above 
the clouds. Edward crosses his chest but this is 

probably not a good time to jest. This is his perfect 

opportunity, Edward thinks, looking up toward the 

heavens. The more Edward sees of the world, it’s sad 

and loathsome creatures (himself), the more he thinks. 
If a God does exist, he’s an evil bastard. The paranoid 

voice of the Dutch woman sways in his head. How 

common it is for these busses to drop off the edge. 

Statistics of death and disaster, as if there’s nothing 
good to talk of. He thinks about his own suffering. His 

own demons of death caused by his uselessness, 

designed by God. Lighting up, we’re a hopeless race, 

he thinks. 
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 He looks down at the jagged silvery mountains 

below and feels their bitter cold on his face. If he was 

to die here and now, he thinks, at least he’s away from 
the rest of humanity: worried about death and not even 

living. Anyway, he thinks, he’s sounding like some 

religious hypocrite. His dirty blue jeans and bare black 

feet hang out the window. Edward hums a melody to 

the Indian accents in the bus, but it doesn’t sound 
anything like the real sounds. He continues humming 

and wonders in this exact moment—on a song, 

barefoot, looking out at some unknown sky. Is this 

happiness? And with the prospect of death by 
thousands of feet—just there: he moves his head out, 

it’s a sheer drop. And crammed into a bunk with the 

wind in his face toward the clouds. And with his mind 

clear. Edward decides that if this is not happiness than 

death must be. And that relieves his fear of going over 
the edge, as if everything he thinks-up has an ulterior, 

unknown at the time, motive.   

 Domestic life seems like a nightmare from this 

distance.  
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 Edward lights a cigarette to kill the banal thought 

and okay, he says, acknowledging that’s the reason for 

his habit. But it works. And he stares out completely 
thoughtless, chain-smoking for hours, lost to the ever-

changing landscape. At one moment dry and rocky and 

the next dark green and dripping in acrylic, like some 

Surrealist painting. The night sky begins to darken the 

view out the window, like a natural curtain, putting an 
end to the show of thoughts. Edward drifts almost into 

sleep. He is thinking that for the first time in his life he 

understands peace. Sorry: he speaks toward the 

blackness. Sorry. The night wind seems to change his 
face, like a friend talking away loneliness just by their 

presence. One that tells you your beautiful. The wind 

keeps him company in that way and even though it’s 

cold Edward feels warm and dead-tired from his over-

active mind, it’s a good tired. 
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Edward remembers the night, but the noise and the 

dust, which feels more inside than out, blurs the 

memory into nothing. Where is Thomas? How to find 
him within the millions of people and endless dusty 

houses and in the humanity spawning out to the 

horizon? Then he rubs at his eyes and remembers he 

has the piece of paper with Thomas’s address and he 

sees that the outside isn’t Bombay anyway, just 
another dusty bus depot in the middle of nowhere.  

 He closes his eyes and imagines drifting forever, 

sees himself travelling for six months, six years, and in 

the end, when he’s sick of the mountain scene, he’ll 
just roll out the open window. Death. 

 When he opens his eyes, a man is looking at him. 

 ‘Get off bus. Trip end. Another bus.’ 

 ‘Where are we?’ 

 ‘Off bus. Finish.’ The man puffs smoke in 
Edward’s face. ‘You wait out, new bus in hours.’ 

 Edward breathes the smoke into his lungs, 

preparing for the new image.     

 ‘New bus to Mumbai, Bombay?’ Edward says, 

‘Bombay? Mumbai? Bombay?’  
 The man just laughs and rolls his head. 
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 Edward has no idea where he is, only that he 

should be on route to Bombay, as quickly as possible. 

He should know by now that quickly is an 
untranslatable word in India. He buys a chai from the 

first man to offer and goes and finds a quiet place to 

squat, drink and smoke but that’s impossible too, 

quietly. So he squats amongst the chaos and he may 

as well be smoking dust and drinking people’s sweat. 
Fuck it, he tells himself, this is India, and sucks back. 

The colourful market square, which is surrounded by 

rubber and metal—buses, is mayhem. Dust, animals, 

and people move across the sizzling ground, burning 
under the midday sun. Wild dogs chew on plastic 

around his feet. Edward has found a shadow from the 

far off mountains. He stands under it. Breathes in the 

cool air.  
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 Buses come and go and people swarm between 

them, trying to jump a roof for a free ride. Organised 

mayhem, he thinks. No one is killed. Pink, yellow, and 
blues, browns, blacks and creamy shades of white 

against the food and clothing stores. Bright signage 

made-up for travellers. And cows, nuts, chickens, 

shitloads of fruit. Mangoes piled high on bicycles, 

bananas and peaches in abundance. As if this is the 
end route from the Garden of Eden. Everything is 

enveloped in a hot midday sun, burning bright in the 

blue sky. Edward blinks. If he was a photographer, 

this—the whole fucking thing, he thinks, is a prize-
winning image, and if he could find the words, a prize 

winning book.  

 As he squats barefoot, looking around, with his 

shirt loose and open, his facial hair bushy, and with a 

shirt wrapped over his head, and with his sunburnt skin 
and cigarette smoking from his lips, and an old water 

bottle crinkled on the dirt below his toes—Edward looks 

like an Indian man. 

 He could live here, he thinks.  
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 This place is doing something too him. Has it 

cured his madness? He’s unsure. However, the chaos 

is calming. It doesn’t make any sense—his sense of 
peace here. But he can’t deny the feeling: lightness. He 

feels as transparent as that blue stone, in this moment, 

it’s like he could slip into another dimension or time 

zone or space. This sparks the same question he 

asked the man in his dream, in Berlin, what is 
madness? While he feels calm, with strong sense of 

sanity, here now, he’s also thinking about transparency 

and shifting spaces and other time dimensions. What is 

madness? He thinks.  
 Fuck it. Edward stands up and sucks the dusty air 

into his lungs. Onward. 
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 The same man that told him to get off the last bus 

tells him to get back on ‘this one, new bus, very nice 

sir,’ and Edward has a feeling he’s paying top dollar for 
this new bus that looks like it’s rolled straight out of the 

scrapyard. Edward ducks as he walks on board, not 

because he’s too tall but because he’s afraid the 

people crowding the roof will fall through the rust, and 

with the thought he stands upright, becoming aware of 
his white mind. Edward climbs into a bunk and lies 

down.   

 You’re in okayness, he says. 

 On the bus, waiting for it to move, Edward notices 
a woman outside the window. She is looking at him. 

She pulls away at the sight of his eyes, or maybe at his 

whiteness? He’s unsure. The sun has hardened her 

face. She looks at him again. He sees her eyes are 

shaped like pistachios and the same colour. And they 
are incredibly bright against the white cotton wrapped 

over her head.  

 How hadn’t he seen her outside? He desires to 

talk with her, to hear her voice. Would it be soft or 

coarse? A strange thought, or feeling, he is looking at 
her like she’s the first woman he’s seen.  
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 His conscious mind tells him his gaze is that of an 

Englishman from the 1950’s but he doesn’t listen. He 

can’t take his eyes off her. It’s deeper than sexual 
desire, he thinks. He hasn’t felt this since—he has 

never felt this. He doesn’t move his eyes in fear of 

losing her amongst the masses. She remains there, in 

perfect view, as if outside of everyone else. She is 

looking at, now not with her eyes but with her body 
language. He lifts his Ray Bans. The skin around his 

eyes tightens. He focuses. She seems to be moving 

her body to the tap of his eyelids. Blink. Movement. He 

blinks and she moves. And again. The strangest thing, 
he thinks. Her body moves like a dancer. He keeps 

blinking. A private show. And then she begins to move 

without his blinking; she spins around and sways her 

hips and her white dress picks up in the wind, revealing 

golden-dark skin, and her friends join in unaware that 
this is for Edward, for them, an unusual conversation 

between two strangers. Edward with his eyes and the 

woman with her dancing, how wonderful, he thinks. 

And then the bus begins to move and he wants to jump 

out the window. He tilts his head out, sees her at the 
last moment. Did she just blow him a kiss? She leaves 
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her open palm outwards. It couldn’t have been for 

anyone else. He turns his head out further but with the 

bright sun, dust, colour, and people, she is lost. Her 
image remains, lingering under his eyelids. Then the 

view changes to green fields of rice, and then villages, 

and then emptiness. Her ghost remains out there. She 

is beautiful, he thinks, and her shadow fades to 

nothing. 
 Do we ever grow up?  

 Does the past ever become something other? 

Something new?  

 Edward is remembering the film My Girl. How 
ridiculous, he thinks. That woman had reminded him of 

the girl in the film My Girl. Idiot.  

 Perhaps it was because he was an only child or 

because he didn’t know his mother well, or maybe it 

was for no reason at all, but young Edward would 
daydream of the girl from that film. My Girl. A star 

would shoot above the ocean and Gene would tell him 

to make a wish. Edward would close his eyes, clench 

his teeth, and wish to meet the most beautiful girl in the 

world. My Girl.  
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 He met Sage. She was visiting her grandparents 

who lived up the sandy track from Gene. Edward 

pauses—that love for Sage was probably imaginary. 
Childhood fantasy? Then, all of a sudden, his whole 

past feels obsolete, like it was someone else’s, not his, 

and so, the present. His mind turns over the remnants 

of a childhood memory that isn’t even his. What a 

hopeless useless man.  
 

Edward has begun choosing the moving pictures 

outside, between cigarettes, if anything else—as an 

attempt to kill-of his internal mind. The memories and 
thoughts that aren’t his—is what he decides. His view 

remains the same, when he blinks it’s a shot of villages 

or rice fields. But there are narratives out there, and he 

has begun to let them in, almost unconsciously. 

 Drifting through a village Edward sees an old man 
in a fruit shop.  

 To pass the time, Edward hears his story. Is he 

aware that he hasn’t allowed stories into his mind for, 

what, ten years? As time passes it’s like his life and 

mind in Amsterdam was nothing.  
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 This old man in the fruit shop has rubber skin, 

wears a white singlet, and has his dog sitting by his 

side. The man picks up a single orange. Edward 
imagines. He is thinking should I buy this fruit? The 

man’s dog barks: just buy the fucking orange. Barks 

again: old man. The man barks back at the dog: I’m 

checking for bruises, fuck off. But that’s not true. You 

can see it in the old man’s eyes. He wants the dog to 
be silent so he can hear. The man hears the story from 

the fruit. He imagines. The bumpy road the orange 

travelled from southern India. He feels the worn hands 

that picked the orange. He hears from the woman who 
picked it, thank you Mother, she had said before 

placing it in her handmade basket. The he puts the 

orange into a plastic bag and takes it to the counter.  
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 Edward is imagining this, of course. The man is 

long gone. The bus is back, following the empty 

highway. It’s strange how the mind holds onto images, 
and if you let it, invents stories. You should see the 

man’s face, Edward thinks, when he’s eating the 

orange. Funny how happiness can be found in the 

strangest places, Edward thinks. We should never 

judge another’s happiness. The scene has turned to 
green rice fields and Edward sees, out there, working 

the land, another character.  

 A very effective way to pass the time, Edward 

thinks, lighting a smoke.  
 He watches the man in the rice field. A blue shirt 

and straw hat. Hunched over like a slave, so that some 

Westerner, like himself, can buy the grains from a 

clean bag at a clean supermarket in Amsterdam or 

America, or Australia. The Slave Trade, he thinks, 
remembering, ended in the nineteenth century. Ha ha! 

But then, he thinks, this is maybe an unfair portrait, and 

typical.  

 He tries again. Remembering the man and the 

rice field.  
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 The man has a small family in the local village. A 

wife and a young child. By working the rice fields he 

can afford food and basic shelter. This is all he needs 
and wants. This makes him happy. Anything more 

would be a burden, and so if some Westerner turned 

up to this man’s village with a truckload of money, he 

says to his wife that he will pull out his machete and 

scream band bakavaas: fuck off. In his home this man 
needs to feel the dirt under his feet and the rain against 

his tin roof. Simple. Fuck off. Keep your American 

money, he would say. I’m happy. Buy my rice and 

leave me in peace. Eat my rice. Fuck it. Throw it at 
each other. Save it for your next war. I don’t care so as 

long as you keep you’re filthy American money and 

your dirty dreams to yourself. Band Bakavaas! In my 

life I want to feel the dirt and hear Mother’s rain! And 

then his wife makes him chai and tells him to relax. 
Aaraam karen, she says. But he’s serious, he tells her, 

this is how he feels.  

 Edward thinks about it.  
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 The Vietnam War, for example, how many men 

would share this same story? And, anyway, how long 

has he been imagining the man’s story? Edward wants 
to try again but outside is now chaos.  

 There’s a mass of people surrounding the bus. 

It’s almost impossible to see individuals rather than one 

moving body. If the French artist Gauguin were here, 

he would paint a spectacular image, Edward thinks. He 
looks around, must be in Bombay. Colour, religion, 

glass, sounds, advertisements, poverty—mass 

poverty—wealth, English buildings and wealth, dust, 

poverty, souvenirs, shops, shopping malls, slums—
Edward feels like he’s overdosing on some bad drug. 

It’s all too much and he is beginning to loath his skin. 

He wants to close the window, but there’s no glass. 

People heckle him, hitting near his window frame with 

their hands and with objects, and so he wraps the t-
shirt back over his face, and with his Ray Bans he now 

looks like some tourist in the Moroccan desert, but he 

is, at least, now almost unrecognisable as a whitey, 

and the heckling begins to stop.   
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Edward’s too afraid to look around, as if he’s been in 

the mountains for years. He can’t see the city as a 

whole and doesn’t want to see it anyway. He desires 
the fragments of the village. He is remembering. The 

woman from the bus stop. The boy from Srinagar. The 

man from the rice fields. The mountains have warped 

his memory of the city. Its madness seems new and 

strange.  
 Edward gets ripped-off by a took-took driver and 

then checks into an expensive hotel, the first place he 

sees. The hotel room has a view of the slums on one 

side and the city on the other. Edward sees the 
brochure for Slum Tours on his bed and throws it out 

the window. Useless, he thinks. He is wealthy. He is 

lucky. He lies down on the bed and pulls at his skin. He 

taps at his elbow, as if trying to speak to the individual 

parts that make us one. What is wrong with us? He 
sees his body as the city and himself as the reason for 

the disparity in this view. The mountains have done 

something to him.  

 Edward smokes a fag, trying to change his mind, 

to make it right.  
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 Look, he says to himself, you’re in Bombay now 

and you’ll be in America soon, normality.  

 But it’s another useless thought.  
 He can’t understand it, can’t make sense of it: his 

mind. His reality suddenly becomes enveloped in an 

urgent sadness. He feels incapable of doing anything, 

as if paralysed by his own self. Edward moves and sits 

on the floor of the shower. He feels every droplet of 
water against his skin. Warm water, he thinks, you 

lucky bastard. And with his eyes closed, he soon finds 

the words again.  

 You’re in okayness.  
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 Edward gets dressed. Levis. Shirt. Leather jacket. 

Doc Martins. Ray Bans. He checks, the piece of paper 

with the address in his pocket. Takes the lift 
downstairs. He asks the woman at reception for a taxi, 

he got ripped off earlier, he says, and asks her as well 

for the date, and the time. She tells him that the place 

he needs to be is close, walking distance, but he asks 

for the taxi anyway. Good, he checks—it’s the correct 
date for Thomas’ play. Edward feels a sudden rush of 

comfort with his future. It’s meant to be, he figures. But 

deep down he knows what it is. The anxiety of his 

freedom is cured by his sense of direction. A sense of 
direction that is outside of him! Free will! He laughs. 

 Shit. 

 As the taxi takes off, Edward stares out the 

windscreen.  

 Incredible, he thinks.  
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 It’s as if all the animals and people and 

automobiles of the world have been placed here, or 

rather there, on this one wide street, as a social 
experiment. The noises are enormous. They are barely 

moving. In front is a scooter with a baby hanging off the 

back of a woman with a boy in front of her and then a 

man in front of the boy driving with a dog and a cat in 

his lap. Fucking hell.  
 The driver looks over at Edward, sees his 

expression and laughs.   

 ‘Is it always like this?’ Edward asks. 

 But the man doesn’t seem to understand. He just 
shakes his head. He winds down a few side streets 

and then comes to a stop in front of a large European 

building with a wide, swooping car park.  

 Apart from the sign, India Mission by Thomas 

Mann, there is nothing much else around.  
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 Edward stands out front working his way through 

the packet of Marlboro’s. Soon a few long black cars 

begin to arrive, like a funeral procession. He walks past 
the gate and through the car park, where people in 

black and white clothing are hopping out of expensive 

cars toward, what looks like, London’s Royal Albert 

Hall. Edward walks through the large sculptured doors, 

past the suits.  
 Standing in the middle of the room, like a statue, 

is Thomas Mann.  

 His face is lit-up under the chandelier. Edward 

watches himself winding around endless mountains in 
the bus above the clouds. That seems wonderful from 

here. Could he go back? People shuffle around him in 

the doorway. He just stares at the statue-like Thomas, 

thinking of the hills.  

 What is he doing here?  
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 This room is full of ugly white people in black 

suits. He feels like he’s stuck in a white desert, covered 

in flies. He needs a drink. There are sparkling women 
with too much glitter and make-up. He desires the 

woman from the bus stop. Edward turns around, looks 

outside. There is green grass, and beyond that a sea of 

roofs, and beyond that a slither of blue sky and a puff 

of cloud. He turns, in-and-out, and then back, in-and-
out, twisting or dancing, feeling like an idiot. Can’t 

make up his mind.  

 He wants to leave, go back and re-trace his 

steps. It’s like the old days in here, black and white, 
and outside is the new technicolour. He goes back and 

forth, twisting and turning, as if this is the most 

important moment in his life.  

 People start pointing at him behind their drinks, 

talking under their palms.  
 With his Ray Bans and dirty blue jeans he looks 

out of place.  
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 Edward closes his eyes. Give me a sign, he 

thinks. He sees the bus, sees himself there, looking out 

the window. He can smell the crisp Himalayan air. Can 
see the stars. He follows himself walking up a cliff. He 

doesn’t turn away from the thought. He is walking 

upward, searching for— 

 ‘Edward.’  

 He opens his eyes, loses the thought.  
 ‘Edward, it’s good to see you.’  

 Thomas places his hand firm on Edward’s 

shoulder and with ease he spins Edward around so 

they are facing eye-to-eye.  
 ‘Cassandra,’ Thomas says.  

 He’s holding a glistening doll beside him.  

 ‘Meet Edward, darling, he’ll be working with me in 

L.A.’ 

 Fate? Edward can’t speak, just thoughts.  
 ‘Fabulous,’ the woman says, pointing away from 

them. ‘I’ll be over there, darling.’   

 Thomas watches her walking away. He grunts. 

‘Left right rock hard,’ he says, jamming his fist out. It 

connects with Edward’s chest.  
 Edward coughs. 
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 ‘So, you’re coming then?’ Thomas says, turning. 

 ‘I could really use your help on this synopsis, you 

know.’ And he removes his fist. ‘You’ve seen what 
Srinagar is like. The poverty, the Muslims.’ He pauses. 

‘You’ll be a welcome voice, Ed.’  

 Edward is blank.  

 ‘Yes,’ he eventually says. 

 Thomas stands before him in a grey and black 
suit, much taller than Edward, distracted by the people 

around him. ‘Nice to see you,’ he says, ‘hello, darling, 

welcome.’ He kisses women on their cheeks and 

shakes men’s hands. Then Edward changes. He 
invents a loud cough.  

 ‘Thomas,’ he says, ‘what’s the deal, I mean—’ 
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 Thomas interrupts, looking Edward straight in the 

eye. ‘I’ve got your flight, 11 AM tomorrow. We’ll set-up 

a contract in L.A. I might only need you for the 
synopsis. I’ll pay you, say, a thousand US for that, 

Edward, and cover all your living expenses.’ He leans 

into a woman’s cheek. ‘Think of it as a holiday, Ed.’ 

Another woman. ‘Look,’ he says with a smile. ‘You 

don’t have a wife, family?’ He pauses. ‘Good, it’s a no-
brainer then.’ And he turns to walk away. ‘See you at 

11.’  

 ‘Okay,’ Edward says. ‘I’ll see you tomorrow 

morning.’ 
 Thomas walks back over. ‘You staying around for 

the show?’ 

 ‘No, I—’ 

 ‘Good.’ Thomas interrupts him again. He leans 

against Edward’s ear. ‘Get out of here, you look like an 
Indian mountain peasant,’ he says, sniggering. He 

turns away with a smile.  

 Edward stands in the middle of the car park, 

turning those last words over in his head: an Indian 

mountain peasant. What the fuck does that mean, 
Thomas Mann?  
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 Okay, he says to himself, walking down the street 

toward lights and people. You can’t stay in India and 

you need the money. You’re still in okayness.  
  

Edward clears his mind with the new chaos: 

fluorescence, gayness, bright markets, smoke, food, 

and mass people—black, white and red. Edward’s 

never seen so many people. This feels like a city built 
under the influence of cocaine and acid. Bombay, 

baby, Bombay, he says, and as the words exit his 

mouth he feels like drinking and fucking.  

 Hedonism feels like the only cure. 
 He sees his hotel, lit-up like a church in the 

middle of the madness, and walks into the bar across 

from it. The bar is dark and full of smoke and beautiful 

people. An Indian man introduces himself to Edward 

over the sounds of drum and bass.  
 A handsome thirty-something year old in a white 

polka dot suit.  

 Edward doesn’t know what to say—he doesn’t 

feel like talking. So he lets the man speak.  
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 He is a painter, the man says. Bombay is the best 

place in the world to paint. Says you can find subjects 

in the slums, in the casinos, in the sex dens, 
everywhere. Says it’s India’s first capitalist city and that 

here, in India, that will never work, so it’s amazing, he 

says, it’s absolute chaos, the most colourful chaos in 

the world and, as a surrealist, that’s pure inspiration. 

 ‘You’re a surrealist?’ Edward says.  
 They drink mojitos and the man pays and invites 

Edward back to his apartment, above the bar. The 

apartment is full of artists, he says, and more beautiful 

people. Makes the American ball look hopelessly dull. 
Edward takes some white powder up the nose, for the 

first time in years. And he dances naked over the 

balcony above the neon city lights. Strangers make 

love on the couch inside.  

 ‘Bombay, baby,’ whispers a woman in broken 
English to Edward’s ear.  

 He’s never been to a party like this. What is this 

place? 
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 He turns. The woman’s face glistens under the 

cocaine. She is slim, covered in sweat. Her nipples are 

pink and hard. They sway together on the balcony, 
trying to speak. This feeling burns inside him. She 

smells sweet. Edward reaches in, again, to sniff her 

neck. She leans over the balcony.  He pulls his lips 

off her skin and sees her pull the flower from a pot 

plant hanging over the edge. ‘Beautiful,’ she says, 
placing it behind Edward’s ear.  
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 She offers him some more coke, dips her finger 

into the bag and holds it up to Edward’s nose. He 

sucks back. That’s the last thing he remembers. 
Edward wakes up the next morning on the floor inside. 

He sees the yellow flower scrunched in the blanket and 

places it in his pocket—no, he’s naked. He finds his 

jeans, tangled in the sheet. The woman’s brown skin 

glows against the white-tiled floor. He is imagining how 
she must have felt, wrapped around his body. He feels 

like waking her, thanking her for the flower. Then he 

turns behind him and sees the Indian man from the bar 

tangled up naked. And for a moment he looks at the 
man, then the women, and feels hurt. Everything is 

spinning—the bottles, the naked bodies, the ash and 

leftover smoke—it’s all rushing around his head.  

 Edward walks out of the strange room, holding 

the scrunched-up yellow flower in his hand. He takes 
the elevator to floor zero and waves down the first cab 

he sees, but the driver laughs, pointing across the 

road. A strange coincidence, Edward thinks, not 

remembering.  

 ‘You have time?’ Edward says to the driver, 
tapping his wrist. 
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 ‘Yes, much time.’  

 ‘Sorry,’ Edward says— 

 The man interrupts. ‘It’s okay, sir.’ 
 ‘I mean, sorry, do you know the time?’ He holds 

his wrist.  

 ‘Yes,’ the driver says, pressing the button on his i-

Phone. ‘Ten o’clock.’ 

 Shit. 
 ‘Would you wait here, please. I come back in five 

minutes, okay?’ 

 The driver nods. ‘Okay, no problem,’ he says, 

turning up the knob on the dash. 
 The music is too much. Edward runs across the 

road, up the elevator, holding his head. And he grabs 

his bag without looking at the view. And he pays his bill 

by tapping his credit card. He runs out. 

 ‘Airport, he says. ‘I go to the airport, please, as 
fast as you can drive.  

 

Edward meets Thomas Mann at exactly 11 AM in front 

of the Departures Sign, as planned.   

 Thomas has their tickets.  
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 He stands, a very large man, beside his shiny 

black suitcase that matches his suit jacket.  

 ‘I thought you might be a no-show, Ed,’ Thomas 
says, handing over the ticket. ‘I thought I was going to 

have to send someone to kill you.’ He hits Edward on 

the shoulder. ‘Ha ha ha.’  

 Edward’s head burns, everything around him 

melts with his mind.  
 What did he take last night?  

 He can’t remember.  

 The foreign voices swarming him seem 

extraordinarily loud.  
 ‘Follow me,’ Thomas says. 

 Edward walks under Thomas’ shadow, through 

the fluorescent airport, past the men with guns and 

eventually onto the plane where Thomas takes the 

window seat. Edward sits beside him drinking beer. He 
looks like Dick. Edward’s head fills with laughter at the 

thought. With dopamine still spinning through his blood 

vessels he has to close his eyes to contain the 

laughter.  

 ‘Ha ha ha,’ he says, simultaneously telling himself 
to remembers the mountains.  
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 The mountains. 

 The image from the window of the bus eases his 

mind. The Himalayas. 
 As the plane takes off his head spins and he 

could vomit. He closes his eyes until the plane is 

horizontal. He opens. It’s okay. He could be on a bus 

or a train. The plane is enormous, doesn’t feel like it’s 

moving at all. As the drugs dissipate, he begins to feel 
an overwhelming sensation: sterility. It is a feeling. The 

cleanliness feels like a plague. Wealthy Americans, he 

thinks, looking around. Whenever he turns he sees 

another person squirting Dettol onto their palm. And 
when he’s not looking he can hear the tapping of the 

caps and then the squirting. His nose is full of that god-

awful smell, Dettol. He can taste it in his beer and so 

he sculls and clenches the can with his palm. 

 His behaviour is unconscious, a bodily response 
to his new reality. It’s as if he is denying it.  

 ‘Edward, what are you doing?’ Thomas says, 

turning up from his book. 

 ‘Ease up Thomas,’ Edward says—something Dick 

would have said—and with the immediate look on 
Thomas’ face, he regrets his carelessness.  
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 He looks away, outside. His eyeballs feel like they 

are doing aerobics in their sockets.  

 He turns down to the virtual map. It is like a 3D 
film. He vows never to do drugs again.  

 As a kind of meditation, he moves his index finger 

round and round the map on the screen, drawing 

circles, and while it feels as if his finger is sinking into 

the screen, it helps. As the plane moves further away 
from the Indian continent, Edward sobers, and he feels 

like he shed part of himself there, a part he never knew 

existed. Edward, eventually, comes back to himself. He 

begins to hear, and it seems like it’s every second 
word, terrorism—announcements coming out from the 

planes speakers. Edward remembers old grey beard 

from the restaurant in Srinagar. This is the reason he’s 

losing business: fear. The fear is in the word: terrorism. 

There is no terrorism there is just terrorism.  
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 Anyway, he thinks, trying to change. And he 

admits that place don’t matter, no matter the past, no 

matter the present, it comes down to the people—and 
even if that is cliché he doesn’t care. He feels happy to 

have gone to India and learnt that. Because he knows 

he will probably never feel it again. Mica, the boy, the 

old servant, grey beard, the woman, the man from the 

rice fields—these people did something to him.  
 ‘Srinagar is beautiful,’ he says. 

 Dick turns.  

 ‘Jesus, Ed, you’ll be deported for saying that 

word. There are terrorists everywhere up there.’ 
 Edward nods to himself. Feels like he’s 

understood a worldly truth: the secret is in the word.  

 As night folds over the plane, Edward looks at this 

stranger asleep beside him.  

 Thomas’s head is illuminated by his reading light. 
He is looking like some strange animal. His face is too 

square, and too pale. His eyes jolt out under the skin. 

His body is wide and lanky. His designer-suit covers up 

this disjointed mess. Edward sees beneath it.  

 How ironic, Edward amuses, his dreams used to 
be so vivid and yet this is real. 
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 When Thomas wakes he looks over at Edward 

and nods. Then he goes back down to his book, reads 

a page, and falls asleep. He does this over throughout 
the flight. 

 Edward sees it: The Holy Bible.  

 He looks closer, beside Thomas’s sleeping head, 

inscribed below the book’s title: Father Thomas Mann. 

Edward’s face curdles. He looks behind, leaning up 
over the chair for an escape route. India is long gone. 

He turns out the window, looks as far as his eyes will 

go, squinting into the blackness. He sees a cloud and 

focuses. It grows larger with his eyes. Edward kisses it 
in his mind. Then a star shoots and he goes to make a 

wish.  

 My Girl, he thinks.  

 Shit. Nothing changes.  

 He closes his eyes and cups his ears, but it’s 
useless. He can’t find that southerly wind. 
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Part Three, Westerly 
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Here is Edward: his Ray Bans reflect the screens light 

as if he were looking into a starry sky, standing straight 

and limp with a loose grey jacket covering his red-floral 
shirt. His jacket, that soft grey, is everywhere. If you 

were a businessman passing him by you may say he 

seemed slow or strange.  Edward stares into the 

screen, focusing on a yellow-coloured code. CH17 

flight to Chile.  
 The yellow reminds him instantly of Yolanda Sun, 

and suddenly he is there.  

 He is looking out the old square window. The rain 

on the glass turns the houseboat scene into a painting 
and then a mirror. He sees his old self. Before the 

memory can take hold he jerks away, back to Thomas, 

and simultaneously crunches-up the plane ticket 

between his palms. The paper hits the floor. It takes 

some time to get through customs, but Thomas uses a 
powerful tone to make progress.  ‘Edward, fill this 

out please. We’re running late, Edward. Edward, 

Edward.’ 
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 Edward watches the American officers behind the 

dark tint of his sunglasses; his lips slightly creased 

upward, his shoulders drooping downward softly, 
tense, flaccid then firm: his whole body seems to be 

watching them. His mind feels like it’s melting, unable 

to think, unsure of where he is. The skin above his 

eyes tightens and loosens with the movements of the 

men with guns. Edward cannot see whole bodies, just 
fragments of limbs; together the men would make a 

brilliant Futurism painting. Shakes his head, they are 

like the gunmen from Goya’s ‘May 13th’. If he were a 

Shaman he would say their auras were sickly grey-
black. He feels it too. As if the gut sparks thought, he 

looks up and scans departure flight times and 

destinations. 
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 Thomas’ body language could mean he is pissed 

off at Edward’s daydreaming—hunched forward with a 

long stride, hurrying away from the gunmen, 
manoeuvring rapidly around the glistening stalls in duty 

free, and then sliding around the fat bodies in the 

endless airport maze. All the stores seem designed so 

you have to move through them. An experiment, 

Edward thinks, in free will. While Thomas is grunting, 
Edward is lost to the loudness; people talking as 

though language is intrinsic to the human condition. His 

eyelids tighten, almost shut. Weaving through the 

cafeteria, a long white corridor under neon lights, 
Edward curls his hands over his ears, creating a shell. 

The sound of people slurping, crunching, and crackling 

disintegrates into an ocean breathing with a southerly 

wind howling. He makes silent observations. A burger 

is a serious object. A symbol. The looks on these 
people’s eyes, he thinks, like cattle before the 

slaughter. The last supper. Edward finds it impossible 

not to see cliché in this American view. Tries to see 

beyond all this.  

 Nothing. 
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 Edward leans back against the glass outside, 

smoking. A homeless man is hunched down beside 

him. Thomas fumbles in his overcoat’s inner pocket. 
The homeless man is face down, repeating the same 

words. Por favour, Senor. With his hands out and 

cupped. Edward watches through the right side of his 

Ray Bans, he leans down for a puff on his smoke and 

captures details from the man: milky-gold ring, black 
and white Nike shoes. Meticulous typography on his 

cardboard sign. Thomas pulls a card from his pocket 

and bends down to the man, which makes him seem 

even bigger than he is. Edward leans in for another 
puff. Sees the white card. Father Thomas Mann. The 

homeless man grunts in Spanish and flicks the card at 

Thomas. Edward sees Thomas’ body spasms with the 

look on his face. Edward has the feeling that Thomas is 

going to kick the man, a heavy boot in the guts. But he 
pauses, invents a cough, straightens his jacket and, as 

if with great strain, steps backward and turns. 

 ‘C’mon Edward,’ he says. ‘That fucker’s going to 

hell.’ 
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Through the car’s dark-tinted glass, grey shapes 

spawn out from the landscape. The buildings become 

more and more out of place. Edward turns them into an 
overgrown forest with his mind. He smiles. A small 

cloud of breath latches to the window. The forest he 

creates is the same forest from one of his 

grandmother’s stories. He feels momentarily warm and 

free of fear. He remembers, a road trip, with his 
parents, up the East Coast of Australia. He was a child. 

All the towns they passed seemed, in Edward’s 

childhood mind—and now, in his adult mind—as 

though history had forgotten them.  Melbourne, he 
remembers, the city, is so different from the rest of 

Australia. And now, here, L.A, he thinks, wondering if 

it’s the same all over the world. America is hiding in 

one city. The rest is a mess, people trying and dying 

and unsure how, just like in every other town in 
Australia. And—fuck it. You’re probably still coming 

down, he tells himself, and ends the thought. 
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  This man, Thomas, sits beside him with his head 

is folded into his breasts, asleep and—ocean 

breathing, folding, disintegrating—snoring. Edward 
thinks of his own Father. He doesn’t turn away. Baby 

Edward couldn’t sleep without that sound. The sound 

of his father snoring—he had forgotten. Edward moves 

his hand over, as if to touch Thomas, and then jerks 

away just before making contact.  
 Turning back to the window, Edward sees a 

fleeting reflection in the glass.  

 Is his Father alive? 

 ‘Did you see any dogs on the road?’ Thomas 
says, pulling him out of his reverie.  

 Edward turns, back to the real. ‘Sorry?’ 

 ‘Did you see any dogs on the road?’  

 ‘No,’ Edward says, turning. Thomas’ face is now a 

Chihuahua’s in his mind.  
 He looks ridiculous.  
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 They come to a stop in what seems to be the 

middle of LA. It’s impossible now to continue dreaming-

up a forest: everything is dead. The architecture is 
neither European nor Indian. Coming-to, Edward sees 

this place as pre-postmodern Singapore. It is a 

landscape of big yellow-toned buildings and fake green 

trees that crawl toward mountains on the horizon. A 

dirty place, he thinks. It’s filled with all types of 
Americans. Hippies, homeless, black, white, 

business—he can’t remember being in a place where 

each person seemed so distinctly other. And he begins 

to see the glass buildings. And the big shiny cars. And 
without trying he quickly understands that these things 

are America’s Gods.  

 He had forgotten about this kind of world.  

 Is Australia like this?  

 Nothing seems real. 
 Thomas tells the driver, ‘be back in an hour,’ and 

taps the screen of his over-size watch beside the 

driver’s left ear. He begins to educate Edward, saying, 

‘The Beatles recorded near here.’ And, ‘Patty Smith 

used to jive round this part of town.’  
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 Jive? As he says these things, Thomas walks 

with a new heavy stagger that doesn’t match his tall 

and lanky body. The back of his head is almost in the 
exact shape of an upside down triangle. 
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 Edward looks around, but it’s not the same place 

that Thomas sees. It’s all grey and dreary as far as 

Edward can see; even the schizophrenic neon lights 
and fake palms seem dull. Edward is fairly certain that 

both Patty Smith and The Beatles recorded in New 

York but he still nods in agreement to this confused 

man, walking Edward like a dog. Thomas’ vision is 

covered in a film of nostalgia, Edward thinks. He 
seems the type who lies constantly, deluding his own 

mind. What is real and what is not become one. The 

bar Edward follows Thomas into is playing pop and 

people are wearing either sports brands and running 
shoes or beards and denim. Two brands of Americans, 

Edward notices.  The young bartender knows 

Thomas as Father Mann and Edward watches 

Thomas’ face change as he slouches and speaks with 

a loose drool, ordering Edward a burger and beer. An 
Aussie, he tells the bartender and orders a vegan 

burger and red wine for him-self. The usual, he iterates 

after his speech, winking. As he turns, Edward sees his 

face change, uptight. 

 They sit outside. ‘Smoke here,’ he says.  
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 Thanks Father. Edward lights up, scanning the 

space under the fag. A few long recycled timber tables 

and orange chairs and green plants and Americans—
he looks at the floor—all wearing brightly coloured 

sneakers. But instead of what they are, Edward sees 

small black hands, and feels soft skin. 

 Thomas’ tone changes from an Indian cool to a 

harsh and hurried commercial grunt. 
 ‘It’s a theatre script, quarter done. Pro-Christian of 

course, yeah.’ 

 Edward nods. Teaspoon of cement, boy—

something his Father would say. He used to pinch 
himself when his Father said that. Now, here, he 

repeats it over.  

 ‘And your job … make it work, yeah?’  

 Yeah. Yeah. Yeah.  

 Edward is thinking only about the money.  
 He pushes his Ray Bans closer to his face with 

his index finger.  

 Teaspoon of cement, boy. Teaspoon of cement. 
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 The LA he had seen in movies is exactly this, but 

the energy, probably from the moving mass of unusual 

people, is even stranger in reality. It’s too real and 
almost impossible to describe in words. 

 He tries. There must have been a time when the 

art scene here was really something. Now the subject 

of the art has taken over the artist, Edward thinks. The 

actual artist’s are hiding, living someplace else. Got to 
find them. Edward leaves his beer half empty and his 

burger half full. He’s unsure if this is to spite Thomas or 

because he’s not hungry, only that it’s something he 

would never do in India. He sparks up, thick clouds 
drift, as if on purpose, into Thomas’s wine glass and 

over his vegetables. Edward smiles under his cig. Then 

he clenches his teeth. Facing this brand new world. 
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As they drift away from inner LA, the landscape 

deconstructs itself, from buildings reaching up to the 

clouds, to houses spawning out, constructing a 
moonscape in Edward’s mind. Edward thinks up the 

beat writers: Kerouac, Ginsberg, Burroughs. If they had 

grown up here what would they have thought? He 

imagines New York to be vastly different. Back to 

thinking about energies and auras, this place is all 
black. The American ideal has spread, but as Edward’s 

head hits the window glass, he thinks, nowhere else in 

the world is like this. Edward allows the weight of his 

head to fall, heavy against the glass. He feels his 
eyelids, like a ship’s anchor, coming over his eyes. He 

sinks into internal darkness, can’t escape it—Father 

Thomas Mann. He hears him telling the driver a code 

and, as Edward draws open his eyelids, he doesn’t 

want to see it—the gated community.   
 ‘Safe as a church in here mate, yeah.’  
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 Edward swallows, what feels like a ball of cement. 

He lifts his Ray Bans over his head and places a finger 

on the window glass, as if the outside were 
untouchable. He picks at the strange details with his 

mind. Each house is large and white, with two black 

cars out front, like charred chorizo perfectly aligned on 

a plate. Trees, like rocket, garnish the curiously 

trimmed fake lawns. This street reminds Edward of 
playing Lego as a child. He would build these huge 

square homes and then smash them down. Pieces of 

Lego would get stuck in his Ugg-boot. He shakes his 

head, but the memory develops into a photograph: the 
first time his Father hit him. He had scratched the 

wooden floor with a white cube of Lego in his boot. His 

right leg spasms and his shoulders twitch to the image.  

 The car stops out the front of one of the houses.  

 Thomas turns to Edward and smiles, the creased 
lip of a politician.  

 Thomas walks around the side of the house, 

directing Edward. He’ll introduce Edward to everyone 

later. Edward should rest. He hopes the strays don’t 

wake Edward. 
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 ‘You look like a dead man, Wolfe. I’ll need you 

fresh tomorrow, yeah. This is real life, welcome. This is 

your pad,’ Thomas says, hitting his palms together.  
 Edward rubs at his cheek. 

 Out the back, beside the shimmering green pool 

is the pad. Edward just stares at its glass walls, 

reflecting Thomas, the pool, the house, the palm trees, 

and, he squints, the dogs. It seems more like a mirror 
than a home. Dogs. There must be a dozen, all 

different sizes and colours barking at Edward. 

 Thomas assures Edward the strays will get used 

to him.  
 ‘Maria,’ Thomas yells toward the enormous main 

house behind them.  

 ‘Call the fucking dogs over. Maria?’ 

 Thomas turns and slides open the long glass 

door, like a Christmas present.  
 Edward has his hands cupped over his ears and 

his eyes closed.  

 ‘It’s all yours,’ Thomas says, opening his arms 

wide, and his creased smile follows. He is never 

looking at Edward. He pats Edward on the shoulder, 
firm. ‘Welcome, yeah, welcome to America.’ 
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 Edward lights a cigarette. He slides down the 

glass wall inside, facing away from the outside, and 

stares at his life: a brown duffel bag on white carpet. 
He smokes another and watches long enough for his 

things to move and bend. He sees him-self there, on 

the road, on a bus, looking out the window to 

Himalayan Mountains, somewhere in India. The dust, 

he remembers, and the boy. 
 He just sits here, on the glowing white carpet, 

eventually turning over to pull the blind. He softens his 

eyelids and breathes in, breathes out. He falls asleep 

listening to his heartbeat, beating. The light thud of his 
heart runs through his whole body and into the carpet. 

Slow, slowly, and too soft. He slides downward until his 

body is horizontal. His chest elevates up and down with 

the new and thick blood. His right hand is tracing 

circles under his shirt, forming like a low-pressure 
system on a map into the skin above his heart. 

Unafraid? His body seems exhausted of fear.  
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The sound of midnight rain is hard against the glass. 

Edward sits up: his arse is firm against the floor. He’s 

hungry but can’t stand. Half-wake, he moves his arm 
and jigs the drawstring, the blind climbs upward and 

fluorescence covers the room, hurts his mind and his 

eyes. His head, he imagines, is a fish bowl, his mind a 

goldfish and his body, water.  

 Where is he? 
 Rain, rain, raining. He hears the rhythm of the 

words—and then the actual sound—from in-and-out of 

consciousness. And then he sees. Drops shatter and 

bounce like atoms, illuminated by the foggy light 
outside.  

 He is in America. 
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 He studies the face reflected in the glass. His 

pupils are immense and his eyes seem bloodshot, but 

the image is grey scale, transparent and then nothing. 
Replacing the image is a dull light. He focuses. It is 

coming from a room in the main house. He stares. It’s 

as if he can see a silhouette of a body up there, by the 

window. He rubs at his eyes. If he weren’t so tired he 

would believe it’s Thomas’s shadow looking out. 
Edward drawers the blind and lies back down. He is 

almost asleep when a disturbing image flashes in his 

mind: Thomas’s head as the main subject in one of 

Goya’s Black Paintings. The scene fills his mind. A 
myriad of bodies with estranged faces anticipate a 

goat-like figure. The goat is turning, away from the 

painting, at Edward wearing the face of Thomas Mann. 

 

‘Did you sleep okay in the pad?’ Thomas is talking 
away from Edward, to the pool, perhaps. 

 Edward notices a pile of wet leaves to the edge of 

the pool and, in the distance, a woman. He focuses. 

Her loose white dress is bright against the setting sun. 

It hurts Edward’s bulging eyes. 
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 ‘You look like shit, yeah,’ Thomas says, still 

looking away from him. ‘You slept all day.’ 

 ‘I woke up once,’ Edward says. He stands, 
rubbing at his face. He opens his eyes wide, sees 

beyond the leaves and the water. Breathes out to the 

sight of light and dryness.  

 Thomas turns, says, ‘Yes, you look terrible.’ And 

then, as if to further awaken Edward’s bashed-in skull, 
yells toward the white dress in the distance. ‘Maria. 

Paracetamol, hurry up yeah.’ The dogs bark and play 

around their feet. ‘And clean these fucking dogs,’ he 

says, as if to himself. ‘Jesus.’  
 Edward lights a cigarette toward the glass, facing 

away from Thomas and the pool, but it’s hopeless. The 

same image is reflected and Edward is forced to watch 

Thomas. He sees him walking into the main house, like 

an ant into an enormous nest.  
 ‘Edward.’ Thomas yells. ‘Dinner in five.’ 
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 Edward raises a hand in the mirror, still facing 

away from Thomas and the pool and the house. He 

takes a moment to breathe, his head is throbbing and it 
feels like hot water bottle in his palms. The sun is 

setting in the reflection beyond the white tiled roof, 

moving downward, slowly, like the state of Edward’s 

mind. He drags his hands, from his head to his arse. 

His body remains foreign to his touch. He turns and 
looks at it straight on. Immense whiteness.  

 What a capitalist cunt, Dick would say of Thomas.  
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 Everything is white in the main house, couches 

and tables and picture frames, and Edward’s head is 

burning. The clouds have passed over, creating a 
sheet of soft light over the window glass, reflecting the 

plastic appearance of things. It all looks cheap in the 

bright light. An Ikea Mansion. The pictures in the 

frames look like stock photos. Edward follows the 

frames, like a timeline, into new rooms. He pauses in 
what could be a reading room, and looks into a very 

large family photograph. It seems to have been taken 

in a Church. Thomas is standing tall, in the middle, with 

a stern face, and he has both hands gripped on two 
children by his side—a girl in a bright white dress and a 

boy with a downward crease in his lips and to the side 

of the girl there is a woman in a suit, leaning away from 

the photographer, her face is almost unrecognisable 

behind Thomas’s tall shadow.  
 ‘Edward.’ He hears Thomas’ loud voice. ‘In here, 

yeah.’  
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 Edward’s face curdles with the sound, he can 

barely make-out the words and follows the echo into a 

new room. The kitchen. His eyes are half-open with his 
headache. Thomas stands beside a bright yellow 

apron.  

 ‘Thomas,’ he says, holding his head, ‘did you find 

Panadol?’ 

 ‘This is Maria,’ Thomas says. ‘She’s responsible 
for everything domestic. So, if something’s not right, or 

if you need to—you know,’ Thomas leans against the 

woman in the bright yellow apron.   

 You know, what?  
 ‘Nice to meet you,’ Edward says. His head is 

throbbing; he can hardly see. He speaks without 

thinking. ‘You have a beautiful home, Mrs Wolfe.’ 

 Maria coughs into the back of her hand. Her palm 

is coarse, Edward notices. 
 Thomas’s face turns a shade of pink.  

 ‘Edward. Wake up,’ he says, and then with a 

higher voice, ‘Miss Moon here is the maid.’  

 Thomas stares and points, as if she were a 

painting, ‘She’s exotic,’ he says. ‘Chilean.’  
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 Edward tries to say something, but his head is too 

sore.  

 ‘I get paracetamol for him,’ Maria says.  
 Thomas rushes into the next room, from where a 

cacophony of laughter begins to drift.  

 With his palms cupped over his ears, Edward 

watches Maria. She stretches upward, silently, to a thin 

cupboard. Her body is a palm tree; her arse under the 
denim is like coconuts against a blue sky.  

 Edward closes his eyes, trying to rub out Thomas’ 

Goya-face from last night.  

 He swallows the pills.  
 Maria waits.  

 Edward sees that her sunflower eyes are like 

question marks, yet the rest of her face is completely 

expressionless, like a shadow. She is slender and 

strong. She does look like a painting.  ‘Sorry,’ Edward 
says. ‘I mean, you know, for calling you his—’ 

 ‘It’s okay,’ she says, and turns. ‘Follow me into 

dining room, sir.’ 
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 Edward follows Maria toward the voices, with his 

head down. Her arse seems perfect under the bow of 

the apron. Then he looks up. He follows the laughter 
around the new room. Sees the two children from the 

photograph and the woman in a suit with her face 

turned downward. It’s as if she is watching her 

reflection in the shimmering white marble. Maria leaves 

the room. Thomas is at the end of the table, too far 
away from the others, still laughing. Maria comes back 

and hands Edward another white pill. He looks at her 

for a moment and washes it down with purified water.  

 Are they laughing at Maria? Shouldn’t they be 
laughing at Edward? 

 He hears Thomas, ‘Imagine that, Maria as your 

Mom. Ha ha ha.’ 

 Oh, he get’s it. That’s the joke. Fucking hilarious.  

 The room is a cacophony of high-pitched 
laughter. They are sounding like parrots, except for 

Edward and Maria and the woman in the suit. They are 

not laughing, they are watching, waiting. 
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On summer afternoons, Edward and Gene would eat 

fish and chips under the pine tree north of their house, 

up on the headland. The southerly would be thick with 
the sound of parrots. Gene would look up and point. A 

myriad of rainbows squawking between dark branches 

and pinecones. Your life is going to be that bloody 

colourful, Edward, Gene would say every time. That 

bloody colourful! 
 

‘Edward, eat,’ Thomas says. He introduces his family. 

‘Cassandra, the wife. Thom, the son, and Sandra, the 

daughter,’ he says, pointing around the table. Then he 
smirks, like a child. ‘And you’ve already met Maria, the 

maid.’ 

 ‘Ha ha ha.’ Thomas and the children burst into 

laughter again, riveting story as it is.  

 Maria places the final silver plate on the table and 
sits down, opposite Edward.  

 Thomas invents a cough and there is immediate 

silence. Everyone bows downward as Thomas speaks. 

‘For what we are about to receive, the lord make us 

truly thankful, amen.’   
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 The table becomes an installation. Performance 

art.  

 Edward watches the different hands moving 
between chocolate sauce and bananas and pancakes. 

Thomas pretends to fight over the food with the boy 

Thom, and he obliges and plays. Thomas wins, grabs 

the biggest pancake and laughs. The girl, Sandra uses 

her fork like she was dissecting flowers. The wife, 
Cassandra, eats hardly anything, checking her i-Phone 

and huffing and puffing over something. Maria doesn’t 

eat. She speaks quietly. ‘Are the food okay?’  

 Nothing. 
 ‘Great pancakes,’ Edward eventually says, 

breaking the silence.   

 ‘Not bad for a Chilean,’ Thomas says. ‘Joking, 

Maria. I love black people.’ He glances at Edward and 

smiles.  
 Edward turns down his plate. He pokes stabs two 

holes into and cuts in a mouth.  

 Would that be better? He asks himself: to be a 

pancake! 

 There is sudden noise around the table. Sandra is 
the first to leave the table.  
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 ‘Mum,’ she says, ‘Can I— 

 ‘Yes,’ Thomas says, and he turns to Maria and 

makes a drinking action with his hand that looks more 
like he is swallowing cock.  

 Maria leaves the room and returns with a bottle of 

whisky, ice cubes and one thin, round glass.  

 ‘Finally,’ Thomas says. 

 She leaves the room abruptly.  
 More silence. 

 Edward can smell the faintest smoke from a 

cigarette, enough to release some tension. 

 Pancakes for dinner, he thinks. 
 ‘So Edward, what were you doing in India?’ 

Cassandra asks. 

 Edward sees the cigarette in his mind.  

 ‘Yeah, Edward?’ Thomas says, swirling his 

whiskey, ice cubes crash against the glass walls. 
 He is on the bus, the sky is filled with light, and he 

feels the freedom and the fear.  

 ‘I was looking,’ Edward finally says. ‘I— 

 Cassandra turns down to her i-Phone. ‘Yes,’ she 

says. ‘Right.’ And she gets up and leaves. 
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 ‘He’s an academic,’ Thomas says. ‘He’s Aussie.’ 

He speaks as if Cassandra were still in the room. ‘He 

was lost, why he’s here, yeah.’  
 ‘You’re a loser,’ Thom says and walks off. 

 Edward’s unsure. Was the boy speaking to him?  

 ‘I met a young boy in India,’ Edward says.  

 Thomas interrupts him. ‘Be careful, Ed’ he says. 

‘Go sleep. You look like one of the strays.’ Thomas 
skulls his watery whiskey and stands, ‘You’ll need 

seven hours,’ he says, and leaves the room. 

 Edward is now sitting silent, alone.  

 Maria eventually comes in. She looks at Edward, 
lifting a brow.  

 ‘You look like coming from New York, Sir,’ she 

says, clearing the table.  

 

Maria and Edward puff together on the laundry steps 
outside, near the kitchen.  

  ‘What’s New York like?’ Edward asks.  

 ‘Good people, sir, people with mind like window.’ 

 ‘What are you doing here?’ 

  ‘For the money.’  
  ‘Do they care if we smoke?’  
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  ‘She’s too busy and he’s too—’ Maria pauses.  

 ‘When I buy the shopping with his money I buy 

cigarettes but he not knows, he never checks.’ 
 She lets out a long line of smoke. ‘He pays the 

bills.’ 

 Their smoke dances, entangles in the soft light.  

 ‘You’re from Chile?’ 

 ‘It’s hard, you know.’ She takes a drag. ‘In 
Sudamerica there is more colour, but no hope. It’s 

shame.’ She butts her cigarette. ‘My Father dead and 

my Mother, so I come here.’  

 Maria stands, moves onto the lawn. She faces 
Edward. Her arms open wide. ‘But it’s all white, white, 

white,’ she says and then, ‘Sorry, sorry, sorry.’ She sits 

back down with her shoulders hunched forward. Her 

body seems to deflate with the end of her cigarette. ‘I 

speak too much, it’s been long.’ 
 Her yellow apron is bright against her skin, like 

hot sunshine against a barren landscape. Her face is 

sharp and defined, like a 50’s movie star. ‘You speak 

well,’ Edward says, ‘when will you go back to the 

colour?’ 
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 She looks at him, as if searching his eyes and 

then she turns out to the fake grass and whiteness 

under dull lighting. She sucks in a breath and rolls her 
shoulders back, revealing her small, sharply formed 

breasts. ‘Okay,’ she says, exhaling, ‘It is my dream, 

Edward. Go back Chile.’ Her eyes speak this longing. 

She has old eyes, Edward notices, like hundred-year 

old flowers in their last autumn. When she speaks, it’s 
as if she is not speaking. Her body seems too removed 

for the words to mean anything.  

 Edward feels deaf.  

 ‘Sell flowers,’ she says and she stands. ‘I haven’t 
spoken to somebody in a long time. I’m sorry. These 

people are nice, sir, they give me money and you, I 

suppose.’ 

 ‘What kind of flowers?’ Edward asks. 

 She turns and looks down at him, her lips almost 
crease upward but it’s as if she forces them back 

down. ‘Girasol,’ she says, ‘sorry for my Spanish.’ And 

then she turns. ‘Yellow. I like yellow ones.’   

 ‘You’re here for the money?’  

 Maria stops in the doorway. ‘I also moved here 
because I like nothing.’ 
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 Edward looks, waiting.  

 Maria continues. ‘Well, it’s what I studied in 

University. I prefer to have no inspiration in my head. It 
comes from here.’ She taps at her chest. ‘For me, this 

is the place of beautiful.’ She rolls her fingers into her 

palm creating a ball and hits her chest. ‘But I’m too 

sensitive woman for cities, one day I have enough to 

go back to the mountain sea, Chile.’  
 Edward remains silent.   

 ‘You’re here for the money?’ she asks.  

 Edward nods.  

 The woman moves over, holds Edward’s hand 
and curls his palm into a tunnel. She raises it up in 

front of Edwards right eye. ‘Look,’ she says.  

 He knows this trick.   

 ‘What do you see?’ 

 ‘I see a vein in your right eye, it’s bleeding like a 
river,’ he says. 
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 Maria tries to stop her creased lip, but it curls 

upward, and then, as if embarrassed, she turns and 

says goodnight. Edward looks down to the ashtray. 
‘Goodnight,’ darling. His voice traces her distant 

shadow. Edward sits alone, chain-smoking, thinking 

about her mountain sea, about his mountain sea. 

 

Edward wakes in the middle of the night, more rain.  
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 He lies, half-awake, staring into the ceiling. The 

room shakes with what feels like Southerly wind. When 

a low-pressure system would drift across from the 
Atlantic toward Gene’s house, the ocean and earth 

would collide. Immense in Edwards childhood mind: no 

need to cup his ears. He is there. He can feel it. The 

sound is enormous. Huge waves bash against each 

other then whoosh against the sand and rock below. 
Thirty-knot wind combined with unforgiving thunder and 

lightning. Edward’s mind churns through the currents of 

the Atlantic Ocean he grew up swimming in and the 

memories that come with that. He is standing on the 
cliff, throwing hands to the sky: crack.  Edward, how do 

you invent lightning? His grandmother would ask. He 

was too afraid to tell her that it was something his 

father, her son, had taught him. 

 He looks outside. Sees it, as it is. 
 The rain and wind is wild, as if he were 

underwater, looking out the window of a ship.  

 Why was he so afraid to tell Gene things about 

his father?  

 He is unsure.  
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 It’s strange, he thinks, that this rain reminds him 

of that. They don’t feel like his, these memories, this 

rain. And in the future, another rain will remind him of 
this. He jerks away. 

 

 

Thomas drives the BMW into the heart of LA, and then 

out again, upward. Edward watches. The hills spawn 
palm trees and huge white mansions with blue glass 

windows and blue swimming pools. It all glistens and 

sings and projectile vomits onto the skyscrapers in the 

distance. And clouds: white on blue, rolling and 
breaking up like cyclone swell. Edward looks beyond it 

all, toward the ocean. 

 Thomas is on the i-Phone, making meaningless 

talk into a small black microphone on his collar. 

 ‘Yeah, we’ll have it ready. Ha-ha, you’re kidding. 
I’ll make us rich. You betcha, will have her done by 

Wednesday.’  

 That sort of shit.  

 On and on.  
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 And then there’s his tone: a bipolar parrot. One 

minute it’s a porn-star voice and he’s all over it, like a 

rash inside your arsehole. And then it’s an uptight, 
dogmatic believer’s voice. ‘Yes, yes, yes.’ 

 Thomas finally turns the four-wheel-drive into a 

winding driveway.  

 Edward gets out of the car and turns: a panorama 

of L.A, looking like a washed-out photograph. He 
invents a forest. Makes a promise to himself. Southerly 

wind.  

 ‘Welcome to my office, Edward.’ Thomas holds 

his arms out before the view. Spread eagle. 
 The lanky Father, the mansion, the view. 

Nonsense, Edward thinks.  

 Inside, the house is immense.  

 Imagine a Hollywood film, this is the standard 

stereotype.  
 Edward wonders if Thomas is a secret Drug Lord, 

if his missionary work in India is a cover up for 

importing hash. This is America. 

 ‘Ed,’ Thomas calls him to follow. 

 Edward turns from a window, looks at Thomas. 
He holds an almost fearful gaze.   
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 Edward follows him through the different spaces. 

Each room is enormous, with postmodern furniture, as 

Thomas calls it. Ugly shit. Brightly coloured shit. Yellow 
and pink chairs like giant balloons with matching tables 

covered in fake flowers. Edward had expected 

Thomas’ office to be black and white. He follows 

Thomas into a room with an enormous marble desk, 

four white walls, and one long, very large, rectangular 
window over looking the city and then the ocean.  

 ‘You can work from here,’ Thomas says, opening 

his arms. 

 Edward looks at Thomas, searching.  
 Thomas places a thin pile of scrap paper on the 

table. ‘Ok, Wolfe, have a read.’ He walks away; 

wooden shoes clap against the white, tiled floor.  

 Edward sits down, staring outside. He sees the 

forest being ruined. Black smoke. Death. 
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 The clapping of wooden shoes grows louder, and 

here’s Thomas again with a drink in his hand.  ‘It’s a 

Christian versus Muslim drama, yeah. A contemporary 
theatre script.’ He stands beside Edward. ‘It’s pretty 

simple. Clean it up, yeah. Do a few edits and give me a 

clean synopsis.’ He rests a hand on Edward’s 

shoulder. ‘Make the Muslims look evil. Use the fear. It’s 

going to be huge.’ Thomas gets more and more 
excited; his voice begins to sound like an elated child. 

‘If this takes off.’ He stands up; his crutch is now 

against Edwards’ shoulder. ‘We’ll turn it into a full-

blown Hollywood film, yeah. We’ll fuck them right up.’ 
Thomas is basically shouting, and then—as if hearing 

his echo—goes silent.  

 With his dick and balls resting against his 

shoulder, Edward is unsure. He studies Thomas 

through the corner of his Ray Bans. It’s as if, Edward 
thinks, he’s not actually saying anything or it’s like he’s 

not even here. Strange, this man is like a puppet, 

Edward thinks. He touches Thomas. 

 ‘Edward?’ Thomas jerks away, shoving Edward’s 

hand from his face.  
 ‘I was just—’ 
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 ‘Just what?’  

 He slaps Edward.  

 Edward resists punching this man—who becomes 
his father—in the face.   

 ‘Christianity equals life, Muslim equals death. Got 

that Wolfe?’ Thomas hurries off. 

 Edward can’t speak. He places his head down 

against the marble desk. It’s freezing cold. 
 He observes himself: Atheist Writes Christian v’s 

Muslim Drama.  

 With his head a dead weight on the table, he 

watches himself, imagining, opening the window and 
smoking a cigarette. If only he had the energy. Then 

the sound of rap music comes into the background, 

getting louder. It’s coming from inside the house.  

 The Father listens to rap? 

 Edward looks at the paper in front of him and rolls 
the pencil around his palm, for what feels like hours. Is 

he part of an experiment? He needs to smoke a joint. 

No, he needs to swim in the ocean, he thinks.  

 Thomas opens the door. ‘Lunch, Wolfe.’ He slams 

it shut. 
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 Outside, other Father’s of the church are sitting 

around another marble table, overlooking Los Angeles. 

Smoke and shapes. A wonderland, Edward hears one 
of them say. No, probably imagined it, he thinks. And 

Maria is suddenly here, wearing her yellow apron, and 

serving silver trays of food.  

 Edward sees the way these men look at her. 

Makes him feel something—anger? 
 Edward stares out at the view: mass humanity.  

 Thomas is sitting tall at the end of the table, he 

invents a cough and opens the palms of his hands and 

then smacks them together. Edward reaches for his 
face.  

 Shit.  

 The men look up, folding fingers into each other’s. 

Edward is obliged. He feels the sweat from his palms 

mixing with the Father beside him, who reminds 
Edward instantly of Tony Abbot—that Australian 

politician Edward had seen on TV.  

 Could he really go back there?  

 A prayer is said, and then: ‘Welcome, Edward.’ 

‘Welcome.’ ‘Yes, welcome Edward.’ 
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 Edward focuses on the whole salmon on the 

table. Flesh pokes out through holes in the skin. The 

pink bits look beautiful against the white tablecloth. 
That wouldn’t be so bad, would it? He thinks, 

surrounded by priests, under harsh sun, beside a too-

clean pool, near an enormous city, with harsh 

American voices and slurps and crackles—no, it 

wouldn’t. He remains focused on the fish. 
 ‘So, Edward, if you need help with the writing, any 

practical things,’ Thomas says, opening his arms to the 

priests around the table. ‘You’ve got some of the 

World’s best Christians here.’  
 They all nod and grin and stuff their faces with 

pork, chicken, salmon and sauces.  

 ‘Also, Edward, if you need anything from the 

Muslim angle, you’ll see a few young ones walking 

around the house. They are nice people, on the inside,’ 
says a priest with a shimmering bald scalp.  

 All the men laugh and continue, like starving 

artists on the second course: oysters and octopus and 

a green olive salad washed down in a bold and floral 

red wine—as Tony Abbot describes it. 
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 Edward is lost to the empty space in the middle of 

the table where the Salmon once was.  

 One man with round glasses and a shining 
baldhead raises his glass, facing Edward, ‘Cheers.’  

 They all respond. Cheers. Cheers. Cheers. 

Gulping red wine from the oval shaped glasses.  

 Tony Abbot turns to Edward. ‘Don’t look so 

worried buddy. We keep our enemies close, and our 
friends closer.’ 

 Edward wants to correct him on the phrase but he 

just nods.   

 Maria comes out and stands beside Edward. She 
places coffee on the table and Edward feels it. Did she 

just nudge him under the table? Her energy, he thinks, 

is like a light as the skin on her arm brushes against his 

momentarily. ‘Thank you all for this meal,’ he says, 

toward Maria.  
 Nothing. 

 The dessert conversation wavers between 

finance and, Edward thinks, implicit racism. The priests 

openly discuss their missions in India and the money 

they are pooling.  
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 ‘The wealth in the third world aye,’ Tony Abbot 

says and they all laugh. 

 Whenever someone says anything there is 
always an invention of laughter that follows, as if they 

are afraid of silence. Edward feels like a moth trapped 

in a fly screen, slow, slowly, death. He wants to travel 

to Virginia’s Lighthouse. Wants to look out to nothing. 

Wants to hear her silence. He pauses—does he 
actually want these things? Yes, he desires silence. 

And so he goes there. To his grandmother’s house, his 

house, and he sits there looking out the window to the 

sea. He doesn’t move.   
 Edward watches the priests leaving from his 

working window. Christians on a mission, he thinks, 

BMW’s and Mercedes wind down the hill, lost to the 

chaos.   

 Thomas comes in, swirling ice cubes around the 
liquor in his glass.  

 ‘What do you think, Wolfe?’ 

 ‘It’s—‘ 

 Thomas interrupts. ‘Good. I’ll need the synopsis 

in a week or so, yeah.’  
 ‘And you want landscape in here?’ Edward asks. 
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 ‘Of course.’ Thomas uses his arms. ‘The usual: 

fire, water, you know, rolling hills for us, and darkness: 

barrenness for them. It’s your baby now, make it work, 
yeah.’ 

 Edward goes to speak.  

 ‘So,’ Thomas says, ‘the business end, Wolfe. I’ll 

pay you in cash. A lump sum when you’ve finished the 

synopsis. I don’t care how long it takes you so long as 
you finish it.’ 

 ‘Yeah,’ Edward says. Thank you, Thomas.’ 

 The synopsis thus far tells the story of a young 

man from an American Christian family who becomes 
influenced by the East. He goes to India, to Srinagar, 

and meets a Muslim girl. The young man gets tangled 

up in a controversial love affair. He is persuaded to 

change faiths. The boy’s Father is part of the Christian 

church. He organises a spy to report on the boy—in 
comes the evil propaganda of the Muslim faith. Edward 

needs to find the propaganda, and stories end. 
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 When Thomas comes in and out of the room 

Edward looks at him differently, as if he’d just woken-

up. Edward’s pupils are large and black and 
overpowering the green, as if repeating the same 

phrase: Who the fuck are you, Father Thomas Mann?  

 

Edward walks through the kitchen, past the laundry to 

the warm presence of Maria.  
 So it goes, after dinner coffee and cigarettes.  

 Edward remains quiet, silenced by another day 

with the Father.  

 ‘Will you see them again?’ Maria finally says. 
 ‘Who?’ He turns, breathing out. 

 ‘The letter.’   

 He turns and locks her eyes, searching.  

 ‘C’mon.’ She smiles. ‘It’s set-up like a chicken’s 

cage. And with the all glass doors from the house I can 
see you, clear. It’s the same with every Indian man 

who stays in the bungalow.’ She remains facing him. 

‘But you,’ she says, ‘you have this letter.’ 

 Edwards’s body shakes, like being tossed in a 

shore-break. He feels small, like a seashell. 
 Maria changes. ‘What do you see in men?’  
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 He can’t remember telling her. His seashell body 

is being dragged back and forth with the tide. 

 Is it that obvious? he thinks. 
 ‘What is it you people?’ she says, walking away.  

 She returns with two short glasses with ice cubes 

and liquor.  

 ‘Sorry,’ she says. ‘Anyway, Alcohol is always the 

best medicine.’ 
 Edward is now lost in his mind, outside his mind, 

watching him-self as if from a coastline, his new reality 

is spinning. Maria moves her hand onto the back of his 

neck. ‘Here I am,’ she says. 
  ‘I used to see softness,’ Edward finally replies. 

‘I’m not sure. I haven’t been with—’ 

 He stops the words.   

 ‘Since—since I lost my job.’  

 Silence.   
  ‘I want to show you something,’ Maria says, 

standing and then pulling at his sleeve.  

 Edward follows her, light-footed around the house 

until she opens a door.   
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 It’s a labyrinth of paint and canvas that is so other 

to the rest of this place Edward feels as if he’s just 

entered her dream. He just stands here, looking from 
left to right, and then to Maria. This woman seems out 

of place here, he thinks. Her paintings, if they are her 

paintings, are great. Her technique is second to none, 

and the style, the style seems—he’s unsure. Bold 

blues, whites, blacks: a sort-of landscape made up of 
faces: charcoal-drawn faces over the top of the paint 

and words, like poems, over the faces. Edward stands 

in the middle of the space, stoned. The walls are 

wrapped in the painted canvas. Edward now sees the 
slightly dark backgrounds—red from a cross drips near 

one edge, soft shapes like ghosts linger beneath the 

surface. The room is full of feeling.  

 ‘This is my secret America,’ she says. ‘You can’t 

speak anything to Thomas.’ 
 Edward nods. His body softens into her style. Her 

paintings are completely hopeless—original.   

 She moves beside him. Looks at the same 

painting he is staring into. A portrait made-up of bold 

red strokes. He stands back, closes his eyes, 
immediately Thomas’ face is in his mind.  
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 ‘Do you know Goya?’ Edward asks.  

 ‘Yes,’ she says. ‘Of course.’ 

 ‘You like Goya?’  
 ‘He’s a prophet,’ she says. ‘But I’m forever in love 

with Frida Kahlo.’ 

 Edward remains within the portrait, he traces the 

red strokes that create the abstract faces against the 

dark background and he sees the same: Thomas’ 
Goya-inspired face from his dreams.  

 Mari laughs into the back of her hand. ‘C’mon, 

let’s go smoke.’  

 As Edward turns he see, in the middle of the wall 
hangs a small sketch in a black glass frame. Edward 

looks close. He pulls the letter out of his pocket, and 

holds it up beside the sketch, and then pulls it away, 

folds it into a square and places it into his shirt pocket.  

 ‘What is it with you?’  
 ‘Nothing,’ Edward says. ‘Let’s go have that drink.’ 

 ‘It’s naïve, isn’t it?’ Maria says, pointing her head 

at the sketch. 

 ‘Who is it by?’ Edward asks, walking over for a 

closer inspection. 
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 ‘I buy from the market in Santiago years ago, 

maybe fifteen, when I was art school. A woman was 

framing these works, all hand drawn by her son. In 
beginning I feel sorry for this woman, but then, the 

more I look at that artwork the more I can see. You 

know. It’s completely great.’ 

 ‘Yes,’ he says, turning away. 

 Outside, facing the bright green lawn, lit up by 
fluorescence, ‘Do you think there is anything left?’ 

Edward asks. 

 Maria shuffles in her seat, lights a fag. ‘For the 

world or for art?’  
 ‘I don’t know.’  

 Maria reaches over. Her lips against the crown of 

his head are silencing. ‘Sorry,’ she says, pulling away. 

Walking away, she says, ‘Try not to be in reality. 

Thomas will go away again soon.’ 
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 In bed, Edward lies naked against the white 

sheet. He closes his eyes and moves his hand down to 

his cock. He stokes in gently, becoming hard. He can’t 
stop the feeling and his hand movement becomes 

aggressive, as if he were trying to hurt himself. And 

when he comes he feels it, so deep is the pain of 

loneliness. He wipes the drop of water, which feels like 

the sea, from his right cheek. Before Edward goes to 
sleep, he remembers Maria’s words, becomes his 

mantra. Try not to be in reality this week. And as the 

week passes, it helps. But it feels—he feels it tighter in 

his stomach each day—temporary. 
 

  

A creep of morning light draws in and over everything, 

Edward slowly opens his eyes, sees a blurry figure in 

the distance outside. He rubs them. Looks again. Is the 
observer the past or a living presence? No rain, not 

even a residue in the grass. America: Featuring 

Australian Rainfall, Edward wouldn’t be surprised, if 

Thomas invented last night’s rain. Half awake, he sees 

the Father walking toward him.  
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 Edward’s father had said only one thing before he 

left for good: Somebody has to turn on the sun. It is a 

saying, Edward’s father had said, that his mother used 
to say to him when he was a newborn. His father was 

incapable of doing that, Edward knew, so it would be 

his responsibility now that she is gone, his father had 

said. Edward rubs at his eyes again. Finally, he sees 

Thomas Mann.  
 ‘Ed, mate. Sunday morn. Time to rise. Time to 

shine buddy, yeah.’ 

  Edward sees that the sheet is at his side. He 

covers his dick and balls with his hands. He stands, 
dead legs, stark naked. He looks over to Thomas 

against the doorway: black and white running outfit, 

hideous orange and blue swirl-pattern cap, and green 

Nike’s. Edward feels like he’s tripping.  

 Thomas stretches in the doorway. ‘I’m going for a 
morning jog if you want to join.’ He smiles and rolls his 

head, as if emulating a holy man. ‘We’ll leave by 

seven-thirty Ed, yeah. 

 But it’s Sunday? Edward just nods.  
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 As Thomas runs away, Edward looks down and 

sees his penis as it is wrapped-up in greying pubic hair 

and his foreskin is stuck to his ball sack. How long has 
it been? He thinks. 

 To the main house, Edward smells cigarette 

smoke. He figures, Thomas is running, so he walks 

around and through the kitchen. Maria. She is outside 

the laundry, as usual, drinking espresso. Edward 
stares at the cup in her smoking hand; there is a light-

brown stain against the white porcelain. It is enough for 

him to remember Amsterdam, before the letter. He is 

standing, so young, he thinks, before the square 
window and everything is bright. He holds a perfectly 

rolled cigarette in one hand and his espresso cup in the 

other. He was immensely happy, he thinks—from this 

distance. 

 ‘Shit, you look terrible.’ 
 Maria hands him her cigarette, leaves her coffee. 

‘I make you café.’ 

 Edward smiles—thanks, darling, he wants to say. 

 He looks down. Her cup looks beautiful against 

the concrete floor. 
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 He is beginning to feel warm near Maria, less 

fragmented, more whole, lighter and less green. 

 On the concrete step, Edward dips his toes out 
into the fake grass but he can’t reach through the 

plastic for real dirt. Out across the road, the house is 

like a mirror image, scares the shit out of him. Awake 

now, he turns away. Maria hand him the steaming cup. 

She sits down on the vinyl chair.  
 ‘I like that chair,’ Edward says. 

 ‘I know. I love this chair. The Father was throwing 

it out. I said no, no, no.’ 

 ‘I hate being called Ed.’ Edward invents a greyish 
cloud, burnt tar. 

 ‘I don’t call you this.’  

 ‘Thomas. First thing he says to me in the 

morning. “Ed,’ it’s … wank—’  

 ‘Wanker.’ She takes the word out of his mouth. ‘Is 
that what you meant?’  

 Edward laughs and then she laughs. A melody. 

They sound like show clowns.  

 ‘You’re funny,’ Maria says. ‘I can’t remember the 

last time I laugh this much.’ 
 He just looks at her.  
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 Then there’s this dark silence, interrupted by 

remnants of laughter from Maria, like the sound of a 

balloon deflating to nothing. ‘It is a depressing place, 
isn’t it?’ she finally says.  

 Edward looks at her. 

 ‘What is it?’ She raises an eyebrow.  

 ‘I was just going to say,’ you look beautiful in the 

mornings—he puffs on the cigarette instead.  
 ‘Come,’ Maria says. ‘It’s okay.’ 

 Edward allows Maria to hold him.  

 She is a true hugger. She lets the tips of her 

fingers move naturally down his spine.  
 She tells him to be strong. ‘Anyway, time to break 

fast,’ she says. 

 ‘If only,’ Edward says, remembering India. 

 ‘Edward, I will clean your room today okay.’ She 

pauses. ‘Sorry for the bathroom, it was a bit mess 
when you arrived, wasn’t it? I didn’t find a time to scrub 

the shower since the last guest.’ 

 ‘The last guest?’ 

 Maria walks away. 

 On his bed, Edward sees a new, black and white 
suit, with Edward Wolfe written on the tag.  
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At the marble table there is the usual: family, and 

bagels, donuts, butter and jam, and other foods Maria 
prepared the night before. They all eat, together, 

except for the wife Sandra. She is at work, Edward 

guesses. Edward focuses on the movements of this 

Father’s knife and fork, like a savage.  

 ‘Dad,’ Thom says. ‘I want to go to Disneyland with 
Mr Edward.’  

 ‘Thom, we hardly know Mr Edward,’ he says, 

giving Edward a wink.  

 Thom nudges his sister. Edward sees. ‘I can go 
too, dad,’ Sandra says. ‘I can look after him, Maria 

would join us too.’ Thomas, The Father, sits at the end 

of the table. His shoulders are wide. He seems 

mesmerized by his plate. He wobbles his head from 

side to side.  
 ‘We’ll see,’ he says.  
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 ‘We have a special Church service for Edward, 

today.’ He glances past Maria, Thom, and Sandra and 

holds his gaze on Edward for a moment, as if 
examining his reaction. Then he looks back down and 

with the look in his eyes it’s as if he had just now seen 

his food. He eats like a pig.  

 Thom looks over to Edward and raises a brow. 

Smart kid. Must be all of eight.  
 ‘Thom, do the dishes please,’ Maria says. She 

must have seen.   

 ‘And, you can take that ridiculous thing off.’ The 

Father speaks.  
 Everyone can see Thomas’s face has been 

glowing pinker and pinker with Thom’s cap.  

 ‘He’s going through a phase, you can’t help kids 

at this age,’ Thomas says to Edward in front of the 

subject he speaks of. ‘They get something in their head 
and, next week he’ll be a Mormon.’ 

 Thom removes the white cap with the cut-off brim. 

 Thomas invents a loud tone and stares at Thom 

like he was a prisoner. ‘But when he grows up,’ he 

says. ‘Thom will be a father of The Church, like his 
father and his grandfather.’ 
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 ‘I help you with the dishes boy Thom,’ Maria says. 

Her loud voice seemingly directed to the end of the 

table, to Thomas. 
 ‘No, Maria, teach him his lesson.’  

 ‘Sir,’ she says and nods, turning to walk away. 

 ‘C’mon Ed,’ says the Father. ‘Me, you and Thom, 

off to Sunday Church.’ 

 ‘Have a lovely day, dad,’ says Sandra with a look 
that implies sarcasm, but an honest tone. 

 It’s only been a week and Edward already gets 

the sense of a deep, collective hatred toward this man. 

You could cut a knife through this morning air.  
 ‘America,’ Thomas says. ‘This isn’t Home And 

Away, Ed, get your motor runnin.’ 

 ‘Home And Away?’ Edward says. The words form 

before he can stop them.  

 Thomas lets out a kind-of laugh. ‘Yes, Edward, I 
know my TV,’ he says, rushing out of the room. ‘They 

ride surfboards and do nothing with their lives. If only 

there was a bloody church scene once in a while, bit of 

hope for your people’ he says. ‘Follow me, Wolfe, let’s 

see you do something.’ 
 Thomas lets Edward drive the car to Church.  
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 ‘Ain’t no peasant transport in L.A, Edward.’  

 ‘Okay,’ Edward says.  

 He closes his window and pushes Ray Bans 
closer to his face.  

 ‘It’s backwards in Australia, right? You okay to 

navigate the right side?’ 

 Thomas sits in the backseat beside his son who 

is plugged-in to the screen behind the seat.  
 What a wonderful relationship, Edward thinks. 

‘Sure,’ he says. 
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 Outside of the gated community everything 

remains the same. It’s as if this place, America, was 

thought-up by an alien. There’s nothing natural about it. 
The highway is enormous with too many lanes. There 

are the same big black cars everywhere. Fake trees 

line the tar like garnish on an eggplant salad. No 

wonder everyone’s fat, Edward thinks. Anyone would 

require burger and chips to live through this ugliness, 
feeling like they’re constantly hung-over. He jerks 

away, before the view sparks his old illness, and 

watches the father and son in the rear-view mirror. 

Thom remains plugged into the screen. Thomas is 
looking down at his iPhone, his thumb moves as if 

disconnected from his body.  
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 Closer to the centre of L.A—there’s no heartbeat, 

it’s all chaos—everything moves around the car too 

fast. Advertising, bright fluoro lights in the daytime, 
masses of people, palm trees, and fatness. Everything 

is on show, like a giant playground, like this were 

Disneyland. In this morning sunlight, all things bear a 

shadow. Amongst the shadows, Edward thinks, there 

isn’t much difference between this place and that: here, 
everything’s in glitter, in India, you can see the dust. 

That’s it.  

 He tries to look beyond it. Nothing.  

 The scene reminds Edward of a French film he 
can’t remember the title of—feels like he’s going round 

and round a roundabout and when they drive past a 

sign for the airport, Edward makes a mental note of his 

location: a service station on the corner, and that huge 

fake palm tree opposite.  
 ‘Here we are, Edward, the people’s church. Pull 

over.’ 

 Edward slows down and eventually reverses the 

car into a private space out the front.  

 ‘This is everyone’s church Edward, yeah, it’s L.A,’ 
Thomas says, clicking his seat belt.   
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 In India—Edward thinks back, searching. As they 

walk toward the church, he desires to go back to the 

whole. The cement building is enormous, rendered 
white, it moulds perfectly with the paved white outside, 

covering up any hope of grass, as if it had grown itself 

like a God’s nest, out of the dirt.  

 ‘New age church, yeah,’ Thomas says, speaking 

to himself. ‘C’mon Thom.’ 
 Edward pauses, still. He looks up, sees Lennon in 

a cloud. He wants to scream. HELP, HELP! 

 A priest has greeted Father Mann. Edward 

hurries. This man seems too young to be holy, he 
thinks. Edward desires colour, and beads, and beards 

and stained red dots between eyes, and dirt, colourful 

rubbish, and cows, dust, thick dust, and clouds of love, 

and people, people who look like real people, faces 

that greet you, eyes that speak a thousand sadness’s, 
and people, people who belong. 

 ‘Morning Roland, meet Edward. The Aussie found 

in India.’  
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 ‘I thought there was something in your eyes,’ 

Roland says. ‘Edward, I’ve heard a-lot about you, we 

look forward to seeing your work.’ He smiles and turns 
away. 

 Thomas and Roland talk chirpily, like young boys 

in a private school dorm.  

 ‘It’s your first Aussie?’ Roland says to Thomas. 

Edward hears. 
 ‘First Aussie,’ Thomas snuffles. ‘First Whitey.’ 

 Shit. Edward imitates a lean. Turning down to 

light his fag he sees that Thom, the boy, is imitating his 

lean beside him. He winks at Edward.  
 ‘May God help you,’ Roland says, looking back at 

Edward. ‘You’re not in Berlin anymore,’ he says, 

smiling at Thomas.  

 Edward looks at Thomas, almost drops his fag 

from his lips. 
 Silence. 

 He looks back. Did he tell Mica he was in Berlin? 

Probably. You can’t trust anyone, he thinks. 

 Edward tries, but he can’t stop the words, ‘I went 

to a Mosque. Oh the peace—’  
 Thomas interrupts, ‘Edward, be careful,’ he says. 
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 Edward looks up to Lennon. Help, I need 

somebody, Help! Not just anybody! 

 Roland raises his child-like voice, ‘Like I said, 
Edward, may God help you.’ He walks away. 

 Edward looks at Thomas. ‘Have you seen the film 

Living is Easy with Eyes Closed?’  

 Thomas shakes his head, turning down to Thom, 

‘Who is this strange man?’ he says. 
 ‘I’m going to run over your tomatoes.’  

 Thom sniggers, kicking at the dirt with his sand 

shoe. 

 ‘What are you talking about?’ Thomas says, 
turning around. ‘Edward, cut it out, for Christs sake.’ He 

jerks Thom’s hand, speaking under his breath. ‘Pot 

head,’ Edward hears him say.   

 ‘It’s a line from a film about John Lennon?’ 

Edward says, saluting the sky. 
 He needed to say something.  
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 Thomas is off, looking down at his screen like a 

sour worm, shaking his upside-down triangle head. 

Ting. Ting. Ting. He’s walking two-steps too fast, as if 
God weren’t willing to wait. Edward tries to laugh it off 

but the words play over in his head: Pot head. He 

remembers Barony’s words. The herb could save the 

world’s ills. He imagines this man, Thomas, high, and 

can’t help but throw one more salute up to Lennon. 
 Edward watches from the back row, as Thomas 

swaggers through the Church crowd, turning from side 

to side greeting people, like the hired clown. And as 

soon as the service is going under and people close 
their eyes for prayer, Edward moves outside onto the 

leaves and grass to smoke.  

 He stares at the blades of grass and the thought 

appears: should he be praying? 

 His grandmother would be proud, he thinks, and 
by the end of the cigarette he decides.  

 Edward tip toes back inside and places his 

forehead onto the pew in front.  

 Why, why? Is that all he can say? Why? 

 He walks out, lies back on the grass. Wasn’t 
meant to be, he figures. 
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 ‘Mr Edward.’ 

 Edward looks up, sees Thom behind him. ‘You 

should be inside,’ he says, unsure. 
 The boy smiles and then sits down. He untangles 

the chain around his neck and stabs at the dirt with the 

gold metal cross. ‘Loser,’ he says.  

 The boy has bright blue eyes, pale-white skin and 

thin yellowish hair revealing a jolting forehead, like a 
triangle but the right way up. The boy’s face seems old. 

His shirt is blue and white. The boy looks at Edward. 

The look of someone who just doesn’t know how to 

feel, Edward thinks. How long since he’s seen the 
ocean? Waves break inside his skull as he cups his 

hands; they seem cold and soft, Edward thinks, seeing 

that the boy is copying him. He watches Thom jerk his 

small hands away and runs off. Did he hear it? Edward 

pulls his hands away and sees them as they are: 
rough, and he feels that texture. He had imagined his 

own hands were Thom’s. He cups them again but the 

sound is too big, like a Southerly storm bending around 

the cliffs of his grandmother’s house. He lights a 

cigarette instead, sucking in smoke like it were 
medicine.  
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 Thomas eventually comes out and tells Edward to 

hurry up. Let’s go, he says. This isn’t a holiday. 

‘Edward,’ he says, looking up from his i-Phone. ‘You 
did a bad, bad thing.’ 

 On the road, after kilometres of silence, Thomas 

speaks again, toward the window. ‘I’m going on a 

mission soon, Ed. I’ll need you to keep an eye on 

Thom, regrettably, you’ll have to bring him to Church.’ 
Thomas turns to the back seat, ‘What you think, 

Thom?’ Before Thom can speak Thomas continues. 

‘Good,’ he says. ‘Just good.’ He leans close to Edward. 

‘Thanks a million, mate.’  
 Edward feels pity for Thomas’s wife making love 

to this shadow. He wouldn’t know how to love. Edward 

turns out the window, sees a fleeting forest stained in 

red.  

 ‘You knew the priest well,’ Edward says, his voice 
unnaturally high.  

 Thomas speaks toward his i-Phone. ‘We run a 

couple of charities together. Why I was in India.’ 

 Edward thinks of Dick, shakes his head. He’ll 

never understand this world. 
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 ‘If we don’t keep the money-a-flowin’ them sheets 

will take over, yeah.’ Thomas nudges Edward in the 

ribs. ‘It’s a new world, Edward. A brand new world.’ 
 As Thomas speaks Edward watches a bug hit the 

windscreen, as if aiming for the Father. Thomas 

presses the button on door panel and then reaches out 

and—Edward can’t believe his eyes—wipes it clean 

with the sleeve of his shirt. Then he folds his sleeve up 
over the blood. As they drive on, Edward sees it 

through the side of his Ray Bans; the blood, now a soft 

pink colour, is making its way through the layers of 

white cotton to the outside. Edward remembers Happy. 
He looks past the remnants of the stain through the 

windscreen in front, bending his neck up, searching for 

Lennon, but it’s all black and grey.  

 Thomas turning away from his screen finally sees 

the bleeding through his shirt and he taps at the i-
Phone screen. ‘For the blood,’ he yells and then hangs 

up, as if Maria knew exactly what he meant.  

 

 

 ‘I’ll sell yellow flowers from the back of a VW bus! It 
will be movie; you write can script.’ 
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 Edward nods, drawing back on his evening 

smoke. Maria seems careless that she is speaking so 

freely this evening, as if she knows something Edward 
doesn’t. He maintains his silence, speaking through 

nods and what could be interpreted as a smile. Then 

he notices the overturned book on the white cement; it 

comes into the corner of his eye, like a shard of light 

through the slit in his Ray Bans, hiding his pupils from 
the fluorescence. He looks closer, as if making sure it’s 

actually there. ‘What are you reading?’ he says. 

 Maria bends down and then opens the page.  

 She speaks without hesitation. ‘He rejoiced 
himself to being a womanless man.’ She pauses, 

translating the words, and continues, trying again, 

slowly. ‘He rejoiced himself—to being a womanless 

man—for all his life—in order to hide the shame—of his 

uselessness—’ 
 Edward immediately closes his eyes, like a bodily 

reaction. The words feel like he’s freefalling from the 

top of a wave headfirst into shallow water. His life, 

time, and space break against his mind.  
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 He is five years old. He wants to be a tradesman 

like his Father. He is seven. His mother is suddenly 

dead. He is seven. His father leaves to work in the 
mines. He is seven. He moves to live with Gene. Then 

twenty. Sage fucks him in the sea for the last time. 

Then seventeen. Sage fucks him on her bed. The 

twenty-six. The letter. Now thirty-six. He is a useless 

man. Then—Maria hands Edward a cigarette, lights the 
tip, silencing his thoughts. He looks at her, sees Gene. 

He is thirteen. Gene lights the tip of his first smoke. ‘It’s 

okay, Edward’ she says. ‘Don’t be afraid of the burn 

inside you.’ 
 It’s as if everything, he thinks, everything that has 

happened in his life has been for this moment: to hear 

these words. He is breaking with the wave, turning 

through white water. He can taste his old illness, like 

metal against his gums and then in his stomach, like 
squid ink, churning.  

 Edward jerks away from the memory, 

unconsciously holding his stomach.  

 ‘Who is it?’ He says, coming out from his mind.  

 ‘Marquez,’ Maria says gently. ‘Do you want me to 
keep reading?’ 
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  ‘No,’ he says. ‘Thank you.’ 

 Maria just nods, facing out to the mirror image, 

away from Edward. 
 It takes some time for the waves to clam fully and 

then he feels Maria’s hand is on his shoulder and he 

tastes the cigarette in his mouth, and everything seems 

suddenly okay again. He breathes. 

 ‘Thankyou,’ he says again. 
 ‘You should take off those sunglasses,’ Maria 

says. ‘I never see you.’ 

 But he enjoys hiding behind the Ray Bans and in 

this state he would never show himself.  
 ‘I think Thomas goes away soon,’ Maria says, still 

rubbing his shoulder.  

 Edward nods, facing the starless sky.  

 ‘I will check the calendar, if you want, we can do 

something together.’ 
 And with that Maria walks away, as if running 

from her words or interpreting Edward’s silence.  
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 Edward turns and watches her, unconscious of 

his gaze on her arse. The cheeks effortlessly sway 

from side-to-side, firm, like the outside of a shell. And 
as he turns away, he is unsure if he could pleasure her 

or whether he wants to or needs to or desires too—he 

still cannot read his own sexuality.  

 Useless man, he thinks, and it’s as if the words 

have attached themselves to his memory. He 
remembers them perfectly, not that he wants to, but 

there they are, as if written outside of him: He rejoiced 

himself to being a womanless man for all his life in 

order to hide the shame of his uselessness.  
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 In bed, Edward repeats Maria’s (Marquez’s) 

words over and over in his head. Maybe in attempt at 

silencing himself, he reaches down for his cock and 
strokes. It remains as flaccid as the wind. Something 

about the new silence and the darkness of the night. 

Edward becomes anxious of Goya. Of the Black 

Paintings coming into his night’s sleep, he thinks about 

that, his childhood dreaming. So sure he could control 
his dream state, he had thought, what a useless boy, 

he thinks and it’s enough for him falls to fall into a 

dreamless sleep with the words floating around his 

head like he were still awake. Like his mind were trying 
to analyse a code. He rejoiced himself to being a 

womanless man for all his life in order to hide the 

shame of his uselessness. Edward turns from side to 

side on the bed, sparking his youthful insomnia, how it 

all started. He turns over and over trying to avoid the 
words, but his past is now as if stuck to his conscious. 

The words like a nightmare. So he sits upward for the 

night, facing out into the darkness, smoking through his 

packet of cigarettes until, before the last fag, he finds a 

moment of tiredness and as he lies back he promises 
himself he will never masturbate again, which could be 
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a mistaken thought, but for this man it feels life-

changing, an epiphany. 

 
 

Here’s Thomas: Black and White suit, yellow tie, grey 

strands slicked back, unamused, tall and lanky, cleanly 

shaven, and with a too clean smell about him. He 

stands over Edward.  
 Edward looks up and, the words forming before 

he can stope them, he says he’s sick. His tone seems 

unsure but he does look very pale and he has 

darkness around his eyes.  
 ‘Okay, okay,’ Thomas says, seeing. He turns 

away, speaking under his breath. ‘Gypsy cunt.’ 

 What? 

 The words do something to Edward. When he 

stands up he does feel sick. He runs to the bathroom, 
naked, and leans over the porcelain bowl, trying. He 

opens his mouth; yellowish balls of phlegm hit the 

water, not vomit, something else. He thinks of his 

mother. Is sickness hereditary?  
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 No, it must be the Western food, after India, and 

even Amsterdam, he thinks, the food is different. His 

hands are shaking against the toilet bowl and he 
doesn’t acknowledge it but it’s obvious with his 

shaking, his paleness, and his dark blood shot eyes: 

he’s angry, yes, full to the brim with anger.  

 At the breakfast table, once the family has 

quietened down, Maria helps Edward.  
 ‘Yes,’ she says. ‘Of course I will look after him.’ 

Her voice directed to the end of the table. She looks at 

Thomas, rolling her eyes. ‘He seems very sick, it’s 

good that Cassandra can take the kids today, I will 
spend a few hours making sure he eats, something 

with ginger,’ she says. 

 Thomas grunts and moans. Then, ‘Fucking pot 

head’, he says and leaves the table, for work. 

 What? 
 Edward closes his eyes into his hands, elbows 

out against the table. 

 Cassandra and the kids are leaving the house.  

 ‘I have something for you,’ Maria says now that 

they are alone. 
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 They sit outside smoking, so it goes.  Apart from 

shiny black cars drifting past, nothing changes in the 

daytime suburban view. Everything, the house across 
the way, the grass, concrete—it all glistens and sings a 

repetitive song. He is kidding himself; he could never 

have stayed in one place.  

 ‘You did well,’ she says, ‘he’s not an easy man to 

fight off.’ 
 She hands Edward one earphone. ‘I don’t listen to 

music,’ Edward says.   

 She folds open his fingers, slowly, like peeling a 

mandarin; he was unaware of this tension until now. 
This makes him smile. He feels as though he could quit 

smoking. He reluctantly places the small plug into his 

right ear.  

 ‘C’mon, old man,’ she says. 

 Looking out to the cloudless sky, the woman’s 
voice comes howling through the tiny speaker, so 

coarse, yet so peaceful a voice. It’s as if she is coming 

from a place inside Edward he never knew existed. 

Maria sees it in his eyes. Softness. ‘Finally,’ she says. 
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 The music turns his mundane view into a David 

Lynch film, Mulholland Drive, he remembers. The voice 

is spiritual; words sway and clash with the view, like 
prayer flags against America. These two places, India 

and America, are so vastly different, he thinks, is that 

his sickness? You can’t go from the Himalayas to L.A 

and feel good, useless man, he thinks. And for the first 

time since Berlin, Edward allows reflections. How lucky 
to dream-up a life, he thinks, but that too is hopeless 

and Maria can see it in his eye. Without saying 

anything, Maria curls the other earphone in Edward’s 

hand and walks away. ‘I must go now, to give the lunch 
for the priests.’ 

 Edward nods. 

 ‘Okay,’ she says, ‘one more cigarette.’  

 ‘Do you think they are just priests?’  

 ‘I don’t know,’ Maria says lighting the fag.  
 ‘I thought he was a writer?’ 

 ‘Okay, I trust you, now you trust me,’ she says. ‘I 

have seen many things I can never speak of.’ 

 ‘Do they hurt you?’ he asks.  
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 ‘What, no, Edward, I am a woman.’ She turns. 

‘They are sick, Edward. You should leave this place. 

Go somewhere else.’ She stands, butts her cigarette, 
and says. ‘You’re not here cause you’re a writer, 

Edward. C’mon. He bought you here because it looks 

good for him, for the church.’ She stops. 

 ‘No,’ he says, ‘continue.’ 

 ‘Fine. He will show you off, like every other 
fucking Indian man that comes here, for money, you 

see. And then when he’s done with you he’ll throw you 

out.’  

 ‘What?’  
 ‘Edward, didn’t you see? Who were the people at 

the lunch? Priests, politicians, people with money. I’m 

very sorry, but you’re his latest puppet.’ Maria turns, 

‘Edward, you can never say this to anyone, okay?’ And 

then she closes the laundry door behind her.  
 He is now alone in the pool house. Her words 

spark his gut further. His stomach churns.  

 There can’t be this much shit inside someone, he 

thinks, where has it all come from? It’s as if he’s been 

blocked-up for years. And he turns around and vomits 
stomach bile onto the watery shit.  
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 Edward sleeps through the days, spewing yellow 

bile. His shitting doesn’t wake him either and when he 

wakes he sees it’s all through the sheets. This 
continues for almost a week, he is sick and left alone in 

the pool house, like a social experiment gone wrong. 

Maria, when she can, brings him food and water, and 

cleans the sheets, and she reminds him that Thomas is 

going away for his mission weekend soon, and that 
means his wife will disappear, so she promises she will 

prepare a hundred movies in the house theatre for the 

children and that then she will have the time to look 

after him. 
 

 

Maria hands Edward the cash and tells him to wait on 

the leather couch at the main entrance of the house. 

She will organise the movies for the children, she says, 
make sure the brats are occupied for the weekend. 

From the small circle in the door, Edward watches 

Thomas’s black BMW reverse and then drive out of 

frame, in synch with his deflating breath. He releases 

the full weight of his head against the wood, closes his 
eyes. Thank fuck, he thinks.  
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 Then the BMW is replaced with a small black 

delivery car. The fluoro sign on its roof reads: Domino’s 

Pizza. Then the doorbell rings. Edward waits a moment 
and then opens and gives the man, who looks about 

twelve years old, the exact amount. The stack of 

cardboard smells like leftover smoke from a landfill 

burn, Edward thinks, fucking Domino’s. He wouldn’t eat 

this shit if you paid him. He places the landfill on the 
kitchen bench and goes around the corner to the 

laundry, for a smoke. Maria soon comes out with a 

bottle of wine and two crystal-like oval glasses. They sit 

outside, Maria on the vinyl chair, Edward on the 
cement step, his feet stretched out onto the lawn. 

 ‘The children?’ Edward says. 

 Maria nods, shrugs her shoulders.  

 ‘He was a nightmare today,’ she says. 

 Edward nods, watching the final slither of light 
disappear behind the house across the lawn.  

 She lights up, and speaks while twisting the 

screw into the cork. ‘It’s all this Syria things,’ she says. 

‘You should have heard them at lunch today, like 

paranoid flamingos.’ 
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 ‘What’s happening in Syria?’ Edward says, under 

his smoke.   

 He hasn’t seen the news in years but thinks it 
polite to ask.  

 ‘There’s been a civil war there for years and now 

it’s fucked and the people are fleeing death and the 

world is afraid because of their coming with religion, 

especially people like Thomas Mann.’ 
 Edward nods. He wants to thank her for her 

matter of fact response to his ignorance. 

 ‘C’mon,’ she says. ‘I love hearing you speak.’ 

 Edward takes a cigarette from the carton.  
 ‘People are blowing themselves up in Europe and 

Thomas is afraid it’s going to happen here,’ she pauses 

and turns to Edward. ‘What do you think Edward 

Wolfe?’ 

 Edward turns back out across the grass. ‘I feel,’ 
he says, ‘like the whole Western world occupies the 

same illness my Mother had.’ He pauses and takes a 

drag, exhaling, he says, ‘They seem to have forgotten 

about Little Boy.’ He turns. ‘What, because it wasn’t 

strapped to an American Christians stomach there’s 
nothing to be afraid of? The world is ridiculous.’ 
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 ‘What’s Little Boy?’ Maria says. 

 ‘It’s a characters name from a film,’ Edward says. 

‘That inspired the name of the atomic bomb these 
people dropped on Hiroshima, killing some half a 

million civilians. It’s probably on show in some 

museum, like a big dick.’ He crosses his legs. ‘You 

know, I read a testimonial from a Japanese 

photographer once, he was there, and he couldn’t 
press the shutter on his camera because the image he 

saw—the skin melting off young girls dying before his 

eyes—was so hopeless that his body reacted in a way 

that paralysed his index finger, he literally couldn’t 
press the shutter.’ He butts the cigarette and reaches 

beside Maria for the bottle of wine, almost empty. 

‘Fucking hopeless,’ he says.  

 Maria watches him take a large gulp of wine. ‘You 

seem different,’ she says. 
 Edward shakes his head. ‘I haven’t spoken like 

that since I started University and learnt about the 

fucking holocaust.’ He lights up. ‘I thought that part of 

me was dead.’ 
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 ‘What part?’ she says. ‘Forget about it, let’s have 

a drink before we try and make sense of these people. 

All I know is that Thomas, and the priests and 
politicians are scared, which means that it must be 

serious, this terrorism shit.’ Maria pauses. ‘What is it? 

You’re daydreaming now,’ she says. ‘You bite your lip 

and you become quickly distant in your eyes, finally I 

can see them without those glasses.’   
 ‘You do the same,’ he says. ‘Anyway,’ he butts 

the fag. ‘Of course they’re shitting themselves, when 

subjects start blowing themselves up because the 

worlds fucked and they’re no longer afraid of death 
that’s when the powers at be will start to panic. I don’t 

want to know what’s coming.’ 

  ‘We’re all the same,’ she says, speaking out 

toward the darkness. 

 ‘We’re not the same,’ Edward says, thinking of 
Thomas. 

 Edward watches her butt in the ashtray, its coated 

in red lipstick. He hadn’t noticed the colour on her lips. 

The colour immediately sparks his memory. The 

square window flashes into his mind and then the view, 
the canal, and then Yolanda.  
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 ‘You and I, we’ve met before,’ Maria continues. 

She may as well be speaking to herself. Edward is still 

in Amsterdam. You’re pretty much Dutch now dickhead 
so get over it, Yolanda is saying. 

 Maria speaks again. ‘I’m not sure what’s real 

anymore. I wonder how many people feel that.’  

 Edward turns downward. ‘You’re too wonderful to 

be living here, darl. You should be somewhere more 
colourful—’ and he pauses, unsure if his words are for 

Maria or Yolanda. 

 ‘I’ve thought about leaving a hundred times but,’ 

she pauses. ‘Well, it’s fine.’ 
 Edward nods, to himself. 

 ‘Tu tambien?’ She says. ‘Fuck, sorry.’ 

 ‘Yes,’ he says, covering the world again with his 

Ray Bans. 

 Maria laughs. ‘You’re learning.’ 
 ‘I always wanted to learn a language,’ he says. 

‘But I was put off by all the pretentious foreigners I first 

met in Amsterdam, speaking Dutch just to sound 

intelligent, or something.’ He looks over at Maria. 

‘Stupid, yes, but it put me off. So I gave up on the 
language all together.’ 
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  ‘Well if you want to learn Spanish, I’ll teach you.’ 

Maria nods. ‘You know,’ she says, ‘I don’t mean this as 

rude but you seem much younger than you are, you 
seem have a lot of life to live.’ She laughs, a polite or 

embarrassed giggle, and she pokes the skin on his arm 

and continues, saying, ‘Like the bottom of the sea 

under your skin, the bottom of the sea that we know 

nothing about.’ 
 Silence. So it goes, wine and cigarettes.  

 Maria is becoming drunk.  

 ‘I think.’ She looks out across the fake grass; her 

profile lit up by the laundry light, from her ear to the tip 
of her chin is like cut from a knife. ‘We could run.’ 

 There is silence, a few drags between them. 

 ‘I have something to—’ 

 She laughs. ‘Fuck the script. I told you.’ 

 He looks at her under his Ray Bans, nonchalant. 
By now, she recognises this look: Edward inventing 

seriousness. Smoke wafts gently. He holds the look 

longer than usual, creasing his lip. 

 ‘I need some money, then—’ 

 ‘I know I know,’ she says, interrupting.   
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 ‘I have something to do,’ he says, looking to the 

future. The open green-louvers come into his mind; he 

sits in his grandmother’s house, overlooking the milky 
sheet that is enveloped in Southerly, sand. His face 

changes to his child softness. He remains there. The 

smell, with sunburnt shrub in spring, being cooled and 

carried by salt-water wind, for Edward, it is the smell of 

Australia. 
 ‘That sounds lonely, and boring’ she says, 

‘‘something to do.’’ And continues her playfulness. She 

seems new, much younger than the woman he first 

met. She stands and moves in front of him. She 
dances closer to his body; with every twist her dress 

blurs behind his Ray Bans. Her hips like a 70’s singers, 

like Janis Joplin, and her red wine lips, he can almost 

taste them. He tries not to. Them she moves her hand 

to his face. ‘I can feel you,’ she says, ‘it’s okay. I trust 
you, now trust me.’ 

 He is feeling drunk off the wine too. Her body is a 

blur, yet there’s this new feeling burning inside him. 

She continues, as if drawing out his breath. ‘What do 

you need?’ 
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 ‘I can’t—’ he finally speaks, and his body changes 

into stiffness. ‘I can’t dream.’ And he looks out across 

the road into the fluorescent darkness and says, ‘My 
son is dead.’  

 Has he ever said the words before?  

 She takes the bottom of her blue dress to his 

head. She is warm and she is soft. He allows her 

touch. ‘Poor baby,’ she says. ‘There’s a lot you don’t 
speak me. But I can hear you.’ Her words slur, but they 

feel real. ‘Would you let me lie beside you tonight, 

maybe it could be nice for both— 

 ‘No,’ Edward says. Maria is glowing with the wine. 
The skin on the inside of her breasts is golden against 

her low-cut white dress and her eyes seem brighter, as 

blue as the sea in summer. Edward’s head wobbles 

with the wine; smoke is the only thing between them. 

And then Maria turns away, to check on the children 
she says, though they must have fallen asleep hours 

ago.  

 Should he have said yes?  
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 Her words play on his mind over the weekend 

and Maria seems to have changed. When he walks 

into the main house and through and around the corner 
there is no smoke and no woman. He hears the faint 

buzz of a vacuum cleaner in a distant room or the 

shouting of the children behind her voice and he sees 

her wiping away the leaves from the pool when he is in 

the pool house. Of course she brings him food but he 
keeps missing her, or pretending to sleep when she 

comes in tip toeing and placing the food on the table. 

So, he has missed his chance at the present, he thinks, 

but he doesn’t allow the thought and goes back to 
Kafka and the letter but it doesn’t help. ‘Ohhh,’ he says, 

remaining under the blankets in the room until Thomas 

comes back and drags him out. 
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Edward sits by the window of the mansion trying to 

write the script, for weeks on end, Thomas doesn’t 

invite him out for lunch and he doesn’t check to see 
how he is progressing on the writing, Maria, when she 

can brings him coffee and salmon and salad. She 

begins to open to him again but not like before. ‘Don’t 

worry,’ Maria says. ‘Thomas gets like this with me too: 

for months he’ll grunt and moan, in fact, he only speaks 
to me for the first few days when a new guest arrives, 

faking good will.’  
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 When they are driving home Thomas remains 

silent, as if Edward cares—he looks out the window 

and sees the ocean and when they reach the gated 
community he reminds Edward that he is going away 

for another mission weekend and he tells Edward that 

he doesn’t want him talking to his son, ‘I don’t want his 

mind corrupted, it’s nothing personal’ he says and then, 

‘Look, if you don’t show me some writing soon, you can 
leave,’ and he says he doesn’t care where Edward 

goes, anyway, there’s another man expected in the 

pad soon, so the sooner Edward finishes the better, 

and, of course, he says, don’t worry about taking Thom 
to Church—something he has reminded Edward of 

constantly, how he let him down by not doing as he 

had said that last weekend he went away. 

 Edward looks at this man: his eyes are dark and 

his face is yellowish. It is not the same face Edward 
remembers seeing in India. Thomas seems afraid, 

Edward thinks, and finally he sees it again and turns 

away, but the face, Thomas’ face as a subject in 

Goya’s Black Paintings, lingers in his mind.  
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 Before Thomas leaves for the airport, as Edward 

is tucked under his sheets in the pool house, he walks 

in and says, ‘Look, Edward, if you don’t have anything 
to show me next week, you’re out.’ 

 

There are young men out the window and Edward jerks 

the sheet over his naked body. He looks around for 

Maria, smells the pillow beside him, as if she had been 
there, beside him. He rubs at his eyes, trying to remove 

the image from his mind. He spent all night stabbing 

Sage with a pencil in his dream, until the room, this 

room, was full of blood. He looks around. His empty 
satchel, and the glass table, and the letter, and Kafka, 

and the photograph of his grandparents—all his things 

are separated on the ground, and the sheets, and the 

bed, and himself is as if floating in a room full of bloody 

water.  It is like a childhood story Gene had told 
him, but instead of the ocean coming into his room, as 

the story went with cowrie shells and fish and sand—it 

is Sage’s blood and guts that fill the space. Edward 

rubs his eyes again, and then rubs the sweat off his 

body with the sheet. 
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 ‘Edward, Edward,’ Maria is standing at the door 

with a pot of coffee.  

 He sees her: brown as the desert, with huge lips 
the colour of her swimsuit, and long hair. It’s as if he is 

seeing her for the first time.  She is the most beautiful 

woman he has ever seen. He regrets everything, 

immediately, without having to think about it.  

 ‘Coffee and cigarettes,’ she says. ‘Come on,’ she 
turns outside with his gaze. ‘Pool boys,’ she says, 

reading his eyes, ‘nothing to worry about.’ 

 Edward nods.  

 ‘Okay, okay.’  
 And he sees the children splashing in the pool 

and the noise of their laughing seems enormous and 

the sun against the water—it’s all too loud. ‘Can you 

pull the blind for me, I’ll get changed and come to join 

you.’ 
 Maria smiles, she says nothing. 

 While she pulls the blind Edward watches her 

body—palm tree, coconuts—and in this moment he 

wishes he were young and handsome and straight.  

 He remembers her. And he remembers the 
woman from India. And he remembers. My Girl. 
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 Edward slides open the glass door, and 

manoeuvres through the door. He pauses—shining 

pool boys, glistening water, children, a white home, a 
maid—he blinks. This is a photograph: The American 

Dream.  
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 The two young men with the same slicked back 

hair and broad shoulders work there way around the 

pool as if they were acting. There cleaning instruments 
seem too clean, even polished, to be real tools, and it’s 

the same with their faces. Clean cut. Edward 

remembers the American TV shows from his 

childhood. With there white pants the same colour as 

the main house and there blue, open neck shirts, the 
same colour as the water, and with their perfectly white 

shoes, Edward feels hatred. Self-hatred. He desires to 

see his father with his dirty work shirt and fish smell. 

He wishes he had acted on his father’s dream and 
become a tradesman, then, he thinks, he wouldn’t be 

here, seeing this, because it’s enough for him to lose 

hope with a real world. He turns away, back to the 

darkness inside the bungalow, and he holds his head 

with his hands, sitting on the bed. The dust from India 
comes into mind, and the bright yellow colours and 

then, after some time, Maria comes in again. 

 ‘You’re losing it,’ she says, ‘put these on and 

come outside.’ She hands him some swim shorts. ‘I 

haven’t heard you say anything in weeks and you’re 
black around the eyes, Edward.’  
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 ‘Sorry,’ he says. ‘I dreamt last night. A bloody 

nightmare.’ 

 Maria turns away. ‘Lunch is almost ready, we’ll 
eat outside.’ 

 ‘Those pool boys,’ Edward says. ‘What—’ 

 ‘Edward,’ she says, interrupting, ‘you think too 

much.’ She opens the door full, bringing the outside in. 

‘In America this is the way it is. Now, get changed and 
come out.’ 

 Edward stands facing Maria’s ghost. His face is 

screwed with thought. 

 Sitting around the marble table beside the pool—
Thomas must own at least a dozen marble tables—

under the gondola, Edward faces across from the boy. 

Thom won’t stop talking. Maria reminds him of what 

Thomas Mann had said about silence but the boy 

continues, on and on.  
 ‘Why isn’t you black, Mr Edward?’ he says. ‘All 

the other bungalow men are dark in skin.’ He reaches 

across, stretching his arm out and pokes his index 

finger into Edward’s skin. ‘You’re not black. You’re the 

same as me.’ He jabs at Edward’s skin. ‘White.’ 
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 ‘Thom,’ Maria says. ‘Eat some salmon, please,’ 

and she passes him a plate full.  

 But it’s a hopeless attempt, as soon as the boy 
stops talking, the daughter, Sandra starts.  

 ‘Are you a Muslim?’ She asks and nods toward 

Thom who is wearing the small white cap. 

 Fuck it, he thinks. The question is finally enough 

to drag him out from his mind. 
 He moves his head forward to reach Thom’s eye 

level. 

 ‘Well, are you?’ Thom says. 

 ‘I’m nobody.’  
 ‘Do you hate Muslim, Mr Nobody?’ Sandra asks. 

 He knows he should maintain his silence, but the 

words are on his tongue, and they taste good.  

 ‘No,’ he says. ‘I only like beauty.’  

 ‘I like Christian people,’ Sandra says. ‘One day I’ll 
be a lawyer like Mum and change the world.’  

 ‘I like Muslim.’ Thom says as if to spite his sister. 

‘Don’t tell dad.’ 
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 ‘He already knows, idiot, that’s why Edward is 

here instead,’ she says, and she now looks at Edward. 

She must be only fourteen but she has the gaze of a 
woman. ‘And that’s why dad’s been so angry lately, 

because Edward won’t be a good Christian.’ 

 ‘You know a-lot for a ten year old,’ Maria says, 

widening her eyes to Edward.  

 Edward can’t remember being ten. He’s not 
concerned about the words anymore, he is the 

embodiment of apathetic—he’s only unsure whether a 

ten-year-old should be saying these things.  

 How does she know these words? 
 Shit. 

 Maria speaks, ‘Muslims are people, just like you 

and me.’ She points across the table toward Sandra’s 

heart. ‘They have one of those.’ And then to her head: 

‘And they have a mind, just like mine, and yours.’ And 
she wraps her finger back around her fork, saying, ‘and 

they have a God, just like you do. That’s it.’ And then 

she smiles, ‘You’d make a fabulous lawyer, darling.’ 

 ‘I know,’ Sandra says. 
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 Finally the conversation is over and the children 

have finished eating and go back to the pool. Edward 

watches Sandra, only a teenager, posing on the tiles, 
her small tits facing out toward the pool boys. Maria 

lights a cigarette. ‘How did you end up here?’ she says. 

 Edward doesn’t say anything. He is taken back by 

all of it. Edward tries to see beyond this sea of white 

suburbs. The smoggy city is the distance and all the 
roofs become white caps on the ocean. The smog is a 

figment of the settlers’ imagination and from there 

Edward sees the colony as ant-sized. The image of the 

city and the sea repeats itself in his mind. Is that what 
Columbus had envisioned? Who is Columbus anyway? 

Another false God, he thinks. Then, coming back to the 

reality in front of him, imagine seeing all this this 

through Baudrillard’s eyes, he thinks, what would he 

make of it?  Edward wonders if this is what it means to 
have a bad acid trip. Is this what his father saw before 

he turned to the drink? Edward closes his eyes. But he 

can’t remove the image, his reality, which turns over in 

his mind and before his eyes. It’s all too much.  

 Thom walks over, dripping wet, and he tells 
Edward that he wants to be an astronaut. 
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 ‘Cool, man,’ Edward replies. Cool man? 

 ‘I want to find a new place,’ Thom says looking as 

if through Edward’s eyes. 
 ‘Another world?’  

 ‘Yeah, a new massive one, with lots of animals 

and foresters,’ he says, running and then jumping into 

the pool, creating a splash against Edward’s face. 

Edward looks up. The sky is dark-blue, smog creeps 
over the false horizon. Edward and Maria sip coffee 

and roll tobacco in silence until the sun begins to dull 

and the pool boys have left and the children have gone 

inside, sunburnt and tired.  
 ‘Edward,’ she finally says. 

 He looks over at her.  

 ‘You must have been a great father.’ 

 He nods. 

 ‘I need to paint tonight,’ she says, getting up. 
‘Cassandra is taking the children to Disneyland 

tomorrow, I’ll make us a nice, late breakfast.’ 
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 Edward nods again. Then he drags himself off the 

chair and goes back to the pool house, to the mattress. 

He can’t help thinking about Thom’s other world. This 
one’s nearly gone. And of course Maria’s words linger 

in his mind. He drifts to the Himalayan Mountains, and 

they successfully consume his mind’s landscape. He 

watches Happy stretching out his arm to release the 

stone. He desires to touch it but he can’t feel anything.  
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Edward looks into the mirror: green eyes bigger than 

he remembers, and clear. His skin has browned from 

yesterday’s sun. His hair is greying but loose, long, and 
almost falling onto his shoulders—it is calmer today, 

less wavy, he thinks, and it feels like a metaphor for 

this morning mind. His chin line is sharp, ruined slightly 

by new wrinkles, but sharp. He goes to touch the skin 

on his face but gets distracted by a waft of cigarette 
smoke. Strange, he thinks, before turning away: he is 

clear headed. He stands fixed in this new headspace, 

in the mirror, and he feels a deep, bodily fear or 

anxiety—the kind of feeling you have when you wake 
up from such a deep sleep that what you had said or 

done yesterday, or last week, or last year feels 

painfully strange—within every part of him, as if he’s 

woken up for the very first time and he is someone 

other then himself. There must have been grey matter, 
a kind of fog in there for months, he thinks, because 

suddenly, for no good reason at all, it’s lifted and in the 

mirror he can see himself clearly. He is not as old as 

he had imagined. How? He thinks. How to make sense 

of anything? He turns away. 
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 Maria is sitting, topless, smoking a 

cigarette by the pool. He sees her. Watches her 

through the glass. She is lit up in the morning light. And 
she, he thinks, she is fucking beautiful. If he were a 

painter, he thinks, this is it. Smoke wafts over her 

shoulder, drifting inside, and as she turns her head 

toward him he turns and moves outside, inventing 

nonchalance as the sun hits him like a drug. She points 
to the coffee pot over her shoulder with the tip of her 

cigarette. Edward thinks of Yolanda. What the fuck is 

you doing, Edward?   

 ‘The children?’ he asks, pouring coffee, her 
breasts remain in his mind. 

 ‘Disneyland,’ she says. ‘We’re finally alone.’ 

 He nods, remembering her curves from the 

window. 

 ‘Your shadow,’ Maria says, looking at the 
concrete behind him. ‘Don’t move.’ 

 Edward sips from the blue, porcelain cup with his 

back turned to the pool. 

 ‘Are you real?’ Edward says, still facing away 

from her, thinking that she had looked like a mermaid, 
like the girl from his boyhood mind, like My Girl.  
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 Shit. 

 ‘Something is happening,’ she says. 

 ‘What?’  
 ‘I can see a face in your shadow.’ 

 Good, great, he thinks. This woman is madder 

than he is. 

 ‘It’s going now,’ she says, ‘gone. You can turn 

around.’ 
 Edward lights a cigarette and turns, to the edge of 

the pool beside Maria. The cool water against his feet 

silences his mind. The sun reflects against the blue 

water like fairy lights.  
 Now, here, beside her, he feels her—maybe it’s 

her energy or something, and as he watches her 

through the slit in his Ray Bans he knows: she is not a 

mermaid, or My Girl, or Sage, or some beautiful figure 

from his imagination, she is a woman, a powerful, 
terrifying woman. Shit, he thinks, that’s it.  
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 ‘That was one of the most beautiful things I’ve 

seen,’ Maria says. ‘This face just faded into your body,’ 

she speaks with her hands, facing the water. ‘I feel like 
I’ve know you since forever, Edward, since we were 

both seabirds.’ She laughs and jumps up, seeming 

youthful. ‘I made us some lunch,’ she says, moving 

inside like a strong change in the wind, she comes out 

just as abruptly, holding a silver plate full of sliced 
fruits. ‘You seem much better today, Edward,’ she 

says, and the plate makes a crashing noise against the 

marble, waking him fully. As they sit opposite each 

other, Maria with her legs on the table chewing melon 
and Edward leaning back smoking he can’t avoid the 

thought: he wants to hold her. Shit, he thinks, could he 

do that? This is what he wants but the feeling and then 

thought, as he glances at her behind his Ray Bans, is 

that no, he couldn’t do that, and he hates himself for 
not being able. He knows his handsome face he had 

seen in the mirror, and he knows he has a reasonable 

sized cock, but still he feels it: uselessness. He turns 

back to the water, tyring not to—remembering 

Marquez. Hiding the shame of his uselessness. 
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 Maria barks at the dogs, lying around the pool like 

dead fish.  

 ‘Zombies,’ she says, ‘from the processed food.’ 
 It’s true, the dogs are piled up on the waterproof 

beanbags around the pool, and they don’t bat an eyelid 

at her pretending to bark. Edward had forgotten they 

were even here. 

 Maria invents another bark, high pitched. The 
Golden Retriever turns and Edward catches her eyes 

and pulls away, the drooping eyelids and the dull grey 

colour seemed more depressing than any human face 

he had ever seen. He turns back to Maria. She seems 
ten years younger, now rolling up.  

 ‘You want a puff, old man?’ Her lips turn upward 

with her eyebrows.  

 ‘I don’t smoke that shit, anymore,’ he says, and 

reaches out for the joint.  
 He leans back with two, long drags, and 

everything goes immediately still and silent. ‘Jesus,’ he 

says, ‘where did you get that?’ He feels like he’s 

suddenly trapped in a photograph, and then empty of 

fear, like fear was a bodily liquid he sees black water 
around his feet, leaking from his skin. 
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 He is back in the phone box in Berlin. 

 With the same look as before, Maria speaks, in 

time to save his dark thought.  
 ‘I stole it from the office,’ she says.  

 He goes to speak but then, he thinks, what would 

he say?  

 He sits within the still photograph for what feels 

like hours, until Maria finally gets up, as if out from the 
TV screen and she pulls him up off his chair and then, 

she pushes him into the pool. Splash.  

 ‘Jesus,’ he says, coming up from the water. ‘What 

was that shit?’ 
 ‘Hydroponic. Pretty strong hey?’ She laughs. 

 He goes back under the water and waits until he 

is completely empty of breath, then he brings his head 

up, pulls his hair back with his hands and opens his 

eyes, gasping for air. The light against the water is too 
bright. His eyes are like slits. Maria breaststrokes 

toward him until she is directly in front of him, looking 

up at him with her thick brown eyes. He moves back 

from her body.  

 ‘Are you afraid?’ she says, not moving her gaze 
from his eyes. 
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 He comes back to her and sees himself there. 

Yes, he wants to say but that feels incredibly useless. 

She makes another stroke forward and wraps her arms 
around him with her feet back kicking.  

 ‘How many years have you spent in your head?’ 

she says. ‘Close them.’ Maria pushes her hand forward 

and wipes across, closing his eyes. Her palm feels soft 

and warm. ‘Stop thinking,’ she says. ‘Tell me a story, 
Edward. The first thing that comes to your mind.’ And 

she pulls his body closer toward her. ‘Lets try and get 

you back in your body.’ 

 Edward wonders for a moment how long it’s been 
since he told a story to someone. He remembers his 

father’s childhood stories and he suddenly regrets 

everything since then. 

 ‘Edward,’ she says. ‘Stop thinking.’ 

 ‘Okay,’ he says. ‘The landscape is vast, jagged in 
parts, singing out loudly: Religion is a fallacy.’ 

 ‘Keep going,’ she says. 

 ‘We are driving through South America,’ he says. 

‘We stopped for fuel and cigarettes before the border. 

The bug hasn’t miss a beat.’ 
 ‘What’s a bug?’ She asks.  
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 ‘You can’t keep interrupting,’ he says. ‘It’s a type 

of car, small, round, and this one is yellow. He 

continues. ‘The car follows the road like it holds 
memories. A yellow ball of light under an empty sky.’ 

 She leans in and kisses his head.  

 ‘Did we steal it?’ she says, wrapping her legs tight 

around his back. 

 ‘You have fallen asleep,’ Edward says. ‘Your 
head is against the rust, hair in the wind. I am watching 

your profile. You fit this place. I can’t imagine you being 

any place else. I turn back to the road and the beach 

ball moon sits out there with the stars, above the dark 
outline of the mountains. It looks simple,’ he says. ‘No 

big bang, no stories, the land has been there from time 

immemorial.’ 

 Maria interrupts him again. ‘C’mon, Edward, an 

easy story.’  
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 Without noticing, Maria is wrapped around him 

and he is looking directly at her, lost in his own story. 

‘As the sunrises we come to a blue expanse, to the left 
of the road is shimmering turquoise water to the 

horizon, white sand as far as the eye can see and on 

the other side, green-blue mountains. I didn’t expect 

the blueness to have this affect. You hold me tight. You 

say, isn’t it fucking beautiful.’ 
 ‘Isn’t it fucking beautiful,’ Maria says, laughing. 

 They both laugh. 

 Edward feels seventeen again, lying beside Sage, 

telling her a story—but that’s a false memory, she 
never asked to hear a story. She hated Edward’s 

stories. ‘Okay,’ Maria says. ‘I’ll continue.’ 
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 ‘I am pulling you through the beach bush, holding 

your hand,’ she says, holding his hand. ‘We are 

running like children, it’s the first time we’ve seen the 
sea. We come out onto sand and the openness is 

tremendous.’ She pulls Edward closer. ‘The sand feels 

like an old pair of shoes. You just stand there, curling 

you toes into the grains and looking from left to right. 

You feel the wind, suck in the salty smell. Feel the sun, 
burning against your skin. You look up at the blue and 

just stares into the clouds and then you look down at 

the ocean and to the left is a headland with a small 

house. You blink.’ 
 Edward opens his eyes. ‘How do you know I 

blink?’  

 ‘Edward, do you think your invisible? Now, shut 

up and listen.’ 

 Okay, he thinks, and easily falls back into the 
story, closing his eyes. 

 Maria moves her chest against his and continues.  

 He feels her breasts touching his skin but he 

remains unafraid, lost at the beach. 
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 Here’s Edward and Maria: in the middle of the 

pool, surrounded by the white house and the bungalow 

and stray dogs looking at them passively from the 
edge, stoned, and entwined in each other as if they 

were one blob of a human being in the water. Two 

foreigners on a Sunday in a suburb somewhere in L.A, 

pretending they are elsewhere. Maria continues.  

 ‘I walk into the water,’ she says. ‘You follows, 
watching me dive in. You swims down and along the 

bottom. You hears it as if for the first time. The silence. 

You exhales and lies still on the sand under water. You 

opens eyes and sees my legs. Could be a beautiful 
shot in a film, you thinks.  

 Edward’s cock is getting hard but it’s as if he 

doesn’t notice. 

 ‘I want you to make love with me, Edward,’ Maria 

says.  
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 His eyes remain closed. She removes his 

swimming shorts, shuffling them down with her hands, 

struggling against the weight of the water. ‘The sun is 
highlighting my arse through the blue. It shimmers,’ she 

says, laughing. “Isn’t it amazing,’ I scream. ‘This water 

can recharge your whole.’ I am now lying on my 

stomach, drifting on the sheet of water; my eyes into 

yours. ‘You’re a mirror,’ I say, looking at your green 
eyes. You swim over and pull me toward you, gently, 

through the water.’ 

 Edward is naked, his cock against Maria’s chest.  

 ‘Go inside me,’ Maria says, licking Edward’s ear 
and pulling open the side of her bottom bikini. 

 ‘It’s okay,’ she says. 

 Edward moves, gently, inside Maria. She is warm 

and soft.  
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 ‘Slowly, Edward.’ She continues. ‘My eyelids 

open and close with my body, we are speaking without 

voice, swaying back and forth. You feel like thanking 
me whilst I move up and down your cock. Water begins 

to splash around us, and the sun is bright and the 

landscape is enormous behind the beach, and then we 

both come together and the sea is a part of it, what it 

feels like—Maria stops. ‘Oh,’ she says, moving back 
and forth in the water. ‘Oh,’ she says. ‘Ohhh.’ 

 The both come.  

 Edward pulls away from her and then opens his 

eyes. He cannot speak. He is terrified to see the white 
house and the dogs and the pool. What happened to 

the ocean? 
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 Maria moves over and holds Edward. She 

continues talking, wrapped around his back. ‘My arms 

are wrapped around you from behind in the water. You 
see a bird, an eagle, circling directly above us. ‘What 

do you think?’ I say, still wrapped around you. You just 

stares up, unaware that your head is moving in unison 

with the bird, tracing circles in the sky. ‘Ever since I 

was young,’ she says, ‘I’d like to become a bird, after 
this.’ Edward pulls away from her body and swims (to 

the shore—he is still in the story) to the edge of the 

pool. Maria stays in the water for some time. ‘Staring at 

the headland,’ she says. Edward looks, the small and 
weathered shack moulds into the rock on the headland, 

almost apart of it. He sees himself there, overlooking 

all this. Then he comes-to and he is sitting on the edge 

of the pool looking at the pool house. 
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 ‘Well,’ Maria says and drags herself up, out of the 

pool. She lights a cigarette. ‘I suppose you’re not gay 

anymore.’ She laughs. He doesn’t know what to say or 
how to say it. And when he goes to speak Maria puts 

the cigarette in his mouth. ‘I don’t think your gay 

anymore,’ she says. She punches at his chest. ‘C’mon, 

old man, this is life.’ She inhales, exhales. He doesn’t 

speak. Edward nods. He lies back against the warm 
cement. He closes his eyes and feels a beat in his 

chest and with the beat he sees the drawing in his 

mind, and then the face, and he tries to change it but 

Banana lingers there.  Maria sits beside him, pulls 
his head to her stomach.  

 ‘Have I upset you?’ she says.  

 He wipes at the water from her leg.  

 ‘Are you okay, Edward?’ she asks behind her 

cigarette.  
 ‘I,’ he says, unsure. ‘I don’t know who I am.’  
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 The words feel childish, absurd. But he allows 

them. I don’t know who I am. It feels good. He 

remembers Sage. And he now knows that that’s it. At 
thirty-six, that’s it. Shit. Since he left Australia, he has 

tried to become something other, and in that he 

successfully killed Edward Wolfe. All of his 

philosophising with his gay partners about multiple 

selves, about fluidity, about meaninglessness, and 
nothingness has come to this. I don’t know who I am, 

he repeats to himself. 

  Maria pulls at his hair. ‘So, tell me something 

about Edward Wolfe,’ she says. ‘Maybe I help you find 
him again.’ Maria holds him, wiping at his face. ‘You 

have power, Edward,’ she says. ‘I think you don’t 

realise your own energy.’  

 He turns, facing the glass window of the pool 

house, his head wedged between her legs, and he 
sees the star shoot through the blackness inside—like 

a shooting star. 

 Maria allows his silence.  

 After some time, she says, ‘I can see it in your 

eyes.’  
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 Edward feels her breath flowing into him; he can’t 

avoid it, like her blood in his own, crawling into his 

veins. He breathes in, and out with Maria. He smiles, 
wipes at his face. It feels good, her beat and the touch 

of her skin on his. He remembers: you’re in okayness.  

 ‘You’re trembling,’ Maria says.  

 ‘It’s cold.’ 

 ‘It’s warm, Edward, fucking hot, maybe you’re still 
sick.’ 

 He nods and she folds his head further into her 

crutch. He feels warmer; it’s enough to make him tired. 

Immensely tired. How long has it been since he felt this 
tiredness? Maria closes his eyes. 
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Edward has resorted to a profound silence. He hasn’t 

spoken to Maria since they made love in the pool. 

Edward sits; staring out the window of the pool house, 
wondering if what happened with Maria was because 

of the marijuana. He has never felt anything like it, and 

he is fearful of that—what felt like a different 

dimension. What feels like love? He constantly pushes 

the thought aside, feeling useless. He turns over these 
thoughts, at work, at the kitchen table, on Sunday at 

Church, and in the pool house but today the final draft 

of the script and a clear synopsis is due and he hasn’t 

written a thing. Edward gets up from the bed, almost 
aggressively, seeing Thomas coming into view.  

 ‘Today, Edward, as you know: it has to be 

finished, or else.’ Thomas turns. ‘Breakfast,’ he says. 

 Thomas is like waving a carrot in front of a half-

dead rabbit. The rabbit remains silent. 
 There is no early morning smoke.  
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 During breakfast Maria doesn’t make eye contact 

with Edward, as usual. Her body language has shifted 

over the weeks, back to stiffness, and her face looks 
old again, like the first time they met. Edward watches 

her behind his croissant and coffee. It’s as if she is 

embarrassed or maybe she feels she said too much. 

He wants her to see him. He felt something inside her 

that is greater than himself. He sits upright with the 
look of someone whose bean beaten and is now 

standing up, like a layman in the French revolution—he 

seems nonchalant in his new arrogance.  

 ‘I’m actually looking forward to getting stuck into 
this script,’ he says to Thomas. ‘Its such a great idea,’ 

he glances over at Maria. She remains expressionless.  

 ‘Edward,’ Thomas almost drops his cup of coffee. 

‘Get ready for work.’  
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 Edward speaks, and walks, with a newfound 

swagger. He wears a clean white shirt buttoned to the 

top under his tailor made suit. There’s sharpness in his 
eyes, hidden under his Ray Bans. If you were a 

shaman, you’d say his aura was glowing yet 

colourless. The drive to the working mansion is not 

important. Edward is not looking. They drift into LA, 

out, up the hill and into the driveway.  
 Thomas claps his hands together. ‘Today’s the 

day, Ed.’ 

 Edward sits at his marble worktable by the 

window and pulls out the MP3 player from Maria and 
lights a cigarette. He has begun to carry it with him and 

today the album plays over and over as he doesn’t life 

his fingers from the pen. Thomas doesn’t invite him to 

lunch but he is careless. He finishes the end of the 

script and writes the synopsis, scribbling like a pothead 
drawing on the back of a shopping docket, as if he is 

afraid that his mind will break or that the words will stop 

or maybes he’s afraid of what Thomas Mann is capable 

of. He finishes the synopsis with the packet of 

Marlboros.  
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 The Boy turns eighteen and takes a gap year to 

go travelling in India to do ‘Missionary work’ he tells his 

father. The boy ends up in Srinagar and starts to 

smoke hash (the Muslims corrupted him) and he meets 

a beautiful girl, a Muslim girl. She corrupts his Christian 

beliefs and takes him to the Mosque. He falls in love. 

He stops doing his missionary work. Love, Allah, and 

marijuana kill his motivation. He creates woodcarvings 

and learns to play the drums. He marries the girl and 

doesn’t tell his father. The Father sends a spy from 

America, through his connections, to check on the boy. 

The spy documents this devil’s behaviour. The father 

flies to Srinagar to save his son from Muslims. The boy 

murders his father and the spy informs America. The 

headlines in the International news: Muslim Terrorist 

Kills Father (or Christian Boy Come Muslim Extremist 

Kills Own Father or Father Of Our Church Dead by 

Extremist Son or Muslim Faith Corrupts Humanity). A 

small war of The Churches occurs (note: Thomas, you 

could just mock this from history, use The Crusades as 

an example). The Christians win through bloodshed. 

The boy is brought back to America and tortured (in 

secret) and then taken to Church and forgiven for his 
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sins. The boy ends up becoming a Father like his 

father and then has a son who becomes a Father 

(keep it in the family, hey Thomas?). The Christians 

have more power than politicians (keep this as 

subtext). They pray, they eat, they love and they drive 

big cars and live in a big house (The American Dream, 

subtly this is the main reason for the story, right, 

Thomas?) Specifically, the Father has a lawn, always 

mowed, and a cross in his bedroom and a big black 

BMW. The BMW is driving through L.A in the setting 

sun, with a Church in the background, zoom in and 

fade with the Church. FIN. 

 

The sun is beginning to set out the window over the 

city; Edward turns away and takes the paper to 

Thomas who places the synopsis into a wooden draw 

that, Edward notices, is overflowing with bark. 
 Thomas doesn’t read it.  

 He will though, he says, when he finds the time. 

Edward is silently shaking his head. 

 Thomas smiles, that disturbing upturned cracked 

lip. Hands Edward a fifty-dollar bill, rolled up.  
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 ‘No, thanks,’ Edward says seeing the powder on 

the small mirror on another marble table in another 

empty room of the mansion: Thomas’s workplace? 
Edward looks around, unsure. 

 ‘Are you sure, Edward?’ He keeps the note in 

Edward’s face. ‘Are you sure, Ed?’ 

 He might need it, he figures, and snorts a line. 

Thomas takes another, dips his finger into his glass of 
water and rubs it into his nostril, tilting his head back, 

like a professional. ‘Edward.’ He rolls his head forward, 

sniffing air, like a turret’s patient. ‘We’re having a 

celebration tonight, yeah. A fundraiser. A few young 
Indian lads coming round and LA’s best Father’s will be 

here, and everyone else. I’ll need you here, for a 

speech. Just talk about your experience here, you 

know, what you’ve achieved with the script, say 

something about the food, and summarise the script, 
yeah?’ 
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 Edward looks at this man. His pupils jolt out of his 

upside down triangle head. Edward’s head feels dizzy 

and he turns down. There he sees Thomas’ dick is 
hanging out his fly. Edward can’t stop the sickness. He 

vomits on the floor. The coke must have gone straight 

to his head. ‘Fuck,’ he says. 

 ‘Fuck, Edward. You piece of shit.’ And then, 

quickly, Thomas says, ‘Jesus. Sorry Edward, what am I 
saying.’ He tries to hug Edward and then Thomas 

begins to wipe-up the vomit with his tie. ‘We’re the 

fuck’s Maria, the slut. Maria. Maria!’ 

 Edward gets up and points to Thomas’ crutch. 
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 ‘Fuck,’ he says and almost zips his dick in his fly. 

‘Come outside, Edward, fresh air.’ Thomas turns and 

walks outside as if nothing had happened. On the 
balcony of the working mansion they look out over L.A 

and Thomas continues with his turrets, snorting air and 

saying, ‘Ah, yes,’ over and over. Some young guys are 

standing around on the far side of the balcony. And 

there are new black cars coming into the driveway 
below, and the city out there looks completely black. 

Edward closes his eyes and tries to breathe. It’s all 

black. He leans over the balcony, breathing in and out, 

silently.  Thomas has vomit on his sweater, and 
white splotches on his face. He turns and opens his 

hand to Edward. ‘Thank you, Edward,’ he says. 

Edward looks down and up, between the man and the 

money. The notes feel hot in his hand. The money is 

sweaty and covered in marks of pen and, Edward 
sees, small red stains. ‘Edward, I trust you, you’ll stay 

quiet, yeah.’ Thomas folds Edward’s fingers over the 

bundle of cash and smiles. ‘Feel it,’ he says. ‘Doesn’t it 

make you all wet?’ 
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 Edward just stares, downward, he focuses on a 

small red blotch on the top note and it grows with his 

focus until all Edward can see is the colour red. In this 
moment, he thinks, he won’t take the money. That he 

doesn’t need it. Doesn’t want it. Fuck that, he thinks. 

 ‘When you’re done with your performance tonight, 

this money will be yours,’ Thomas says behind his 

grinding jaw. He pulls away, puts the wad back into his 
suit pocket with a creased lip. 

 Edward looks up into Thomas’ brown eyes. ‘I 

thought the agreement was— 

 Thomas interrupts him with a smirk, ‘Edward, 
there was never any agreement.’ He pulls at Edward’s 

shirt. ‘Now, come on in for that drink, and a bit of fun 

yeah.’ Thomas turns, walks back inside, swaying from 

side-to-side, and speaking to himself. Waving over his 

shoulder for the young Indian guys to follow him in. 
‘You’ll get to meet the most important people in 

America tonight,’ he says over his shoulder to Edward. 

‘You remember Christian Dick?’ Thomas says, before 

he walks inside, ‘He’s flying in for the party tonight, I 

bet you’re dying to see him.’  
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 Edward stops at the door. ‘For a smoke,’ he says. 

‘I’ll meet you inside, Thomas.’ 

 He doesn’t move. He waits for the glass door to 
shut and for the man to disappear. He turns and leans 

over the balcony: Thomas’ BMW. Thomas always 

leaves the keys in the ignition. He sucks on the smoke 

until the butt is the only thing left and then, he figures, 

that’s it. He has no other choice.  
 

Edward swerves through the city, not thinking.  

 He screams out: fuck you. Smoke is pushed back 

in his face by the wind.  
 He won’t remember any of this. Teaspoon of 

cement, boy—he repeats. 
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 He throws his cigarette out to the tarmac as if it’s 

this memory. In the rear view he watches the butt 

sparking ash. He wants his mind to segregate this time 
from becoming his past. Rubber burns against the 

tarmac, he’s running red lights. Down the hill, into L.A 

and out to the suburbs. Screaming: you sick Christian 

cunt! He doesn’t know the code for the gate so he 

parks the car sideways on the grass outside the gated 
community, jumps the fence, cuts his hand. He runs up 

the street, red drops stain the grass. He is moving like 

a crazed Hunter S with a Ginsberg beat in his head: 

blood on your leaves, blood on your grass, bloody 
leaves of grass. He looks like a madman, going 

somewhere and nowhere at the same time. He gets 

lost. On his second round, Maria yells out. 

 ‘Edward?’ She is standing in the frame of the 

door. He runs. 
 ‘There’s blood on your hands,’ she says. 

 ‘I’m leaving.’ He moves past her, inside. ‘I’ve seen 

Thomas’s face.’ 

 ‘What, Edward?’ 

 ‘Goya’s Black Paintings.’  
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 She tries to calm him, speaking quietly. ‘Thom is 

bed, he’s sick. Edward, you’re bleeding?’ 

 ‘I’ve taken the car.’ He turns, looks at her. ‘To the 
airport.’ 

 In the pool house, Edward gathers his things, 

pulls Kafka from under his pillow and removes the 

letter, placing it inside his Jacket’s pocket. He runs 

inside with his bag loose off his shoulder. 
 Maria stops him. ‘Look, Edward.’ She speaks 

seriously.  

 Edward interrupts her. ‘Fuck it, lets go, Maria.’ 

 ‘I’m going to stay and paint,’ Maria says. ‘Did he 
pay you?’ 

 ‘No,’ he says, ‘I should have enough on my credit 

card, and surely you’ve made enough by now.’ Edward 

tries to hold her, but she moves, toward the ashtray 

and butts her fag. 
 ‘I’m staying, Edward.’  

 She speaks out the window, not facing him. ‘ 

 ‘The airport is not far, you should go, and Thomas 

will be looking for the car.’   

 Edward follows her up the stairs.  
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 He stands still watching Maria paint. She is 

moving with the brush slowly and her head is gently 

tilted downwards, as if she is the painting. He waits. 
She doesn’t turn around from the canvas. He looks at 

the painting; there are just thin brush strokes in black, 

the outline of two figures. He imagines the subjects to 

be them: Edward and Maria. He turns away. 

 ‘Wait, Edward,’ Maria says, I want you to have 
this,’ and she turns and hands him the small-framed 

sketch from the wall and then turns, picks up the 

paintbrush and continues.  

 ‘I’ve hidden a thousand US behind the frame,’ she 
says. ‘Take it, its just money, I have more.’ 
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 Edward waits for a moment, but she doesn’t say 

anything more, she is silent and still facing the painting. 

Edward closes the door and walks through the hall to 
Thom’s room. He looks at the sleeping boy and shakes 

his head. Light passes through the curtain; a slight 

wind picks up dust in the rays. Edward decides not to 

wake him. He slides Kafka under the side of Thom’s 

pillow. For when you’re older, you’ll need this. He 
speaks quietly. As he closes the door he hears a 

shuffle from the bed. He draws the back of his hand 

across his face and runs down the stairs. 

 Maria yells out. ‘Edward, Marquez is on the 
kitchen table, take it with you.’  

 He looks at the book, instead of taking it with him 

he leaves a note on the inside cover, and then runs. 

Edward jumps the fence and takes off, south, as he 

had remembered. 
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 With his left hand he pulls the letter out from his 

jacket pocket and reads it over. Edward sees the sign 

at the last moment, L.A Airport LEFT, and swerves, 
cutting off traffic. His eyes are fixed on the horizon, as 

if it were an ocean. He has a cigarette in his mouth, his 

left hand is on the wheel and his right hand is cupped 

over his ear and his elbow is leaning on the windowsill, 

nonchalant. The madness of the driving doesn’t suit the 
seemingly disconnected body language of the driver. 

It’s as if he is not here. The smell of burnt rubber sinks 

in; smoke entangles with his anxious body on the run. 

He continues, toward the airport, not looking up from 
the road. I’ll drive to departures and get out, leave the 

car there, like a madman, he continues, speaking to 

himself, in a tone of voice that suggests he doesn’t 

care for fate.  

 Maria is beside him, he imagines. 
 ‘Drive with me to Chile, Edward,’ he hears her 

say.  
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 To the tip of his cigarette, sparks up. He leans his 

head back into the seat. He imagines her looking at his 

profile and she rolls her tongue around her cheeks. 
She pokes him in the arm with the index finger of her 

smoking hand. He feels it. Smoke climbs up his 

shoulder, blurring his portrait.  ‘C’mon old man,’ she 

says. ‘Why not keep living?’ 

 ‘I need to go home,’ he says to himself.  
 ‘Fuck that. Ride with me Chile. There are the 

most beautiful landscapes you can imagine. Maybe 

you will never have this chance in time. Maybe your 

plane crash, maybe you die tomorrow.’ She smiles. 
‘Are you a free man?’  

 He looks across—seeing her, and then to the 

road. The sign for Departures is overhead. 

 ‘I’m sorry,’ she says. ‘That was careless, Edward. 

I think it could be a very nice trip for you. The 
landscape down there does something to you,’ she 

turns out the window. ‘At the least it will rid your mind 

of Thomas Mann.’ 

 Edward looks over.  

 ‘Dreamer,’ he says.  
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 He finishes the cigarette and pulls his cupped 

hand away from his right ear.  

 ‘Sorry. I’m sorry.’  
 Shit. 

 Here is Edward almost being pulled again by 

someone else—even if she is imaginary—and it’s not 

that he doesn’t listen to what the voice is saying and 

it’s not that he has no time to think about South 
America. It’s that he cannot think. This is Edward fixed 

on making his decision. This is not Edward, again, 

unable. He pulls over, slams the break pedal, opens 

the door, slams it shut, and walks around the car with 
his Ray Bans on, making sure nobody sees. Here is 

Edward doing something. He sucks in a breath, turns 

away from the voice, and says, ‘No, sorry darling, I 

have to go home.’  
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Part Four, Southerly 
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An Australian custom’s officer smiles at Edward—

gidday old mate—his rise of the lip suggests, as if 

Edward were returning from Bali, Australian’s one-stop 
holiday destination. Edward looks at the man, unsure. 

He remembers the gunman from Srinagar, and 

compared to that, this man seems like a cartoon 

character, like someone who has learnt to do 

something without knowing why or what for. He doesn’t 
meet the happy-go-lucky eyes and becomes afraid of 

the openness he feels in the people around him, and 

the kind of transparency of the place itself. L.A airport 

felt very American, the airports in India felt distinctly 
Indian and this—he can’t describe it, it’s a kind of 

emptiness, as if this were a detention centre off the 

coast, a halfway point to some other country, and he 

some strange foreigner, a boatperson, he thinks. 

Where am I? He can’t feel his feet against the ground, 
as if there’s no gravity down here, and then, waiting in 

line for something or other, he remembers he’s 

completely exhausted, and it’s all most likely a 

reflection of his state of mind. Shit. He turns his gaze to 

the floor, sidestepping his way through the airport, 
anxious of the black tiles and the shadows around him.  
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 Outside, Edward breaks open a carton of 

Marlboros, checking to see that there are no cameras 

above him. You’re not supposed to bring more than 
two packets of cigarettes into the country, the worker in 

duty-free had said. Well that’s ridiculous, Edward had 

decided, and bought two cartons. Do you have any 

cigarettes on you? The customs man had asked. No, I 

don’t smoke. Edward asks for a flame, silently, by 
scraping his thumb into his index finger, emulating the 

action of a lighter, as if he were in India. He can’t find 

his words. The woman understands and smiles. Is this 

country still in drought? He looks around but can’t yet 
comprehend it: what had he expected? Everything, 

even the grey airport building, seems brown or burnt, 

like an open-wound on your skin that won’t heal.  
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 He looks down at the concrete, escaping. Sees 

his shadow, it seems too large. Has he put on weight? 

He is terrified to be here. It is a feeling that is affecting 
him from his throat to his feet. He sucks in a breath and 

looks up. A man is walking toward him in a suit, with 

one of those pull-along hard and shiny suitcases. His 

gaze is on Edward’s feet. Edward follows the man’s 

eyes down to his boots. They are falling apart, leather 
flaps onto the concrete and he can now feel the holes 

with his toes. Edward looks back at the man’s eyes. He 

turns away, hurries past. Edward watches, with his 

cigarette drooping off his lip, the man strides faster and 
then disappears into other suits and suitcases. This 

isn’t a zoo—he thinks to say. He is used to people 

looking at him, everywhere in the world people look, 

laugh, smile, and cry, but this man wasn’t curious or 

embarrassed or interested. His gaze was of judgement, 
Edward thinks.  
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 Here’s Edward: greying long hair, faded and torn 

leather jacket, dusty Ray Bans with holes in his jeans 

and shoes, standing on a lean and smoking a fag, 
looking like Mick Jagger at the end of his World Tour. 

Ah well, he thinks, and stomps the butt. Jesus, he 

says, stinging his toe with ash. He turns away from it 

all, throws his leather bag over his shoulder, jerks a 

breath and waves down a cab.  
 ‘Where ya goin’ old mate?’ the man says, facing 

out his window. 

 Edward takes a moment, with his head in his 

hands. He tries to brush it off with both hands. 
 ‘To the beach,’ he finally says.   

 ‘Ha ha,’ the driver says, showing off his few 

wood-coloured teeth under his yellow-toned 

moustache.  

 ‘Great Ocean Road,’ Edward says, pulling his 
head away from his hands.  

 The man looks over at him, from his head to his 

feet—‘I’ll need ya to pay up front, mate.’ 

 Edward reaches in his bag for his credit card. He 

prays to the heavens.  
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 The man pulls over, he studies Edward, waiting 

for the machine to process. Then he tears off the 

receipt and passes it over. ‘Me lucky day,’ he says, 
revealing the same wood-coloured teeth. He turns a 

knob and takes off. The sound of triple J—too familiar, 

Edward’s eyes soften, shut. 

 ‘You been here before?’ 

 ‘Long time ago,’ he says, turning out the window. 
The flatness of the landscape is nothing like Edward 

remembers. What does he remember?  

 In his head, on the plane, instead of memory, 

Edward had envisioned a landscape painting Yochem 
had hanging on his wall. Thick scrub and rolling hills 

with lots of green and yellow-browns and a few 

aboriginals painted like shards of bark. Delusional, on 

the plane, he had imagined a paradise, something 

new, a place where he could begin again, but it’s all flat 
and dusty and burnt and dull grey. Don’t worry, 

Edward, it’ll rain soon, Gene would say. When he was 

growing up the country was in full drought. All over the 

radio: don’t water the lawn, three-minute showers—full 

panic. 
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 He asked his father once. His father just went on 

and on about how we’re all fucked, murderers and 

slaves. But that was after he started drinking and 
maybe the reason for it. He was always angry, like 

there was a spirit inside him that wanted to escape. 

When he got like this, Edward’s mother, before she 

passed, would hit his father with a wooden spoon and 

once, he remembers, with her fist.  
 The driver turns up the radio, dulling the dialogue 

inside Edward’s mind. Edward turns; the cabbies eyes 

seem lazy on the road, as if the car were driving itself. 

‘Mind if I smoke?’ he asks. 
 ‘Get fucked, you speak. I thought you were one of 

them foreigners.’ 

 Edward raises the fag, hanging loosely between 

his fingers. ‘Got a light?’ 

 ‘Can’t smoke anywhere these days,’ the cabby 
says. ‘Can’t do anything. The world’s goin a shit.’ He 

hands Edward a yellow lighter, continues, ‘Death 

bloody death. World war three soon. Muslims.’ 
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 Edward is silent, staring outside. The words pass 

through him. He watches the letters bounce across the 

road like a frightened kangaroo into the bush: D b d d t 
h w a r b l o o d e a d. He won’t let them in. The way 

the man speaks reminds him of someone, his father? 

Speaking in half sentences, making claims that Edward 

guesses he is too ignorant to back up—in a typical 

Australian way that he had long forgotten about, this 
man doesn’t finish his sentences, leaving the meaning 

unnecessarily aloof. He remembers his father speaking 

that way. If it wasn’t for your grandfather, Ed, them 

Japs would have taken over, he once said, and it 
wasn’t until Edward was much older did he understand 

the ignorance of this statement and, on reflection, his 

father was unknowingly governing Edward to be 

patriotic. It wasn’t until Edward had cleared his head in 

Amsterdam that he had thought up a response to his 
father: if it wasn’t for your father’s father’s father a few 

hundred thousand innocent first nation people might 

still be alive. Fuck that place—this place—Edward had 

decided 

 ‘You’re a Yank, then?’ The cabby says.  
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 Edward sees they are passing through 

Melbourne’s inner suburbs. He looks out and sees a 

familiar kebab shop, then the shisha bars, and then the 
café. Sydney Road, Brunswick. How long has it been 

since he sat on that footpath drinking a long black and 

rolling up a Drum Sky Blue with Sage?  

 ‘I see you got American money. You’re a yank?’ 

 Edward turns to the man. ‘No. I’m Australian.’ 
 The driver nods, and makes a movement with his 

mouth, as if he were chewing something. ‘Well,’ he 

says, waving his hand outside, ‘This is the bohemian 

part of the city, as you’d know.’ 
 Edward nods and looks out. They are now in 

North Carlton. The driver is taking the long route. He 

must have seriously thought Edward was a yank. 

Stitched himself right up. 

 ‘Carlton Cemetery on your left,’ he says, still 
playing tour guide. ‘Me mum’s out there.’ 
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 Edward turns, checks the colour of this man’s 

eyes. Brown. Thank Christ. His father’s eyes were 

blue. He turns, fixes the end of his cigarette to a point 
in the distance. Closes his eyes and nods. This is the 

place from his father’s letter where he buried Gene, 

beside Edward’s Grandfather. Edward wants to tell the 

driver to stop, pull over, wait—but he can’t. She must 

hate it out there, he thinks.  Shit. He turns 
downward. 

 ‘Ohhh,’ he says.  

 

The more tar burns rubber the deeper Edward sinks. 
Feelings come in and he quickly pushes them away. 

Momentarily his left arm is sore and he shrugs it off. He 

looks to some distant point on the horizon to change 

his mind and then a sharp pain in his head comes and 

he rolls his head around his neck. Soon, it is 
impossible. He just lets it all in.   
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 Edward feels like the car, or maybe like its tyre, 

picking things up from the road—a shell, bone, stone—

memories and thoughts, sometimes profound, 
sometimes painful. They come and go, speaking 

through found objects. The land is moving toward you, 

the shell says. Perception is stimulation, says the bone. 

Your eye, your eyes, says the stone, they have turned 

over again, look.  
 The great blue expanse has come into view. 

Edward watches the ocean, as if from an enormous 

distance. Has it lost its beauty? Was it never beautiful? 

He was expecting something else. His eyes close. His 
face slips, down the cold glass. He curls his body into 

the leather chair like a child on a road trip. The car 

becomes dead silent. The cabbie looks over Edward in 

the rear view mirror. He is perfectly still, silhouetted by 

the late sun. Then, suddenly the cabbie jerks the car 
off the road, opens the door, leans his head out and 

vomits onto the gravel, aggressively, all of a sudden—

like when you wake sick to the brim mid-dream, and 

run out, spraying the porcelain bowl with the night’s 

dinner. 
 ‘What?’ Edward says, coming-to.  
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 The driver wipes his mouth with his hand, pulls 

his head back up and slams the door shut. 

 ‘That fucking thing from Eraserhead came into my 
mind,’ he says, leaning against the steering wheel to 

light his cigarette. ‘That fucking film, she’s guna haunt 

me for the rest of me life.’ 

 Edward leans back against the seat, silent. The 

skin on his face skews, as he looks forward. 
 

 ‘I’ll never watch a fucking film with my son again,’ 

the cabbie says underneath his smoke. With his head 

turned checking for cars, he takes off with a start, 
covering the back windows with dust, saying, ‘He’s an 

artist in Melbourne.’ He’s now looking down the road, 

turning to the rear view mirror every third word. ‘Dad, 

he said, you gotta see this film, it’s brilliant.’ The man 

winds down the window, shaking his head and throws 
the butt. ‘Fuckin hippy,’ he says. ‘Givin me nightmares.’ 
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 Edward turns back to the sea. His eyes trace the 

shore, far down below. From this height the sand 

becomes a line drawing, a length of driftwood. Edward 
sees, imagining a child on the beach. He becomes the 

child. He feels the crunching of sand under soft feet, 

shivers up the spine. C’mon soft cock, his Father would 

say. He follows the child’s body as it submerges into 

the water, afraid of the waves. He feels the foam, 
pushing and pulling against his limbs, saltwater 

breaking against his skin. The freezing water shrivels 

his balls. He screams as he surrenders and dives 

under, hoping his father hadn’t heard. Then, as soon 
as he is under the surface, everything is okay, like a 

dream. He swims with his eyes open, following the 

same mermaid with her almond eyes, her brown skin. 

He is so exhilarated by the sight of the mermaid that he 

comes up, jerks a breath, and runs up the sand to tell 
his father. 

 ‘You poof,’ his Father had said. ‘C’mon Ed, a 

mermaid?’  

 ‘Yes.’ Edward would reply. ‘I saw a mermaid. A 

real one, dad.’  
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 In the back seat of the taxi, Edward focuses his 

eyes on the road. He winds up the window and covers 

his eyes with Ray Bans, lights a cigarette and says, 
‘You know, Patti was right, Jesus is a cunt.’ 

 The driver turns up the radio, as if not hearing 

Edward. News. Edward hears as the Triple J presenter 

says, terrible news this week, acclaimed Australian 

artist, Nick Cave, lost his son to acid.  
 ‘What are you looking for?’ The driver says.  

 Edward is fixed back out the window. ‘Fish,’ he 

says. ‘Fisherman.’ 

 ‘Won’t find anything out there these days, hardly 
any fish in the sea, what with them fuckin super 

trawlers.’ The driver is shaking his head. He lights up. 

He’s dead serious and doing nothing about it. Man 

Saves World From Car Seat, Edward thinks, imagining 

the headline. 
 ‘Give me a fucking cigarette, mate?’ The driver 

says, and then laughs. 

 Edward half-shakes his head, opens the box and 

hands the man a cigarette.  

 ‘And a flame, c’mon, I need some bloody air.’ 
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 Edward passes the red lighter and then leans 

back. He curls his right palm into a shell, places it over 

his ear and lets out a deep breath, closing his eyes. 
The driver doesn’t notice and with the southerly wind 

blowing against his other ear Edward drifts, silently, to 

the beach.  

 Unaware, the cabby continues speaking. 

‘Dangerous road, did you know about that one?’ He 
points to the passenger side of the road, toward the 

dirt, scrub and sea. ‘Just in there,’ he says, ‘see that 

dirt road, there’s the cross.’ 

 Edward is at the beach with his grandmother. She 
is telling him stories about his grandfather who Edward 

never met. ‘Your grandfather was a marvellous 

painter,’ she says, looking out at their waves. ‘The way 

your grandfather used his eyes, my god, he could paint 

the ocean like a writer.’ 
 ‘Drunk or dreamer,’ the driver says. ‘Fucking 

shame. Too many deaths. Bloody shame straya.’ 
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 His grandmother would interrupt Edward’s 

silence. ‘You’re just like your grandfather. You have 

your grandfather’s mind. The way you look out at that 
ocean, Edward, I swear you have your grandfather’s 

eyes—a drip of sweat falls from under the shell on his 

cheek and Edward comes-to. 

 ‘Fucking council, they was meant to fix that part of 

the road. People dyin while they on smoko eatin 
sangas.’ The driver thinks this is hilarious, Edward has 

no idea what he’s talking about. He rubs at his eyes. 

The man continues. ‘Struth,’ he says. ‘Hey?’ What a 

fuckin joke.’ 
 Edward is fixed on the coastline.  

 Has it always been like this?  

 Like sculptures, Edward sees faces in the clay, 

facing out to the horizon from the ocean cliffs, like 

Gods. As he turns to the road he sees their old pine 
tree coming into view.  

 ‘Just up here,’ he says. 

 ‘Not a bad fuckin stop,’ the cabbie says.  
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 ‘Just here, here it is, my grandmothers place,’ 

Edward says, pointing to the scrub coming up on their 

left. Has the house been demolished? As they get 
closer, and the cabbie comes to a halt on the dirt he 

sees through the overgrown garden a spark of yellow 

paint and then he sees behind leaves the two square 

windows, like old eyes peering at them from the 

distance, underneath long, straggly green and brown 
hair. Edward, unconsciously, covers his face.   

 ‘What is it, mate?’ The cabby says. 

 Edward says nothing. 

 ‘C’mon mate, you alright?’ 
 ‘I imagined seeing something else,’ Edward says, 

and jerks his hands away. ‘That’s all.’ 

 ‘Right,’ the driver says, lighting up. ‘How long has 

it been then?’ 

 Edward opens the door, he tries, but says, ‘I’m 
not sure.’ He pulls his leather bag from the floor, stands 

out of the cab, throws it over his shoulder and then 

slams the door.  

 ‘Well, good luck then,’ the cabbie yells. 
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 Edward hears the wheels turn over, and then a 

cloud of dust comes over his shoulder. Edward wants 

to turn, look to the road and give him a nod, but he 
can’t face it. He just imagines himself disappearing with 

the sound, back in the cab, to Amsterdam.  

 

The scrub has become pastel-coloured buildings on 

their lean, the dirt a canal, the natural sounds around 
him, birds, and insects—they are crying out in Dutch. 

He shakes his head, and continues downward, toward 

the shack. He comes to the sandy path and smells it. 

Southerly. That familiar salty scent from his childhood: 
Australia. But it is old, like he is not there, here. The 

smell creates waves, lines of memory that fill his head, 

as if he were made-up of it, the ocean. It’s like licking 

lipstick from the lips of the first woman he made love 

to: Sage, and then coming back to those same lips. He 
sees the square faded-yellow house and wipes his 

face. He looks down at his hand momentarily—hoping 

to see Sage’s musk-pink lipstick? Shit. He feels 

unsure, but forces his head back up, onward. 
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 Inside, it is, as it was. Seven square windows 

made up of layers of stained-green louvers face the 

sea, turning everything out there a dull green. Shells of 
all shapes and colours but faded to white, crowd the 

long wooden table that fills the main room. There is the 

fireplace, open and thick with ash, as if someone had 

been here after Gene but, he sees, dust covers 

everything, like the house has been empty for eons. 
The blurry view brings the outside in as it has always 

done. Edward sits down on the ripped-leather chair 

before the windows and lights up.  

 The musky smell of the house reminds him of 
Sundays with fresh croissants and coffee. You can 

take the girl out of Europe but you cant take the Europe 

out of the girl, his grandmother would joke, speaking in 

broken Dutch. Then, he becomes Gene, sitting here, in 

her spot, is in his mind.  
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 Edward opens the louvers, as if to try and rid 

these flooding memories but they are almost 

impossible with the rusted hinges. He manages each 
one, eventually, and the southerly swoops through the 

house more and more with each open louver, in gusts, 

sweeping the space clean of dust and time but it 

doesn’t help. The only practical result is that the wind 

makes the place messier, turning up the ash in the 
fireplace and lifting the dust into the air.  

 Edward walks round and round, checking. 

 There are jars full of beans in the cupboard, 

directly imported from Chile. His grandmother was in 
the coffee business, naturally. And she adored Chilean 

single-origin the most and cheap, illegally imported 

tobacco, and bathing suits; he remembers her purple 

suit, handmade in Amsterdam. 
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 Edward sees the photo in the pantry of his 

grandparents. They are dressed for a wedding, with his 

father, only a young boy, in a meticulous black and 
white suit. His father is looking away from the lens, as if 

distracted or showing off his strong jawline, jarring, 

compared with his small, lanky body. His grandfather is 

a handsome military-looking man. Edward holds the 

photograph closer. His grandfather has the sea in his 
blood-shot eyes and on his bronze skin and his 

grandmother has the same long wavy blonde hair that 

he remembers, and those same olive-green eyes. She 

wears all white, as usual. Only where white, darling, 
she would tell him, it gives the illusion of sophistication, 

purity. 
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  Edward begins taking his grandfather’s paintings 

off the walls. He places them in the bedroom, a 

hopeless attempt of course; they remain, these 
memories, as if speaking through the walls. You have 

the mind of an artist, just like your grandfather. You 

inherited that from your grandfather, Edward. Edward’s 

grandmother would go on and on, comparing Edward 

to his grandfather. He liked that. His grandfather was a 
great painter with a big penis—his grandmother used 

to joke, promiscuously, after a few whiskies. I don’t 

doubt you have inherited both, she would say, laughing 

behind her smoke. 
 Edward has locked the artworks in the bedroom 

and he has put most things, glass ornaments, for 

example, into cupboards. He has dragged the mattress 

off the frame of his old double bed, kicked out the dust, 

and placed it on the wooden floor beneath the 
windows. His clothes are in a small pile on the floor 

beside the mattress and he has placed the letter, the 

photograph from Yolanda, his passport and wallet, the 

pen from Yochem, and his notebooks from India on the 

table.  
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 There is canned food in abundance: beans, 

spinach, anything and everything, and plenty of 

chopped wood beside the fireplace. It’s as if, he thinks, 
making a pot of coffee, his grandmother had prepared 

for him to be here. Though he still agrees with her, 

even now, maybe it could have been different, he 

thinks, his life, if he was more of a man, if he stood up 

to her. He has never thought about this before. He has 
no idea where the thought came from but as he sits 

before the open louvers with a cup of black coffee, 

smoking, he thinks he was stupid to never argue with 

Gene.  
 Edward stares at the tip of his cigarette. He is lost 

to the burn, working its way down the paper, creating 

toxic smoke. I just don’t understand, Ed, she had said, 

people who don’t do coffee and cigarettes are not 

human enough for me. Gene was a drinker, coffee and 
whisky. She adored coffee most, first thing in the 

morning, last thing at night. She was the only person 

who called him Ed, too, and he loved that.  
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 Edward tastes the salt spray coming in with the 

wind—it sticks to his nostrils. He feels warm, even 

against the cool southerly coming through. He lights 
another. When the smell of salt air mixes with a 

cigarette it tastes fantastic. Natures full of hedonistic—

he pauses the thought-words, something his 

grandmother used to say. A-lot of things, he now 

understands, he has inherited from Gene. She was 
diagnosed with lung cancer when Edward was 

seventeen. At that stage he had been living with her for 

ten years, since his mother died and his father left. And 

his grandfather Edward, Gene’s husband, had died 
years before. When he had turned eighteen, the day 

after he had made love to Sage for the last time, after 

his grandmother had driven him to the airport for 

Amsterdam she had driven home and killed herself—It 

took his father five years to write and tell Edward that, 
and all he could say, was, can you believe she left the 

shack to you?  

 Edward feels sickness, but the memories won’t 

stop: the window, the place, paralyses him. 

 She drowned at sea, his father wrote.  
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 Edward imagines that Gene must have walked 

down the goat track, as she did every morning, a big 

southerly swell, and just let her body go, out with it. 
Edward was happy, at this point in the letter, at least, 

this is what his grandmother would have wanted: to be 

in the sea. She never felt her place was here on the 

land, he knew that. It was the next part of his father’s 

letter that Edward chooses not to remember. But here 
he is in her home and it’s impossible—he has no 

choice. Her body had washed up on the beach a few 

weeks later, his father wrote, and so he buried her in 

the ground beside Edward. Of course I buried her near 
the city, his father had written proudly, beside grandad. 

He picks at the old length of leather around his wrist—

his father had saved it from his grandmother’s body 

and sent it over with the letter. Well, son—they were 

the last words from the letter. Well, son?  
 His grandfather was Australian and proud to go 

into the dirt. But his grandmother was Dutch. She 

wanted to go into the sea. And one-day wash up near 

Amsterdam, she had told Edward once. You make sure 

they burn me, Ed.  
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 Edward never wanted to see his father after that 

letter, never wanted to see another Australian letter or 

the country itself and especially not this house, ever 
again. But here he is. And the sun has set to darkness. 

He can’t help but wonders, looking out at the couple of 

early stars in the blackness, if he hadn’t received his 

father’s letter would he have opened Sage’s letter 

immediately? If his father had just burnt his 
grandmother, would his entire life until now have been 

different?  

 Shit. 
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 Edward tapes the letter to the wall with duct tape 

from the kitchen drawer. If he faces it everyday, he 

thinks, he will find the courage to look for Banana. 
Then he walks over to the old yellow trash bin near the 

front door and checks his grandmother’s stockpile of 

marijuana, that she grew her self in the shrub up that 

back of the shack. It’s still a quarter full. He picks out a 

bud and holds it up to his nose. It hardly has a smell 
and, as he presses it between his fingers, it shrivels 

almost to dust. But he needs something and rolls it into 

a cigarette, smokes it like a Marlboro by the window, 

trying not to listen to the memories coming in with the 
wind, and, while it’s not strong, it dulls his over-

exhausted mind. He goes between the window and the 

table for days. He sits at the table, lights a cigarette 

and drinks coffee, turning out to see the sunrise, and 

then the moonrise, sunrise.  
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A month has passed and Edward has found some 

energy, enough to light candles, and add herbs to his 

daily meal of beans and spinach, and put records on: 
music and candlelight. And, with the night sky, stars 

burn through the darkness outside, and within the 

silence, that has come with time, Edward begins to see 

the old days, with his grandmother, as they were: 

beautiful.  
 He has spent, what feels like a lifetime, running 

from memories, and within the space of weeks he has 

faced more than in his entire time away. Perhaps soon 

he’ll find the strength to face the beach and the cliff that 
holds the road. But, for now, he remains inside.  

 She loves you more than me, darling, his mother 

had said to Edward of Gene, when he was very young, 

and it was not what he had thought then: out of 

jealousy, and maybe, he thinks, it wasn’t true. He now 
knows it was to prepare him for his future, for her 

death. Shit. 

 He makes the pot of coffee, and rolls up.  
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 Edward repeats his grandmother’s words 

everyday. People who don’t do coffee and cigarettes 

are not human, Edward. He places his feet on the 
table, takes a swig of coffee and puffs on a Marlboro, 

just like he had watched his grandmother do a 

thousand times, thirty odd years before.   

 The southerly is cool through the louvers at night, 

but Edward remains warm. This is something he learnt 
from Gene. The wind will keep you warm no matter 

how cold it is, if you allow it in, Edward. She would sit 

here, on a winters’ night, just like this, wearing her wet 

bathing suit from her evening swim and she would 
exhale, relaxed and warm, saying, ‘Edward, don’t you 

dare put a jumper on.’ She didn’t have a problem 

saying it how it was and he wishes he had inherited 

that. 
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 My son, your father, is an arsehole, Edward, she 

would say. Edward was never offended. He always 

swallowed her words, smiled and agreed. She was the 
only person he knew who said what she felt and didn’t 

care what anyone else thought. She never gossiped 

about boring things and he always tried to emulate this. 

He wanted to be just like Gene when he grew up. Men 

are imbeciles, Edward. 
 Edward lights up and listens to his grandfather’s 

records. 

 When a star shoots he laughs and rolls a joint, a 

kind of game, and lots of stars shoot out here. On full 
moons, like tonight, he doesn’t sleep. He watches the 

moon, moving the chair around the room, following it 

from different angles with his palm curled into a 

telescope.  
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 There is a bright ball of white light in the sky, he 

thinks, and he can no longer imagine a cityscape. What 

was it like in Amsterdam? It’s as if he can’t remember 
anything from that time, apart from the odd phrase from 

Yolanda. Now, he can’t image how he lives without this 

bright moon in sight. This big bright surreal moon is in 

the sky, he thinks. How is there a bloody moon in the 

sky? It’s as if he’s never seen it before.  
 He has begun to write short observations into his 

notebook from India. Moon Money. Crater Spoon. Fish 

Moon. Moon Boy. True Moon. Sunflower Moon. Sinker 

Moon. And in the mornings, he watches the sun in the 
same way. The sun and the moon, two balls in the sky 

we live our lives under. Bright yellow. Grow sun. Sow 

rays. Soft round. Life. Moon Tomorrow. Edward 

becomes obsessed with these objects.  In the 

mornings you’d think he was doing yoga, specifically 
the yoga pose ‘salute to the sun’. But, no, he’s just 

smoking a joint and feeling out his body, following the 

sun with his limbs, as usual. 
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On a clear day, around midday, it’s impossible to see 

anything. Blueness everywhere. Soon, a deep cough 

always follows Edward’s smoking; it scares him out of 
his routine.  

 He decides to walk the beach.  

 He is terrified at first, just looking down at it, of 

what it signifies, and so it immediately becomes clear 

to him that all his moon and sun writings were just a 
way to keep his mind off the beach below the cliffs: his 

son, and away from the ocean: his grandmother. 

Useless man, he thinks, and it’s enough for him to 

begin. He walks further each day, and eventually 
allows the water to touch his feet, and then his knees—

he never puts his head under, of course, terrified of 

what he might see.  
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 He soon becomes addicted to the feeling of 

walking on the sand, the coolness under his toes. It 

wakes him. It becomes a meditation. His mind slows 
down with each step and his breathing grows strong, 

stronger. The slower he walks, the more he thinks that 

silence is a space, emptiness, not a sound. He feels 

things moving past him and around him in the 

emptiness. The wind. He begins to hear things in the 
wind. I can feel your heartbeat, he says. He talks with 

the sand, the wind, and the birds—maybe he’s 

smoking too much pot, but no it’s too old to work. The 

sand will blow in front of him on a still day and he’ll 
hear certain words, mundane words, and then he’ll 

rush into his jacket pocket for his notebook. Rope, 

don’t, please, waterfall, blood, and seven. But today he 

is hungover from his Gene’s whiskey that he has 

begun to indulge and so he says, Jesus, Southerly, 
quiet! And Fuck Sand, I can’t listen to your shit today, 

and, piss off birds. Quiet, please, he says, to the shells 

under foot. Shut up, shut up, he yells toward the clouds 

in the sky.   
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 Everyday he walks slower and quieter, these 

days he is hungover most of the time. He is watching 

his every step, looking at his feet when he walks, and 
the movement of the skin against bone. Sounds 

become louder and he avoids them by focusing on his 

feet and cupping his ears. Small waves crash around 

him, sounding like lightning crashing. Birds scream 

instead of sing. A shell breaks underfoot and it’s like 
broken glass on concrete. The skin around his eyes 

tightens; he can’t find silence, emptiness, and his 

wrinkles become more defined with the sun burning 

against his crinkled skin. Now, he thinks, there was 
more silence in L.A.  

 Slowly, as the days pass, he becomes paranoid 

of the sounds. He walks faster, along the beach, as if 

he were in the city and like the city months pass quickly 

but without human contact. It feels like forever since he 
spoke to someone other than a bird or the wind. And 

with the same scenes around him, Edward seems to 

be disappearing internally and everything, the sand, 

the sea, the wind, the birds, the tress: everything is 

starting to scream, like he were caught inside an object 
with all these things.   
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 Eventually, one morning, he can’t handle it. He 

says, screaming out: okay, okay! I’ll listen to all of you! 

And the sounds and voices soften, quieting more with 
each day, and be begins listens.  

 On this particularly bright day, heading north from 

the southerly end of his route, he looks up for the first 

time, a brief glance, to where he imagines the cross 

should be. He sees a bird up there. An eagle, he 
thinks. It drifts down, down further, as if toward him, 

larger and larger, and then it swoops. He feels the wind 

from its wing brush his face. It seemed to be yelling, a 

myriad of voices, they come into his head but there are 
too many to make sense of. He could be in a nightclub, 

high on cocaine.  

 Have all the sounds been coming from this bird?  

 He is unsure. 
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 He stares upward, watching it as it drifts away, 

over the white-water, then over the sea. Then, as it 

fades into the horizon, stillness and silence come back 
to him, momentarily, before the eagle drifts back and 

then he hears the sounds again, he cups his ears. 

Then up, toward the cliff, like a boomerang in full circle, 

it goes and sits back up there, above the face-like-cliff. 

It looks like a scratch mark in a landscape painting. 
Then comes silence. Maybe it is asleep? he thinks, and 

runs up the goat track to the house, escaping.  

 

 
Edward smokes joints by the window. He has forgotten 

about the sea. So it goes, the wind tells stories, old 

memories. Edward listens. At least, he says to himself, 

it’s not the sound of the eagle. 
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 When Edward was young, maybe nine years old, 

he was watching a movie, maybe it was horror, or 

thriller, it could have been comedy—he can’t 
remember, but it provoked something inside him that 

terrified him and has remained dormant. He lives in the 

fear that seeing the cross on the cliff will activate the 

terror. What it was, exactly, he is unsure. He was 

watching the movie with Gene and about halfway 
through he just got up and ran outside, up to the edge 

of the cliff, and he held onto the pine tree with all his 

strength. Something wanted him to go over the edge. 

He couldn’t—he can’t explain what. His body wouldn’t 
let go of the tree but his mind kept telling him to jump. 

He was shaking against the tree, trembling with feat, 

edging him forwards. And he was almost over the edge 

when Gene found him. She grabbed him, jerked him 

back and tackled him in the dirt beside the tree. 
 Edward, what is it? Edward, what happened to 

you? 

 He couldn’t speak. He didn’t know. From this 

point, he has always remained afraid of himself.  

 Shit. 
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 He thought he had buried this memory and the 

feeling of fear it brings. His grandmother had supposed 

it was caused by his mother’s death—they talked about 
it years later. But, here, now, it has come back to him 

and he is still as afraid of it as when he was a child. So 

he lights candles and plays his grandfather’s old jazz 

records, and smokes more pot. And he writes, even 

though it is escapism. Grass burns. Flame continuous. 

Moon flowers. Incarcerate Seas. Wolf howl. Memory 

scapes. Land mumbles. He scribbles words into his 

notebook under the distant light of the outside moon 

and candles. He usually falls asleep like this, sitting 
upright in the chair, with a joint hanging from his lips, 

after he has faced memories, heated up his beans and 

spinach, drunk enough whisky, smoked too much, and 

written himself into exhaustion. How difficult to live, he 

thinks, how difficult just to live.  
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It’s coming into summer and without himself noticing he 

has begun to sing in the mornings. Here comes the 

sun, do-do-do-do. His grandmother would sing along to 
Beatles record’s, teaching young Edward the lyrics. 

The words come out of him, into him, but not from him. 

He sings along to the words. Here comes the sun and I 

say. She used to play the same record every Sunday, 

no matter the weather. Sitting before the blurry 
windows, thick with salt and haze, Edward watches the 

sun grow, like yolk under the skin of a poached egg, 

long enough to see the yolk burst above the horizon. 

He wakes earlier these days. The steam from his 
coffee and the smoke from his cig add to the mise-en-

scene. Beatles, up before sunrise, facing out to the 

sea, and of course, coffee and cigarettes—it’s not 

much, but slowly, it would seem, the times are 

changing.   
 Here’s Edward: Cross-legged on the chair, his 

head against the leather, his eyes soft and distant, 

smoking a cigarette and waiting for his coffee to cool. 

He wears a leather jacket over his roughened skin 

revealing greying hairs in his chest, just a few, and old 
black jeans.   
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 His Father came here once, maybe twice, after 

his mother died. He was always too busy or the fish 

were biting and he hated his mother, Gene. He blamed 
her for his wife, Edward’s mother’s death.  

 Later, Edward understood this was his father’s 

paranoia. Gene told Edward before he left for 

Amsterdam. He had turned eighteen and she said he 

should know, for his own heart, that Graham—his 
father—had had a bad acid trip when he was eighteen, 

your age, Edward, she said, and that he had never fully 

recovered, why he couldn’t be a father. Acid had just 

come to Australia nobody knew of the dangers, she 
had said. It’s not an excuse Edward, your father’s a 

bastard, but it is a consolation. 

 Now, here, Edward would like to question her: do 

you think he would have taken acid if you and grandpa 

were around, if you hadn’t left him in boarding school 
and fucked off to Amsterdam? Do you care for me 

because you feel guilty that you couldn’t mother your 

own son? Who am I to you? 
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 Edward stabs the butt off his cigarette against the 

windowpane and then throws it outside. He lights 

another. Thoughts, like old wounds re-opening and 
bleeding, pass into him. He allows them: in-and-out. He 

is picking off the scabs and watching them bleed. He 

catches his reflection in the glass, sees his father. He 

doesn’t turn away. Shit. Edward looks out, the view is 

distorted by the film in his mind, his past. So he fills his 
glass with more whisky, lights a smoke and presses 

play, as it were.  
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 He is seven years old and running over sand 

down by the lake at dawn. His mother is still alive just. 

They live together in the country. His father has taken 
him to the lake, outside of town, before school. His 

father is in blue uniform, leaning against the Ute, 

parked at the end of the dirt road. The air is crisp and 

still. Edward can see the smoke leaking out of his 

Father’s mouth. The time it took his Father to smoke 
the cigarette was the time Edward was allowed to 

explore the sand. Edward had to touch the water, or he 

would die. Edward is running to the water’s edge, it’s 

low tide, dodging the rocks in the sand. He is almost at 
the water, maybe five feet away when he hears the 

cars horn, but he can’t stop himself. He wants to but he 

is still moving forward. At the waterline he waits for a 

ripple to reach him, dismissing the car horn, and 

without wetting his school shoes he scoops water in his 
hand and splashes his face. He turns ands runs as fast 

as he can toward the Ute. 

 Edward, are you deaf? His Father said, hitting 

him across the face.  
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 Edward leans back rubbing at his jaw. The sun is 

growing high and bright, there are whitecaps on the 

sea far down below and the southerly wind is tapping 
against the glass. He lights another cigarette, opens 

the louvers and allows the wind to come inside.  

 He is sixteen years old. His Father is visiting him 

for the first time in five years, here at his grandmother’s 

house. He takes him to the beach for a walk. It’s the 
first time he’s been at the beach with his Father since 

that last memory. His Father is taking him fishing, it’s 

Edward’s birthday. It’s high tide and so they stand on 

the rocks down the far south end of the beach. The 
ocean is thick and sheeny. Edward can smell the 

seaweed, even now. It was early summer, he 

remembers.  

 The water slowly rises and then falls against the 

rocks; Edward sees it trying to touch his feet, 
hopelessly, as if the sea were asleep. Should be fish, 

his father had said, smoking a Winnie Blue. The sun 

was below the horizon out front. Except for the sound 

of his father’s smoking it was silent.  
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 What you wanna do, Edward? His father had 

asked. When you’re older, I mean. Edward remembers 

looking over and saying, Amsterdam. I want to go to 
Amsterdam and become a writer. He clearly 

remembers his father’s reaction—the shake of the 

head, and then the words: fucking Gene.  

 Edward sculls his whiskey and pours another, 

then smokes a joint, and lets his head fall back like 
lead into the chair. Those were the last words he heard 

his father speak. His father never returned after that, 

he went back out west to the mines, and then, many 

years later, he received that letter.  
 The sun is now whole and high, just hanging out 

there. Edward rolls the tip of his cigarette, as if drawing 

the outline of the sun in his drunk. He tries to avoid the 

image and looks down at his feet. Tries to press more 

weight down on the ground. Looking back up he sees 
the ocean has turned into a canal. Pastel buildings lean 

against the edge of the blue. And then he throws the 

cigarette out, as if to stab the sun, or the image, or his 

father, or his grandmother, or himself.  
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Edward walks the beach. His life has become a vicious 

circle. When the window becomes too much he 

escapes to the beach, and vice versa. Useless man.  
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 As usual, he follows his feet in the sand, avoiding 

the cliff and the eagle and the water. Yet again, 

yesterday’s footprints have been washed away, not 
even the slightest residue that he was ever here. He 

wonders if memory is like that. Today, the voices are 

quiet, today he can think. He walks south. The wind is 

pressing against his body. He begins to notice there 

are more and more shells on the beach, as if the sea 
also changes with the season, and more driftwood too. 

These day’s bones wash up, and fish skeletons, and 

more sea rubbish, like the ocean was detoxing. And 

when he notices all these things at once—on a haze 
day with the blue sea and the sky and the green-brown 

and yellow shrub and with the faces in the clay of the 

cliffs—it’s so overwhelming he finds it difficult to 

breathe. He feels like a character in a children’s book. 

It’s days like this, when the voices are quiet, the 
outside world becomes too much. The colours, the 

smells, everything is like an acid trip, what he imagines 

it to be: all the things of the word become heightened. 

But there’s clarity within this, he can think: what would 

his life have been like if his father hadn’t taken that tab 
of acid? Would he have been a better father? Shit, he 
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thinks, his father did take the tab of acid and he did go 

to Amsterdam. He turns away. 

 ‘Booo!’  
 Edward is unsure if the voice is in or outside his 

head. His hands are out and gripped into balls, an 

immediate reaction. He is looking ready to hit 

something, and then he sees the boy. Time seems to 

stop, he remains unsure. The boy seems real. He is 
young, maybe seven, with bright white hair curling at 

the tips. His body is small and thin and the expression 

on his face is mysterious, Edward thinks, but then what 

would he know of the expression on a kid’s face, he 
turns way, thinking, he just looked like some normal kid 

in board shorts. He wasn’t mysterious. He wasn’t 

imaginary. He was a normal kid, and its now almost 

summer, so Edward, he tells himself, better get used to 

it. 
 ‘Boooo!’ The boy yells again, and then, as 

Edward turns, he runs up north.  
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  Edward unfolds his hands from their boxing 

position and stares at his open palms in front of him. 

He tries to read the lines. They don’t seem like his, 
these hands. Edward looks up and sees a man talking 

to the boy in the distance, shaking him by the shoulder. 

And then, the kid runs back, toward Edward. He has 

bright white skin and green-glass eyes, big round eyes 

like exclamation marks.  
 Out of breath, the boy says, ‘Sorry,’ and turns, 

kicking the sand as he walks away.  

 ‘Hello,’ Edward says. 

 The man is far away in the distance, like a 
shadow of the boy, and then there is another figure, 

Edward sees, perhaps a woman, sitting up on the dune 

behind the man. With the blue sky and the vastness of 

the landscape—the long empty beach and the huge 

cliff faces—it’s a Dali scene, he thinks. 
 The boy must have been six, maybe seven. He 

comes back to Edward. ‘Yes, sir?’  

 ‘What did that man say to you?’  
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 The boy looks at the ground, and kicks into the 

sand. His small foot makes a huge dent in the soft 

ground; he drags it backward drawing a line. Edward 
leans down onto his knees and looks into the boy’s 

eyes. The black dots, like stones, are growing dark and 

large, Edward sees, like a camera lens focusing in and 

out. Maybe the boy is anxious, or scared of him?  

 ‘What did he say?’ Edward says, softly. 
 ‘Dad said that you’re old, and old men like to be 

lonely, and that I’m stupid and you might be a 

dangerous stranger.’ 

 Edward places his palm onto the boy’s right 
shoulder. The skin is milk-white and floppy.  

 ‘What bullshit,’ Edward says, before he can catch 

his words. It’s been a long time since he’s spoken to 

anyone, let alone a child, and, it seems, he has 

forgotten what to say. 
 The boy just looks at Edward, blank, the skin 

around his eyes seems to rise and fall, as if with his 

thoughts. His lips are crooked, creasing down at the 

left. He is afraid of Edward.  
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 ‘Here,’ Edward says. He turns the boy’s torso 

around, toward the ocean. ‘Look,’ he says and then 

moves the boy’s head up above the horizon gently with 
his hands, touching the fluffy curls. ‘Your face, see.’ He 

points over the boy’s shoulder toward a cloud. ‘You’re 

a God.’  

 The boy pulls away and runs off with his arms out 

like a warrior.  
 Edward waves at the parents but they don’t reply. 

He turns back, leaving them behind. He follows his 

footprints back, up to the goat track; they are already 

being washed away by the incoming tide. Aha, he 
says, catching the ocean in its crime. He turns, before 

he heads up through the scrub, to see the boy, but he 

is gone. Edward walks up to the house, wondering if 

the boy was ever there at all.  
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The summer days pass with no pace or real time, but 

they certainly have rhythm. There’s a slowness about 

these days that comes with their length. The sun stays 
in the sky much longer and the heat that it gives is 

lethargic. Edward had decided weeks ago that the boy 

must have been part of his imagination. Okay, he had 

said to himself the next day, okay then, and he rolled a 

joint, closed the door, and walked to the beach. He 
hasn’t seen the boy, or the boy’s parents, since.  

 He wakes with the sun, he rolls-up in the twilight 

and watches it rise. He walks the beach slowly under 

midday blue. In the evenings he lights candles, 
thinking, how strange it all is. This life. Nothing 

happens. Nothing matters. Thoughts, about Banana, 

sometimes about Maria Moon or about a shell he saw 

on the beach or about his face—they come in-and-out 

like the southerly through louvers.  
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 Some days his mind is still and clear of thought 

and others his mind is like the Tokyo Metro on Monday 

mornings. Thousand of strange noises and voices 
surround him. His mind is like that. He will never 

understand it but he has at least come some way in 

accepting it. It is the wind and the city. Sometimes it 

feels like he has the entire world beating through him: 

war is part of us, he thinks, peace is impossible. Then, 
other times he will just stare out, seeing Lennon in a 

cloud, understanding peace and possibility. He often 

thinks about that time with Sage. Studying the brain in 

her room, her textbooks, and looking outside, he has 
thought: his brain is just like that. The hemispheres are 

inside. 

 The paint on the windows begins to flake more 

with each summer storm. The window glass becomes 

crustier with the sand from the wind over time. The 
house changes, it’s obvious, even the view has 

changed with the overgrowth, but Edward, Edward 

doesn’t seem to change from one day to the next, it’s 

only his internal mind that changes. He drinks a-lot and 

smokes pot. Nothing changes. 
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 The outside and the weathering of the shack suit 

Edward, he sees the garden growing and he says, it’ll 

all be over soon. Sometimes, the sun reflects his green 
eyes in the glass and he sees how blurred-out and 

grey they have become, like dying seas. He looks into 

them but nothing happens. They are completely 

vacant. Eyes, alone, do absolutely nothing, he 

concludes. He looks at those eyes and says what are 
you capable of? Nothing! And he still writes, 

occasionally. Veins Rivers. Green Oceans. Coarse 

Rocks. White Light. Rising sun, setting, rising moon, 

setting: that’s all that happens, he thinks, what does 
that feel like? India, Amsterdam, America, Australia. 

Nothing. The weather changes, depending on the 

direction of the wind. Everything, he has come to 

understand, depends on the wind. The wind, he thinks, 

and you can’t even see it! The wind! It is so elusive, 
even the weatherman can’t understand it. Tomorrow it 

will be coming from the south, she’ll say, then the day 

begins with no wind, then an easterly comes through 

and then in the afternoon it’s howling northerly, straight 

through the louvers. South, she’d said, ha! When the 
change is abrupt, Edward howls. Horses, he thinks, 
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football, dogs—what about the wind? Why don’t you 

people bet on the wind? The weatherman says it’s 

northerly tomorrow, fuck that, I’ll put twenty on a 
southerly, and I’ll put a fiver on it coming up at three 

pm!   

 The ocean and the sky, they mirror each other, 

Edward has understood that, he feels it in his being. 

And there is no beauty. Less everyday. Sometimes, 
Edward is so bored he can’t stand it. As the days pass 

the more right he feels in residing him-self to this: 

nothingness. Nothing happens. Nothing matters. He is 

a useless man who couldn’t satisfy a woman, he knows 
that by now. He often says it over when he’s drunk: I’m 

a useless woman who couldn’t satisfy her, he’ll says, 

and then, correcting himself, I am a useless man who 

couldn’t satisfy her.  

 Edward remembers an Indian man saying that the 
dead body of a holy man is put in the River Ganges to 

come back as holy and all others are cremated and re-

incarnate depending on their karma. Well, he knows 

he’s coming back as an ant, fated to be squashed by 

the boot of a Tradesman! Or maybe as Virginia Woolf’s 
moth, forever trapped in a windowpane! 
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There is a knock against the door. Edward jumps up. 

How long has he been sitting in the chair by the 
window for? How far had his mind travelled! He was 

awake before the sun. He’s been sitting by the window 

with all the louvers closed for days on end, terrified of 

the outside. Shit, he thinks, getting up, who could this 

be? Dick? Thomas? Sage? He opens the door slowly, 
cringes from the heat that creeps in with the balmy 

northerly wind. There is a woman and a boy. Edward 

draws open the door further, looking.  

 ‘Hello,’ the woman says, holding the child’s hand.  
 She woman is holding a bottle of wine. The boy’s 

eyes are lit up, big and green. Edward sees, it’s the 

same boy from the beach. His curls have been shaved 

off. He wears yellow board shorts and a white t-shirt. 

He is smaller than Edward remembers. He seems too 
clean to be a kid, Edward thinks.  
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 ‘Hello,’ he says, unsure, and then he turns, as if 

to let them in and he sees the place as it is. ‘Shit,’ he 

says, ‘I didn’t think,’ he pauses. ‘One gets used to 
loneliness, sorry about the—’ He makes a gesture 

toward the mess inside. He can’t speak, his words 

tangle and he ends sentences too early.  

 ‘Edward? I didn’t expect to, I mean, sorry, I 

assumed, Ah,’ the woman pauses, smiles, and then 
starts again. ‘I thought it was someone I didn’t know at 

the beach that time, and I saw them walk up the goat 

track here. I thought you were someone else, someone 

new. I mean I assumed you sold this house years ago 
when you inherited it. We are up for the end of the 

summer and I thought we’d come and introduce 

ourselves to the new neighbour.’ The woman is now 

red in the face. ‘Sorry,’ she says. 

 ‘Joan?’ he says.  
 ‘You’re going grey,’ she says. ‘Yes, Edward, 

Joan.’ 

 ‘And mad,’ he says. ‘Jesus, Joan, come in.’  

 She raises her lips, unsure.  

 The boy runs past Edward, inside.  
 ‘He’s your boy,’ Edward says. 
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 Joan has blonde, curly hair, brown eyes and a 

dark-brown face—she looks exactly like her sister. 

‘How is she?’ Edward says.  
 ‘You’re the God man from the beach,’ the boys 

says from inside.  

 ‘When was that? It seems like years ago.’ Edward 

turns inside. 

 ‘It was in spring,’ the boy says, kicking his boot 
into the floor. ‘It’s summer holidays now.’  

 Edward just nods, then he turns back to Joan. 

‘Sorry, come in.’ 

 ‘Sorry about the mess.’ Then he sees himself in 
the reflection of the fridge and, frightening himself, 

suddenly he begins to pretend. He walks over to Joan, 

now sitting at the table. ‘Forgive me, Joan, darling, it’s 

nice to see you.’ He kisses her on the cheek. ‘You still 

smoking the pipe?’ 
  Joan avoids the dirty clothes on the table and the 

tangled sheets on the floor and she stands to opens 

the louvers. The boy is now sitting by the table with a 

shell against his ear, talking to himself. She looks at 

Edward and pulls out her marijuana pipe, making sure 
to hide it from the boy. 
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 ‘The stoned lawyer lives,’ Edward says.  

 Joan stands by the window, looking out.  

 ‘How is she, Joan?’   
 ‘Have you visited Gene?’ she says. ‘She was a 

divine woman, wasn’t she?’ She looked after you like a 

God, Edward.’  

 He is remembers driving past the cemetery, 

seems like years ago.  
 ‘And your father?’ she says, speaking outside.  

 ‘I haven’t seen either of them in a long time, 

Joan,’ he says, lighting a smoke.  

 ‘He seemed like a nice man,’ she says. ‘He was 
staying here, not that long ago. We’d see him in 

summer, walking the beach, but,’ she pauses. ‘No, 

yes—it must have been the summer before last.’ 

 Edward’s mind turns over. ‘He was here?’ 

 ‘Yes, well, I guess. But the times I saw him he 
didn’t look well, Edward, I guess he was still drinking a-

lot.’ She turns to Edward. ‘I know he was bad, Edward, 

but he wasn’t Hitler,’ she says. 

 ‘Is there a difference?’ Edward walks to the 

kitchen. ‘Sorry,’ he says, ‘that was a stupid thing to 
say.’ He cleans out the coffee pot and makes it up. 
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 ‘It’s stuffy in here, Edward.’ Joan opens the 

louvers further but it doesn’t help, there is no wind.   

 Edward can now see the summer view from 
where he stands at the kitchen bench. He hadn’t seen 

it this way. The scrub below the house, making up the 

bottom third of the window, is in silhouette and where 

the cliff ends the colour abruptly changes from green-

black to the ocean blue.  
 Joan brings over the bottle of wine. ‘So, Edward, 

it’s been—what, twenty years?’ 

 He pricks the wine’s cork with the end of the 

screw but he can’t remember if it turns to the right of to 
the left. ‘Joan, darling, left or right with this thing?’  

 ‘Aren’t you European? she says. ‘Left, Edward.’ 

 ‘Gene’s whisky, it’s too easy to drink. Does 

something to the brain.’ 

 He places the bottle of Pinot on the table. ‘I’ll 
have a glass with you,’ he says, ‘fuck the coffee.’ 
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 ‘Edward,’ she says, nodding toward the boy who 

is now sitting by the window in Gene’s ripped leather 

chair, with a shell up to his ear, having a conversation 
with it. He seems much younger now than the boy from 

the beach. Maybe it’s because his mother is here, 

Edward thinks, he’s acting like a child. The northerly 

breeze has come up, enough wind sweeping through 

the house to rattle things. The feel of northerly against 
his face is calming, he could even swim in that messy 

ocean, he thinks. 

 ‘What have you been doing sleeping there?’ the 

boy says, now jumping on the mattress. Dust gathers 
in the rays coming through. The boy bounces up and 

down. 

 ‘Stop,’ Edward says, then, ‘Sorry, no, please 

continue.’  

 The boy remains looking at him, with those big 
green eyes. 

 ‘Look,’ Edward says, again, his tone of voice is as 

if addressing an adult. ‘I can see the breath marks from 

people who have slept in the rooms. Can’t stand the 

thought of it. Out here the weather keeps the walls 
clean. I sleep.’  
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 The boy goes back to the chair and the shell. 

 Joan directs a smile at Edward, ‘I came to 

apologise,’ she says, ‘about him scaring you.’ She 
pauses. ‘But that seems crazy now, my husband had 

said all these things and he thought I should say 

something, seeing as we’ll be around for a bit. This has 

been brooding for months.’ She laughs.   

 ‘What did your husband say?’  
 Joan looks up, outside. ‘You were walking naked, 

Edward.’ 

 Edward almost spits wine on the table. He is 

trying to remember. ‘I was?’ 
 She laughs. ‘But now that I see it was you, 

Edward, I don’t care.’  

 Edward lights a cigarette. ‘Jesus, sorry about that, 

Joan.’ 

 ‘They’re bad for your health,’ Joan says. 
 ‘You became a doctor? A Christian?’  

 Joan takes a cigarette from the packet. ‘No but I 

married one.’ She lights up. ‘He is probably wondering 

where his bacon and eggs have disappeared to.’ Joan 

lifts her arms in the air and lets out a cloud of smoke. 
‘But I, don’t, give, a, fuck.’  
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 ‘Ha ha.’ Edward laughs with her. 

 ‘And you Edward, what have you been doing?’  

 The skin around his eyes tightens, he looks at 
her, says nothing, and then turning away, says, ‘I’m not 

sure. I can hardly remember myself.’ He rubs at his 

chin, sips wine.  

 Silence. 

 Edward’s feet are on the table, northerly breeze 
under his skin. The wine bottle is now half full. The boy 

is now asleep in the chair. Joan packs her pipe with 

some loose buds from the table. ‘You should trim 

these, Edward, you can barely see the ocean from the 
trees.’ She points out, and then, looking around, she 

says, ‘And you need some artwork on the walls 

Edward, all this fading white couldn’t be good for you. 

Where’s all your grandfather’s art?’ She speaks under 

a cloud of smoke.  
 ‘I have—‘ Edward pauses. ‘I know,’ he says. It’s 

impossible, he thinks, that she hadn’t seen the letter on 

the wall on her way in. It’s the only piece of artwork on 

the walls.  

 ‘How is she?’ he asks, leaning over. ‘How’s your 
sister, Sage?’ 
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 There, he said her name. 

 ‘You know, we were never close, Edward but I 

don’t think she’s changed.’ She speaks casually, 
toward the windows. ‘Last time I saw her she was still 

doing her hair, still expressing her dreams of peace, 

running, changing the world with her beauty.’ She 

stops, turns to Edward. ‘I can’t judge. I lived a normal 

life too. We all did, Edward.’ She tokes the end of her 
pipe. ‘You were the lucky one.’ 

 Edward feels his past in his hand. He turns his 

fingers over, scratching the surface of his palm. 

There’s really nothing there, he thinks. Nothing. No, 
Joan, I wasn’t lucky—he thinks to say. 

 They both turn, looking vacantly out to the blue.  

 ‘You know, if I had my time again,’ Joan 

continues. ‘I wouldn’t have tried so hard, Edward. 

Bacon and eggs, bacon and eggs,’ she laughs. ‘God, 
life is incredible, isn’t it?’  
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 ‘I don’t know,’ he says. He sees parts of Sage in 

Joan’s face and in her voice. This was the Sage he 

loved, philosophical Sage, but now, he realises it was 
not a real thing but a kind-of conversation, a dialogue, 

just talk. Sage was beautiful. All that Edward felt he 

wasn’t he could find in Sage. 

 Maybe Joan’s right, he thinks, all that he is not is 

what makes him lucky.  
 ‘What is it?’ Joan asks.  

 ‘Nothing,’ he says, splitting the rest of the wine 

between their glasses. 

 ‘You’ve been doing okay then, Edward?’ she 
says. 

 He turns, how much should he say. ‘Considering 

the state of things,’ he says, ‘okay.’ 

 ‘I’m a lawyer Edward,’ Joan says, slurping from 

the glass. ‘Trust me, everyone’s a fucking prick in this 
world, you give a man half a chance. But when it 

comes down to it, law makes you a bastard. 

Sometimes I think you’d be better off dead these days.’  

 Edward just nods. It’s strange, he thinks, human 

conversation. This conversation. 
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 ‘Shit,’ Joan says, getting up. ‘The Doctor’s bacon 

and eggs,’ She seems stoned from the weed, 

stumbling over to the chair, she wakes the boy, 
‘C’mon,’ she says, ‘let’s get grooving boy-oh.’  

 ‘A mandala,’ the boy says, but Joan doesn’t 

acknowledge him.  

 ‘Where is she?’ Edward says, from the table. 

 ‘She lives in Bali now Edward. She got a divorce 
last year.’ 

 ‘Have you been to see—’ the boy speaks but 

Joan jerks at his arm, ‘Say goodbye to Edward,’ she 

says, dragging the boy outside. ‘Well see Edward at 
the beach soon,’ she says.  

 ‘I miss him,’ Edward hears the boy says, outside. 

 He sees her lean down and speak in the boy’s 

ear, and then they are gone.  

 From the window he watches them walk around 
the front of the shack, heading south through the bush 

track to Joan’s grandparent’s place, that, he figures, 

she must have inherited.  
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 He sees himself at sixteen, stumbling through the 

track to their house, sunburnt, with Sage dragging him 

along behind her. She was down visiting her 
grandparents for University holidays and had invited 

Edward to a bonfire at the beach with some of her 

friends from Melbourne. After the bonfire he overheard 

her girlfriends daring her to fuck him and he was 

sixteen and raring to go. This was the first night, where 
it had all begun. You’re such a child, she had said to 

Edward after that first night, but I want to see you 

again, why don’t you come to visit me in Melbourne? 

  He pulls away from the window, and, sitting at 
the table, he goes to open another bottle of whisky. He 

stops himself and looks around. After Joan’s words, he 

can now feel his father’s presence everywhere and it’s 

enough to get him out of the house. He can’t think 

about that. 
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How long has it been since he walked the beach? The 

skin under his feet has grown soft. He feels the broken 

shells, listens. Shhhhhhhh crack shh crunch shhh. 
Ouch, fuck. It’s a clear summer day, hardly any wind, 

so the sea is flat and rippling on the shore, it’s more of 

a winter day in summer, he thinks. Apparently it’s 

happening a-lot these days, something about global 

mourning, Edward remembers, laughing—because 
from here the sky and the sea seem spectacularly 

happy. And he hears the tiny ripples breaking softly—

not like lightning. Thank Christ. The sand is singing, 

sounding like melting ice. Edward hums. Shhhhaaa 
Shhh. A gentle hum, a rolling of the tongue against the 

roof of his mouth—the sound of candle wax dripping. 

He stares, deep in blue, feels he’s moving with the sea. 

He avoids standing on Cowries, banana’s favourite 

shells—he speaks the words. He picks up a cowrie and 
places it in his pocket, rubbing it with his palm. The 

action of rubbing speaks to the shell and the shell 

speaks back. Shhaaaa Shhhh. Cowries fill his pocket. 

He collects smooth and brightly painted ones.  

 By the end of his walk his pocket is full with these 
shells.  
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 He collects driftwood too, with dark vein-like 

burns, and almond-shaped cuts. They stack up in his 

arms. He empties them in the same spot on the dune, 
below the goat track, and continues collecting and 

humming, back and forth, up and down the beach for 

days. He stacks the driftwood together, like he’s 

preparing for a bonfire. He stares at the pile of shells 

and driftwood, smoking a cigarette. His back to the 
ocean, his body stern, proud, as if he were admiring a 

pile of caught fish.  

 The day remains beautiful, on dusk the sky goes 

from blue to purple to pink to mellow yellow. If this were 
a scene in a film, Ocean Songs by The Dirty Three 

would be playing. Edward is looking at his pile of things 

on the sand, repeating the words, yes, yes, okay. He 

starts to separate certain coloured shells and lengths of 

wood. In the six ‘o’clock sundown the soft light shows 
strange contours in the shell’s shadows. Edward turns 

and faces the water. The sky is becoming darker above 

the greying ocean with every blink. He walks down 

there and the feel of it, still and warm like a bath, and 

with the emptying twilight, it all reminds him of that 
night before he left Australia. 
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 They had swum naked, wrapped around each 

other, like two lovers who know they will never see 

each other again. Fucking until pitch black. Edward 
looks down at his feet, the same ocean. And they had 

built a bonfire and Edward cooked salmon he 

pretended he had caught. That was it. 

 In the shallows his toes curl around something. 

He looks down, a pile of rope, and pulls it from the 
water. A tangle of ships’ rope, three different coloured 

strands, faded-red, white, and blue, bound together. 

Thank you, he says. They feel like a gift. He picks at 

each colour with his fingers, patiently, pulling them 
apart. Edward separates the ropes’ in the darkness 

and invents their stories, affording them momentary 

consciousness. The red tells of death in the pacific. 

The white sings of whales in the Atlantic. And the blue 

is speechless, like it is born onto itself, or maybe it 
killed a fish, or many fish, or thousands, silently guilty. 

You naughty boy, he says, toward that blue rope.  
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 Each piece seems the same length but they can’t 

be from the same place. Can they? One is fury, 

another feels new, and then one is almost 
unrecognisable as rope. Where did they come from? 

Were they involved in death? If Edward wrote, he’d 

write a story on the origin of these three sea ropes, all 

different colours, all different ages, yet bound together 

by nature, washed up on the Australian shore.  
 What could a sailor want with thin rope?  

 Edward leaves the lengths lined in a row beside 

his enormous pile of driftwood and shells, and turns up 

the goat track before it’s completely black, tonight, for 
the first time in a while, he can’t be bothered waiting for 

the moon to light it up. 
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Edward sees the joint, from last night, on the wood 

beside him, and he stretches out, grabs it, and puts it in 

his mouth with stupendous effort. He cringes, lifting his 
other hand high, scouring the table for the light. He falls 

back. In-and-out-in-and-out. With each toke his body 

loosens and unfolds like a scroll until he is seated in 

time to see the tip of the sun, like a bright crescent 

moon, ascending from the ocean. Good, he thinks. He 
makes coffee. He stares out. His pupils drift between 

details that he writes. Yellow moon. Purple white. 

Coffee sea. Silk clouds. Mango sun. All the other 

details, the foreground, shrub, leaves, table, himself, 
remain in darkness, reminding Edward of Goya’s light, 

and darkness.  

 He looks into that darkness. It surrounds him. 
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 His sheets below him are tangled on the floor, as 

if his ghost were still sleeping, folded with the curves of 

a body, a puff at the end where his head should be. Is 
it possible, he thinks, that he is both asleep there and 

awake here at the same time? Yes of course it is, he 

laughs, and he has gotten used to this talking with 

himself. Now that he is awake from the coffee, slightly 

stoned, still a bit drunk, he’s happy his consciousness 
is in the body at the window. Outside, the sky is blood 

red and the water is bright blue, like a painting inspired 

by war. The horizon is an obvious line. Unlike those 

winter days he got sick of, where everything is a nice, 
blurry, pastel haze. Every morning, the same soft blue 

tones, from the sea to the sky, sameness, and with the 

dull, pale, light yellow sun. Impressionism, he thinks, 

and then, as he twists his head sideways, Surrealism, 

and then, almost turning his head upside down—the 
sky becomes the sea with a bright red line in it—the 

picture reminds him of a specific work by Miro, the 

Spanish artist. He can’t remember the title. He points at 

the picture with the tip of his cigarette, his head upside 

down, and he draws Miro’s painting with his cigarette. 
The background is all blue, he shades this area and 
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then he strikes the cigarette downward with the red 

brush stroke, and then he draws little circles where 

there are patches of black in the painting, like islands. 
Ash falls onto his jeans and he turns his head upright 

and sees the scene is not at all like the Miro he had in 

mind.  

 When he first arrived in Amsterdam he spent a-lot 

of time wandering through the museums after school. 
He would stare at Van Gogh for hours; scribbling 

words—immediate impressions into the pages of his 

notebook. He went through notebooks like wine in 

those days.  
 When he was much younger he did the same at 

the NGV in Melbourne. He would take the bus from 

here, buy a packet of chips, a bottle of Coke and spend 

hours looking. There was one wall, he remembers, 

filled with old portraits hung like a very expensive 
collage. Edward would stare into each face taking 

notes of certain details. It wasn’t until years later, 

teaching in Amsterdam, that someone explained 

‘Ekphrasis’ to him and he realised his impressionist 

writing was cliché and so he stopped.  
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 Maybe it was the fear about the death of art, a 

constant conversation around the University that killed 

his interest. Soon there will be no funding for the arts, 
they said. Modern art is useless; the arts have no 

future in this economy. Have you heard about the 

funding cuts to the arts? It was a sort of propaganda 

distributed by the powers-at-be that everyone was 

regurgitating. Edward started to believe it too. He didn’t 
want to be part of that death, didn’t want to see the 

coming day where people were illegally downloading 

books, didn’t want to see the day where people where 

reading books online, or worse, looking at paintings 
online. But then he would visit the museums 

occasionally and they were always full. It didn’t make 

sense. He would walk down the street depressed about 

the death of books and see people reading. He was 

more confused than depressed. The reality around him 
seemed to contradict the fear. So who are these evil 

fuckers spreading irrational fear?  
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 If Miro hadn’t painted that picture, he says to 

himself, I wouldn’t have seen the sky the way I did this 

morning and I wouldn’t have had these thoughts. So, 
he takes another swig, fuck that—art is like shit, he 

laughs, and without it you’re completely fucked. He is 

coming into a drunken stupor.  I will make art, he says, 

I have been making art! His walking on the beach, he 

thinks, the eagle, his pile of shells and driftwood—he 
pulls on his beard. His eyes, his body, and this 

house—it’s all fucking art. Life, he laughs, modern, 

day, life, that’s the fucking problem. So it goes, he 

swigs whiskey and leans back. By moonrise, Edward 
can’t stand it and so he stands, lights another, and 

madly begins to clean.  
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 Sheets, ash, paper, and rubbish, all out the 

louvers and down into the scrub. He almost cuts his 

hand with each attempt. He scrubs the wooden floor 
with soapy water. He cleans the kitchen, the wooden 

table, everything. Soon there’s a pile of rubbish outside 

the door that fills three wheelie bins. His grandfather 

had dies in this house, and for all he knows his father 

had died in this house, he’s not going to die here. Fuck 
that, he says, I’ll go back to Amsterdam. Dragging the 

bins up the dirt track to the main road he sees the 

mailbox is overflowing, looking like Daumier’s 

caricature of King Louise Philippe. He places the three 
wheelie bins beside each other facing the tarmac. They 

look absurd, he thinks, all green and made of plastic, 

as if they were made to fit into the environment. What 

irony, he laughs, and takes the pile of bark from the 

mailbox inside. Art, he jokes, he’ll create a Burroughs-
inspired cut-up. If he could pay someone to write his 

life, it would be Burroughs. Only Burroughs could make 

sense of it, he thinks, but the old fuckers dead. 
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 He stands, looks around the room. Fuck, he 

thinks, how to get rid of these fucking shadows? His 

gaze traces the room until he stops at the letter. Shit. 
He puts on a pair of his grandfather’s swim shorts, 

pulls the letter off the wall, places it in his back pocket, 

pulling the zip tight. He lights a cigarette, grabs a fresh 

bottle of whisky from the pantry, slams the fly screen 

behind him, and stumbles down the goat track to the 
beach. The moon is high enough to create light.  

 Edward rubs at his eyes. ‘Where’s your mother?’ 

he says, seeing the silhouette of the boy. 

 ‘Come on, old man,’ the boy says, turns, and runs 
ahead.  

 Edward sways against the shrub on either side of 

the sandy track. Trying not to fall off the edge.  

 ‘C’mon, c’mon. Old man.’ 
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 Edward grunts under his smoke. The moon is 

bright and it’s hot. Takes forever to reach the sand. 

The boy’s silhouette stops. Edward looks down at the 
water’s edge, squinting his eyes. The boy is looking up 

north, toward the cliff, and as Edward focuses he’s 

raising an arm, like a statue of Hitler. Then he runs off 

down south, back home, Edward figures, now planted 

into the soft sand, like an armchair in the dunes, 
sculling whisky and watches the rays from the moon 

scatter across the ocean.  
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When he wakes the first thing he sees, or rather, first 

thing he feels, and then sees is bird shit on his foot. He 

looks up, to see the bird, but his vision is all white from 
the burning sun. Way up there and in this wind, it’s 

impossible, he thinks, turning down to the shit. The shit 

remains on his foot, like a flattened oyster, glistening in 

the sunshine. He curls his toes and bends his foot 

forward in the sand, scrapes it back and forth, it comes 
off easily, but you can still see the shadow of shit, like 

an old tattoo. The sky is metallic from low passing 

cloud. The ocean is spoilt by the new, northerly wind, 

like a sheet beginning to flap on the line, all white and 
stained by light raindrops. Sun and rain, it’s a beautiful 

things. Edward walks the beach, stumbling with the 

half-full bottle of warm whiskey. He sees the eagle, 

follows the bird as it drifts with him, parallel to the tip of 

the cliff, heading north. 
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 The sea climbs closer to his feet as the tide draws 

in on his route back, south. Edward is dragging 

driftwood, making a snake pattern behind him. He 
doesn’t allow the wood to lift off the sand. Back at the 

dune, below the goat track, he sees he has made a 

long, continuous line, like a serpent’s track. With the 

now fully overcast day and with nobody around it 

looks—like, art, Edward says, to himself, laughing. Art! 
He lights a cigarette. I know you won’t remain, he says, 

toward the driftwood marks. If not by the sea, he says, 

by you, and he points the lit fag north, to the wind. He 

empties his pocket full of cowrie shells onto the pile 
and yells out, without thinking—the words come from 

nowhere—he rejoiced himself to being a womanless 

man to hide the shame of his uselessness!  
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 He remembers Maria. She is on the beach beside 

him. He sees her as he did before the window in the 

pool house. He sits down, hidden between rises in the 
dune, and pulls out his cock. How long has it been? He 

starts wanking to the image. When he comes-to Maria 

is gone. He looks around before he stands, sees the 

eagle, up above the cliff, same place as always. It drifts 

back and forth silently. He can’t look, feels dizzy. 
Getting up, Edward sees the boy on the crest of the 

dune not too far down south. The boy is pointing to the 

cliff.  

 ‘He’s up there,’ the boy yells and then disappears, 
over the dune and into the scrub.  

 ‘Hey,’ Edward yells, running across the soft sand. 

‘Hey, kid?’  
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 He stops, the kid is gone. He turns back to the 

sea and a dark blanket is rolling in from the south. New 

swell is making up the horizon. The sky is upset. A 
southerly storm is coming. Soon there is the clapping 

of thunder. The time between crashes gets shorter with 

each strike of lightning. The new wind seems angry. 

Edward is swaying back and forth with it and the 

whisky, searching the horizon beyond the sea. He 
throws his hands into the sky. Crack.  

 His father told him once that he could control 

lightning.  

 It’s true. He waits, and then jerks his arms. Crack.  
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 An arrow of light would always hit the water with 

his reach. The power of the mind, boy, his father would 

say, before he started drinking. Strange, Edward 
thinks, he must have been all of five years old, and he 

hadn’t ever thought about that memory before. Place 

does hold memories, and thoughts? He’s unsure, takes 

a gulp. The storm is almost overhead. The bird flies 

over, now a shadow under the dark clouds, and it 
screeches. Edward watches the eagle drift down above 

the shoreline. He follows it down there. It seems to be 

playing with the wind turning over above the sea. 

Edward spins around with the bottle, with the wind, 
almost empty. The bird is like a sock in a dryer, 

tumbling around the storm, and then it disappears out, 

behind low black cloud on the horizon, which, Edward 

sees, is in the shape of a face. The ocean crashes 

silently. He throws his hands up above his head: crack. 

Now, the storm must be directly above him because 

everything has gone dead still and the ocean has 

turned into a mirror. He is under the eye of the storm. 

Edward looks down into the shallow water and sees 

the face. He drops the empty bottle and walks forward 
until his feet are turned in the rip and his body curls 
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and sways, pushing and pulling with the waves, 

gasping for breath, out to sea. 

 
 

Edward’s is creased into the sand on the high tide 

mark, like a sculpture or a washed-up dolphin. 

 The ocean spat him out.  

 He is stiff and bloated, but breathing. A shallow 
rise and fall with the sand. He opens his eyes slowly; a 

layer of salt has hardened over his lashes. Hard to see, 

he is covered in what looks like seaweed and rubbish. 

The sun is bright and the sky is blue. It’s one of those 
perfect mornings. Everything is calm after the storm. 

Raising his torso, struggling under the weight of sand, 

he immediately vomits: saltwater pours out of him.  
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 He looks around. Has he woken up in heaven, or 

hell? First thing he sees, once he is standing, is the line 

in the sand. He touches it, sees it, and it immediately 
sparks his memory. He looks around, unsure. He 

touches his skin, pinches it. He can feel. He breathes 

in and—vomit follows his breath—out. His footprints 

have been washed away but not the line. The trail from 

yesterday’s driftwood seems to go forever up and down 
the beach. Strange that it has remained. Maybe a 

snake followed the track this morning and made it it’s 

own, or maybe someone else traced it.  

 The boy, he thinks, remembering.  
 He looks up and sees the boy on the dune.  

 ‘M-a-n-d-a-l-a,’ the boy yells.  

 Edward turns back to the sea, still spewing out 

salt water.  

 ‘Listen, Old Man,’ he hears the boy shout from 
behind him. ‘You know what a man-da-la is?’   
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 Edward turns, and then croaks, ‘I know you’re not 

real,’ he says, vomiting. He stumbles up to the dune 

where the boy is standing. He sees the pile of shells 
and driftwood and he remembers he had collected 

these things but he can’t remember tying them together 

in this kind of sculpture. He looks at the boy and then 

back down, sees the triangle shaped sculpture, with a 

kind of opening, a base in the middle, like a tee-pee or 
a beach fire covered in colourful cowrie shells and tied 

together by thin rope. 
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 ‘My cousin Banana told me you an artist from 

Amsterdam so you should know what a man-da-la is,’ 

the boy says, and then he pokes Edward, turns and 
runs off, over then dune, down south, up through the 

scrub toward Sage’s grandparent’s house, Joan’s 

house. Edward tries to breathe, vomit. He had felt the 

boy’s fingers. His throat is dry but he tries, ‘If you’re 

real,’ he says. ‘Go and get my cigarettes.’ Small dents 
hit the sand, then bigger dents, like marks from last 

nights rain. He spits saltwater on the sand and begins 

to vomit more aggressively, crying and vomiting, face 

down in the sand. He rolls over, facing the sky, looking 
for the bird. His head spins around the clouds and then 

he sees the bird. It’s as if the bird is tracking Edward’s 

line in the sand. He sits up, follows the bird with his 

gaze, moving above the sand, waiting for it to go 

toward the cliff. He will follow it up there, he thinks. He 
stands, looks. The two lines together, the line in the 

sand and the bird in the sky, together.  
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 He sucks in a breath, ready to follow the bird up 

to its place on the cliff. He waits. The bird follows the 

line and back and forth, up and down the beach, and 
then heads out, away from the land. He watches the 

eagle from the dune, now out on near the horizon. He 

squints, holding his long curls above his face. Like a 

bullet, he thinks he sees it dive into the sea. He waits. 

It doesn’t seem to return. Edward turns away and like 
the bird was holding his old thoughts, they too are 

gone, he is unsure.  

 Goodbye. 

 The word comes from no-where. Unsure if they 
are his own. Did he speak them?  

 Edward wraps the remaining white rope around 

the shells and driftwood, finishing the huge triangle 

shaped mandala. Heaven, Edward says, imagining the 

boy is still there, it’s beautiful.  
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 Edward looks up north to the cliff, scratching his 

head and rubbing at his eyes. He pulls the letter from 

his back pocket, breathes out: it’s still there. He holds 
it, unfolds the letter. It is damp but in one piece, and he 

places it on the sand under the weight of a shell, to dry 

in the sun. He walks the beach, follows the line. The 

sun is around three o’clock in the sky, he thinks. He 

doesn’t walk far, just enough to make another pattern 
in the sand that he can watch, to pass the time.   

 On the dune, beside the letter are his cigarettes, 

and a yellow lighter.  
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 He looks up, says, ‘Thank you.’ And he sees the 

bushes rattle up near the track, below the goat track. 

Edward smiles, pulls out a cigarette and lights up, 
crazy fucking kid, he thinks. He holds the smoke in, 

leaning back and looks up at the sparkling blue. It is 

like the first cigarette he ever smoked, and with his 

mouth dry and thick with salt, the taste is incredible. He 

leans down, feels the letter, dry enough, he thinks. And 
begins to tear the letter apart, slowly. Placing each 

piece carefully into the opening of the mandala, on the 

flat surface, until it is, almost, no longer a letter. He 

pauses at the final corner of the paper. Will he keep a 
small piece? He throws it into the opening with the rest. 

He then places kindling, bits of rubbish, and strays of 

kelp from around him, onto the shredded paper. He 

stands back, admiring the triangle-shaped object: an 

offering to the fire gods, he thinks. He turns up, to the 
cliff. The dirt patch must have been right there, he 

thinks, pointing with the tip of the cig, directly above 

him, but the eagle is not there, not anymore, and so he 

nods and turns back. He looks at the mandala. It was 

my pleasure to see you in your dreams, Edward says. 
He throws his cigarette into the opening, onto the 
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kindling, and it begins to catch. He picks it up, legs 

spread, arms wrapped around the bottom layer of 

driftwood and walks down to the shoreline while the 
kindling sparks up. He waits until the driftwood catches, 

and, now almost burning his skin he throws it out, into 

the sea, and it drifts sideways in the shallows until it 

meets the rip and out it goes. It rolls over the waves, 

out to sea in the tip, like a floating bonfire. It burns; 
smoke bends into the haze of the afternoon. A gentle 

northerly keeps the flames alight and he watches until 

it crumbles into the sea under the break of a wave. 

With the white and grey sea and the hazy sky and 
leftover smoke, it looks peaceful out there, like a 

Japanese-style ocean painting. The white-water breaks 

the burnt wood down to ash that floats out beyond the 

breakers. He closes his eyes, speaks to himself, for 

what feels like a lifetime, and when he re-opens there 
is nothing left, as if there was never anything, just an 

image of the furry old sea.  

 He waits to see the bird, but it too is gone.  
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 Edward turns, expecting to see the boy, but all he 

sees, from the shoreline, which feels like a great 

distance, is just a panorama of emptiness. The sand 
goes forever from left to right, then the dune, then 

green yellow shrub, up to the faces made up of red 

clay up, to the pine tree on the cliff.  

 It is a feeling. He has no desire to walk up there. 

He turns, sits cross-legged on the sand facing the sea 
with his feet in the shallows. He feels the saltwater, like 

a cat licking his feet, like a fireplace sucking air; the 

ocean is soft, warm and breathing. He thinks, but—he 

has already tried that.  
 He looks out and stares across that long line, the 

horizon. 

 A wave crashes and, as the tide moves forward, 

white water climbs up over his legs, catching him off 

guard. He jumps up, and again, when he turns back 
everything behind him is empty. He closes his eyes 

and when he opens them he is finally sure: nothing left 

here.  

 No footprints, no cross, no bird, and no son: 

nothing here. 
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 Edward leans down, digs his palm into sand and 

holds some grains tight. He turns to face the land, 

releasing the sand through his fingers like an 
hourglass. He turns north, south and then lies down, 

tilting his neck backward beyond the sea. It feels right, 

upside down. He blinks, capturing the image for what 

feels like the last time.  

 Here’s Edward: his face windswept, pale yet 
burnt, wet and dry, wrinkled, thick with salt and his 

body is covered in sand. He looks like a fisherman 

who’s just returned from ten years at sea or maybe, 

with his burnt white skin and his beard, long wavy hair, 
he looks more like Christ resurrected from the 

heavens. Really though, he just looks like Edward 

Wolfe after nearly downing, smoking too much pot, 

litres of whiskey, and then, after sending his son off, 

facing Sage’s memories, trying to meet his 
grandmother and now himself: an old man alone in the 

sand. He takes a long hard look at the sky, touches the 

sand once more, and walks, up the goat track, to the 

shack. He doesn’t turn back once.  
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Standing by the louvers with his few clothes, his 

passport, the photograph, his notebook, and the 

Amsterdam pen and—for something to read in the 
taxi—the pile of junk mail, all in his leather bag. He 

looks around the room, taking in few details. The shells 

on the table, and the empty white walls: they have 

weathered a-lot since his being here, he thinks, flakes 

off paint make up the space between the shells. And 
the view, he turns, the ocean and the sand are almost 

unrecognisable from the overgrowth and the thick layer 

of salt on the stained-green glass. He doesn’t know 

how long he was here and he’s unsure if he’ll ever be 
back.  Edward walks through the track, south, but Joan 

isn’t home. He opens the window beside the outdoor 

laundry and climbs in, using the telephone for a taxi. 

He sees himself, eighteen and in love with a beautiful 

girl, Sage. Now he knows it was just some kind of 
youthful obsession, desire, he thinks, looking into a 

family photograph on the wall. She seems ugly, not 

physically; it’s a deep feeling. He rubs at his chest, 

nothing there. Before he leaves, he walks over to the 

long rectangular glass window and looks out to the 
ocean, as far as the eye can see, he blinks. He turns 
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and sees the empty house as it is, so meticulously kept 

it’s as if nobody has ever lived here.  

 Edward climbs back out the window, walks up the 
dirt track and sits on top of his bag, beside the main 

road, reading through the junk mail from the letterbox 

to pass the time. He flicks past a catalogue for fishing 

gear and sees a small white envelope with his name, 

handwritten. He turns it over, no sender address. The 
stamp is international, he guesses, there is a picture of 

a man, like God, who could be Moroccan or 

Indonesian. But he wouldn’t know. Then, he thinks, it 

must be from Bali, from Sage. He figures Joan must 
have told her that he is here and that she is probably 

writing from her clear and distant mind to say how sorry 

she is for everything. Edward stares at the back of the 

letter, toying with the crease under his fingernail, 

imagining her, single at an island, longing for her young 
toy boy: he now knows, that’s all he was to her. How 

did he keep her with him for so long? The taxi beeps, 

pulls up with a stop on the dirt. Fuck that, he thinks, 

and shoves the envelope in his jacket pocket, gets up 

swinging his bag over his shoulder. He feels wrapped 
up in newness: lightness.  
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 Edward doesn’t feel like speaking, and he doesn’t 

care what the cabbie thinks about that, he looks like a 

kid anyway, Edward thinks. He says hello, tells him 
he’s from Amsterdam and that he’s going to visit his 

grandmother in Carlton cemetery for her birthday, 

that’s it, and then he winds down the window, pulls out 

his notebook, and writes. Space See. Not here. Time. 

None. Land Death. Only death. Smoke screen. 

Onward. 

 The young man turns the music up, lights a fag, 

opening his packet of Winnie Blues to Edward.  

 ‘I don’t smoke,’ Edward says. He throws the 
notebook out the window. In the side mirror he watches 

the pages flap and the spine bounce against tar, then 

dirt, and then nothing, into the scrub. He turns to the 

road. He knows now: place betwixt place, no time, and 

veritable space.  
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 The dreams feel memorable, as dreams, he can 

remember them, and he knows now, he can go. He 

looks up. Head in the clouds, mind like god, one 
another. And as the landscape inside his mind pours 

out shades of green and yellow that float by slowly, he 

curls up, stretching out the belt, and turns, leaning his 

head against the window frame. The southerly comes 

in and takes him away for the drive, with his head 
gently falling against the frame he wakes only for a 

bump in the road and goes again. Then the music 

stops and the engine stops. ‘Alright,’ the young man 

says.  
 ‘Carlton cemetery is on your right.’ 

 Edward pulls out his credit card. He hopes that in 

some fantastic way he has both enough money for this 

cab, another shorter one, and then enough money for a 

flight to Amsterdam. He hasn’t spent a cent since he’s 
been here, so, he thinks, if the Gods are on his side, he 

should be right.  

 ‘Sorry, sir,’ the kid says. ‘Your card declined.’ 

 Shit.  
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 He looks at Edward, unsure. Edward reaches into 

his jean pocket, and pulls out some leftover notes, he 

counts them out: fifteen US, twenty Euro, and one 
hundred rupees. ‘Hmm,’ he says, looking up at the boy. 

He must be all of twenty-five years old, what is he 

doing driving a cab? He could do anything. His eyes 

might be dull, and remind Edward of the Golden 

retriever from Thomas’s pool, but he is handsome and 
young. ‘Hmm,’ Edward says. ‘Well, could you try and 

take a bit off and we’ll try the card again and I’ll give 

you all this?’ He holds out the scrunched-up pile of 

foreign money. 
 ‘Sorry, I’m not allowed to do that.’ 

 ‘Hmm.’  

 ‘But I guess there’s no other way?’ He remains 

looking at Edward, as if waiting for directions. 

 ‘Look, it’s my grandmother’s birthday,’ Edward 
says. ‘I don’t want you to get in trouble, kid, but just 

take twenty off, and we’ll at least see if the card works, 

and then, if it does, you could make up some story to 

your boss, show him the foreign money, write me off as 

a bloody tourist.’  
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 ‘Yeah.’ The boy tries again, looking down. ‘That 

could work, the boss hates boatpeople.’ 

 ‘Good, great,’ Edward says. ‘Make sure it’s a 
good story, kid, I’m sure he’ll get all excited.’ 

 ‘Well, yeah,’ the boy says. ‘It worked.’  

 ‘Great.’ Edward hands him the cash. 

 ‘Can I ask you a question?’ the boy says, 

flattening out the notes. 
 Edward nods, picks up his bag from the floor, 

opens the door. 

 ‘What’s it like to travel this world?’ 

 ‘Hmm, what is it like to travel this world?’ 
 ‘Yes. I mean I’ve never left my country.’ 

 ‘This is your country,’ Edward says, unsure if he’s 

asking a question or making a statement, but continues 

anyway. ‘That’s what it’s like to travel around the 

world.’ There is silence. Edward opens the door. ‘You 
have a family?’  

 The young man nods. ‘Yes, a girlfriend, a baby, 

we’re getting our own place soon.’ 

 ‘Good,’ Edward says, closing the door behind 

him. ‘Good luck.’ 
 ‘I’ll just tell him the truth,’ the boy says.  
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 Edward turns, leans through the open window. 

‘Excuse me?’ 

 ‘My boss, I’ll tell him the truth. I can ask him if 
there’s any work going, if you like?’ 

 Edward nods and pulls away from the door. He 

continues nodding to himself. He lights up, almost 

inhaling his cigarette. The cab disappears. Shit, he 

thinks. Shit. Shit. Shit. Walking across the road the tar 
turns to sand. Edward tries to make a dent with his 

boot, nothing. How? He thinks. How can he turn up to 

see Gene without her favourite yellow flowers?  

 Then he remembers there is a florist near by and 
then, he remembers he is dead broke.  

 Shit.  

 Should he have become a tradesman like his 

father? He thinks about it.  

 Jesus really is a cunt.  
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 Maybe this is hell? Maybe he is in hell? He looks 

around and while it’s an absurd thought, it’s enough to 

relieve his fear. It’s a possibility, he thinks. So, he 
walks up Lygon Street and then turns up Sydney Road 

to Bunnings. The door opens automatically, as if 

welcoming Edward inside, and he looks around for the 

nearest bunch of yellow flowers. Then he searches the 

aisle, Garden Tools, and the only shovel they sell has a 
bright yellow handle. Great, he thinks. Waiting in the 

service line, Edward follows a woman’s gaze down to 

his feet. Ridiculous. He slides his feet out of the boots, 

more like flakes of leather and steers them forward 
until they are hidden under the counter. His feet are 

nicely tanned, he thinks. Maybe he could get a job as a 

foot model?  

 ‘Diggin your own grave, mate?’ the man says. 

 ‘Something like that.’ Edward looks down, hands 
over his credit card.  
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 As the man turns down, after a few moments, 

when his confusion has begun, before he has time to 

look up and speak, Edward has started working his 
way toward the door. He runs. Out, through incoming 

traffic barefoot, with his bag, the flowers and a shovel 

tucked under his arm, he runs down Sydney Road, 

across to Lygon Street, and he doesn’t stop until he is 

behind a fat tree in the graveyard. Shit. He can hardly 
breathe. He slides down the trunk and takes a moment.  
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 Edward walks a few feet and turns to see the 

shovel leaning against the tree, he shakes his head, 

sparks up and walks away, up the small rise to where 
his grandfather is, where Gene should be. Edward 

sees a man leaning over a walking stick near the 

grave. He stops, moves behind a tree, and watches the 

old man. The yellow from the suns distorts the picture 

and he moves, under shadows of branches, to see 
clearly. The old man with a walking stick places flowers 

on what he suspects is Gene’s headstone. Must be an 

old friend, he thinks, waiting for the man to leave but 

the man is now on the grass, not moving, as if getting 
ready for a nap. Then the man begins to move, walking 

away with his back turned, slowly, pausing every so 

often, as if he might turn back at any moment. Edward 

places the flowers on his grandmother’s grave. He 

picks up the other bunch of flowers, from the man and 
smells the ends of the stalks. Winfield Blue, he thinks 

and turns: the old man is under the shadows of a tree 

watching Edward and before he can do anything he is 

coming toward him. 

 Shit. 
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 ‘Excuse me,’ the old man says. ‘Would you help 

me?’ The man reaches into the front pocket of his 

overalls and pulls out a yellow object. He hands it to 
Edward.  

 ‘A measuring tape,’ Edward says, looking down. 

 ‘Edward?’ the old man says. His voice hardly 

works.  

 Edward looks up but he doesn’t recognise the 
man, his face is just old and blurred by smoke.  

 ‘Yes,’ Edward says. Then he remembers. Winfield 

Blue.  

 ‘Good, here, hold this.’  
 The man kneels down and pulls out the silver tip. 

‘Take this, son, measure out six feet.’ 

 Edward feels the sweat from the old hand. 

‘Graham?’  

 ‘Look, son. I’ve got the cancer. Can’t bear it. I’m 
going into the ground ‘morrow.’ 

 The old man leans against his wooden walking 

stick with a bird head carved into its end. 
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His blue overalls are worn and oversize, covered by his 

tweed suit jacket. He wears brown leather shoes and a 

yellow cap that reads B.P. He looks up at Edward. The 
sun hits his green eyes, highlighting the red veins in 

the white space, like bloodlines in a shell.  

 ‘I need some fucking help, Edward,’ he says, as if 

he had seen him yesterday.  

 ‘What are you doing, Graham?’  
 ‘Before you go off on your tangent and tell me off, 

son.’ He pauses, faces the dirt and coughs. ‘They tell 

me I can’t fit ‘ere.’ He hits the dirt, beside Gene with his 

closed fist, the skin is so worn that it looks more like a 
rock than a hand. ‘I can fucking fit,’ he says, bashing 

the ground.   

 Edward is bent forward, his eyes coming out from 

his head, looking like an ostrich.  

 ‘Teaspoon of cement, boy,’ the old man says. 
‘C’mon now, measure ‘er out.’ 

 ‘What is happening?’  

 ‘Reality, Edward,’ his father says, punching the 

air. ‘C’mon!’ 
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 ‘Okay,’ Edward says, ‘Jesus, okay.’ Edward walks 

backwards, looking down at the numbers, counting out. 

‘Five feet and a half, six’ he says. ‘Yep,’ he says, ‘six 
feet.’ 

 ‘Good,’ his father says, drawing a straight line in 

the dirt. ‘The box is six.’ 

 His father reaches into his front pocket, takes out 

the blue packet of cigarettes, taps the bottom and then 
watches them scatter over the ground. ‘Fuck,’ he says.  

 Edward leans down beside him and picks them 

up. ‘Here,’ he says. 

 ‘I can bloody do it.’ 
 ‘You’re only five feet tall,’ Edward says.  

 ‘Shit. It’s true, Edward, thank you,’ he says, 

looking up. ‘I had nothing to worry about then.’ 

 ‘But you ordered a six feet box.’ 

 ‘That’s true,’ his father says, lighting up.  
 His face looks much older than Edward could 

have imagined. It is full of wrinkles, like a piece of fruit 

that’s been in the sun for months. ‘I’ll get them to shave 

half a foot off the end of the box.’ He leans, struggling 

with the walking stick, and pulls himself up.  
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 ‘But you’ve got six feet of room, we just measured 

the dirt.’ 

 ‘Very true son, very true.’ His father stretches out 
his feet and then says, ‘Thanks,’ reaching up to pat 

Edward on the shoulder as he walks past. Winfield 

Blue smoke wafts into Edward’s nose and he 

remembers being here as a child burying his 

grandfather. There goes his father, he thinks. Just like 
that. Edward is a stunned mullet. His mouth hangs out, 

as if detached from his face. He looks like Godot, 

unsure of anything around him. He touches things: his 

face and then the ground and he wants to run, but his 
body won’t move. ‘Graham,’ he yells. 

 His father stops, he hadn’t gotten far. He just 

stands there: a small, harmless man. He seems 

ancient, hunched forward coughing non-stop with his 

back turned. He looks great, Edward thinks. 
 ‘I’d like to be there,’ he says, moving closer to his 

father. 

 ‘In the ground?’  

 Edward keeps his distance. ‘I’d like to be at your 

funeral,’ he says. 
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 ‘Look, son.’ He pauses to cough, facing away, 

toward the road. ‘I’m not having a bloody funeral! Why 

I’m measuring up meself. You’re the last one.’ 
 ‘Why I’d like to be there,’ Edward says. 

 ‘Three PM tomorrow. I’ve got shit to do Edward. 

Piss off. See you in the ‘morrow.’ 

 ‘You can do that, dad?’ 

 ‘No, Ed.’ More coughing. ‘I’m discharging meself, 
couple of mates are sortin’ the rest.’ 

 Edward is waiting for his father to turn, to allow 

him in, to open up his arms, to apologise for 

everything. Nothing. He closes his eyes.  
 ‘Did you ever become an artist, son?’  
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 Shit. The words hit him hard. Edward moves 

closer. But he doesn’t say anything. He can’t speak. He 

watches the old man stumbling away slowly, through 
the trees and then down to the road. He walks over the 

few feet to where his father was standing and leans 

down to check for marks in the dirt, to make sure. He 

sees the red against the brown and green and he 

hesitates to touch it but he needs to be sure. Blood 
from his father’s coughing sticks to his finger and he 

rubs it against the grass in a panic but a faint stain 

remains. ‘Ohhh,’ he says.  

 Edward lies down on the dirt patch, his father’s 
plot. The measuring tape is still there. He’ll dig his own 

grave tomorrow, he thinks, fuck it, and he goes to 

measure up the space beside his father, but he’s too 

exhausted to move. 

 
 

Edward is woken by a man gently kicking at the side of 

his body, saying, ‘Oi, old mate. Oi, old mate. Go sleep 

somewhere else, eh. Get ya shit out of here, we’ve 

gotta’ dig this plot up.’ 
 ‘Cut it out, Jim,’ comes another voice.  
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 Edward opens his eyes: there is a shiny black box 

beside him. He stands up, scratches his head and rubs 

the dirt off his jeans and out of his hair. He stares at the 
closed box. He looks around: three men, one with his 

head out the window of a small yellow excavator, 

another one, dressed in all-blue overalls holding a 

shovel, and another one, Edward rubs at his eyes: a 

priest.  
 They are all staring at Edward, keeping their 

distance. 

 ‘You okay, son?’ the priest asks.  

 ‘Am I okay?’ Edward says. Ha ha! ‘Am I okay?’  
 Edward is now standing tall, on a lean, with his 

toes curled up and his fists clenched. 

 ‘Ha-ha no, I’m fucking—’ 

 ‘Hey, listen,’ the priest says, interrupting, ‘God 

works in—’ 
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 ‘Mysterious ways,’ Edward says. ‘Yeah yeah, 

fucking yeah. I’ve seen it, and I’ve heard it all, Father.’ 

He has a new look about him. He is speaking and 
moving fast. ‘Now, you’re going to open the casket, 

and that bloke.’ Edward points to the man in overalls, 

smoking under his greybeard. ‘Greybeard there,’ 

Edward continues. ‘He’s going to describe to me who 

or what is inside the box.’  
 Here’s Edward: his eyes dark-green and his 

pupils are huge behind his Ray Bans, he looks like a 

junkie, a maniac, telling these men what to do and how 

to do it with the power of a politician. ‘Wait here a 
fuckin’ moment,’ he says, and strides over; picks up his 

shovel and holds it out like a weapon.  

 ‘We can’t open the box, mate, it’s against the 

rules,’ says greybeard, from under his lean.  

 ‘Rules,’ Edward says. Ha ha! ‘Fuck that.’ 
 They all stare at Edward, blank, as if they were 

watching a show.  
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 Edward walks over to Greybeard, reaches into his 

pocket, lights one of the man’s cigarettes, and then 

puts the packet in his jean pocket. ‘Look, fellas,’ he 
says, sucking back. He is now pacing around the 

casket, clockwise, at a great speed. ‘This is what’s 

going to happen.’ Then he turns, anti-clockwise, back 

and forth. ‘You,’ he points at the priest. ‘Are going to 

open the casket, and the other bloke,’ he points at 
greybeard. ‘Is going to swear that inside this shining 

black box is a man named Graham Edward Wolfe, got 

it?’ He walks over to the priest. ‘I want you to look me 

in the fucking eye, and tell me, that my father is in that 
casket.’ Then he paces over to the man hanging out 

the window of the yellow machine. ‘And I want you to 

watch them, and then tell me, in plain English, what 

you see.’ 

 ‘You’re a fucking nut job,’ the man in the machine 
says, from his safe distance.  

 Edward strides over to the box, dismissing the 

man’s words. Smoke bellows over his back.  

 Greybeard is holding his shovel tight; he nods at 

the priest, ‘C’mon then father, give him a look.’ 
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 The sky is grey and miserable. Edward pulls his 

jacket closer to his skin. Ray Bans closer to his eyes. 

The cemetery is empty save for a few pigeons. The 
general atmosphere within the current silence is that 

feeling you get in a scene from Tarantino: anything 

could happen. The air is thick full of it.   

 The father walks hesitantly, the few feet to the 

casket, leans down and opens it.  
 ‘Jim,’ he says. ‘Come here, bear witness.’  

 Greybeard digs the end of his shovel into the dirt 

and walks over. ‘Well I’ll be fucking damned,’ he says, 

‘yep that’s Graham Edward Wolfe.’ He looks over at 
the man in the machine who is nodding. 

 ‘Course it fucking is,’ he says, sniggering. 

 Edward looks down. His father’s face is soft and 

grey. His eyes are closed. His father looks asleep. 

Edward nods. ‘Okay,’ he says, ‘now touch his face.’ 
 ‘Fuck off,’ Greybeard says, his breath reeking of 

garlic and tobacco.  

 ‘Edward,’ the priest says. ‘No.’ 

 ‘Touch his fucking face,’ Edward says, holding the 

shovel to the priest’s head.   
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 ‘Jesus Christ, alright, boy.’ The priest places his 

palm on Edward’s father’s face.   

 Edward nods. ‘Okay, he says, ‘okay.’  
  ‘C’mon boys, fuck me, I’m thirsty,’ the man from 

the excavator yells. 

 The hole is dug, prayers are said and then the dirt 

is shovelled, between cigarette breaks, onto the casket 

by greybeard and Edward, helping greybeard with the 
lump of dirt. With each dig Edward feels a new pain 

releasing from his body. Dig—his back—dig—his 

chest—dig—his foot, and so on.  

 ‘Alright, she’s done, that’s it,’ Greybeard says, 
walking away, holding the shovel bent over his 

shoulder. And then the machine moves away, toward 

the road.  
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 The priest remains. ‘Stop, Edward,’ he says and 

pulls the shovel from Edward’s arms. ‘Your Father 

wanted you to have this,’ and he replaces the shovel 
with the book. He nods, turns and walks away. Edward 

holds the book. Sweat drips from his face. He waits till 

the Father is gone then lies down on the grass beside 

the grave: his grandfather, and his father, and now 

Edward, still alive. He looks up. The sky has opened, 
apart from low cloud passing south, it is sharply blue, 

and the leaves above him sway, some of them fall with 

the new southerly wind, and they are made up of a 

myriad of colours: reds, browns, greens and yellows. 
He is so fucked that it all looks immensely peaceful.  

 He reads the title inside the cover of the book: 

The Holy Bible. He laughs. His father was always 

harping on about Jesus Christ. He opens a page and a 

piece of paper falls out. Edward lifts it off his chest and 
holds it up. The white of the paper looks beautiful 

against the sky and the trees. He takes a moment, then 

focuses. His father’s handwriting is almost illegible. The 

paper reads: 

 
 Edward, buy yourself some boots.  
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 He turns it over, sees: it is a cheque for five 

thousand dollars.  
 He drops the paper and just stares, blankly at the 

sky.  

 ‘Ohhh,’ he says. 

 He fumbles, automatically, to his pocket for the 

man’s packet of cigarettes. He pulls them out with a 
start and holds them in front of him. He sees he has 

also pulled out the envelope from Sage. He almost 

laughs. He pulls out a cigarette, lights it, throws the 

packet to the grass, rolls his shoulders, and turns over 
the envelope, undoing it with the nail of his right thumb. 

He pulls out the letter. Reads: 

 

 Edward,  
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 I’m writing to tell you that I left soon after you, I 

moved in with my uncle, Pablo. He is a beautiful man. 

He helped me find a place by the sea, in Chile, of 

course. Well, you wouldn’t believe it. I have had some 

small successes with my painting, a small gallery is 

showing them and they are selling well. I have often 

thought about you and that strange look you kept 

hidden in your dark green eyes. Well, that’s not all. I 

have something else, something big and small. 

Edward, I am pregnant. He is yours. Would you like to 

be a father? We can raise him at the beach house, 

there’s plenty of room, and, well, even though you’re a 

useless bastard, I think I’m in love with you. I’m joking 

Edward, of course. Since you left I haven’t stopped 

thinking about you. I have added all the details you 

need for the visa on the back of this paper, along with 

the address. Please come soon! 

 All our love, Maria 
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Edward folds the letter into The Bible with the cheque, 

stands up, throws his bag over his shoulder. He stands 

still, looking at his father, and Gene, and his 
grandfather for what he now knows will be the last 

time. He blinks, turns and walks, over the fence, to the 

road, and he waves at a yellow cab.  

 ‘Welcome to the black moon bus my friend,’ the 

driver says. He is a cool black man with long braided 
her and a deep voice, like a jazz singer. He turns 

around. His big green eyes hang above his small, 

round yellow sunglasses. ‘Jesus, man, you need a 

drink.’ He reaches down and then passes a metal flask 
to Edward. ‘Johnnie Walker,’ he says, smiling under his 

greying beard. His teeth are like dull flashlights in the 

dark woods. ‘Where you going, man?’ 

 Edward flicks the cap and swigs from the flask, 

handing over the letter. ‘What is it?’ he says, swigging.  
 ‘A-ha,’ the man says, reading. ‘Haaa-hoooo ha-

hooo.’  

 ‘Seriously,’ Edward goes, ‘It is a letter?’  

 ‘Well,’ the man says. ‘It could be anything, really. 

Haaa-hooo. Yes man, it’s interesting.’  
 ‘Interesting?’ Another swig. 
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 ‘Very,’ the man says, exhaling. ‘Congratulations 

to you, sir.’ 

 ‘It is a letter?’  
 ‘Of course it is,’ the man says. ‘You can see it 

can’t you?’  

 The man passes it back and then turns back to 

the road. ‘You’re crazy man, relax,’ he says, taking off.  

Music comes out of the speakers, a deep, womanly 
voice with a fun beat. 

 Edward taps his index finger against the dirty skin 

showing through a hole in his jeans. He looks up to the 

road, past the man’s face in the rear view mirror, and 
focuses. His eyes fall lazily ahead, and he wipes his 

face with his jacket sleeve, sucking in a deep breath. 

 ‘A-ha, there we go,’ the man says, looking in the 

rear view. ‘Ah-hooo ha-haaa. The look of a travelin’ 

man. I see it in your eyes, Dylan. I knew it. Got it in 
you. I see it. I can see it. You just need sustenance.’  

 Edward nods, and pulls his Ray Bans over the 

view. 

 The man passes a banana over his shoulder, 

saying, ‘This will tie you over, man.’ 
 Edward nods, and peels back the skin. 
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 ‘We’re like them two guys from fear and loathing 

in Las Vegas.’ The man hoots again. ‘Ah-hoo.’  

 He turns the volume knob and speeds down the 
highway. Southerly wind swirls through the car, turning 

up Edward’s long, wavy grey hair.  

 He now hears the woman singer’s words. She 

reminds him of someone. ‘Who is this?’  

 ‘Nancy Sinatra,’ the man says, ‘white woman got 
groove.’ And he begins to sing along, ‘These boots 

were made for walkin’—’  

 ‘Of course, Jesus,’ Edward says. ‘Where have I 

been?’ 
 ‘We’ve got a tail wind. Strange the way she howls 

and hums.  

 Edward turns out the window, ‘Like an eagle,’ he 

says. 

 ‘I know that feelin,’ the man says, laughing. 
‘Seriously, man, where you want the black moon bus to 

take you?’ 
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 ‘The letter,’ Edward says, throwing the Banana 

skin out the window. He turns and watches it dance 

across the road, sees it cross the tarmac into the dirt. 
He turns, winds up the window. His head hits the glass. 

What he sees as a black and white landscape unwinds 

beneath his Ray Bans, and slowly this world fades-out, 

like the end of a 50’s film. Edward drifts, his eyes fixed 

onward, a Marlboro cigarette burns from his rough pink 
lips—the last, he decides, that he will ever smoke. 

 ‘Well, man?’ the driver says.  

 Edward comes-to. 

 ‘What is it, man?’ 
 ‘A daydream, I think.’  

 ‘I’m feeling you,’ the man says, hitting the steering 

wheel. ‘That’s why I drive for a living.’ He gestures out 

with his hands. ‘Left or right, that’s all I gotta’ think 

about. I never knows which way.’ 
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 Edward sees department stores piling up against 

the edge of the highway. ‘Hang on,’ he says, ‘I need to 

go there.’ He points forward, over the man’s shoulder, 
to the billboard covering up the horizon: a pair of low-

cut matt-black Doc Martin’s float in the ether of the 

painted white sign. Edward can taste that soft leather 

against his soles. Onward, he thinks, and the word 

feels oh so good.  
  

 


